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Chapter 1: System Administration Overview

Architecture Overview

The Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise (ASE) is a relational database using client/server technology. The ASE is one or 
more processes on the machine, and controls all necessary memory usage, disk access, and network functions.

E.F. Codd created the concept of relational databases and described the characteristics of the relational database 

management system. Such systems consist of rows of data within tables, with the tables having relationships to one 
another. For example, a table named Authors may contain instances of authors, each of which has a unique author ID that 
uniquely identifies different authors. A table named Titles may likewise contain instances of titles, each of which has a 
unique title ID that uniquely identifies different books. However, neither table by itself is sufficient to indicate which authors 
contributed to which books; this is resolved by associating author IDs with title IDs. This relationship (which may take 
different forms, according to basic design rules) shows the user which authors contributed to which books.

The term "relational" indicates how the data is represented to the user, while the term "client/server" indicates what kind of 
technology is used to access the data. In such systems, there is a division of effort between the client application (which 
makes a request for data) and the server (which determines if the client has access to the data and returns any results to 
the client). The client can exist on the same machine as the server. More typically, however, it is on a different machine to 
spread system load.

Responsibilities of the Sybase System Administrator

The system administrator of a Sybase ASE (also referred to as SA, database administrator, or sometimes DBA) is 
responsible for all aspects of creating, maintaining, and monitoring the server and database environment, including:

! Installing the Sybase Adaptive Server

! Establishing connectivity between clients and servers

! Installing and maintaining user databases

! Establishing security for the ASE

! Maintaining and troubleshooting the ASE

! Establishing disaster recovery procedures

! Monitoring the ASE

! Use of utilities

This list is not comprehensive; there are many duties implied by this list that may fall to the DBA/SA. For example, if a 
stored procedure that previously ran in 30 seconds has recently been running for over an hour, as SA, you will need to find 
out why it is taking longer now than before. If it is a configuration problem, then it falls into the troubleshooting category for 
the SA to resolve. But if the SQL inside the procedure was poorly written, then tuning the SQL falls into a gray area. In 
some shops, the programmer is responsible for the P&T (performance and tuning) of the procedures, and in others (our 
recommendation!) the DBA reviews all procedures going into the production system and approves the procedures based 
on his knowledge of the system and optimizer. Either way, it usually falls to the DBA/SA to resolve optimizer problems. In 
the end, the SA is responsible for the server, and all aspects of the ASE are in the domain of the SA.

Installing the Sybase Adaptive Server

The process of installing a Sybase ASE is the first step toward a productive database management system. Always read 
the Sybase Installation Guide specific to your platform, as there are differing requirements and recommendations for 

different operating systems. In particular, walk through the checklist provided and make sure that you meet or exceed all 
operating system requirements. Analyze the user databases you intend to create on this new server, and size your disk 
space, memory, and other configurable resources to accommodate the current needs. Be sure to also estimate growth in 
the foreseeable future, and see to it that the resources you will need will be available. There are many calculations in the 
Sybase System Administration Guide to help you calculate resource needs, especially in the chapter titled "Configuring 

and Tuning the Server."
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Establishing Connectivity between Clients and Servers

For clients and servers to communicate, they must be able to locate each other; this is done by creating an address listing. 
On Unix machines, this address listing is called the interfaces file, and on NT it is called the sql.ini file (the term "interfaces" 
is used to generically refer to any of these files, regardless of OS). Within these files you will list all servers (ASE servers, 
backup servers, monitor servers, and XP servers) with their network addresses; clients will use these files to find the server 
they wish to query, and servers will use them to listen for client requests.

Within these interfaces files, there may be multiple server entries, each of which may contain multiple services. A service is 

a specific address used for a specific purpose. The master service (featuring the keyword "master") is used by servers to 
track incoming requests; the query service (with the keyword "query") is used by clients to locate a server when sending 
data queries or commands. Each service contains a specific network location and information about supported network 
protocols. These entries look different depending on the operating system.

Example:

SYBASE
     query tcp ether my_machine 4500
     master tcp ether my_machine 4500

The easiest way to maintain these files is with the dsedit utility.

Installing and Maintaining User Databases

Before a user database can be created, space must be made available to the server. This is performed using the disk init 
command.

Syntax:

disk init
   name = "device_name",

   physname = "physical_name",

   size = {number_of_blocks | {size K|M|G}}

   [, vstart = virtual_address ,

   cntrltype = controller_number]

   [, dsync = {true | false}]

Detailed syntax and usage for disk init and other device-related commands are found in Chapter 3, "Defining Physical 
Devices." Once the devices have been initialized, the create database command can be issued.

Syntax:

create database database_name

   [on {default | database_device} [= size]

       [, {default | database_device} [= size]]...]

   [log on {default | database_device} [= size]

       [, {default | database_device} [= size]]...]

   [with {override | default_location = "pathname"}]
   [for {load | proxy_update}]

Once the database is created, tables, indexes, users, and permissions can be added. Creation of databases is covered in 
more detail in Chapter 4, "Databases."

Establishing Security for Adaptive Server Enterprise

Security is critical for the protection of Adaptive Server Enterprise and the data contained within. Sensitive data must be 
protected from improper access, whether by reading or modification.

There are several levels of security within Adaptive Server Enterprise. At the server level, a login allows a connection to be 

established; at the database level, a user has access to the storage structures of data; and at the object level, permissions

allow the use of data creation and manipulation syntax.

!"#$%Prior to 12.5, you needed to provide a virtual device number (vdevno), but with 12.5 and later versions that is 
automatically assigned.
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It takes a combination of these security measures to successfully create a secure Adaptive Server Enterprise environment.

Once you've put your chosen security scheme in place, the ASE auditing feature may be enabled at the SA's discretion. 
Auditing allows monitoring of users, commands, and administrative tasks (but adds overhead to the server). Auditing must 
be installed, and requires its own database (sybsecurity) in which it retains auditing information; reports can be generated 
from the auditing tables to track trends and help identify attempted security breaches.

Kerberos/Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) (New in 12.0)

In a distributed client/server computing environment, intruders can view or tamper with confidential data. Adaptive Server 
works with third-party providers to give you security services that:

! Authenticate users, clients, and servers ! Make sure they are who they say they are.

! Provide data confidentiality with encryption ! Ensure that data cannot be read by an intruder.

! Provide data integrity ! Prevent data tampering and detect when it has occurred.

Security is covered completely in Chapter 6, "Security," and Chapter 7, "Auditing."

Maintaining and Troubleshooting Your ASE

When the application databases are in place and users are allowed into the ASE, there will still be effort needed to keep 
the server running. Logs will fill, data will outgrow its allotted space, indexes will become inefficient, and data could become 
corrupt. Many of these problems can be detected early or avoided through regularly scheduled general maintenance. 
There are several maintenance processes you should consider implementing, including:

! dbcc (database consistency checker), a series of commands that detect structural problems within your system. Some 
of these are highly resource intensive and should only be run during slow times.

! Periodic rebuilding of indexes to improve performance; this is more important on highly volatile data (lots of inserts, 
updates, or deletes) than on static data.

! Maintenance of statistics to improve query optimization.

! Adding thresholds to warn when free space approaches a defined minimum.

These topics are discussed in Chapter 15, "Preventative Maintenance Regimen," and Chapter 16, "Troubleshooting."

Establishing Disaster Recovery Procedures

Disasters happen. If you don't believe it, ask those folks at the Board of Trade building in Chicago about when the tunnels 
flooded and the CBOT lost all electricity. Or ask the residents of New Orleans. Whatever the nature of your disaster !
environmental or otherwise ! you must be prepared to move the complete business (or part of the business) operation to 
a new location, and be up and ready in a short amount of time. A well thought-out and thoroughly practiced plan must be 
available to deal with any contingency. Some things to consider:

! Spare machines with sufficient resources to run the business will be required.

! Networking needs must be addressed.

! Connectivity issues must be addressed and tested.

! Good backups of the databases will need to be accessible from off-site.

! Installation disks for all components (clients, servers, applications, etc.) must be accessible from off-site.

! Timetables for acceptable recovery time must be established.

! A step-by-step disaster recovery plan must be created.

! Personnel must be designated for disaster recovery.

! A failover site with warm or hot backups should be evaluated (is it an option or mandatory for business survival?).
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! The plan must be tested. No matter how impressive it is on paper, it still may fall apart. Test it repeatedly.

There are books on disaster recovery and how to prepare for it. Each site will have different requirements and possibly 
different approaches. Just remember that it can happen to you and be prepared. More information can be found in Chapter
8, "Backing Up and Restoring."

Monitoring ASE

There are many ways to monitor the ASE. There are system stored procedures, which present information about the state 
of the server. There are the Monitor and Historical Servers, which obtain and track performance statistics. There are third-
party applications that can be run with the ASE. Whatever the tool or technique, monitoring is essential to the health of the 
ASE; knowing which resources are overused (or available in excess) allows you to maximize the performance of the ASE. 
Most mature shops have their own set of monitoring tools that have been developed over time.

Use of Utilities

Sybase utilities are used at the operating system level to perform special services against the ASE. These utilities are:

! srvbuild ! A Unix-based program to create the ASE once it is unloaded from the CD.

! srvconfig ! An NT-based program to create the ASE once it is unloaded from the CD.

! dsedit ! Edits the server entries in the interfaces file and LDAP servers.

! bcp ! The bulk copy program allows mass loading (or unloading) of data files into (or out of) tables.

! defncopy ! Creates script files containing data definition language for specific database objects.

! optdiag ! Used to display (and in some cases, modify) statistics pertaining to tables and the optimizer.

Databases

Within a server, a database provides the context for data. There are four types of databases stored in the ASE.

! System databases essential to the ASE operation:

master contains information needed to start the server, as well as all the system tables needed to govern the ASE; 
anything that has to do with the ASE as a whole is stored in master (including permitted logins, existing databases, 
space allocation, and other broad-scope items). master is the first database to be brought online when you power 
up an ASE; therefore it should be kept small and without user tables for faster access and startup of your ASE.

model is the database used as a template when new databases are created. The contents of model are copied to 
each newly created database, and thus, all changes that are made to model are reflected in new databases.

tempdb is the temporary working area. Temporary tables are automatically created to hold intermediate results in 
some queries (especially when sorting is involved), and users may create temporary tables for their own purposes. 
Remember that the contents of tempdb are not permanent: tempdb is cleared and recreated each time the ASE is 
started, and some temporary tables will delete themselves even without a server restart. tempdb is heavily used by 
the ASE. If you experience performance bottlenecks, you can create more temporary databases.

sybsystemprocs contains the stored procedures that are installed by the server (known as system procedures),

which are used to query and change the contents of system tables.

sybsystemdb is used for the data change processes known as distributed transactions.

! Special functionality databases:

dbccdb is used to store output from the dbcc checkstorage command.

sybsecurity is the auditing database; it must be installed prior to turning on the auditing options.

sybdiag is installed by Sybase Technical Support to help debug problems.

! Sample databases:
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pubs2 and pubs3 are optional databases; they are the source of syntax examples in the documentation set, and 
are used in many Sybase classes for labs. The installation scripts are provided with ASE.

! User databases:

These are databases created specifically for applications.

System Tables Overview

The system tables govern the ASE and/or the databases within the ASE. In addition to the master system tables that 
pertain to the ASE as a whole (see Table 1-1 for a list of these system tables), every database (including master) contains 
a set of system tables that refer only to that database (see Table 1-2). These tables are maintained and modified with the 
use of Transact-SQL statements (create, drop, disk init, etc.) and system procedures (sp_addlogin, sp_adduser, 
sp_configure, etc.).

Table 1-1: System tables

System Table Contents

syscharsets One row for 
each
character
set or sort 
order

sysconfigures One row for 
each server 
configuration
parameter

syscurconfigs Information
about
configuration
parameters
currently
being used 
by Adaptive 
Server

sysdatabases One row for 
each
database on 
Adaptive
Server

sysdevices One row for 
each data 
device and 
dump device

sysengines One row for 
each
Adaptive
Server
engine
currently
online

syslanguages One row for 
each
language
(except U.S. 
English)
known to the 
server

syslisteners One row for 
each type of 
network
connection
used by 
current
Adaptive
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Server

syslocks Information
about active 
locks

sysloginroles One row for 
each server 
login that 
possesses a 
system role

syslogins One row for 
each
Adaptive
Server login

syslogshold Information
about the 
oldest active 
transaction
for each 
database

sysmessages One row for 
each system 
error or 
warning

sysmonitors One row for 
each
monitor
counter

sysprocesses Information
about server 
processes

sysremotelogins One row for 
each remote 
user

sysresourcelimits One row for 
each
resource
limit

syssecmechs Information
about the 
security
services
available for 
each
security
mechanism
that is 
available to 
Adaptive
Server

sysservers One row for 
each remote 
Adaptive
Server and 
for the 
server itself

syssessions Only used 
when
Adaptive
Server is 
configured
for Sybase's 
Companion
Server in a 
high
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availability
system

syssrvroles One row for 
each server-
wide role

systimeranges One row for 
each named 
time range

systransactions One row for 
each
transaction

sysusages One row for 
each disk 
piece
allocated to 
a database

Table 1-2: All databases

System Table Contents

sysalternates One row for 
each
aliased user

sysattributes One row for 
each object 
attribute
definition

syscolumns One row for 
each column 
in a table or 
view, and for 
each
parameter in 
a procedure

syscomments One or more 
rows for 
each view, 
rule, default, 
trigger, and 
procedure,
giving SQL 
definition
statement

sysconstraints One row for 
each
referential
and check 
constraint
associated
with a table 
or column

sysdepends One row for 
each
procedure,
view, or 
table that is 
referenced
by a 
procedure,
view, or 
trigger

sysgams Allocation
bitmaps for 
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an entire 
database

sysindexes One or more 
rows for 
each table 
and its 
indexes

sysjars One row for 
each Java 
archive
(JAR) file 
that is 
retained in 
the
database

syskeys One row for 
each
primary,
foreign, or 
common
key; set by 
user (not 
maintained
by Adaptive 
Server)

syslogs Transaction
log

sysobjects One row for 
each table, 
view,
procedure,
rule, trigger 
default, log, 
and (in 
tempdb
only)
temporary
object

syspartitions One row for 
each page 
chain of a 
partitioned
table

sysprocedures One row for 
each view, 
rule, default, 
trigger, and 
procedure,
giving
internal
definition

sysprotects User
permissions
information

sysqueryplans Abstract
query plans 
and SQL 
text

sysreferences One row for 
each
referential
integrity
constraint
declared on 
a table or 
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System
Tables
in
Special
Uses
Databases

The

column

sysroles Maps
server-wide
roles to local 
database
groups

syssegments One row for 
each
segment
(named
collection of 
disk pieces)

sysstatistics One or more 
rows for 
user-
designated
columns;
used in 
query
optimization.

systabstats One row for 
each table, 
plus one row 
for each 
nonclustered
index

systhresholds One row for 
each
threshold
defined for 
the
database

systypes One row for 
each
system-
supplied
and user-
defined
datatype

sysusermessages One row for 
each user-
defined
message

sysusers One row for 
each user 
allowed in 
the
database

sysxtypes One row for 
each
extended,
Java-SQL
datatype.
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sybsecurity
and
sybsystemdb
databases
contain
some
unique
system
tables
that
are
particular
to
their
activities.
See
Table
1-
3
and
Table
1-
4.

Sybase
System
Stored
Procedures

Sybase
provides
a
variety
of
stored

Table 1-3: Sybsecurity
system tables

System Table Contents

sysauditoptions One row 
for each 
global
audit
option

sysaudits_01 -
sysaudits_08

The audit 
trail. Each 
audit table 
contains
one row 
for each 
audit
record

Table 1-4: Sybsystemdb system table

System Table Contents

syscoordinations One row for each remote participant of a distributed transaction
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procedures
to
help
the
DBA/SA
maintain
and
monitor
the
ASE.
These
special
stored
procedures
are
found
in
the
sybsystemprocs
database
(there
are
a
few
stored
procedures
needed
for
startup
that
will
be
found
in
the
master
database).
These
procedures
use
the
naming
schema
"sp_xxx,"
where
xxx
is
a
descriptive
name.
Procedures
provided
by
Sybase
have
the
special
ability
to
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modify
system
tables.
Changes
to
system
tables
should
only
be
made
by
means
of
stored
procedures
(except
under
the
most
extreme
circumstances),
as
this
will
guarantee
the
integrity
of
the
data
in
the
system
tables.
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Chapter 2: Adaptive Server Installation

Overview

When dealing with installation, one must remember that Adaptive Server has been written to run on many different 
platforms. Since each platform, whether Windows, Linux, Solaris, or other flavors of Unix, has its own way of getting things 
done, each platform has a slightly different installation routine. However, each server installation does have a few things in 
common.

The first common point is planning. The installation of Adaptive Server requires a certain amount of planning in order to be 
successful. During the installation process, many questions will be asked that will affect the final outcome. The answers to 
these questions should be prepared in advance.

Among the questions that will need to be addressed:

! What is the destination drive and directory for the Adaptive Server software?

! Will raw partitions or file system devices be used (non-Windows systems)?

! What is the destination and size for the master device?

! What is the destination and size for the sybsystemprocs device?

! If you are going to install auditing, what is the destination and size for the sysaudits device?

! What character set and sort order are you going to use?

! What network protocols and addresses are you going to support?

! What page size will you use?

Some of these issues (particularly raw vs. file and device location) will recur as we use the server; others (like sort order 
and character set) are really only referenced during installation.

Step 1: Preparation

The first step to performing the installation is to prepare. Read through the installation manual for the platform you are 
installing to; there are a variety of platform differences. The specific steps required for installing to the platform will be laid 
out in the installation manual (including platform-specific OS configurations). It is important to document all of the choices 
(and keep the documentation for future reference).

Typical information needed:

! Logical page size

! Physical device information for system databases

" Type

" Size

" Location

! Server name

! Networking information

" IP address/host name

" Port number/socket number

" Named pipe address

! Any Sybase Software Asset Manager (SySAM) feature activation codes
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! Serial numbers (get this off the tape or CD before inserting it into the drive; not asked for on NT)

! Character set, sort order, and default language

! Backup Server/XP Server/Monitor Server/Historical Server information

" Name

" Networking information

! Security configuration

" SSL

" Kerberos

The installation will be quicker and easier if you have made all of these decisions beforehand. Some of these parameters 
can be left at default values, and some will require inputs.

Logical Page Size

ASE allows for configuration of a logical page size at installation. The default size is 2 K. The options are 4 K, 8 K, and 16 
K.

Physical Devices

The installation program initializes the master device, which provides the context for the master, model, sybsystemdb, and 
tempdb databases, and a device for sybsystemprocs. Optionally, a device can also be defined for the sybsystemdb 
database.

Adaptive Server has always allowed administrators to have a choice of where and how they would create their physical 
devices. Before ASE 12, Sybase only supported raw partitions. The primary reason behind this was the fact that most file 
systems had some form of OS buffering; this meant that when ASE would write to the device there was the possibility that 
the write did not really happen. The write would actually occur in a buffer or in cache (memory), which would later be 
flushed to disk (this could result in significantly faster reads and writes). But this could be disastrous should the server lose 
power before writing to disk, since whatever data was stored in memory would be lost.

However, with the advent of changes in file systems to allow direct writes to disk, Sybase was able to change this 
recommendation. Beginning in ASE 12, devices may reliably be placed on raw partitions or on file system devices, 
provided that the file system supports direct writes to disk (see Chapter 3, "Defining Physical Devices," for a full 
discussion). The key exception to this has been Windows, as it does not support raw partitions. For Windows, it is 
recommended that you create file system devices onto the NTFS file system.

When defining the master device, the size may be requested in blocks (2 K pages), megabytes, kilobytes, or gigabytes. For 
safety's sake (i.e., peace of mind when it comes time to upgrade to whatever comes after 15), you should make the master 
device at least 50 MB over the minimum recommendation. Disk space is far less expensive than the aggravation of having 
to migrate a master device. The sybsystemprocs database can be placed on the master device, but we recommend that 
you place it on a separate device.

Create a large master device in order to reserve some space for future enhancements, but remember that too large a 
device may take longer to recover. Keeping the master device reserved for system databases, and not making user 

Table 2-1: Minimum page size requirements

! master sybsytemprocs other system databases

! device database device database device database

2 K 24 MB 13 MB 120 MB 120 MB 3 MB 3 MB

4 K 45 MB 26 MB ! ! 6 MB 6 MB

8 K 89 MB 52 MB ! ! 12 MB 12 MB

16 K 177 MB 104 MB ! ! 24 MB 24 MB
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databases on this device, will make recovery easier and faster.

Server Names

If you do not want the default value of SYB_machinename on Unix, you need to specify the server name. On NT, the 
default is machine_name.

For the Backup Server, if you do not want the default value of SYB_machinename_BACK on Unix (for NT, the default is 
machine_name_ BS), you need to specify the server name. Similar defaults exist for the XP Server (which runs OS-level
commands from the server), Monitor Server (ASE's performance monitor), and Historical Server (which tracks Monitor 
Server output over time).

Using the default names will work, but in a multiserver environment, it is best to adopt a server naming standard early, and 
stick with it. If you install multiple servers, the names must be unique.

Networking Information

Adaptive Server supports the following network types:

! TCP/IP

! Named pipes (NT only)

The most common way for ASE to communicate with clients is over TCP/IP. The client does not need to establish a login 
on the host machine that ASE is running on; instead, the client will send its requests to a particular host name and port 
number. ASE will listen directly to the network and respond to any incoming network packets that use the same port 
number that ASE is using.

In this way, many TCP/IP-enabled processes (including multiple ASEs) can all run simultaneously on one machine, each 
paying attention only to their own network traffic, as long as each process has a unique port number. The host name

portion of the network addressing will be set by your network administrators. You should either generate a port number that 
you know is not in use (and will not be used by any subsequent processes) or ask the network administrators to generate 
one for you. Default ports are 5001 to 5004.

Sybase Software Asset Manager

The SySAM application enforces installation of premium server features. It is activated automatically at the beginning of 
installation and asks for license key values that go into the licensing file. At startup, ASE checks the license file to 
determine available features. Technically, you do not need to enter any keys into SySAM, but you will not be able to use 
any of the premium features (such as Java in the Database and High Availability Companion Server) unless you provide 
their keys and the key for the basic ASE server.

Sybase will provide certificates (via download) with feature authorization codes to enable the premium features that you 
have purchased.

Sort Order

The sort order defines how Adaptive Server will order storage bytes in the server, how it will compare values in queries, 
and how it will order query results that request sorting (including "order by" and "group by" queries).

The ASE default is binary order, which stores the information in ASCII-numeric order, meaning uppercase letters are sorted 
before lowercase letters, because uppercase letters are numerically smaller in the ASCII character set. The remaining sort 
orders are variations on dictionary sort order, combining various forms of case-and accent-sensitivity.

SSL in Adaptive Server

Adaptive Server's implementation of SSL provides several levels of security. It authenticates itself, and once the SSL 
session is established, the client requesting a connection can send his user name and password over the secure, 
encrypted connection.

"#$%!Not all network protocols are supported with all operating systems. On some operating systems, Adaptive Server 
will support multiple protocols simultaneously.
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A comparison of the digital signature on the server certificate can determine whether the data received by the client was 
modified before reaching the intended recipient.

Adaptive Server uses the SSL Plus library API from Certicom Corp.

SSL Filter

Adaptive Server's directory service, such as the interfaces file, NT registry, or LDAP service, defines the server address 
and port numbers, and determines the security protocols that are enforced for client connections.

Adaptive Server implements the SSL protocol as a filter that is appended to the master and query lines of the directory 
services. The addresses and port numbers on which Adaptive Server accepts connections are configurable so that multiple 
network and security protocols can be enabled for a single server. Server connection attributes are specified with directory 
services, such as LDAP or DCE, or with the traditional Sybase interfaces file.

All connection attempts with an SSL filter to a master or query entry in the interfaces file must support the SSL protocol. A 
server can be configured to accept SSL connections and have other connections that accept cleartext (unencrypted data), 
or use other security mechanisms.

Note that having a cleartext port along with an SSL port to accept connections is possible, but not recommended, because 
allowing cleartext defeats the purpose of SSL connections. However, it may be useful during migration to SSL or along with 
other security measures.

The SSL filter is different from other security mechanisms, such as DCE and Kerberos, which are defined with SECMECH 
(security mechanism) lines in the interfaces file (sql.ini on Windows).

Authentication via the Certificate

The SSL protocol requires server authentication via a server certificate to enable an encrypted session. Likewise, when 
Adaptive Server is functioning as a client during RPCs (remote procedure calls), there must be a repository of trusted CAs 
that a client connection can access to validate the server certificate. Each Adaptive Server must have its own server 
certificate file that is loaded at startup. The default location for the certificates file is:

Unix " $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/certificates/servername.crt

NT " %SYBASE%\%SYBASE_ASE%\certificates\servername.crt

The server certificate file consists of encoded data, including the server's certificate and the encrypted private key for the 
server certificate. Alternatively, you can specify the location of the server certificate file when using sp_ssladmin.

The CA Trusted Roots Certificate

The list of trusted CAs is loaded by Adaptive Server at startup from the trusted roots file. The trusted roots file is similar in 
format to a certificate file, except that it contains certificates for CAs known to Adaptive Server. A trusted roots file is 
accessible by the local Adaptive Server in:

Unix " $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/certificates/servername.txt

NT " %SYBASE%\%SYBASE_ASE\certificates\servername.txt

The trusted roots file is only used by Adaptive Server when it is functioning as a client, such as when performing RPCs or 
Component Integration Services (CIS) connections.

The system security officer adds and deletes CAs that are to be accepted by Adaptive Server, using a standard ASCII text 
editor.

The purpose of Step 1 is to plan out how the server will be built and to document it. This will assist you in the event you 
have to reinstall, and wish to refer to what you did the first time. You will also get an installation log, which is a good thing 
to stash away for a rainy day. The Installation Guide of the documentation set always has a form to fill out, which basically 
requires you to think about what you are putting on the server, and where you are putting it. This worksheet should be 
saved for future reference and should be updated if any of the installation choices are later changed.

"#$%!To make a successful client connection, the common name in the certificate must match the Adaptive Server 
name in the interfaces file.
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Step 2: File Transfer

The installation process will require that you use an operating system login to unload the CD (and later, perform the 
installation and start the server). This login is generically referred to as the sybase login, but may be named anything you 
wish. The sybase login should have ownership over the areas of disk where you will unload and install the server (and 
later, create devices); on NT, the sybase login must be a member of the Administrators group.

Once signed in as the sybase login, you will need to make available a large area (typically 360#800 MB; see platform-
specific documentation) of drive space for the Adaptive Server software to reside on. Use operating-system specific 
commands to unload software from the CD; on some operating systems, the install program will perform the unload.

At the end of Step 2, you will have copied all the necessary files to create the server, as well as the software to install and 
configure the new server. On most systems, the install program will automatically move on to Step 3.

Step 3: Running Installation

The install program will begin to ask questions about the Adaptive Server to be created; the worksheets filled out in Step 1 
should provide the answers. The install program will prompt the installer for information about the size and location of the 
master device, master database, and other system devices and databases. Once all the questions have been answered, 
the Adaptive Server will be built to the specs from your answers. The tasks performed by the install include:

! Initialization of the master device and sybsystemprocs device

! Creation of the master, model, sybsystemprocs, sybsystemdb, and default tempdb databases

! Startup of the server (optionally the backup server, depending on platform)

! (Optional) Installation of auditing and creation of the sybsecurity database and device

Once you've started the install program, you'll get a screen that looks similar to Figure 2-1, which tells you that you're 
starting the right program.

Figure 2-1

Choose Next to continue. In the screen that appears, select a country, click the "I Agree" radio button, and click Next.

"#$%!The implication here is that you already have an OS-level login called sybase. If you don't, then create one. 
Installing as root (or administrator on NT) can create ownership/startup problems later.
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Figure 2-2

The next screen requires you to make an important decision: where to put the program files. Placement of these files will 
likely be determined by the space available on your machine. You're going to want to spread I/O out across your disks as 
much as possible. We recommend placing the files on a disk that will not be used for database storage.

Figure 2-3

Press Next to access the screen where you choose the setup type.
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Figure 2-4

We've chosen the typical install here. You can choose another that suits your needs, but unless you have a specific reason 
to perform something other than the standard install (for example, you only want to install client components), Typical is a 
good choice.

Press Next.

Figure 2-5

The installation program will make a few checks before starting with the installation. These include making sure the 
unloaded software is for this operating system, checking that you have enough disk space available, etc. Press Next.

As part of the check, the program will verify what is to be installed and how much space you need for it. This is a good 
page to print and save, in case you ever wonder what you installed. You won't need to keep it forever, but while you're 
performing other tasks, you might want to check back to find out if you did in fact ask the server to install the job scheduler, 
for example.
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Figure 2-6

After the Enterprise Suite install successfully completes, you are informed accordingly and instructed to press Next to 
continue.

Figure 2-7

At this point, supporting software is installed, and you can install the Adaptive Server and associated products. Here we're 
going to install the entire suite by selecting all the options and pressing Next.
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Figure 2-8

We're going to choose the standard configuration here; you can see the selections in Figures 2-11 to 2-13. Press Next to 
continue.

Figure 2-9

The installation program, by default, names the server the same as the box upon which it is running. This is, of course, 
customizable. Default ports for the server are 5001 to 5004.
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Figure 2-10

Note that device sizes will vary according to the default page size you select.

Figure 2-11
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Figure 2-12

Figure 2-13

The installation program tells you specifically where files will be located, what port numbers are to be used, and any 
options that are set.

Upon completion, the server tells you that the installation was successful and offers to let you install SySAM certificates 
(for ASE 15, you'll need a certificate or the software will fail to start in a few weeks).
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Figure 2-14

We've installed this one on Windows, and as a result will have to restart the box so that everything works.

Figure 2-15

Once the box has been restarted, and the servers correspondingly started, you can sign in to the server to verify that it is 
actually running. Here, we've started up Interactive SQL and are connecting with the default login (sa) and default 
password (null).
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Figure 2-16

Selecting @@version shows us that the right version of the product has been installed. It also shows us that the server is 
responding to queries, which is nice to know.

Figure 2-17

At the end of Step 3, the new Adaptive Server should be up and running. The new server will contain at least one initialized 
device for master (it is optional but recommended that there be initialized devices for sybsystemprocs and sybsecurity on a 
busy system), and there should be at least five databases: master, model, tempdb, sybsystemdb, and sybsystemprocs. On 
NT, the necessary registry entries will be created. A good way to test the server is to run the isql command and attempt to 
connect to the server.

isql -U login_name -P password -S servername

Initially, you may use the login sa, which has a null password (leave the parameter empty). This initial login/password 
combination is very privileged, and failure to change it constitutes a security hole; it should be changed as soon as 
possible (see Chapter 6, "Security").

"#$%!Do not supply the password on the command line, as this will give your password to anybody OS savvy enough to 
use their OS equivalent of a ps command. Instead, leave the password off and allow the server to prompt you.
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You should also notice that hundreds of files have been created as a part of the installation, of which we'll discuss the 
following:

! Interfaces file

! Runserver file

! Errorlog file

! syb_olympus.cfg (note that this is servername.cfg)

Interfaces File

The interfaces file (named sql.ini on NT systems; otherwise named interfaces or interfac, depending on OS naming 
limitations) is actually part of the Open Client/Server (OCS) aspect of Adaptive Server. The interfaces file is located in the 
$SYBASE directory, and provides the connectivity information for the client/server architecture that ASE uses. Each client 
application and each server that exists in your architecture needs to be able to access a copy of the interfaces file; clients 
use it to find the servers they will connect to, and servers use it to know which inbound network packets to pay attention to 
(and to communicate with other servers).

Sample Unix Interfaces Entries

In this example, olympus is the name of the machine upon which Adaptive Server Enterprise is running, and syb_olympus 
is the name of the Adaptive Server Enterprise instance.

syb_olympus
   master tli tcp /dev/tcp \x000207ee390601e80000000000000000
   query tli tcp /dev/tcp \x000207ee390601e80000000000000000

syb_olympus_bak
   master tli tcp /dev/tcp \x000207ef390601e80000000000000000
   query tli tcp /dev/tcp \x000207ef390601e80000000000000000

Above, you can translate the hex entries. 07ee and 07ef are the port numbers. The IP address is 390601e8.

You can also choose to do this without all of the hex entries:

syb_olympus
   master tli tcp olympus 2030
   query tli tcp olympus 2030

Sample NT sql.ini Entries

;; Sybase Interfaces file
;; <link_type>=<network_driver>,<connection_info>
;; Examples:
;; [JUPITER]
;; QUERY=NLMSNMP,\\JUPITER\pipe\sybase\query
;; WIN3_QUERY=WNLNMP,\\JUPITER\pipe\sybase\query

[TENCHI]
master=tcp,tenchi,2030
query=tcp,tenchi,2030

[TENCHI_XP]
master=tcp,tenchi,2032
query=tcp,tenchi,2032

Although the formats differ, in each case the file contains the names of servers (such as syb_olympus and tenchi) and 
details of how to connect to them. A detail consists of a service type (the master service used by the server and the query 
service used by the client), a reference to the protocol used (on Unix, the protocol name is used, like tcp; on NT, the 
protocols are represented by the names of DLLs), and address information (normally the machine name and port number in 
plain text; Solaris uses a hexadecimal encoding and NT named pipes uses a directory location format).

Incorporating SSL into Your Interfaces File
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Adaptive Server Enterprise security services now support Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) session-based security. SSL is the 
standard for securing the transmission of sensitive information, such as credit card numbers, stock trades, and banking 
transactions, over the Internet. The implementation of Adaptive Server SSL features assumes that there is a 
knowledgeable system security officer who is familiar with the security policies and needs of your site, and who has 
general understanding of SSL and public-key cryptography.

You can enable a server to use SSL by adding an ssl parameter to the interfaces file entry:

syb_olympus
   master tli tcp olympus 2030 ssl
   query tli tcp olympus 2030 ssl

You can also configure a server to accept both SSL and non-SSL transactions:

syb_olympus
   master tli tcp olympus 2030 ssl
   query tli tcp olympus 2030 ssl
   master tli tcp olympus 2030

Sybase has an excellent discussion of SSL at www.sybase.com/support/manuals.

LDAP as a 12.5 and Higher Alternative to the Interfaces File

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is an industry standard for accessing directory services. Directory services 
allow components to look up information by a distinguished name (DN) from an LDAP server that stores and manages 
server, user, and software information that is used throughout the enterprise or over a network. The LDAP server can be 
located on a different platform from the one on which Adaptive Server or the clients are running. LDAP defines the 
communication protocol and the contents of messages exchanged between clients and servers. Messages are operators, 
such as client requests for read, write, and query, and server responses, including data-format information.

The LDAP server can be configured with these access restrictions:

! Anonymous authentication " All data is visible to any user.

! User name and password authentication " Adaptive Server uses the default user name and password.

LDAP Directory Services vs. the Sybase Interfaces File

The LDAP driver implements directory services for use with an LDAP server. LDAP directories are an infrastructure that 
provide:

! A network-based alternative to the traditional Sybase interfaces file.

! A single, hierarchical view of information, including users, software, resources, networks, files, and so on.

Performance when using an LDAP server may be slower than when using an interfaces file because the LDAP server 
requires time to make a network connection and retrieve data. Since this connection is made when Adaptive Server is 
started, changes in performance will be seen at login time, if at all. During normal system load, the delay should not be 
noticeable. During high system load with many connections, especially repeated connections with short duration, the 
overall performance difference of using an LDAP server versus the traditional interfaces file might be noticeable.

Runserver File

The runserver file is also created at server installation time; it contains the various settings used to start up the server. This 
file calls the dataserver program with various parameters, including the servername, location of the master device, location 
of the errorlog file, page size, and shared memory location. This file is (by default) named RUN_SERVERNAME, and is 
created in the $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/install directory.

Note that while NT does contain a batch file that resembles the runserver file, the actual startup parameters are stored in 
the registry. The batch file is used in certain emergency restart situations, and changing its settings in the batch file will not 
affect normal startups. If you need to change startup parameters, edit the registry key My 
Computer\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\SYBASE\Server\servername\Parameters.

Sample Unix Runserver Entries

#!/bin/sh
#
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# Adaptive Server name: olympus
# ASE page size (KB): 2k
# Master device path: /clwprod/sybase/data/master.dat
# Error log path: /clwprod/sybase/ASE-15_0/install/errorlog
# Directory for shared memory files: /clwprod/sybase
#
/clwprod/sybase/ASE-15_0/bin/dataserver \
-solympus \
-z2k \
-d/clwprod/sybase/data/master.dat \
-e/clwprod/sybase/ASE-15_0/install/errorlog \
-M/clwprod/sybase \

Sample NT Runserver Entries

rem
rem Adaptive Server Information:
rem  name:                          TENCHI
rem  master device:                 f:\sybase\data\master.dat
rem  server page size:              2048
rem  master device size:            30
rem  errorlog:                      f:\sybase\ASE-15_0\install\errorlog
rem  interfaces:                    f:\sybase\ini
rem

f:\sybase\ASE-15_0\bin\sqlsrvr.exe -df:\sybase\data\master.dat -sTENCHI
-z2048 -ef:\sybase\ASE-15_0\install\errorlog -if:\sybase\ini -Mf:\sybase\
ASE-15_0

The following table describes the parameters used in the runserver file.

For use of the runserver file, see the "Starting the Server" section later in this chapter.

Errorlog File

The Sybase errorlog is an operating system file that receives all operator/console messages. Its default location is 
$SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/install. It can be read directly on every operating system, though on NT many tools that check 
to see if the file is in use will not open the file.

"#$%&!Unix is case sensitive, as are the various switches in the command. The actual file is really a dataserver 
command (the sybase executable), followed by a series of parameters.

The page size is for documentation only.

-z2k is not needed for boot; in fact, it is ignored by Adaptive Server Enterprise. It is for documentation and will not

change page sizes at boot time.

Table 2-2: Runserver parameters

Parameter Description

-c Location and name of the .cfg file

-d Location and name of the master device

-e Location and name of the errorlog

-i Location and name of the interfaces file

-M Location of the shared memory directory

-r Location of master mirror

-s Name of the server

-z Logical page size of the server

-m Master recovery mode: server starts single-user to repair a failed master

-p Password recovery mode: used to generate an SSO password at startup

-u Unlock login mode: used to unlock a single locked login at startup
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On NT, Adaptive Server can be configured to send the messages to the machine's eventlog. Looking at the errorlog from 
time to time is part of a preventative maintenance regimen.

servername.cfg ' Server Configuration File

The server has a wide variety of configuration options that determine how resources are allocated and used; the setting of 
these parameters is an ongoing process, fully described in Chapter 11, "Memory Configuration and Tuning." These 
settings are stored in the servername.cfg file, which is stored in $SYBASE by default. Each time a configurational change 
is made, the current version of the .cfg file is copied to an archive file named servername.<three-digit integer>, starting 
from servername.001 and going up. These files are useful for historical analysis or if you misconfigure the server and need 
to revert to an earlier configuration; if no longer needed, these numbered files may be deleted. A copy of a .cfg file is 
shown in Chapter 11.

Environmental Variables

In order to locate the appropriate components of Adaptive Server (and Backup Server and Open Client), it is necessary to 
set some environmental variables for the operating system. The installation manual will provide a list of the required 
settings for your environment. Some of the common environment variables are listed in the following table.

In Unix systems, the variables may be preceded by a dollar sign ($); on NT, the variables are bracketed by a pair of 
percent signs (%).

Underneath the $SYBASE directory are a series of subdirectories, some of which are product-or executable-specific, and 
some of which are common. The common subdirectories (like charsets, collate, installed, and locales) contain files that 
may be used by multiple Sybase products (various versions of ASE, Adaptive Server Anywhere, Adaptive Server IQ, 
Replication Server, and others). The product-or executable-specific subdirectories are each named for a specific type and 
version of server (such as ASE-15_0 or REP-15_0), and contain the installation that is particular to a single product.

The following table lists some of the subdirectory names with which you should be familiar.

Step 4: Front-End Installation

With the installation of the front end (or client) application, the database now has a user interface. This application will 
connect to the database, request tasks of the server, and display the results of its requests. These applications may be 
prewritten, third-party applications, or products specifically built for an organization. Regardless, the application will need to 
talk to the database over a network, and it will need to use Open Client.

Table 2-3: Environment variables

Variable Description

SYBASE The base directory in which you installed the software

DSQUERY The entry within the interfaces file to be used by clients as the default Adaptive Server to connect to

DSLISTEN The default interfaces entry for the server to listen on, if none is specified in the runserver file

SYBASE_ASE The subdirectory where the Adaptive Server Enterprise server files are located

SYBASE_EJB The subdirectory where the Enterprise Java Beans server is located

SYBASE_OCS The subdirectory where Open Client/Server files are located

SYBASE_SYSAM The subdirectory where the Software Asset Manager is located

Table 2-4: Subdirectory names

Subdirectory Description

ASE-15_0 Top level of the ASE installation

EJB-15_0 Top level of the Enterprise Java Beans installation

jconnect-5_5 Top level of the Java connectivity installation

jutils-2_0 Top level of the Java-based utilities (jisql, ribo) installation

OCS-15_0 Top level of the Open Client/Server utilities installation

SYSAM-1_0 Top level of the Sybase Software Asset Manager installation
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Open Client is the portion of the Adaptive Server architecture that provides network transparency. This connectivity layer 
allows for client applications (regardless of the platform) to talk to servers (also regardless of the platform), provided they 
both are communicating with the same network protocol. If a server is capable of communicating with multiple protocols, 
this means that the clients can communicate to the server using any protocol the server already uses. This also means that 
regardless of the protocol used, the application is coded the same way.

Figure 2-18

On the client side, the application is written to take advantage of the connectivity of Open Client. The particular Open 
Client libraries (CT-Lib) take any requests and convert them into a generic form known as the Tabular Data Stream (TDS), 
which the Net-Lib can understand and transmit over the specified network protocol. The Net-Lib is a driver written to 
accept TDS from the CT-Lib or from the network. On the server side, there is a server equivalent to the CT-Lib, called the 
Server-Lib, which is part of the ASE executable. It also communicates with the Net-Lib.

In brief, the CT-Lib translates the requests of the client application into a generic form, which is further translated by the 
Net-Lib according to the network protocol used. On the server side, the Net-Lib translates the incoming network stream 
into a form that the Server-Lib can understand, which then translates the request into particular server calls. When the 
Adaptive Server produces results, they are transmitted back to the client by traversing the same layers in reverse: Server-
Lib translates results into a generic form; Net-Lib translates according to the protocol; Net-Lib translates from network 
protocol to generic; CT-Lib translates from generic to specific form understood by the client application, which then 
displays the results. As a result, any portion of this translation process could be replaced (a new client application written 
or a new network protocol used, for example) without having to replace or recreate all of the other layers.

ODBC

Another popular method of getting connectivity to the Adaptive Server is through the use of Open Database Connectivity 
(ODBC). While ASE supports connectivity to its databases through the ODBC, it is usually an additional layer of 
connectivity and still requires a complete installation of the Open Client.

The ultimate goal behind the use of Open Client is that any client should be able to connect to any kind of server 
regardless of platform.

Starting the Server

As simple as it may sound, one of the most sought-after tasks for an ASE administrator is to start and shut down (or restart) 
the server. Since the startup and shutdown can have a drastic effect on users, these tasks require special privileges. 
Starting a server will require access to the runserver file and permission to use the dataserver executable (Unix), or 
membership in the Administrators group (NT); shutting down the server will require the ASE sa_role (see Chapter 6,
"Security"). Like many other aspects of computing, there may be slight differences between the startup processes for 
different platforms. And there usually is an alternative method or two for getting the server running.

The following examples look at some generic Unix and NT startup options.
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Normal Unix Startup

Use the startserver utility, which will put the running server process in the background automatically. Otherwise, unless you 
manually place the ASE process in the background (using "&"), the server will stop running when you log out of the 
connection used for startup. The startserver utility is provided in the $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/install directory.

1. Sign in as the sybase user.

2. Change to the $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/install directory.

3. Execute the RUNSERVER file using the startserver utility:

startserver !f RUN_olympus

The -f option is followed by the name of the runserver file with the necessary startup parameters; if you wish to start 
multiple servers (say, a dataserver and its associated Backup Server), you may use multiple instances of -f with runserver 
files, as shown below:

startserver !f RUN_olympus !f RUN_olympus_back

Normal NT Startup

Windows NT may also start the Adaptive Server from the command line, but will do so via a slightly different method. As 
mentioned above, the batch file equivalent to the runserver file isn't meant for ordinary startups; instead, we will start the 
ASE service using the NT net start command.

1. Sign in as a member of the Administrators group.

2. Open a DOS prompt.

3. Run net start with the service name (which will be sybsql_<name of server>), as shown below:

net start sybsql_olympus

Manual Unix Startup

For a manual startup, a manual execution of the dataserver command is used rather than the startserver utility. The steps 
in the manual process differ at step 3. For manual startup, the environment variables are manually declared and the server 
is run by using the dataserver command. The runserver file will have all the necessary parameters for a manual startup.

In order for the manual startup to work, Sybase Adaptive Server must have the network up and loaded before Sybase can 
load properly. An alternative for setting the DSLISTEN variable is to pass the server name with the -s parameter. In both 
cases the trailing "&" says, "start that as a background job." If the network fails to load, regardless of the operating system, 
Adaptive Server Enterprise will not start. Both the network and Adaptive Server Enterprise will send error messages to the 
OS errorlog if this occurs.

Automatic System Boot

This is the preferred method of starting an Adaptive Server, in part because it takes some of the work out of the process. 
The goal is to get the ASE server to start automatically when the system is started. This way the administrator does not 
have to worry about running the startup command, just whether the startup completed successfully.

Unix Start

ASE startup at boot time is usually done by placing startserver commands in your operating system's automatic startup file. 

1-2. Same as previous

3. Set the DSLISTEN environment variable (the server-side equivalent of the DSQUERY environment variable).

4. Make sure your path statement includes the $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ ASE/bin directory.

5. Execute the dataserver command as a background process, as shown below:

%setenv DSLISTEN SYBASE
%/home/sybase/bin/dataserver -d/dev/rsd01 &
%/home/sybase/bin/dataserver -d/dev/rsd01 -s SYBASE &
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Some versions/platforms have these instructions in the installation manual. The major key to success at automatic startup 
is to ensure that the network is completely up before applying Adaptive Server startup; otherwise startup will fail. Also, 
remember not to start the server as root; this can inadvertently change file permissions. Issue the Unix swapuser command 
(usually su) prior to startup.

NT Start

Adaptive Server is configured to start automatically by using the SERVICES application in the Control Panel. By setting the 
STARTUP of the Sybase Adaptive Server to automatic, Adaptive Server will load automatically.

Verifying the Server Is Running

Once the server has been started, the next administrative task is to verify that the startup was successful and a server 
process exists on the machine.

Adaptive Server for Unix

On a Unix platform, this must be done by locating the dataserver process on the machine. Sybase provides showserver, an 
operating-system level tool to verify that the server is up that is located in the $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/ install directory. 
The execute permission for showserver defaults to only the sybase user. Some operating systems show detailed statistics 
on the process, while others merely verify that the server is up. It is a common recommendation that the showserver utility 
be executable by any user.

Adaptive Server for NT

In an NT environment, the verification of the server is done using the GUI tools provided by Windows or from the command 
prompt.

Use NT Services Manager

You may verify if an NT-based Adaptive Server is running by checking the NT Services list. If the process has started 
successfully, the service status should be listed as "Started."

Use NT Task Manager

The NT Task Manager is also capable of indicating whether or not the Adaptive Server has successfully started. If the 
server has not failed, then a process should exist on the task list.

Use the Net Start Command

Finally, you may verify that the server is running by executing the net start command with no arguments; this will list all of 
the running services on the server (this is merely a command-line equivalent to using the Services Manager).

Shutting the Server Down

Another task that is strictly reserved for administrators is the act of shutting down the server, or stopping it. ASE shutdowns 
come in two flavors: graceful and immediate.

Graceful Shutdowns

A graceful shutdown allows Adaptive Server to unload itself from memory, but to completely process existing statements on 
current user connections, as well as checkpoint all databases, before finally shutting down.

To perform a graceful shutdown:

1. Log in as anyone with the sa_role using a query editor (like isql).

2. Type the shutdown command from within a client application.

In this instance, "shutdown" represents an Adaptive Server keyword for Transact-SQL.

The shutdown disables all logins (except those with SA privileges), waits for currently executing transactions and 
procedures to complete, checkpoints the databases, and shuts down the dataserver process (assuming you bring it up 
again afterward, this is also called "cycling" or "bouncing" the server).
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The "stop" option doesn't show up in Java SybCent, but it does have a "disconnect" option.

Shutdown with Nowait

In certain circumstances, it may not be possible to gracefully shut down the server; in these cases, the with nowait option 
will force Adaptive Server to close immediately. This still allows the dataserver executable to remove itself from the 
operating system and close its own memory allocations, but it tells Adaptive Server to unload directly from the operating 
system, without waiting for user connections to complete their work. This usually means that any in-progress transactions 
will be lost, and also does not checkpoint the various databases. The nowait option shuts everything down immediately, 
terminating all processes without regard to status, just as if you had suddenly yanked out the power cord.

The two shutdown systems are the primary methods of turning off an Adaptive Server. If they fail to complete, the 
remaining, less desirable option is available. When all else fails, kill the Adaptive Server process from the OS or reboot the 
machine. Note that this is a last-ditch solution.

Maintenance Shutdowns

While it is very popular to discuss 24/7 (24 hours/7 days per week) availability of a server, the practical availability of a 
single server is not always that continuous. Adaptive Server Enterprise will require a restart under certain conditions:

! When changing certain configuration options

! When aborted transaction(s) in the log keep the dump tran from cleaning it out

! To set a variety of system trace flags

Certain configuration options require the reallocation of memory, which may only occur at server start time. Changing 
configuration options that are not dynamic will require shutdown and restart for that option to take effect.

Aborted transactions in the log may keep the dump tran from cleaning it out " this is a bad thing " and usually indicates 
neglectful DBAs or improperly coded (long-running) transactions.

Global Variables

A variable introduced in 12.5, @@boottime, will tell you the last time the server was started if you don't want to get that 
information from the errorlog.
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Chapter 3: Defining Physical Devices

The Need for Devices

Now that the server is installed, you will want to start creating your user databases so that you can begin building your 
tables and other database objects. Before you can do that, you must first define the storage areas that the databases will 
require. This chapter describes that process. We also look at methods of protecting the databases from device failure and 
optimizing the performance of those database devices.

Logical vs. Physical Devices

Unlike some other database servers, ASE uses logical rather than physical devices to manage database space. A logical 
device is simply a name that is mapped to a physical area on disk, which is identified by a file name. In the case of Unix 
operating systems, the file name could be either a raw device or a regular file. (NT also allows for raw devices, but the 
NTFS file system is preferred.) The differences between those two types of devices are discussed later in this chapter. 
Regardless of the type of physical device you choose, the syntax for creating and managing the logical device is the same.

Using logical devices provides you with more manageable and flexible control over your database and object placement, 
because your database is not tied directly to a file. A single database can span multiple devices, and multiple databases 
can share the same device. Each database is made up of one or more fragments (contiguous allocations of physical 
storage), with each fragment mapped to part or all of a logical device.

Performance Implications

Where you choose to place your databases and their individual fragments can play a major role in how they will perform. 
You will want to make the most out of your available disk drives so that you don't overwork one drive while another sits 
mostly idle. For that reason, you may want to create multiple logical devices across many physical drives so that when you 
create your database, it will not reside entirely on one physical disk. Additionally, the type of device you choose to create 
can impact performance. Keep these facts in mind as you begin defining your devices. We'll look at load balancing and 
device types in more detail later in this chapter.

Creating and Dropping Devices

Managing your devices is handled through a series of commands and stored procedures. The device information and 
database mapping is stored in a set of system tables in the master database, which can be queried directly or through 
predefined stored procedures. Creating and modifying your devices should never be done by direct modification of the 
system tables; ASE provides all the commands and procedures necessary to do this safely.

Don't wait until you need database space to create your devices. You should have a set of devices predefined so that if 
your database runs out of space, you can quickly allocate more space to the database without having to scramble to find 
available disk space and define new logical devices. Additionally, choosing a standard set of sizes for your devices 
simplifies administration, recordkeeping, and emergency repairs.

The master device and the device used to house the sybsystemprocs database (typically sysprocsdev) are created 
through the server installation process. The devices used to house the sybsecurity database are created through the 
auditinit utility. All other database devices are created using the disk init command. Each device created will be stored as a 
single row in the sysdevices system table in the master database, regardless of how the device was created.

Creating Database Devices

The disk init command is used to create database devices. Its syntax is as follows:

disk init
   name = "device_name",
   physname = "physicalname",
   size = size_of_device
   [vdevno = virtual_device_number ,]
   [, vstart = virtual_address ,]
   [cntrltype = controller_number]
   [, dsync = {true | false}]

!"#$Remember to dump the master database after any allocation of system resources.
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   [,directio = {true | false}]

The first parameter is name. This is the logical name of the device, and it will be the name referred to when allocating 
database space to this physical device. It is also the name you reference when mirroring or assigning default devices. The 
name can be anything you like, but it must be unique to this server and cannot contain any spaces or punctuation. As is 
true with objects and databases, the name is case sensitive and must be 30 characters or less.

It's a good idea to name devices to identify their use. For instance, creating devices called dev1, dev2, and dev3 is far less 
informative than sales_data1, products_data1, and sales_index1. With this naming method, if you were to run out of index 
space in the sales database, you can quickly identify which logical device to use to expand the database and extend your 
index segment.

The second parameter is physname. This is the physical file that the logical name maps to and is the actual storage area 
that will house your database fragment. Depending on whether you are using a raw device or a regular file for the new 
device, the sybase account must have read-write permissions on either the raw device itself or the directory that will 
contain the regular file. Without proper permissions, the disk init command will fail.

You may want to use (on Unix) symbolic links for physical device placement. This can be very useful for relocating physical 
files (to balance the load) when we add more disks later. Since we will only change the symbolic link, nothing needs to be 
done within Sybase.

The third parameter is the size. By default this is specified in the number of virtual pages (the page size for the server), not 
megabytes. Note that size allocations are not an area in which ASE provides consistency; if you don't remember the units 
when you're using a command, look it up! A simple calculation to determine the number of 2 K pages is to multiply the 
number of megabytes by 512.

As of version 12.5, you may instead choose to specify the units for disk init. "k" or "K" indicate kilobytes, "m" or "M" indicate 
megabytes, and "g" or "G" indicates gigabytes. Version 15 also offers the "t" or "T" option for terabytes. Although it is 
optional, Sybase recommends that you always include the unit specifier in both the disk init and create database 
commands to avoid confusion in the actual number of pages allocated. You must enclose the unit specifier in single or 
double quotes. Don't use float; while you can specify a float, documentation differs as to whether any numbers after the 
decimal are truncated (for example, if you specify size as "4.5G," it is initialized as "4G") or are converted to the lower 
multiple of 2 K pages. We recommend that you simply avoid the problem.

This chapter assumes 2 K pages, which is the default (and the only size available prior to 12.5). If you are using larger 
page sizes, make sure you alter your calculations accordingly. Devices have only one page size: 2 K. It is when we allocate 
the devices to databases that we begin to use the alternate sizes.

You must be certain that the raw device is not smaller than the specified size or, in the case of regular files, that the 
directory has enough free space to create the new file.

The fourth parameter is vdevno. This is the virtual device number, which is a unique identifier assigned to each device. It 
must be a number that is not already being used by another device, and must be less than the configured number of 

%&'($You must fully qualify the physical file name with its path. Otherwise, the command may fail or a new file will be 
created in the wrong location. For instance, if you specify a device name of "sales_data1.dat," that file will be 
created in the directory from which the server was started, when perhaps what you really wanted was to create 
the file under the /devices directory. The correct physname should have been "/devices/sales_data1.dat." In the 
case of a raw device, if you were to specify "dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s2," the command will likely fail since the server 
would be looking for a directory called "$SYBASE/dev/rdsk" to create the new file "c0t1d0s2" in. If the directory 
does not exist, the command fails. The correct physname would have included a leading "/" to fully qualify the raw 
device location. Similar path rules apply for NT servers.

Caveat: There is one reason for using relative device names: It may simplify moving the server to another physical 
location. It is unusual to see this in practice.

!"#$Unlike regular files, where you can define many files under one directory, use the entire raw device size when using 
raw devices to define your logical devices. Only one logical device can map to any given raw device, so if you don't 
use it all, you are wasting space. You may have a 2 GB directory that contains many smaller regular files, but if you 
have a 2 GB raw device, use the entire 2 GB. Take this into account when working with your Unix admin to carve 
up your physical disks into multiple raw device slices. If you want to define your devices as 500 MB, then make sure 
your Unix admin defines your raw devices as 500 MB each.
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devices. If the number of devices is 25, then vdevno can be no higher than 24. If you have used up all available device 
numbers, you must reconfigure for more devices, using sp_configure. In 12.5 and later versions, you can skip this 
parameter and the server will automatically assign the next available virtual device number. This is recommended, as 
keeping track of available virtual device numbers can be tedious.

The fifth and sixth lines, which define your virtual starting address and the controller number, are optional and generally not 
used. Both values default to 0. Do not specify them unless directed to by Sybase Technical Support.

The penultimate parameter defines whether the dsync option is on or off for this device. This will be covered in detail later 
in this chapter.

Finally, the directio parameter for disk init, disk reinit, and sp_deviceattr allows you to configure Adaptive Server to transfer 
data directly to disk, bypassing the operating system buffer cache. directio performs I/O in the same manner as raw 
devices and provides the same performance benefit as raw devices, but has the ease of use and manageability of file 
system devices. directio is a static parameter that requires a restart of Adaptive Server to take effect.

By default, the directio option is set to false (off) for all platforms except Linux, where it is set to true (on).

The directio and dsync parameters are mutually exclusive. If a device has dsync set to true, you cannot set directio to true 
for this device. To enable directio for a device, you must first set dsync to false.

Let's take a look at some examples of logical device creation:

disk init
   name = sales_data1,
   physname = '/dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s2',
   size = 51200

disk init
   name = tempdb_dev1,
   physname = '/tmp/tempdb_devices/tempdb_dev1.dat',
   size = "300M"

disk init
   name = sales_index1,
   physname = 'D:\Database_Devices\Sales\sales_index1.dat',
   size = "150M"

The first example shows how to create a logical device called sales_data1 on a raw device in a Unix environment. 
Remember that the physical device /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s2 must have read-write access for the sybase account, and the 
device size should be exactly the same as the size specified so that no space is wasted. In this case the size is 100 MB, or 
51,200 2 K pages. Also note that the logical name sales_data1 must be unique.

The second example shows how to create a logical device called tempdb_dev1 as a regular file with a size of 300 MB. In 
this example I've used the /tmp directory to improve performance. This is mapped to the swap area, which is essentially the 
same as mapping it to memory so I get better performance than I would from a slow disk drive. Since /tmp is cleared out 
when the Unix server is recycled, I'll want to make sure that I modify my Sybase startup script to check for the existence of 
the tempdb_devices directory and the tempdb_dev1.dat file prior to starting the server. If they don't exist, the script should 
create them or the server will not start properly. If the tempdb database is not available after startup, the server is 
unusable.

!"#$To determine the configured number of devices, run sp_configure 'number of devices', or look for "number of 
devices" in your configuration file (ServerName.cfg).

To determine which device numbers are currently in use, run sp_helpdevice or the following query:

select low/16777216
from sysdevices where cntrltype=0
order by low

On large servers where you have more than 127 devices, try this instead:

select low/power(2,24) + ((low/power(2,24)) & 128) * 2
from sysdevices where cntrltype=0
order by 1

In ASE 15, the sysusages table has a vdevno column that can be used in place of between low and high.
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The last example shows how to create a logical device called sales_index1 on a regular file in a PC-based environment. 
Note that all syntax is the same, with the only difference being how you reference the physical file name.

One last note on device creation. You may have noticed that I used the file extension .dat when defining my physical file 
names. This is not a requirement; it's merely my preference. The only thing you should make sure of is that you are 
consistent with how you name your devices, and that the names are meaningful to you, so define your naming conventions 
ahead of time.

Creating Default Devices

To create a default device, use the following:

exec sp_diskdefault logical_device_name, 'defaultoff | defaulton'

After server installation, the master device is the only default device. This should be changed immediately so that you do 
not accidentally allocate user database space to the master device. The master device should only contain system 
databases, not user databases. If the master database becomes full, and there is no space left on the master device, this 
can be a big problem since the master database can only be allocated to the master device. The example below illustrates 
how to take the master device out of the default device pool and add other devices to the pool:

exec sp_diskdefault 'master','defaultoff'
exec sp_diskdefault 'data_dev1,'defaulton'
exec sp_diskdefault 'data_dev2','defaulton'

Execution of this stored procedure will update the status column of the sysdevices table to identify whether the device is 
part of the default device pool. If you were to create or extend a database without specifying which device to use, space 
would be allocated to one or more of the default devices, using them up in alphabetical order (by logical name). So if you 
were going to create a 500 MB database but data_dev1 only had 300 MB free, it would use up that 300 MB, and then use 
200 MB of the data_dev2 device, assuming space is available.

Dropping Database Devices

Why would you want to remove a device? You may have made a mistake when you created it, such as defining the wrong 
size or location or name. Or perhaps you want to reallocate your device space to achieve better load balancing. Maybe 
you've reached the limit of number of devices, so you need to combine smaller devices into larger ones. It could be that you 
had a disk drive fail, and after installing a new drive, you need to reallocate the device. Replacing a slower drive with a 
faster one is another good reason. Whatever your reason happens to be, ASE provides a means for dropping database 
devices.

As mentioned previously, the device information is stored in the sysdevices system table, which is located in the master 
database. It's OK to query this table, but just like you should never directly modify this table to add devices, the same holds 
true for removing devices. Instead, a stored procedure named sp_dropdevice should be used.

exec sp_dropdevice 'logical_device_name'

To remove the device, you specify the logical device name, not the physical name. When you execute this stored 
procedure, it removes the entry from the sysdevices table. It does not remove the physical file, so you will need to do that 
manually to free up the directory space or to reuse that physical file name. Of course, you should only remove the physical 
file if it's a regular file, not if it's a raw device.

Raw vs. Filesystem

I've mentioned raw devices and regular files, but only from an operational standpoint. So what about from a functional 
standpoint? The main difference between a raw device and a regular file is not in how you reference them or how you 
remove them, but in how they are actually written to and what it can mean to the safety of your database.

A regular file uses buffered writes. Without going into detail, what this essentially means is that as you are performing data 
modifications in your databases, ASE writes these changes to the database devices on disk. Or at least it thinks it's doing 
that. In reality, the operating system tells ASE that the writes have been completed, when in fact they have been buffered 
in cache and only truly written to disk when a certain amount of write operations have occurred. If the server were to 
suddenly shut down in a less than graceful manner, you could end up with corruption in your index or page linkage. What 
does this mean to you? Well, corruption can cause partial or full data loss in the affected table. Not a good thing, obviously.
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Raw devices, on the other hand, do not buffer their writes. Instead, when ASE sends a write, the information is actually 
written to disk before ASE receives confirmation of the write. As you can see, this is a much safer type of device to use, 
and it is highly recommended for your system databases.

Safety is not the only difference between raw devices and regular files. Performance is also a consideration. Since regular 
files will use buffered writes and raw devices must actually write to disk, regular files tend to outperform raw devices. 
Depending on how heavily you are writing to your database and how fast your disk drives are, this can turn out to be a 
significant difference in performance. However, this performance difference may vary widely (or even be negligible), 
depending on the hardware and operating system of your host machine.

Manageability is another key difference. Managing raw devices tends to take a lot more effort and planning than using 
regular files, and is more restrictive. If you use regular files, simply create your directories; whenever you need new 
devices, just define one by pointing to that directory and assigning a new file name. With raw devices, you are limited to 
how many slices you can have per disk drive, unless you are using some volume management software, and you must 
plan ahead to determine how big each raw device should be.

It's up to you to decide which is more important for each database and server. As with almost everything, there are trade-
offs. Some databases are less critical than others. If corruption occurs, maybe restoring from yesterday's backup is 
acceptable, while slow performance is not. In that case, you might consider using regular files. You might choose to go with 
raw devices for production servers, while choosing the manageability of regular files for your development environments.

Dsync Option

The dsync option, added in version 12.0, lets you combine the ease of use of regular files with the safety of raw devices. 
Basically, it eliminates the buffered behavior of regular files by telling Unix to open the database device with the dsync flag. 
In other words, all writes are guaranteed, so the safety of your database is maintained. This is not to say you still can't 
have corruption occur for other reasons, but the chances of it occurring due to missed writes is greatly reduced. On the 
other hand, it is slower than using files with OS-supported buffering. There is a real, very noticeable difference between 
OS files with dsync on or off.

Another benefit of using the dsync option is that although your writes will be slower, your reads will be faster than with raw 
devices. This is because regular files typically use buffered reads in addition to buffered writes. So, in effect, you have a 
hybrid device ! one that has the safety and slowness of raw device writes, but the read speed and flexibility of regular 
files.

Again, your performance may vary, and you should carefully test whether or not a dsync'ed file device is in fact faster than 
a non-dsync'ed raw device in your shop. As a general rule, devices intended for tempdb should be heavily buffered file 
devices with dsync off. If not specified in the disk init command, dsync will default to true, even for raw devices (for these 
devices, dsync should be set to false, even though raw devices ignore dsync). Lastly, the dsync flag is ignored by NT-
hosted servers; for the best mix of safety and performance on NT, use file devices on the NTFS file system.

Besides setting the dsync option at disk initialization, you can also change it after the device has been created. This is 
done via the sp_deviceattr stored procedure. Before the change takes effect, you must restart Adaptive Server.

The stored procedure is defined as:

exec sp_deviceattr 'logical_name', 'option_name', 'option_value'

Here is an example:

exec sp_deviceattr 'sales_data1','dsync','true'

Device Limitations and Restrictions

Following are limitations and restrictions associated with database devices.

! Logical device names ! Must be unique (case sensitive); up to 255 characters (no spaces or punctuation)

! Device sizes ! system dependent but generally 4 terabytes without making changes to OS

! Number of devices ! 2,147,483,648

%&'($Because the master database is so crucial to your server, dsync is always set to true if you define your master 
device on an operating system file. You cannot change this; if you attempt to, you will receive a warning message.
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! Vdevno ! 1 through 2,147,483,647, with 0 reserved for the master device

! Dsync ! Ignored for raw partitions and PC file systems; always on for master device

! Location ! Physical file must be local to the machine where Adaptive Server resides (cannot be a network or remote 
mounted drive). You should fully qualify the path name, which has a maximum of 255 characters.

Master Device Creation

The master device is the first device created at installation time. It used to be a strong recommendation to put the master 
device on a raw partition rather than a regular file, but this is no longer a concern with dsync, since writes are ensured.

Once installation is complete, you will have four databases occupying space on the master device. In addition to the master 
database, there are the model database, the initial fragment of your default tempdb, and sybsystemdb. (Note that if 
upgrading from a pre-12.0 server, sybsystemdb is probably on a non-master device; if installing 12.0 or 12.5, sybsystemdb 
resides on master.) You should keep it that way. Do not add user databases to the master device because you will want to 
keep the space free to allow for master database expansion. With that said, be sure to define the master device with 
enough space to allow for expansion of the master database. Typically, the master database gets larger with each new 
release of Adaptive Server.

Building the Master Device

The dataserver executable is defined as follows:

dataserver -d master_device_name

           (-e, -c, -T, -I, etc.)
           [-b master_device_size [k|K|m|M|g|G|t|T]]
           [-z logical_page_size [k|K]]

The -d option specifies the physical location and name of the master device to create.

The -b option specifies the number of virtual pages to allocate for the device. Virtual pages are always2Kin size, so this is 
similar to the disk init command where you multiply megabytes by 512 to determine the number of pages. Note that you can 
optionally specify the device size by specifying the size in kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes, or terabytes. You do not have 
to use whole numbers when using megabytes or gigabytes; for instance, "210.5M" and "1.5G" are both valid sizes.

The -z option specifies the logical page size to use. This has nothing to do with physical storage, since all database 
devices are stored as 2 K pages grouped in 512 K allocation units. This indicates how the databases will logically use 
space, and it can be defined as 2 K, 4 K, 8 K, or 16 K logical pages. If you do not use the K in your syntax, then it 
represents the number of bytes per logical page. In other words, -z8192 is the same as -z8K, since four 2 K pages equals 8 
K. The default is 2K if you leave out this option.

I mentioned that dataserver also happens to be the Adaptive Server engine. This is an important point because you do not 
want to specify the -z or -b options during normal operations, also known as the boot phase. The RUNSERVER file 
contains the startup commands to identify the location of the master device (-d), the errorlog location (-e), the configuration 
file location (-c), and various other options to control how the server runs. The -b and -z options should only be used during 
the build phase; otherwise, every time you reboot your server, you'll be attempting to rebuild your master device, and you 
certainly don't want that! (The server checks, and won't overwrite OS files unless you use the -force option.)

Sybase Mirroring

What happens when one of your disk drives fails? Unless you've done something to protect yourself, you will end up 
having to replace the failed drive, reinitialize database devices that were mapped to the drive, recreate one or more 
databases, and then restore the databases from backups. Depending on how you're handling backups and how you've 
allocated your databases and transaction logs, you may end up losing data. Even if you've set things up so you don't lose 
any data, you're definitely going to have some downtime, which is not going to please your users or your management. It's 
a good way to find yourself quickly hunting for a new job!

!"#$Adaptive Server Enterprise uses8Katthe beginning of the master device for housekeeping purposes. Also, space 
must be allocated to databases in groups of 256 logical pages (an allocation unit), with a minimum of 1 MB per unit. 
When using an OS file for the master database, take this into account so that you don't potentially waste space in 
the file. For instance, on a 4K page size, specifying "50M" provides ample space for system databases with only a 
few hundred bytes that can't be allocated.
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Thankfully, Adaptive Server provides you with a method of protecting your database devices (and your job!). That method 
is called mirroring, and that's what we'll be exploring in the following sections. Mirroring basically means that each write to 
a primary device is subsequently written to a secondary device, so that you have a complete copy of your data. Of course, 
the secondary device should be defined on a completely separate physical disk drive or it doesn't do you much good. An 
even better approach is to place the secondary device on a drive that uses a different controller, to further protect you in 
the event of a controller failure.

Here is the syntax of the disk mirror command:

disk mirror
   name = 'logical_device_name',
   mirror = 'physical_mirror_name'
   [, writes = {serial | noserial}]

The disk mirror syntax is similar to the disk init syntax in that you must specify a logical and a physical device name. That's 
where the similarities end. Since it is a mirror of the database device, it does not require a size or vdevno value. It does not 
create a new entry in the sysdevices table, but instead modifies information about the logical device that you are mirroring.

The first parameter is name, which represents the logical name of the device you want to mirror. It must refer to a database 
device that already exists.

The second parameter is mirror, which is the physical location of the secondary, or mirror, device. This follows the same 
rules as the physname parameter of the disk init command. The sybase account must have read-write access to the 
location, it should be fully qualified with the path (unless you are using relative paths), the file cannot already exist (unless 
it is a raw device), and there must be enough free space to create the file. The size of the mirror device will be exactly the 
same as the database device you are mirroring. If the device or directory is too small, the command will fail. Be sure to use 
the entire row partition, as any unused portion of that device will not be able to be referenced by any other program.

The third parameter is writes. It tells Adaptive Server whether to use synchronous or asynchronous writes for the mirror 
device. This is similar to the difference between using regular files and raw devices. If you choose noserial, then as soon 
as the write to the primary side completes, processing continues, even if the mirror side hasn't completed its write. If the 
server were to go down suddenly, there's no guarantee that the mirror side is in synch with the primary side, which is a big 
problem. If you choose serial writes, then both sides must complete their writes before processing continues. This 
guarantees that the mirror and primary side are always in synch. As is the case with raw devices, there is a performance 
penalty to pay, since you are now doubling your writes, so keep that in mind as you weigh your options.

Here is an example of using disk mirror:

disk mirror
   name = 'data_dev1',
   mirror = '/sybase/mirror_devices/data_dev1_mir.dat',
   writes = noserial

When you run the disk mirror command, it may take a while to complete because it must copy all used pages from the 
primary database device to the mirror device. Be sure to run this during periods of little or no activity so you do not impact 
the users. Once the pages are copied, it will update the row in sysdevices for the corresponding database device. This 
update will identify the physical location of the mirror device and update the status column to identify it as mirrored and 
whether writes are serial or not.

What Should You Mirror?

Keep in mind that since you are mirroring devices and not databases, you should make sure that if your database spans 
multiple database devices, you mirror them all; otherwise you are only partially protecting your database. Depending on 
your goals and available space, you have several options for a mirroring strategy.

If you want to ensure full, nonstop access to the database devices, mirror all database devices. This means you will be 
protecting your user and system databases, your data, and your transaction logs. If any of your disk drives fail, your server 
and all databases will still be accessible, and the users will not even know anything has happened. This safety does have 
a cost associated with it. You will require twice as much disk space, but thankfully disk prices continue to drop. Perhaps 
the larger cost is the performance hit you will take because, again, you are doubling the number of writes.

If you want to reduce the costs but still protect your data, you might consider only mirroring your really critical databases. 

%&'($Reads are only done from the primary side.
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This depends on whether you can afford any downtime and how much effort will be involved in recovering your databases. 
You may have a database that is read-only. In this case, mirroring doesn't cost you anything as far as write speed is 
concerned, but it does cost you disk space. Since the database is read-only, and maybe you can afford for that database 
to be unavailable for a while, you can leave it unmirrored and then just restore from your nightly backup if the device takes 
a hit. This leaves disk space available to mirror only your more mission-critical databases.

Another option is to only mirror the transaction log devices. As you'll discover in later chapters, the transaction log is the 
only part of a database that is really needed to achieve up-to-the-minute recoverability. By using this mirroring strategy, 
you minimize your space requirements and performance hit by not having to mirror your data devices, while still ensuring 
no loss of data. The downside is that you will have some downtime while you replace your data devices and perform other 
recovery tasks.

Of course, probably the most important database device to mirror is your master device. Without it, the entire server goes 
down, not just some of your user databases. In addition to mirroring the master device with the disk mirror command, 
another step is required. Since Adaptive Server reads the sysdevices table during startup to determine where all its mirror 
devices are, if the master device becomes damaged while the server is down, it cannot come back up because it cannot 
read the sysdevices table. To get around this problem, you must update the command line in the RUN_SERVER file to 
identify the location of the mirror device, as shown below. If the primary side is damaged, Adaptive Server will attempt to 
start from the mirror device. In theory, the server will figure this out anyway, but in practice it's a good idea.

dataserver -d/sybase/devices/master.dat
-r/sybase/mirrors/master_mir.dat -e.....etc.

As you can see, there are a lot of decisions to be made, and every system has its own needs, so you'll have to work out a 
mirroring strategy that works best for you.

Disabling Mirroring

Mirroring can be disabled automatically or manually.

Automatic Disabling

If Adaptive Server determines that there is an I/O error on one of the devices in a mirrored set, mirroring is disabled. At that 
point, all reads and writes are redirected to the device that is still functioning. This happens very quickly and the users 
should not even notice. A message is written to the errorlog, and the status column in the sysdevices table is modified to 
set the status to disabled. You should manually inspect the errorlog frequently so that you can spot this error and correct it 
before your remaining device fails. Optionally, you can automate this process by writing a script that will scan the errorlog 
and notify you via email or page when mirroring is disabled.

Another option is to use a mirrorexit process. This is done via the waitfor command, shown below. Note that the 
sp_sendmail stored procedure is not a system procedure; it's simply an example of a procedure that you might write to 
handle the sending of emails. You can have the process do anything you like, but generally you want it to perform some 
action that will cause you to be notified of the failed device. The only trick to this method is that it is not persistent. In other 
words, you must execute this command each time the Adaptive Server is restarted.

waitfor mirrorexit
begin
exec sp_sendmail 'dba_group','Mirroring error detected,
   please see errorlog for details'
end

Manual Disabling

There are certain times when you might want to intentionally disable mirroring of a particular database device. This can be 
accomplished with the disk unmirror command, shown below. It has the same affect as automatic disabling. All reads and 
writes will now be against the remaining device in the mirror set, and sysdevices will be updated to reflect the change. It 
does run much faster than the disk mirror command, since all it is really doing is updating a single row in sysdevices.

disk unmirror
   name = 'logical_device_name'
   [, side = {'primary' | 'secondary'}]
   [, mode = {'retain' | 'remove'}]

The first parameter, name, is the only required parameter. It identifies the logical database device you want to unmirror.

The second parameter is side, which specifies whether you want to stop writing to the secondary (mirror) side or the 
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primary side. The default value is secondary.

The last parameter is mode. Retain causes temporary disabling, meaning you can reenable mirroring with the disk remirror 
command, which we'll cover in the next section. It resets the status bits in sysdevices to indicate that mirroring is disabled, 
but retains the physical name of the secondary device. Remove updates the status bits to show no mirroring and removes 
the physical name of the secondary device. In order to remirror, you would need to use disk mirror, not disk remirror, since 
there is no record of any previous mirroring on that device.

Remirroring

As mentioned earlier, once you've unmirrored a device with the retain option, you can go back at a later point and remirror. 
This essentially synchs up the mirror side with the primary side, but it performs a complete copy of the primary device to 
the mirror side rather than just recording changes that occurred since mirroring was disabled. The main advantage remirror 
has over mirror is not speed, but that you don't have to specify a physical name or any other options.

Here is the syntax:

disk remirror
   name = 'unmirrored_logical_device_name'

Software- and Hardware-Level Mirroring

While Sybase provides mirroring capabilities within Adaptive Server, there are other options that may work better for you. 
Using Sybase mirroring is effective, but it does involve a lot of planning and setup, and it can be slow. In this section we'll 
discuss hardware- and software-level mirroring, as well as RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Drives).

If you have a choice, we recommend hardware mirroring for performance.

Hardware-Level Mirroring

Because hardware mirroring is handled by the controller, it reduces the CPU cost that Adaptive Server and the operating 
system would otherwise incur. That means the CPUs can spend their time doing real work instead of managing the disk. 
That means it's typically faster than software mirroring. It also protects the areas of disk that Sybase mirroring can't, such 
as the Adaptive Server's software and other file systems. This type of mirroring tends to be very reliable and better 
performing, but is also more expensive.

Software-Level Mirroring

Adaptive Server's mirroring is software-level mirroring. Windows NT provides disk striping and mirroring capabilities, which 
is also software-level mirroring. There are many types, but they all have one thing in common: It is software that is 
managing the disk mirroring, which can be expensive in terms of CPU cycles. In its favor, software mirroring allows you to 
fragment your physical disks so that you can pick and choose which parts of the disk to mirror. This provides you with more 
control but also more administration by having to plan, set up, monitor, and adjust as needed.

RAID

RAID stands for Redundant Array of Inexpensive Drives (some say Independent, which is also true). RAID has many 

!"#$You might find a need to relocate a logical device to a faster disk or to improve load balancing. One way to do this is 
to drop all databases that reside on the affected devices, drop the devices, recreate the devices on different 
physical disks, recreate the databases, and then reload the databases from backup. This would require a lot of 
work and a lot of downtime. Instead, you could simply use mirroring commands like in the following example:

disk mirror
 name = 'data_dev1',
 mirror = '/sybase/mirrors/data_dev1_mir.dat'

disk unmirror
 name = 'data_dev1,
 side = 'primary',
 mode = 'remove'

First, data_dev1 is copied to a mirror location. The primary side is then dropped, making 
'/sybase/mirrors/data_dev1_mir.dat' the new physical location of data_dev1 and removing any record of mirroring. 
It's just copying and repointing, and it can be done while users are on the system (with some impact, of course).
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different configurations (levels), but the most common are 0, 1, 5, and 10. (10 is not available on all platforms but is our 
current favorite.) RAID can incorporate mirroring, striping, or both. RAID uses hash information stored on one or more disks 
to "mirror" the information stored as regular data. If one of the devices fails, the data is "recreated" from the hash 
information. This should be transparent to users. Without going into details on RAID, mirroring protects your data by 
keeping a copy of it in another location, and striping helps balance your I/O load across available disks to improve 
performance. With striping, blocks of data are written to successive devices instead of to just one. So if you are writing 64 
KB of data to disk, it might write 16 KB to each of four disks if you were using a 16 KB stripe size. This can greatly improve 
read and write performance. You may want to use different RAID levels for your data devices than you do for your log 
devices. This is a common practice that can achieve protection where you want it and performance where you need it. The 
bottom line is, investigate the various RAID levels and then choose the one that works best for you.

Volume Management

Volume management refers to software that you can use to enhance the usability of your devices. It can help to improve 
load balancing, reduce maintenance, and provide you with devices that are much more usable. While not going into great 
detail, this section is intended to introduce you to the concept. Talk to your OS admin to determine what is available on 
your system.

Maintenance and Ease of Use

In many Unix environments, you are limited in how many raw device partitions you can have on a single disk drive, typically 
six. With limited disk drives, you can only have so many Sybase logical devices defined. It's much simpler with filesystem 
devices because you can create many logical devices under one directory.

Volume management allows you to define logical raw partitions, greatly increasing the number of raw partitions you can 
define, which means more flexibility in creating your Sybase logical devices. If you have four drives, you are no longer 
limited to having 24 partitions; you may have 50, or 100, or more. Unused raw partitions can be recarved to better suit your 
needs as they evolve.

Load Balancing

Volume management software typically includes not only a way of "carving" your physical disks with more control than 
without, but also tends to include striping capabilities. With it, you can create a single logical raw partition that might span 
many physical raw partitions across many disks. The logical raw partition provides you with the same safety of the 
underlying physical raw partitions; that is, the writes are not buffered. Striping them across many physical disks is one way 
of offsetting the performance cost associated with choosing raw instead of filesystem devices, while maintaining peace of 
mind.

System Info

This section discusses stored procedures and system tables that provide information to the user.

System Procedures

Here are some common system stored procedures that give you useful information about your physical environment.

sp_helpdevice ['logical_device_name']

Returns a listing of all database devices and their attributes, or a single specified device.

sp_dropdevice 'logical_device_name'

Removes the device entry from sysdevices. The device cannot be occupied by any database or the procedure will fail.

sp_diskdefault 'logical_device_name', {'defaulton' | 'defaultoff'}

Adds or removes a logical device from the default device pool.

sp_deviceattr 'logical_device_name', 'option', 'setting'

Changes an attribute of a logical device.

sp_configure 'number of devices'

Displays or changes the configuration value for the number of logical devices allowed.
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sp_helpdb 'database_name'

Displays basic database info as well as which fragments reside on which logical devices and what each fragment's use is.

Here are some examples of the above system procedures:

sp_helpdevice 'test_dev1'

device_name  physical_name                 description
----------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------
test_dev1    /sybase/devices/test_dev1.dat special, MIRROR DISABLED, mirror = '',
                                           nonserial writes, physical disk, 2048.00

status  cntrltype  device_number  low        high
------ --------- ------------- --------- ----------
16386       0            8        134217728  135266303

sp_dropdevice 'test_dev1'

Device dropped.

sp_diskdefault 'test_dev1', 'defaultoff'

(return status = 0)

sp_deviceattr 'test_dev1', 'dsync', 'false'

sp_configure "number of devices"

Parameter Name    Default Memory Used Config Value Run Value Unit Type
----------------- ------- ----------- ------------ --------- ---------
number of devices   10       #10           10      10 number dynamic

(1 row affected, return status = 0)

sp_helpdb db1

name   db_size   owner   dbid   created       status
----- ------- ----- ---- ------------ -----------------------
db1    48.0 MB   sa      4      Sep 14, 2005  no options set

(1 row affected)

device_fragments  size     usage      created              free kbytes
---------------- ------- --------- ------------------- --------------
data_dev          28.0 MB  data only  Sep 14 2005 11:06AM  19008
log_dev           20.0 MB  log only   Sep 14 2005 11:06AM  not applicable

----------------------------------------------------------------------
log only free kbytes = 18896

(return status = 0)

System Tables

The sysdevices, sysusages, and sysdatabases system tables identify existing physical device definitions.

! sysdevices ! Contains one row for each database or dump device, even if mirrored.

! sysusages ! Contains one row for each database fragment; in 12.5 and earlier sysusages, is loosely related to 
sysdevices by joining vstart to the low and high columns of sysdevices. If vstart falls between low and high, then the 
database fragment resides on that logical device. Prior to 15, these two tables joined on the condition: [vstart between 
low and high]. With 15, there is a vdevno in both tables.

! sysdatabases ! Contains one row for each database, and is related to sysusages. Referenced by sp_helpdb to 
determine which devices the database resides on.

Querying System Tables

Adaptive Server does provide many stored procedures to help you administer your server, but it doesn't do everything for 
you. You should familiarize yourself with the tables, their contents, and their relationships so that you can write your own 
custom queries or procedures to further enhance your administrative capabilities (read: reduce work!).
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Modifying System Tables

Unless absolutely necessary, you should never directly modify system tables. The results could be disastrous. If you want 
to add a new device, use disk init; don't insert a row manually into sysdevices. If you want to drop a device, run 
sp_dropdevice; don't manually delete the row. If you want to enable mirroring, don't update the row; run disk mirror or disk 
remirror. In other words, you have all the commands and procedures you need in order to manage your disk resources 
without having to directly modify the system tables.

There are occasions where you may need to update system tables. But as far as the sysdevices table is concerned, I can 
see no reason to modify it directly, unless directed to by Sybase Technical Support.

Figure 3-1 shows part of the system schema that identifies the relationships between devices and the objects on them, in 
case you'd like to write your own queries. Note that in 15, the relationship between sysdevices and sysusages has been 
simplified as they can join on the vdevno column.

Figure 3-1: System tables diagram

Disaster Recovery

In the event of a disaster in which you've lost your entire machine (or building!), you'll want to get the system back up and 
running as quickly as possible. Some important system info will be required to make it quicker and easier to accomplish. 
Although not required, you'll probably want to create your devices and databases with the same or similar layout on your 
physical disks. Once you've identified a suitable replacement for your machine, you'll want to quickly install Adaptive Server 
and begin creating your devices and databases so you can restore from backup. Therefore, it is very important that you 
keep a record of, or better yet an extraction of, your system table info.

An easy way to do this is to bcp out your sysdevices, sysusages, and sysdatabases tables, then copy the bcp files to tape. 
(See a discussion of bcp in Chapter 17, "Tools.") This should be done routinely, depending on how often the system info 
changes. In addition, running the sp_helpdb and sp_help-devices procedures and saving the reports can help speed and 
verify the recovery process. The reports can be run via isql and the output saved to disk, so they too can be copied to 
tape.

For Geeks Like Us

The more you work with ASE, the better acquainted you'll become with system tables. System tables contain metadata 
(information about how the information is stored). You've seen a few queries that identify specific information from the 
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system tables; here's a more in-depth study of what's happening inside.

Sysdevices

The definition of a device is stored in the system table sysdevices; the columns in this table record how a device was 
created and how it is configured. Several of the columns in sysdevices can be directly interpreted based on the disk init 
command that created the device; in this example, the name and phyname columns correspond to the name and physname 
arguments of the creation script. Note that unlike the disk init argument, the column is spelled p-h-y-n-a-m-e (no "s").

low high  status cntrltype name        phyname                       mirrorname vdevno crdate  resizedate status2
0   15359 3      0         master      C:\sybase15\data\master.dat   [NULL]     0      41:36.4 [NULL]     0
0   1023  16386  0         sybsystemdb C:\sybase15\data\sybsysdb.dat [NULL]     2      44:00.2 [NULL]     0
0   61439 16386  0         sysprocsdev C:\sybase15\data\sysprocs.dat [NULL]     1      42:02.4 [NULL]     0
0   20000 16     2         tapedump1   \\.\TAPE0                     [NULL]     0      41:36.4 [NULL]     0
0   20000 16     3         tapedump2   \\.\TAPE1                     [NULL]     0      41:36.4 [NULL]     0

Other columns in sysdevices are derived from disk init, but do not record the exact values that you used; for example, both 
the vdevno and size arguments are used to calculate the values of the low and high columns (in 12.5 and earlier versions), 
and other commands (such as disk mirror/unmirror) and procedures (like sp_diskdefault and sp_deviceattr) are used to 
calculate the values of the status and mirrorname columns. While these derivations are not difficult, they do take some 
explaining.

Low and High

In order to track each page in the server with no chance of confusion, ASE 12.5 and earlier versions must address every 
page on device in a wholly unique fashion. There are many ways to accomplish this, but the one that is used here is to 
allow for unique, non-overlapping ranges of page numbers for each device. A helpful analogy may be found in a typical 
American city street: Fifth Avenue in New York City.

Imagine you're at the extreme southern end of Fifth Avenue, standing in the middle of the street, facing north; the buildings 
on your right are even-numbered starting from 2, and on your left, odd-numbered starting from 1. Now start walking north 
and note the street numbers ! on your right you pass by 2, 4, 6, and 8, and on your left, 1, 3, 5, and 7. Occasionally, a 
number is skipped where a series of buildings were torn down and replaced with a single structure, but the series continue 
upward pretty smoothly. This pattern continues for a while, but when you cross the first cross-street, you notice something 
funny has happened: All the street numbers have jumped. You were looking at 28 (on the right) and 27 (the left), and all of 
a sudden, you find yourself between 100 (right) and 101 (left).

In order to avoid confusion when different builders added buildings to Fifth Avenue, each block was preassigned a range of 
street numbers to use: The first block gets to use 1 to 99 and 2 to 98; the second block is assigned 101 to 199 and 100 to 
198; and so forth. We could put up as many buildings as we want on either side of the street, as long as the numbers 
increase as we go north, and we don't run outside of our range; if we don't use all of the assigned numbers (as in this 
case), the unused range is wasted. At the same time, we're limited to how many buildings we can put up on one side of the 
block by the number of available addresses (although it's unlikely that we could fit more than 50 buildings on one side of 
the street). But the alternative is trying to coordinate all of the builders up and down Fifth Avenue, hoping for perfect 
communication and praying that no two of them decide to use the same street address. In this case, wasting some 
potentially usable street numbers seems better than the risk of putting up two buildings with the same number.

ASE does the same thing with devices, only the preallocated ranges aren't in ranges of 100. Instead, ASE uses a 3-byte
address to locate pages on a device, which allows up to 2^24 = 16,777,216 pages per device. Each device is preassigned 
a unique range of 2^24 page numbers; any numbers not actually used (because most devices won't be large enough to 
require the full range of page numbers) are wasted.

This information is stored in the columns low and high, which represent (respectively) the first and last page numbers 
assigned to the device. The value of low is calculated by multiplying the vdevno used to create the device by 2^24; since 
each device is only allowed a maximum of 2^24 pages, this allows for non-overlapping ranges of page numbers for each 
device. For the first few integer values of vdevno, this gives us:

vdevno = 0
low = 0 * 2^24 = 0
max number of pages = 16,777,216
max range starting from low = 0 to 16,777,215 (inclusive)

vdevno = 1
low = 1 * 2^24 = 16,777,216
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max number of pages = 16,777,216
max range starting from low = 16,777,216 to 33,554,431 (inclusive)

vdevno = 2
low = 2 * 2^24 = 33,554,432
max number of pages = 16,777,216
max range starting from low = 33,554,432 to 50,331,647

The value of high for any device is derived from low and the size argument of disk init; each device has size pages starting 
from low and ending on high. Note that because the page range is inclusive:

high = low + size - 1

size = high - low + 1

for the sample sysdevices given above, we can derive the following information:

While most users will find these calculations sufficient, those with large numbers of devices will find one other behavior in 
the calculation of low. At large values of vdevno (128 to 255 inclusive), low and high suddenly jump to very large negative 
numbers. This happens because Adaptive Server Enterprise has no way to represent unsigned numbers. Below are some 
sample values from sysdevices:

low          high         status   cntrltype  name        ...
----------- ----------- ------ --------- ---------- ...
-2147483648 -2147483137  16386            0  testdev1    ...
-2130706432 -2130705921  16386            0  testdev2    ...
-2113929216 -2113928705  16386            0  testdev3    ...

Given these numbers and the formulas above, we can calculate the following:

The low and high columns use an integer data type to store their values, which has a maximum value of 2,147,483,647; 
this value is enough to store all of the possible pages for devices with vdevno values 0 to 127, but no higher. But the 
integer data type is signed, and also allows for the storage of negative numbers down to -2,147,483,648, which is enough 
space to store another 128 devices; since ASE will allow up to 256 devices per server to be configured, this requires that 
negative values be used in low and high.

For vdevno values in the range 128 to 255 (inclusive):

low = (vdevno - 256) * 2 ^ 24

vdevno = (low / 2^24) + 256

For our three devices:

master: low = 0 high = 25599

" vdevno = low/2^24 size = high - low + 1

" " = 0 / 2^24 " = 25599 - 0 + 1

" " = 0 " = 25600 virtual pages

sysprocsdev: low = 16777216 high = 16828415

" vdevno = low / 2^24 size = high - low + 1

" " = 16777216/2^24 " = 16828415 - 16777216 + 1

" " = 1 " = 51200 virtual pages

testdev1 vdevno = -128 size = 512

testdev2 vdevno = -127 size = 512

testdev3 vdevno = -126 size = 512

testdev1: low = -2147483648 high = -2147483137

" vdevno = (low/2^24) + 256 size = high - low + 1

" " = 128 " = 512 pages

testdev2: low = -2130706432 high = -2130705921

"
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The value of vdevno for any device can be calculated with:

select convert(int,(low/power(2,24))) & 255
from sysdevices
order by 1

status, cntrltype, and mirrorname

The status column is an integer number that describes the presence or absence of other attributes of a device. About 15 
different characteristics, each true or false, could be used in combination to describe your device. For example:

This is a default device (1)
This device is mirrored (64)
This device has the dsync flag enabled (16384)

If the characteristic is true for a device, then the binary value in parentheses is added to the status column; if false, a zero 
is added instead. If all of the possible characteristics for a device are false, then the status value would be 0. If only the 
default device characteristic were true, then the status value would be 1. If the device were dsync enabled, mirrored, and a 
default device, then the status value would be 16449 (1 + 64 + 16384). This bitmap value allows for a large number of 
combinations of characteristics to be stored in very little space. The status column can be translated into verbal 
descriptions with the sp_helpdevice procedure, and a full list of status values can be found in the reference manual.

The cntrltype column is used to distinguish between database devices (every device discussed in this chapter) and dump

devices; dump devices are used solely for storing backups, and are discussed in Chapter 8. For reference, all dump 
devices will have cntrltype values greater than 0 and status values of 16. Dump devices will also have values of low and 
high that do not follow the rules given above, and cannot be mirrored.

The mirrorname column is used to store the physical name of the device's mirror; if no mirror is defined for the device, 
mirrorname is NULL.

Summary

How you choose to implement your device strategy is an important step in setting up and modifying your database 
environment. You need to choose which types of devices to use for each database, whether to use default disks, what to 
mirror, and how you want to implement mirroring. You can decide to implement load balancing with disk striping or with 
user-defined segments, and you can choose whether or not to use volume management software. Regardless of what you 
choose, if there's one thing I've learned, it's better to do the planning up front than to have to rework it all later.

" vdevno = (low/2^24) + 256 size = high - low + 1

" " = 129 " = 512 pages

testdev3: low = -2113929216 high = -2113928705

" vdevno = (low/2^24) + 256 size = high - low + 1

" " = 130 " = 512 pages
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Chapter 4: Databases

Overview

One of the most important aspects to the understanding of Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise is the concept and 
application of the database. Simply put, a database is a container for all the data and objects needed for an application. 
Most of the physical space of the database will be taken up by user tables (those holding your data), but other items will be 
present as well, such as other objects that support the tables (indexes, views, procedures, triggers, etc.), the transaction 
log (see Chapter 5, "Database Logging and Recovery"), and system tables (special tables that keep track of what exists in 
the database, see more below).

In addition, the database is Sybase's basic unit of disaster recovery. You will back up and restore your data at the 
database level. As a result, when creating databases, you will often allow your backup and recovery elapsed time (as 
driven by your business) to control maximum database size.

Before creating new databases, it is useful to understand the structures that define databases. Each database stores all 
the information that describes its existence and behavior in its system tables, or catalogs. These look and behave like 
regular tables, but have a few unique characteristics: They all have names that start with "sys"; they may be queried but 
not changed by standard SQL commands (even by the SA, unless the server is configured specifically with "allow updates" 
= 1); they contain information that is necessary to keep the database running; if a table is to exist, it must be listed in the 
sysobjects system table; granting a user permission to access data requires that the permission be listed in the sysprotects 
table; a user exists in a database only so long as a corresponding row exists in the sysusers table; and so on. 
Approximately two dozen of these tables exist in every database, and they refer only to the database they occupy.

Table 4-1 provides a partial list of system tables.

ASE also stores all information necessary for its own proper operation within special system databases. Just as the system 

tables in a given database record and define the existence of that database, there are special databases that define the 
structure of the ASE as a whole.

This chapter discusses all aspects of databases and database creation. This includes the system databases, those which 
Adaptive Server Enterprise uses for internal purposes, as well as how to create "user" databases for your own tables.

System Databases

System databases are mandatory, required for the running of the server, and are created when the Adaptive Server is 
installed. Each of these system databases is described in Table 4-2.

Table 4-1: System tables

System Table Description

sysobjects List of all items that exist in the database

sysindexes List of indexes and tables in the database

syscolumns List of all columns that exist in the tables of the database, as well as parameters for stored procedures

sysprocedures List of stored procedures and other precompiled objects

syscomments Creation scripts of procedures, triggers, and certain other objects

syssegments List of segments that exist in the database

syslogs Transaction log for this database

sysprotects List of permissions for objects/users in this database

sysusers List of users allowed to use this database

sysstatistics Histogram information on each table and index

systabstats General statistical information for each table and index

syspartitions One row for each partition (page chain) of a partitioned table

Table 4-2: System databases

System Database Description
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The master database is the single most important structure in the server. At startup time, ASE knows exactly one thing: 
where to find master. Other databases that exist and their physical locations, logins permitted to connect, how to spend 
allocated resources ! all other server-related information is known only after master is loaded. The single most important 

task for the SA is to ensure the continued existence and reliability of master; backups of this database must always be 
kept. (In fact, failure to back up the master database may be the single most common big mistake made by administrators.) 
User data should never be stored there.

As with all databases, master contains a series of system tables that define its own structure, but unlike other databases, it 
also contains additional system tables that define the server as a whole. In addition to the standard system tables, there 
are about two dozen additional system tables found only in master, some of which are described below.

The model database is a template for the creation of databases; when a new database is created, it receives a copy of all 
items found in model. As a result, all databases must be at least as large as model when they are created, or the creation 
statement will fail. Any modifications made to the model database will be reflected in all subsequent database creations. 
Although it sounds as if model is merely a convenience, model is also the mechanism with which system tables are added 
to new databases; without these, the new database could not exist, so model is just as important as any system database.

Probably the most-changed and heavily used database, tempdb is used to hold non-permanent data. Many queries that 
require multistage processing (like sorting) will automatically create work tables in tempdb to hold the preliminary results 

before moving on to final processing, although the amount of work necessary in work tables has been reduced in ASE 15. 
Additionally, users may create temporary tables in tempdb; these are like ordinary tables, but (depending on their creation 

syntax) may automatically drop themselves when the user's connection is ended. Even if the temp table (or other object 
created in tempdb) is not automatically dropped, it will still have a limited existence, as tempdb will always be dropped and 
rebuilt from scratch every time the server is started.

As tempdb is needed for certain startup processes, creating it is one of the first things done during server boot. Since 
tempdb will be used almost continuously, it may be a bottleneck for performance problems in the server, and its size and 
location will be critical issues for the SA.

The default database size for tempdb is at least 3 MB, but may be larger based on the chosen server's page size. Each 
database holds at least 1,024 logical pages.

Stored procedures supplied with the ASE installation are known as system stored procedures, and are stored in the 
sybsystemprocs database. These procedures are generally used to query and modify the contents of system tables; unlike 
regular procedures, they may be called from any database. A few special-purpose system procedures may be stored in 
other databases (master, for example), but for the most part they'll be found in sybsystemprocs.

Lastly, the sybsystemdb database is used to track and coordinate distributed transactions.

master Records overall structure of the server, including the existence of all databases

model Template used for the creation of new databases

tempdb Holds temporary results and non-permanent objects

sybsystemprocs Holds system stored procedures

sybsystemdb Used for distributed transactions

Table 4-3: Master system tables

Master System Tables Description

sysdatabases List of all databases that exist in the server

sysdevices List of devices that are defined for the server

sysusages Relates database space allocations to the devices used

syslogins List of users permitted to connect to the server

sysconfigures List of server configuration options and settings

sysmessages List of server error messages

sysprocesses List of current running tasks within the server

syslocks List of locks presently isolating transaction data

sysservers List of all servers this server is aware of (including itself)
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Other Sybase-Provided Databases

There are databases used primarily by the system for optional server capabilities that are not absolutely necessary to the 
running of the server; if needed or desired, they may be installed from scripts provided by Sybase. Also, there are 
databases that are intended primarily as examples and are not required for the use of any features; they may be installed 
at the discretion of the SA.

The sybsecurity database, when present, is used by the auditing feature of Adaptive Server. When auditing is installed and 
enabled, ASE will track actions, commands, and users as directed by the SSO (see Chapter 7, "Auditing"); the records of 
this tracking (or audit trail) are stored in sybsecurity.

As part of the maintenance of the server, the SA will use a series of utilities known as dbcc's (for database consistency 
checker); there are many variations on dbcc, some of which are diagnostic and others reparative. One particular utility, 
dbcc checkstorage, is commonly used because it is very fast, thorough, and accurate, but it requires a dedicated database 
in which to perform its calculations. This working database, if present, is called dbccdb.

Similar to the Unix man command, ASE provides a stored procedure called sp_syntax that can be used to retrieve brief 
syntactical information about SQL commands and procedures. In order to use sp_syntax, the sybsyntax database must be 
installed.

The ASE documentation set uses a pair of databases called pubs2 and pubs3 for examples; if you wish to follow along with 
the examples, one or both may be installed from scripts included in the sybase/install directory (or sybase\ install for NT 
users).

Creating a Database

A database is created with the create database command.

The Create Database Command

Syntax:

create database database_name
   [on {default | database_device} [= size]
   [, database_device [= size]]...]
   [log on database_device [= size]
   [, database_device [= size]]...]
   [with {override | default_location = "pathname"}]
   [for {load | proxy_update}]

Parameters:

! database_device ! A logical database device name.

! size ! The amount of space to be allocated on the database device, expressed as a number or a string. If a number is 
used, the size is in megabytes. If a string is used, the string must be enclosed in quotes and may include a unit of 
measurement. Adaptive Server uses these units:

K or k ! Kilobytes

M or m ! Megabytes

G or g ! Gigabytes

T or t ! Terabytes

! override ! By default, ASE will disable dump transactions for databases with data and log on the same device. 
Although the override option will permit dump transactions for these databases, it is highly recommended that log be 
placed on separate devices, both for performance reasons and to allow a wider range of repair options in the event of a 
device failure. (See the section titled "Creating Database Logs on Separate Devices" later in this chapter.)

! default_location ! This option is used for setting up a proxy database and is used in conjunction with the 

!"#$%sp_syntax was dropped in ASE 12, but it appears to be back (at least the script is included in my 15 installation).
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proxy_update clause. It specifies the remote location from which we want to import tables for the proxy database. Any 
new tables we create in this database will also be stored there.

! proxy_update ! Allows Adaptive Server to retrieve metadata from a remote source and creates the proxy tables; this 
gives the user the ability to access databases that are physically stored in other servers as if they were stored in the 
local server (if the SA has configured the Component Integration Services feature).

! for load ! Creates the database with a streamlined process (approximately 250 times faster) so the database can be 
loaded from database dump. Databases that are created with the for load option may not be used in any way; the only 

commands that will work on such a database are alter database!for load, load database, and drop database.

Creating a Default Database

The bare minimum syntax for creating a database is similar to the following:

create database defaultdb

There are problems with creating a database using this particular syntax: It will create a database using the default 
settings. While the database would be created successfully, the default settings are usually inconvenient for a production 
database. The typical defaults are:

Database size = Minimum configured database size

Data device = Default device (possibly master device)

Log device = Default device (possibly master device)

These are generally inappropriate choices for creating most databases for the following reasons:

! A minimum-size database is barely large enough to store its own system tables, much less any user objects and data. 
The database would need to be expanded very quickly.

! As discussed in Chapter 3, the use of default devices is not encouraged; it is vitally important for the SA to carefully 
track available system resources (including available device space), and default devices allow databases to be created 
without explicit references to devices. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to know which devices are being used. 
Additionally, if the SA has not changed the installation defaults, the master device may still have default status. User 
databases do not belong on the master device!

! As mentioned previously, log should be separated from data within the database; unless you specify log on 
device_name, log and data will both end up on the same device, complicating backups and recovery.

The following example code relieves most of the potential problems:

   create database practicedb1
        on datadev1 = "20M"

This statement creates a new database called practicedb1 on a device called datadev1. In this case the database has 
been sized to 20 megabytes, but the database log is still on the same device as the data.

Creating Database Logs on Separate Devices

The database log stores all the changes that have occurred in the database. It is used in the server's recovery process to 
ensure that all the recorded changes in the log are reflected in the database data. When a log is defined on the same 
devices as the data, several problems arise: The first is the competition for space. (See Chapter 5, "Database Logging and 
Recovery," for the dangers of the log running out of space.) The second problem is that if the device containing both log 
and data were to fail, all of the database would be lost; if on separate devices and the log survives a failure, it may be 
possible to restore the lost data. (See the topic of emergency log dumps in Chapter 8, "Backing Up and Restoring.") 
Thirdly, even if there is sufficient space and no possibility of device failure, separation of the log is necessary to allow 
incremental backups of the database.

While it may be acceptable for practice or dummy databases to share space between data and log, it is not recommended 
for production. Thus, the preferred (or even "correct") form of the create database command will resemble the following:

!"#$%When asked why the master device is a default device, the engineers answer, "It's an historical accident." We 
recommend you turn off the default option on this device.
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create database practicedb2
     on datadev1 = "20M"
     log on logdev1 = "8M"

This code will create a 28 MB database called practicedb2; 20 MB of space will be allocated on datadev1 (for data) and 8 
MB will be allocated on logdev1 for the database log.

It is also possible to create multiple allocations to either data or log in the create database statement, as shown below:

create database practicedb3
     on datadev1 = "8M",
     datadev2 = "8M"
     log on logdev1 = "4M",
     logdev2 = "4M"

This will create a 24 MB database called practicedb3. There will be 8 MB of space allocated to the database on datadev1 
and an additional 8 MB available on datadev2. The database log will be allocated 4 MB on logdev1 and 4 MB on logdev2.

You can customize the default database size by executing the following configuration command:

sp_configure 'default database size', 20

However, recall that using a form of create database simple enough that the default size would be used is not 
recommended, so there is little practical need for this adjustment.

Using the Create Database Command

When the create database command is executed, several events take place:

! The Adaptive Server verifies that the new database has a unique name.

! The database is assigned a unique ID number, and a row is inserted into the master!sysdatabases table to represent 

the new database.

! The database is assigned space on the devices specified by the create database command. These space allocations 
are recorded in the master!sysusages table.

! The objects in the model database are copied into the new structure. This will create all the necessary database 
system tables, and any data objects or data (for example, user-defined data types) that have been placed in the model 
database.

! The remaining pages in the database are initialized and marked as available for allocation.

This final step, the clearing of database pages, can take a while depending on the size of the database and the speed of 
the devices; this step is also performed when loading a database from a dump. So when creating a database specifically to 
be loaded from a backup, it is recommended that the database be created for load. This prevents the clearing of pages 
during the create process, since they will be cleared during the load.

Sizing a Database

When creating a user database, the database should be large enough to hold all the data that will be entered into it. The 
estimated sizes of the user tables, indexes, and system tables must be taken into consideration. Another thing to consider 
is whether or not there will be any additional data entered into the database. If the database will grow, additional space 
should be estimated to allow for the anticipated growth (for example, consider leaving 25% of the space free).

Adaptive Server includes a system procedure called sp_estspace that can produce an estimate of the space required for a 
table based on the anticipated number of rows that the table will hold. sp_estspace will also calculate the sizes of indexes if 
they exist on the table when the procedure is executed.

sp_estspace 'payroll', 100

name          type          idx_level   Pages    Kbytes

&'(%Remember also that the database is ASE's restore unit, so you do not want to make the database bigger than what 
you can restore in your business-defined recovery window. This size can only be determined by experimentation on 
your own equipment.
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------------ ------------ ---------- ------- ----------
payroll       data          0           318      637
payroll_x0    clustered     0           6        12
payroll_x0    clustered     1           1        2
payroll_x1    nonclustered  0           77       152
payroll_x1    nonclustered  1           1        2

Total_Mbytes
------------
1.10

name          type          total_pages  time_mins
------------ ------------ ----------- ---------
payroll_x0    clustered     326          1
payroll_x1    nonclustered  78           0

It is usually better to underestimate the size of a database than to overestimate. If the database size is too small, the 
database can easily be altered (see the next section) to increase its size. However, if the database is too large, there is no 
remedy other than to make a new database of the appropriate size and move all the data over to the new smaller database 
a table at a time (or wait for the data to grow and fill the database space).

There is no practical means to shrink a database once it has been assigned space. It is possible but takes some amount of 
effort.

! If the last fragment does not have any objects, it can be removed from sysusages.

! If it has objects, we can bcp out, drop db, create smaller db, and bcp in.

One notable exception to this rule is that you can shrink tempdb by directly modifying the system tables; check the Sybase 
Troubleshooting Guide for more details.

Altering a Database

The alter database command allows for expansions in database size or changes to certain options to be made.

Syntax:

alter database database_name
   [on {default | database_device}[= size]
   [, database_device [= size]]...]
   [log on {default | database_device}[= size]
   [, database_device [= size]]...]
   [with override]
   [for load]
   [for proxy_update]

The alter database syntax allows the database owner to increase the amount of database space, log space, or both by 
defining new allocations for the databases.

The command is similar to create database. Note that the size parameter will specify the amount of additional space 

allocated to the database.

Here is an example:

The database sampledb4 will be expanded from its original size of 20 MB (16 MB data, 4 MB log) to a total of 40 MB (16 
MB additional data, 4 MB additional log).

create database sampledb4
   on datadev4 = "16M"
   log on logdev4 = "4M"
<database used for some time>
alter database sampledb4
   on datadev5 = "16M"
   log on logdev5 = "4M"

Note that it is not possible to alter a database before it is created. Note also that the data and log can be altered 
independently.
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Database Options

Adaptive Server supports the setting of specific database-wide options. These options only apply to an individual database 
and can control how the database works with transactions, the performance of recovery and non-logged operations, and 
how the database maintains the log. The options supported in ASE 15 are:

! abort tran on log full ! When enabled, will force a transaction to abort if it crosses the last-chance threshold in the log.

! allow nulls by default ! When set to true, changes the default behavior of a database. The default behavior when 
creating a database table is that its columns will not accept null values; this option reverses that behavior.

! auto identity ! Forces all tables to be built with a column called SYB_IDENTITY_COL. This column is a 10-digit
identity column, and is not visible to select * queries.

! dbo use only ! Only the database owner may use the database. This option is typically used when you are performing 
maintenance tasks and want to keep other users out of the database.

! ddl in tran ! When enabled, this option allows for the use of Data Definition Language (DDL) statements (such as 
create procedure and create index) to be used in transactions.

! identity in nonunique index ! This option makes existing identity columns in a table part of any non-unique index. The 
additional unique column allows the index to be effectively unique.

! no chkpt on recovery ! When true, the database will not perform a checkpoint following the recovery process when 
the server is restarted. This is useful when a copy of a database is left as a standby. The lack of the checkpoint after 
restart and recovery of a server prevents the transaction log from changing enough to prevent additional loads from the 
later transaction dumps.

! no free space acctg ! Used to accelerate recovery time by suspending the calculation of free space for any non-log
segments and preventing the execution of any free-space threshold procedures.

! read only ! When true, the database can no longer be modified.

! select into/bulkcopy/pllsort ! Activating this option will allow the execution of minimally logged operations:

" Select into queries

" Use of the writetext utility

" Use of the fast version of bulkcopy (bcp)

" Parallel sorting

! single user ! The database will allow only one user to access the database at a time (typically used when the SA is 
performing maintenance tasks and wants to keep other users out of the database). This option is not permitted for the 
tempdb database.

! trunc. log on chkpt. ! Adaptive Server will attempt to truncate the transaction log approximately once a minute, when 
the background check-point task wakes up. dbo-issued checkpoints have no effect on this option. If the log is very 
small (less than 50 records), the truncation will be skipped. Note that this option is always enabled for tempdb. This 
option is typically used in a development environment where incremental backups are not required. For more 
information, refer to Chapter 8, "Backing Up and Restoring."

! unique auto_identity index ! Includes an IDENTITY column with any unique, non-clustered index for new tables.

! disable alias access ! Prevents cross-database access by users aliased to other users in a database who are not 
otherwise owners of objects in that database.

Setting Database Options

Database options are set via the system procedure sp_dboption within the master database:

sp_dboption database_name,"option_name", {"true" | "false"}
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All database options are enabled by setting the option to true, or disabled by setting the option to false.

For example:

use master
go
sp_dboption pubs2, "select into/bulkcopy/pllsort", true
go

This will allow the pubs2 database to perform minimally logged operations like select into queries.

sp_helpdb System Procedure

A complete description of a database (size, device allocations, owner, options) can be obtained by querying the system 
tables, but this usually involves elaborate joins and interpretation of coded information. A simpler method is to use the 
system procedure sp_helpdb, which will present the database information in an easy-to-read format.

Syntax:

sp_helpdb [database_name]

By itself, sp_helpdb will list the different databases on the server along with information on when each was created, its 
size, enabled options, and current status.

Example:

sp_helpdb

name            db_size  owner dbid  created   status
-------------- ------- ----- ---- --------- ---------------
master          12.0 MB  sa    1     1-Aug-05  mixed log and data
model           2.0 MB   sa    3     1-Aug-05  mixed log and data
pubs2           3.0 MB   sa    4     1-Aug-05  trunc log on chkpt, mixed log
                                               and data
sybsystemdb     4.0 MB   sa    31513 1-Aug-05  trunc log on chkpt, mixed log 
                                               and data
sybsystemprocs  120.0 MB sa    31514 1-Aug-05  trunc log on chkpt, mixed log
                                               and data
tempdb          3.0 MB   sa    2     29-Sep-05 select into/bulkcopy/pllsort,
                                               trunc log on chkpt, mixed log
                                               and data

(return status = 0)

When the database name parameter is used, sp_helpdb will display information for only the database requested. It will also 
supply additional information about the fragments of the database devices used (including size of the fragments, their 
purpose, and the number of free kilobytes remaining on the fragment).

Example:

sp_helpdb pubs2
name          db_size  owner  dbid  created       status
------------ ------- ----- ---- ------------ ------------------
pubs2         3.0 MB   sa     4     Apr 04, 2005  trunc log on chkpt

(1 row affected)

device_fragments  size    usage         free kbytes
---------------- ------ ------------ ----------------
master            3.0 MB  data and log  1068

(return status = 0)

The output will also include information about the segments that have been defined for the database as well as free space 
information.

Example:

1> sp_helpdb db1
2> go
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 name db_size       owner dbid   created            status
---- ------------- ----- ------ ------------------ --------------

 db1        22.0 MB sa         4 Jan 28, 2006       no options set

(1 row affected)
 device_fragments               size          usage
         created                   free kbytes
------------------------------ ------------- --------------------

------------------------- ----------------
 data1                                10.0 MB data only
         Jan 28 2006 12:11PM                   3640
 log1                                  4.0 MB log only
         Jan 28 2006 12:11PM       not applicable
 data2                                 4.0 MB data only
         Jan 28 2006 12:11PM                   4080
 log2                                  4.0 MB log only
         Jan 28 2006 12:11PM       not applicable

---------------------------------------------------------------
 log only free kbytes = 8152
(return status = 0)
1>

Dropping a Database

If a database is no longer required on an Adaptive Server, it can be dropped from the server using the drop database 
command. Databases can be dropped under the following conditions:

! No users are currently connected to the database.

! The databases are not referenced by other databases.

! The drop command is issued from the master database.

! The command is issued by the DBO or SA.

Syntax:

drop database database_name [, database_name]...

Example:

drop database testdb4

Database Ownership

In Adaptive Server, database ownership is determined at creation: The user who creates the database owns the database. 
Database ownership can be easily transferred via the sp_changedbowner system procedure.

Syntax:

sp_changedbowner login_name [, true]

For successful execution of the procedure the following conditions must be true

! The procedure must be executed from within the database whose owner we want to change.

! The new owner must not already be a user in the database

The second parameter, true, is optional and used to transfer aliases and permissions to the new database owner.

Note that sp_changedbowner may not be used to transfer the ownership of system databases. Also, it can only be run by 
system administrators.

System Tables

)*+,',-%There is no "undrop" command; data is lost forever.
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Defining information about databases is stored in the master system tables sysdatabases, sysusages, and sysdevices. 
These tables describe all databases' physical layout, according to some key relationships:

sysdatabases # dbid $ sysusages

sysusages # vstart ! low/high $ sysdevices

Figure 4-1

In the sysusages-sysdevices relationship, vstart is between low and high; note that between is inclusive. Note also that 
sysdevices names a database device, not a backup device.

sysdatabases

The sysdatabases table is the list of all databases in the Adaptive Server. Each time a database is created, a row is added 
to the sysdatabases table. Commonly queried columns include:

! name ! The name of the database

! dbid ! The unique ID number for the database

! suid ! The unique ID number of the database owner

! status ! An integer storing the configured options and the status of the database; additional status information is 
stored in the columns status2, status3, and status4

! crdate ! The creation date of the database

! dumptrdate ! The date and time when an incremental database dump was last performed

sysdevices

The sysdevices table holds the list of all database devices configured to work with the Adaptive Server. Each time a disk 
init command is executed, a new row is added to this table. The structure and columns of sysdevices is described in 
Chapter 3, "Defining Physical Devices."

sysusages

The sysusages table describes the distribution of pages from the devices and the allocations provided to the various 
databases; each allocation to a database (fragment) is entered as a row in the sysusages table. Columns related to 
sysdevices and sysdatabases are:

! dbid ! The database assigned to the fragment

! segmap ! An integer storing the segment information for the fragment
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! lstart ! The logical start page for the fragment (that is, sequence within the database)

! size ! The size of the fragment

! vstart ! The virtual start page for the fragment (that is, sequence within the logical device)

! vdevno ! A unique number for a defined device

Note that one logical page equals one or more virtual pages. Virtual pages are always 2 K in size, but logical pages are 2 K 
to 16 K.

The segmap value is related to the syssegments table (which is a database-specific system table, not a master system 
table) to indicate what sort of data are allowed to be added to the fragment. The value of segmap is an integer that is 
calculated by adding up other integers that indicate certain types of data. There may be up to 32 segments defined in a 
database, but only three are required and always present:

The lstart value indicates which range of pages will be used by the fragment; each database starts from page number zero 
and consists of a continuous range of increasing page numbers. Although page numbers are unique within the database, 
the same page numbers may be found in other databases and are not necessarily unique within the server.

The vstart value is unique within the server, since it is one of the device-level page numbers as described in Chapter 3. As 

we showed there, each pair of low and high values from sysdevices uniquely bound a single device, and so a value of 
vstart may be mapped to only one device. Note that the sysdevices and sysusages tables are joined using the between 
operator. A common query on these three system tables would display the name of the database that owns each fragment, 
along with the name of the device that holds the fragment:

1> sp_helpdb db1
2> go
 name db_size       owner dbid   created            status
---- ------------- ----- ------ ------------------ --------------

 db1        22.0 MB sa         4 Jan 28, 2006       no options set

(1 row affected)
 device_fragments               size          usage
         created                   free kbytes
------------------------------ ------------- --------------------

------------------------- ----------------
 data1                                10.0 MB data only
         Jan 28 2006 12:11PM                   3640
 log1                                  4.0 MB log only
         Jan 28 2006 12:11PM       not applicable
 data2                                 4.0 MB data only
         Jan 28 2006 12:11PM                   4080
 log2                                  4.0 MB log only
         Jan 28 2006 12:11PM       not applicable

---------------------------------------------------------------
 log only free kbytes = 8152
(return status = 0)
1>

sysdevices:

 low         high        name      phyname                  vdevno
----------- ----------- ------- ----------------------- -----------

           0       25599 data1         D:\sybase_data1.dat            5
           0       25599 data2         D:\sybase_data2.dat            6
           0       10239 log1          D:\sybase_log1.dat             7
           0       10239 log2          D:\sybase_log2.dat             8

sysuages:

system used by system tables segmap value = 1

default used by ordinary data segmap value = 2

logsegment used by transaction log segmap value = 4
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 dbid   segmap      lstart      size        vstart      vdevno
------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------

      6           3           0        1280           0           5
      4           3           0        1280        5120           5
      6           3        1280         512           0           6
      4           3        1792         512        2048           6
      6           4        1792         512           0           7
      4           4        1280         512        2048           7
      6           4        2304         512           0           8
      4           4        2304         512        2048           8

Who Can Create a Database

Initially, the SA or a user with the sa_role has the exclusive right to create databases.

The ability to create a database may be granted to a user by the SA (see Chapter 6, "Security"). However, since disk 
space is often a closely guarded resource on a database server, most administrators will not grant this permission freely.

Summary

Databases are containers for data. There are a variety of system databases, and no practical limit to the number or size of 
user databases.
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Chapter 5: Database Logging and Recovery

Overview

In this chapter we're going to encounter a few more terms that require redefinition. Specifically, recovery is often misused 
to describe the process of restoring a database from a stored backup copy (a database dump). Adaptive Server Enterprise 
uses the term recovery to refer to the process of synchronizing the log with the physical database when the server is 

started. How does it become desynchronized? Well, that is what this chapter is about: the way the database log interacts 
with the data to ensure consistency.

In order to ensure that the database is always consistent and can reproduce all the changes made to the database, 
Adaptive Server databases must maintain a list of the changes that have been made to the database. This list of changes 
is the transaction log.

Transactions

What is a transaction? The most common response to this question is: A transaction is a "unit of work."
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large or small, simple or complicated, cannot (for business or practical reasons) be broken down. In databases, a 
transaction is a set of work that can only be completed in full or not at all; there is no middle ground.

For example, database transactions are often compared to bank transactions. Simple banking transactions are easy to 
understand: Money can be deposited into an account, or money can be withdrawn from an account. But more complicated 
tasks can also exist, like a transfer from one account to another; this can be interpreted as a withdrawal from one account 
and a deposit into another, or two distinct tasks. If the transfer is treated as two distinct tasks, then an error in the 
processing of either task can result in one of three possible outcomes.

1. The money was transferred successfully.

2. The money was withdrawn from the first account but did not get deposited into the second account.

3. The money was withdrawn from the first account but the money was returned when the error occurred.

Outcomes 1 and 3 are perfectly acceptable options; in these cases, no money is lost. But there is no satisfactory resolution 
to Outcome 2 9 the money may be left with no place to go.

If the fund transfer were defined as a transaction, Outcome 2 would not only be unacceptable, it would be impossible. The 
transfer must be successful in all of its individual actions, or the transaction reverses all changes. No matter how many 

intermediate steps it takes to complete the task, the whole task must be completed in full or not at all.

So, when the squirrel chews through the transformer cable, are you a happy customer, or are you going to have a little 
chat with the bank manager in the morning?

The Transaction Log

In Adaptive Server Enterprise, the transaction log is actually a system table called syslogs. This table contains a list of all 
modifications made to the database and information needed to ensure the integrity of the database. It cannot be directly 
modified by any user.

Adaptive Server Enterprise uses what is known as a write-ahead log. This means that all changes to the database will be 
recorded to the log before any attempt is made to reflect the data changes in the database. The syslogs table may be 
queried with an ordinary select statement, but its output is not very useful or understandable to the naked eye. (There are 
special utilities, such as dbcc log, that can translate a log's contents into a more useful form.)

Transaction Modes

The behavior of transactions within SQL is defined by the ANSI standard, which identifies two distinct types of 
transactions: chained mode and unchained mode. A chained mode transaction may be thought of as "auto-starting"; when 

you log in and begin any SQL statement, ASE invisibly begins a transaction that will continue until you explicitly end it. In 
this way, you are always making all changes as part of a transaction, and may choose to end a transaction either by 
accepting your changes or by rejecting and removing them. As soon as your transaction is finished, a new one is started by 
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the next SQL statement.

In unchained mode, the rules shift in an important manner: While any single data change statement is treated as a 

transaction, groups of statements are not transactions without an explicit command to begin a transaction. In unchained 

mode, you can be assured that any single insert, update, or delete (regardless of how many rows are changed) will 
complete in full or not at all. If, however, a series of data change commands need to complete or fail as a group, you will 
have to explicitly begin and end the transaction.

At first glance, it might seem that chained mode is better than unchained: Transactions are always defined, and work (no 
matter how many statements are involved) is always protected against undesired outcomes. However, it's important to 
remember that a defining characteristic of transactions is that they isolate data. In order to ensure that different changes 
don't contradict one another, the data being altered by the transaction is locked. Depending on session settings and the 
particular commands involved, data may be partially or wholly unavailable to other users until the transaction finishes.

If your user began changes to a table (say, giving a 3% increase to all the values in the price column of the Inventory 
table), thus making all of the rows in the table unavailable to all other users until the transaction finishes, and your user 

didn't know that a transaction was active, and decides to take a long lunch without logging out, then you may have a 

database that's all but useless.

This sort of situation is less likely in unchained mode 9 a user must specifically begin a transaction, which means that 
(hopefully!) she'll remember to finish the transaction at the end of the data change. However, it's still possible to forget and 
leave a long-running open transaction. Not only will this prevent other users from accessing data, it may prevent you from 
truncating the log to free up space; this may not only prevent access to a given table, but potentially can prevent all

changes in the entire database (see "When the Transaction Log Is Full," later in this chapter).

As ASE will always default to unchained mode, the remainder of this chapter will assume that unchained mode is being 
used. Individual users may change their transaction mode while logged in (as long as a transaction is not active!), but 
should not necessarily do so. The choice of mode should be a standard that all users adhere to, in order to promote 
consistent application usage. Regardless of transaction mode, transactions should be kept as short as possible, and users 
should not be allowed interaction within the boundaries of a transaction. (For example, don't prompt a user to approve 
changes before finishing the transaction; prompt the user before beginning the transaction; and begin and finish the 
transaction in a single batch.)

Note that this is an application design decision. Very few shops seem to choose chained mode.

Transaction Control Statements

In order for Adaptive Server to control a transaction, the server must be aware of when a transaction starts and ends 
(whether successfully or not). This is accomplished by the use of transaction control statements. The transaction control 
statements permitted by Transact-SQL are:

! Begin transaction or begin tran 9 Marks the start of a transaction.

! Commit transaction or commit tran 9 Marks the end of a transaction and applies all data changes.

! Rollback transaction or rollback tran 9 Marks the end of a transaction and reverses all data changes.

! Save tran 9 A bookmark that allows you to roll back the transaction to a specific point in time, while leaving the 
transaction active.

Transaction control statements can be nested, but this is not especially meaningful, as the transaction is never complete 
until the outermost transaction is complete. There must be at least one commit tran executed for each begin tran statement 
executed; the begin tran/commit tran pairs are not scanned syntactically the way begin/end code is scanned. But, 
regardless of how many begin tran/commit tran pairs appear to be nested in the code, there is only one transaction.

This is not necessarily a bad thing, as it is important to maintain modularity and consistency of transactions within each 
module (procedure) you create.

Here is an example:

begin tran
   change 1
   begin tran
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      change 2
   commit tran
commit tran

In the above pseudocode, there are two nested begin tran statements. Despite the fact that it appears that there are two 
transactions (one inside another), the transaction is active until the second commit tran statement is executed.

Example:

begin tran
   change 1
   begin tran
      change 2
      begin tran
         change 3
      commit tran
      change 4
   commit tran
   change 5
rollback tran

In this example, none of the five changes would remain in the data after the rollback; again, although it looks like there are 
three levels of nesting, and it looks like changes 2, 3, 4, and 5 are fully bounded by begin/commit pairs, there is really only 
one transaction, and all work must complete in full or not at all. In fact, the transaction shown above is functionally identical 
to:

begin tran
   change 1
      change 2
         change 3
      change 4
   change 5
rollback tran

The nested begin/commit pairs essentially cancel each other out, leaving only the outermost pair of statements to have any 
effect. This behavior is more easily understood with the aid of a counter.

@@trancount

Adaptive Server Enterprise keeps track of transaction nesting through a global variable called @@trancount. This counter 
is available for use in normal T-SQL code, and determines whether a transaction is still alive. The rule for interpreting 
@@trancount is very simple: If the value of @@trancount is greater than zero, the transaction is still open, and the work is 
neither committed nor rolled back.

Example:

select @@trancount
go

@@trancount
-----------
0

begin tran
go
select @@trancount
go

@@trancount
-----------
1

commit tran
go
select @@trancount
go

@@trancount
-----------
0
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At login time, the value of @@trancount for a session is set to zero. When running in unchained mode (the default), 
@@trancount will change in response to the execution of the transaction control commands, as shown in Table 5-1.

With this understanding, we can reexamine the earlier example, listing the value of @@trancount next to each control 
statement:

Example:

A slight change produces the same pattern of values in @@trancount, but a very different outcome:

save tran

Adaptive Server Enterprise also supports creating savepoints within a transaction; these savepoints permit some of the 
pending work within a transaction to be rolled back without ending the transaction. Savepoints have no effect on 
@@trancount and must be named.

At this point, changes 1, 2, and 5 are still pending 9 if a regular rollback tran is issued, those changes will be reversed. 

Table 5-1: @@trancount values

Command Value of @@trancount

begin tran Increment @@trancount by 1

commit tran Decrement @@trancount by 1

rollback tran Reset @@trancount to zero (regardless of previous value)

begin tran
   change 1
   begin tran
      change 2
      begin tran
         change 3
      commit tran
      change 4
   commit tran
   change 5
rollback tran

 @@trancount set to 1

 @@trancount set to 2

 @@trancount set to 3

 @@trancount set to 2

 @@trancount set to 1

 @@trancount reset to 0; work reversed

begin tran
   change 1
   begin tran
      change 2
      begin tran

         change 3
      commit tran
      change 4
   commit tran
   change 5
commit tran

 @@trancount set to 1

 @@trancount set to 2

 @@trancount set to 3

 @@trancount set to 2

 @@trancount set to 1

 @@trancount set to 0; work preserved

begin tran
   change 1
   begin tran
      change 2
      save tran savepoint_a
      change 3
   commit tran
   change 4
   rollback tran savepoint_a
   change 5

 @@trancount set to 1

 @@trancount set to 2

 @@trancount still 2

 @@trancount set to 1

 @@trancount still 1; changes 3 and 4 reversed
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However, if a commit tran is used, changes 1, 2, and 5 will be preserved. Regardless of the outcome, the transaction is still 
open and must be explicitly ended.

It is important to note that transaction control statements only affect whether or not work is preserved 9 they have no 
effect on the program flow. That is, rolling back a transaction does not cause ASE to return to some earlier point in the 

code and repeat instructions; following a rollback (or a rollback to a savepoint), ASE proceeds to execute the next 
statement in the code.

commit

When the database is being modified, all changes are stored in the transaction log before being stored in the actual data 
table. But before any changes are written to disk, they are stored in memory, or cache. Adaptive Server may be configured 

for very simple or very elaborate combinations of caches (both dedicated to particular structures and general-purpose), but 
will always maintain certain cache structures.

Each user connection is given a small amount of memory (default size is 2 K, or the size of the server database pages if 
they are in fact configured larger) known as a user log cache. These ULCs are used to gather together several transaction 

and data-change statements, so when the transaction needs to be written to the log, multiple trips to the log pages aren't 
necessary for multiple commands. This has the effect of reducing crowding and contention for access to the transaction 
log.

Additionally, there will be cache space set aside for data and log pages. Anytime a page is read from disk, it is copied into 
cache, and whenever changes are made to a page (data or log), the change is first recorded in the cached copy and later 
written to disk. When the cached pages are written to disk is different for log and data.

In general (and for now, this explanation is artificially simple; we'll fill in more details later), all of the log pages for a given 
transaction are written to disk when the transaction commits; if the pages were allowed to stay in cache without writing to 
disk, a finished transaction could be lost if the server were to unexpectedly fail. To prevent this possibility, the commit is not 
considered final until ASE receives confirmation that the transaction was successfully written to disk. Additionally, log 
pages may be written to disk on an as needed basis if cache becomes too full; in this case, there is no guarantee that an 
entire transaction is written, but it is guaranteed that when the transaction commits, all log entries for the transaction will be 
on disk.

Data pages, on the other hand, will tend to stay in cache until the space they occupy is needed for some other use. If the 
data page is dirty (that is, changes have been recorded on the cached page but not yet copied to disk), the page will be 

written to disk before it is discarded from memory.

When the database is modified, these steps are followed:

1. A begin tran is written into the log (in user log cache).

2. Records of data modification are added to the log (in user log cache).

3. Data modifications are made to data pages (in user log cache).

4. A commit tran is written to the user log cache, then the ULC is flushed to the transaction log in cache.

5. Log pages for the transaction are copied from cache to the transaction log on disk.
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Figure 5-1

However, there is a fact that cannot be avoided from the steps described above: The data changes aren't written to disk 
unless their cache space is required. If cache were to remain relatively empty and the data space did not need to be 
recycled, the pages might not ever write to disk, and the changes could conceivably "die" in cache if the server were to fail.

Ensuring that data makes it to disk is the job of two other processes: checkpoint and recovery.

Checkpoint

A checkpoint is an event that causes all of a database's dirty pages (both data and log) to be copied from cache to disk. 

Checkpoints may be issued by the server (at intervals determined by database activity), or the dbo of a database may use 
the checkpoint command to force a checkpoint to occur (some option changes cannot take effect in a database until a 
checkpoint occurs).

A checkpoint exists primarily to reduce the work of the server at recovery time. In other words, it brings the server up faster.

When a checkpoint occurs, the following events take place:

1. Any dirty log pages are copied to disk.

2. Any dirty data pages are copied to disk.

3. A checkpoint record is written to the log.

Figure 5-2
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It should be noted that just because the data in log and disk have been copied, the data is still not final until a commit 
statement for the transaction is recorded in the transaction log on disk; if there were transactions that were still open (not 
committed at the time of the checkpoint), they would be permitted to continue. The checkpoint records in the transaction 
log help identify these incomplete transactions so they may be dealt with as necessary by the recovery process.

It is also important to realize that flushing all dirty pages to disk guarantees that (at least at the instant that a checkpoint 
finishes) data and log agree.

Recovery

The term recovery is used very precisely in ASE, and does not imply that any thing has failed or had to be repaired. It is the 

process by which the server reconciles the data in the transaction log with the data that is actually stored in the database; 
when changes are found in the log that are not found in the data, the data is made to agree with the log. If there are any 
completed transactions that are not reflected in the database, Adaptive Server will add those changes to the data (or roll 
forward). If there are any incomplete transactions reflected in the database, or transactions that were interrupted by client 
or server failure, Adaptive Server will roll those transactions back. This will be done for every database each time the 
server is started, and for a single database at certain other times (including transaction log loads).

The recovery process performs the following tasks:

1. Locates the most recent checkpoint in the transaction log.

2. Builds a list of transactions that were active at the time of the checkpoint.

3. Applies all necessary changes for unrecovered transactions (both commits and rollbacks).

4. Identifies transactions that did not complete prior to shutdown and issues rollbacks.

5. Writes a checkpoint to the log indicating that the next recovery can start from this point rather than the beginning of 
the log.

As we can see, checkpoints and recovery are closely related. Recovery places a checkpoint, which indicates that recovery 
no longer needs to reconcile the entire log, only on the portion since the most recent checkpoint. Likewise, since a 
checkpoint flushes all dirty data and log pages to disk, it in essence "catches up" the data to the log; in other words, it acts 
as a single-database recovery.

Checkpoints may also occur in conjunction with backup commands (see Chapter 8, "Backing Up and Restoring") during 
periods of high transaction load (see the "Recovery Interval" section below), and sometimes during periods of very low 
activity. If the server is sufficiently quiet (no pending tasks in the CPU queues), ASE may opt to get ahead by individually 
writing dirty pages from memory to disk. The theory is, if they have to be written to disk eventually, and there are no other 
demands on the server right now, it can only be helpful to write them to disk now, when we can, rather than later, when we 

must.

If all dirty pages are written in this fashion and if there are at least 100 log records since the most recent checkpoint, the 
server issues a free checkpoint. This acts as a normal checkpoint would, but since it is done at times of very low server 

activity, its overhead does not impact processing in a noticeable fashion. This process can be identified as 
HOUSEKEEPER in the sp_who output. Most often, these processes show a command of "Checkpoint Sleep" and have a 
status of sleeping. Note that with ASE 15, Sybase has split the housekeeper into three processes: HK WASH, HK GC, and 
HK CHORES.

Recovery Interval

The time it takes to recover a database is proportional to the number of unrecovered transactions in the log; if there were 
few changes since the last checkpoint, the database will recover almost instantaneously. If there are many thousands (tens 
of thousands, millions) of unrecovered log records, then recovery may be a very lengthy process. This can be troublesome 
at startup time, as databases are offline until they have successfully completed recovery (by default, databases are 
recovered in the order of their database ID, but the SA may configure a custom order to let the most important databases 
recover first).

ASE provides a configurable parameter, which we can use to set the upper limit for how much time recovery will take per 
database. The server will automatically issue checkpoints to databases that require them based on the value of the 
configuration option recovery interval in minutes.
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Approximately once a minute, a background task will briefly examine the log of each database in the server and estimate 
how long it would take to recover if the server were to restart. If the estimate exceeds the value of recovery interval in 
minutes, ASE checkpoints the database (essentially "prerecovering" it) and moves on to examine the next database. Note 
that the recovery interval is estimated for each database individually, and it's still possible for a server to require a lengthy 
period of time for startup, especially if, for example, a large create index operation is happening.

To configure the option, use the following command:

sp_configure "recovery interval in minutes," 10

In general, the smaller the interval, the faster the recovery of the databases. However, if the recovery interval is too small, 
the server may generate more I/O because the server will be performing checkpoints too frequently.

When the Transaction Log Is Full

Because the transaction log is the repository of all changes to the database, it is vital that the log never get full. If the log is 
full, it is not possible to record further changes to the log; since changes must be recorded in the log in order to succeed, 

all modifications to the database will be suspended until space is made available in the log. When the transaction log is 
nearly full, the lastchance threshold is activated. This process should dump the log (and clean it out). If the log does 
completely fill, standard transaction log maintenance routines (dump tran and extending the log) will also fail. It is one of the 
primary duties of the SA to ensure that the log has adequate growth space and does not ever completely fill.

To prevent filling, it will be necessary on a regular basis to truncate the log. Under normal circumstances, this occurs in the 

course of making regular backups of the log (see Chapter 8); after the log is copied, fully recovered transactions are 
identified and removed to free up space in the log. The truncation point that determines the amount of space that may be 

removed will depend on several factors, but most importantly on current transactions. Under normal circumstances, the 
last-chance threshold ensures that you do have room to dump the transaction log.

Put simply, the oldest open transaction determines the truncatable portion of the log. Only transactions that are completed 
in the log prior to the oldest currently running transaction may be truncated. Given the following log entries:

The truncation point is determined by the oldest still-open transaction. Transactions 1 to 4 have all committed, leaving only 
transaction 5 open at the time of the truncation request. All log records preceding "begin tran 5" could be removed to free 
up space in the log. The example also underscores the fact that ASE is intended to be a multiuser, multitransaction 
environment: Transactions are interleaved in the log, and one transaction will not necessarily finish before another starts. 
Now, consider one small change:

% <beginning of log records> %

!

begin tran 1 %

% begin tran 2 % % truncation point

% begin tran 3 %

% commit tran 2 %

commit tran 1 %

% begin tran 4

% begin tran 5

% commit tran 3 % %

% commit tran 4

% <truncate log> %

% <beginning of log records> %

%
!

%

begin tran 1 %

%
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In this case, the truncation point is closer to the beginning of the log records because an early transaction, transaction 1, is 
still open. Even though transactions 2 to 5 have completed, they may not be truncated even if a checkpoint has recovered 

them (in this example, transactions 2, 3, and 5 are fully recovered since they finished before the checkpoint; transactions 1 

and 4 are not, since they did not finish before the checkpoint). If there were only a few records in the log preceding "begin 
tran 1," it's possible that the truncation would free very little space and require truncation again almost immediately. If the 
log were to fill at this point, a standard truncation request might actually be counterproductive, since the process of 
truncating the log is itself a logged action and will add log records. If there is plenty of free log space remaining, this is a 
minor issue, but if we are approaching full, it can be disastrous. As a result, it is necessary to impress upon users that 
leaving long-running transactions open is a bad practice. If a transaction log is nearly full and a long-running transaction 
would prevent an effective truncation, consider using the kill command to end the transaction and permit a more effective 
truncation:

  kill spid

The spid (server process ID) of a connection is a unique identifier assigned at login time; no two connections will have the 
same spid value at the same time (although a user may log out, relinquish the spid, and find it reassigned to another user 
at login time).

If you must kill a user in this fashion, it is really only helpful if you kill the right user; killing any spid other than the one 

holding the oldest open transaction will not move the truncation point. The oldest open transaction (and its associated 
spid) can be determined by querying the table master!syslogshold:

  select * from master..syslogshold

This table doesn't really exist; it's created out of various system information when queried. It contains no more than two 
rows per database, with several important columns: database ID value (compare to master!sysdatabases), the time the 

transaction began, and the spid holding the transaction. If any spid for a database has a value of zero, do not kill it without 

consulting your Replication Server administrator; spid 0 represents an internal process related to replication, and killing it 
will cause the RepAdmin to regard you with undisguised loathing.

Let us also consider a slight variation of the preceding example; instead of finishing with a truncate request, assume it 
finishes like this:

begin tran 2 %

% begin tran 3 %

commit tran 2 %

truncation point % begin tran 4 %

% begin tran 5

% commit tran 3 %

% commit tran 5

checkpoint %

% commit tran 4 %

% <truncate log> %

% <beginning of log records> %

%
!

%

begin tran 1 %

begin tran 2 %

% begin tran 3 %

truncation point commit tran 2 %

% %
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What would happen at restart time? Our earlier discussion indicated five steps would be necessary: Locate the most recent 
checkpoint; build a list of unrecovered transactions; apply recovery to uncommitted transactions; identify incomplete 
transactions; and write a new checkpoint. Following through this example, we would do the following:

1. Locate the most recent checkpoint in the transaction log (between "commit tran 5" and "commit tran 4"). Each 
checkpoint record contains a pointer to the oldest begin tran at the time of the checkpoint. In this case, we start 
recovery from transaction 1, and may ignore all prior log records (they have definitely been recovered before now).

2. Build a list of transactions that have not been through recovery. Starting from the oldest open transaction (transaction 
1), read forward, looking for transactions that have not finished by the time of the checkpoint; in this case, 
transactions 1, 4, and the many transactions after the checkpoint.

3. Apply all necessary changes for unrecovered transactions (both commits and rollbacks). Transactions 2, 3, and 5 
may be ignored, since they were fully recovered by the checkpoint.

4. Identify transactions that did not complete prior to shutdown and issue rollbacks. In this case, transactions 1, 325, and 
571 fall into this category. These transactions will have rollbacks written for them, since they can't commit after a 
server crash.

5. Write a checkpoint to the log (indicating that the next recovery can start from this point rather than the beginning of 
the log). Since there are no active transactions at this time, the truncation point moves up to the checkpoint marker.

After recovery, the log will look like this:

% begin tran 4 %

% begin tran 5

% commit tran 3 %

% commit tran 5

checkpoint %

% commit tran 4 %

% <transactions 6 to 873; most commit, some roll back, trans 1, 325, and 571 incomplete> %

<server crashes>

% <beginning of log records> %

%
!

%

begin tran 1 %

% begin tran 2 %

% begin tran 3 %

% commit tran 2 %

% begin tran 4 %

% begin tran 5

% commit tran 3 %

% commit tran 5

% checkpoint %

% commit tran 4 %

% <transactions 6 to 873; most commit, some roll back, trans 1, 325, and 571 incomplete> %

% <server crashes> %

% <server restarts> %

rollback tran 1 %

% rollback tran 325 %

% % rollback tran 571 %

% checkpoint %

% %
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If truncation were necessary, almost the entire contents of the log are removable (a small amount of data must remain in 
the log to ensure it lines up properly with the next log in load situations). Even if truncation were not necessary at this time, 
the checkpoint record will speed up the process of locating the truncation point, and the next recovery.

The syntax for truncating the log (both under normal circumstances and in emergencies like a full log) is fully discussed in 
Chapter 8, "Backing Up and Restoring."

Thresholds

Thresholds are useful tools to help prevent the database log from completely filling to the point where the database 
becomes completely non-functional. Thresholds may be defined in any segment of your database, but are commonly 
added to the logsegment; when a threshold is crossed, a designated stored procedure is called, which may be designed to 
take corrective action (such as notifying the SA of current free space or truncating the log). The "last-chance" threshold is 
provided for the log of each database, and sits a short distance from the completely full mark of the log (in fact, the LCT 
marks the point of the log where suspension will occur). This threshold will execute a stored procedure called 
sp_thresholdaction (this stored procedure is not provided with Adaptive Server and must be written by the SA). 
sp_thresholdaction could print messages to the administrator (note that all print statements called by threshold procedures 
will be sent only to the errorlog), execute dump database commands, or send pages/emails/voicemails. There may be 
many sp_thresholdaction procedures on a server. As with any system stored procedure (those prefixed with sp_), Adaptive 
Server will first look for the procedure in the local database, then in sybsystemprocs.

All threshold procedures are aware of certain defining characteristics of their corresponding thresholds: name of the 
database the threshold occupies, segmentname in which the threshold is installed, threshold location (measured in 
remaining free space), and status (is the threshold specifically the last-chance threshold or not?). These characteristics 
may be used as input parameters for the threshold procedure:

Create procedure sp_thresholdaction
@dbname varchar(30),
@segmentname varchar(30),
@space_left int,
@status int
As
Dump tran @dbname to lastchancedump
Print "Warning: Last-Chance threshold crossed"
Print "Transaction log for %1! Dumped to lastchancedump device," @dbname
Return

Adaptive Server will pass four parameters to the sp_thresholdaction stored procedure, as shown in Table 5-2.

This procedure will perform a dump tran for the database to a predefined device called lastchancedump. Remember that 
the print messages notifying the administrator will be directed to the errorlog, not to any client app or connection.

Suspended Transactions

As discussed, when a transaction log fills, Adaptive Server will suspend all processes that add entries to the log. The 
suspended processes will appear to hang until more space becomes available in the log. (Their status may be confirmed 
with sp_who. These processes will display as being in log suspended.) These suspended processes should awaken 

% <new records start here> %

Table 5-2: sp_thresholdaction parameters

Parameter Description

@dbname varchar(30) Name of the database

@segmentname
varchar(30)

Name of the segment that crossed the last chance threshold; usually the logsegment

@space_left int Number of pages remaining in the segment

@status int A flag that indicates whether or not the last-chance threshold has been crossed. If the threshold has been 
crossed, the value will be 1; otherwise, @status will be 0.
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automatically when the transaction log frees some space (either by successfully truncating the log or by adding space with 
the alter database command). If for some reason processes do not awaken, Sybase Technical Support should be notified.

Automatically Truncating the Log

You can set the database to automatically truncate the log on checkpoint (see the "Database Options" section in Chapter
4). Note that this is not normally done in a production environment, because then incremental (transaction log) dumps will 

no longer restore to the backed-up database.

More Fun for Bits and Bytes Geeks

Although the transaction log is a table in the database, issuing:

select* from syslogs

is not especially useful (note that you can end up with lots of unreadable output).

You can, however, use some undocumented/lightly documented dbcc commands to look at the log. Note that output can be 
voluminous. You will also need the "Send output to me" trace flag turned on for this to work.

dbcc traceon(3604) - "Send output to me"
go
dbcc log(4) - display all log records in database 4
dbcc log(4,0,0,0,-1,17,0) - find last checkpoint in database 4

This can be interesting for identifying what types of updates are going on and when, but don't bother trying to use it as an 
audit trail of any kind.

Summary

Every database has a transaction log that guarantees the integrity and consistency of data changes. Changes to the 
database are recorded in the log before being recorded in tables or indexes, and these changes are reconciled via the 
process of recovery. Preserving and maintaining the log are crucial aspects of administration, and will be among the most 
important ongoing tasks for any SA.
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Chapter 6: Security

Overview

More and more organizations are acknowledging that their data is the most important asset they own. To this end, these 
corporations go to great lengths to ensure that data is safe from all sorts of threats, including environmental disasters, 
hardware/software failure, corruption, and unauthorized access.

Unauthorized access to data has become so recognized as a threat to corporate assets that it makes national news.

ASE offers a rigorous approach to securing data, enabling you to protect data down to a very fine layer of granularity, 
including column-level security through grant and revoke options, and row-level security through views.

ASE Security Levels

There are five security levels:

! Operating system

! Server

! Database

! Database object access

! Sub-object access

Figure 6-1

You can't access the ASE data files if you cannot gain access to the server operating system. ASE handles this by 
bypassing the operating system; it listens to an operating system handle, or port, or node (depending on your own OS 
terminology). In Unix, this means that you define a numbered port, and the server listens on that port. Queries are 
transmitted from the client to this port.

Once you have access to (through!) the operating system, you need access to the database server; ASE grants access to 
the server through a traditional login/password combination. New logins are added to the server with the sp_addlogin 
procedure, and will have the effect of adding a row to the syslogins table in the master database.

Access to the database server does not guarantee access to the database. In order to access a database, you need to be 
granted explicit access to the database(s). This is normally performed with the sp_adduser procedure, which will add rows 
to the sysusers table in the database to which you are granting access. There are other ways to do this, which we will 
discuss later.

Once you have explicit access to the database, you do not necessarily have explicit access to data in the tables, to run 
stored procedures, or to create objects. Users gain access to the database objects through grant and revoke statements. 
These statements add rows to the sysprotects table.

Operating System-Level Security
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Access to the server through the operating system is managed without having direct access to the operating system. That 
is, you do not have to have explicit permissions in the operating system of the machine in which ASE is installed; you may 
connect via a client program running on another machine (but you must have permissions on that machine to run the client 
program). Connection information defined in the client application (see Chapter 2) provides the capability to communicate 
to the server through a network port.

Security at the operating system level is the responsibility of the operating system administrator.

The only other thing you need to know (as an ASE administrator) about the operating system has to do with file 
permissions. The Sybase user (OK, the OS user who starts ASE, but who should be Sybase) must have permission to the 
devices upon which you will be placing data, as well as the location for the errorlog.

Server-Level Security

Server-level security is managed via a login ID and password combination, as shown below:

sp_addlogin login_name, password

   [, default_db [, default_language
   [, full_name [, pass_expiration
   [, min_pw_length [, max_failed_logins] [, auth_mechanism]]]]]]

In the following example, we are adding a user login garbusj who has a password garbusj1.

sp_addlogin garbusj, garbusj1, userdb, null, "Jeffrey Garbus", 90, 6, 3

By default, any commands that are executed by the user will be executed within the userdb database. No default language 
is supplied, so it will be the server default. The password will expire in 90 days, it must have a minimum of six characters, 
and has a "three strikes and you're out" policy in case of incorrect password entry. (This protects against somebody trying 
to guess a password.)

Logins and passwords have a maximum character length of 30. When you enter a password, if it has other than the basic 
character set (a!z, A!Z, 0!9) or starts with a number, you will need to enclose the password in quotes.

sp_addlogin changa,"&&alvin"

Note that adding logins to the server is an SSO-only privilege.

Requiring Digits in Password

Some shop standards require a user to put a digit in his password. The "check password for digit" configuration option 
instructs the server to check passwords for at least one digit when a login is added and when passwords are changed.

The syntax is:

Table 6-1: sp_addlogin parameters

Parameter Description

login_name Name user connects with

password Password user enters

default_db Database user enters when accessing server

default_language Language for user

full_name Documentation only

pass_expiration Password expiration in days; default 0 (never)

min_pw_length Minimum password length; default six characters

max_failed_logins Number of times a user can enter an incorrect password before being locked out; default 0 (never)

auth_mechansim Login authentication mechanism " (default is 'ANY')

# ASE " Adaptive Server authentication

# LDAP " External LDAP server authentication

# PAM " Authentication through Pluggable Authentication Module

# ANY" Any of the aforementioned methods (first checks for an external method, then ASE)
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Exec sp_configure "check password for digit", {0|1}

If you set this value to 0, no digit is required. If you set it to 1, the server will require a digit in the password.

Special Logins/Users

There are a variety of special cases of logins and users that you'll see references to in documentation and which you'll 
make use of while administering security.

sa

It's important to distinguish between the sa and an SA. The sa is a specific login, created at installation time, that initially 

holds all possible privileges because it has been assigned all three standard roles (see below). An SA is any individual in 

the ASE who acts in the capacity of a system administrator and has overall control of all server functions, resources, and 
environment. The sa login is locked (disabled) by most shops after granting the administrator privileges (or sa_role) to the 
person(s) who will be performing administrative job functions.

There are two reasons to not use the sa login with its default settings: Initially, the password is null (that is, no password at 
all!), and, in addition, using a single login does not allow for accountability. We recommend that you immediately create a 
password for the sa login or create a new login (or logins) with the sa_role and lock the sa login (we'll cover locking logins 
in a little while).

Initially, the sa login is assigned the sa_role (administrative privileges), the sso_role (security privileges), and the oper_role 
(backup/load privileges). In other words, the sa login has the power after installation to do nearly anything on the server. 
Whether you want this login to retain this power is subject to the standards of your organization. In environments with 
multiple DBAs, the best thing to do is probably to give each SA a personal login with the appropriate roles and to disable 
the original sa login. In shops where all of the DBAs use the same login, there is no accountability. (We suppose that in 
some shops, that is the idea, but from a practical standpoint, it's nice to know who just dropped the database.)

When in a database, the SA (or a login with the sa_role assigned) is automatically treated as the DBO (database owner).

This gives the login the ability to control access to the database and its objects.

Ultimately, the SA is responsible for all server resources.

dbo

The database owner has overall control and responsibility for each database. dbo is not a login; it is the user name within 
the database of the login who has control of database access and its objects.

By default, the owner of a database is the login that creates it. As you remember from Chapter 4, by default only a login 
with the sa_role can create databases, as creating the database immediately allocates server resources. The ownership of 
the database can be transferred later, either by an SA or by whomever happens to be the DBO at the time.

The DBO controls the database in the way that the SA controls the server. The DBO decides who has access to a 
database and who has which privileges within the database. In a production environment, the DBO generally creates all of 
the objects (we'll see why shortly, but in short it simplifies user permissions).

The DBO may load or dump the databases (there is also a role called oper_role that is permitted to dump and load all 
databases), checkpoint the databases, and use the database consistency checker (dbcc) within the database.

The DBO also has the exclusive permission to run the setuser command, which allows him to dynamically alias to another 
user within the database. The setuser command (discussed at length later) is frequently used when a user who owns 
objects has left the company. Even the DBO does not have permission to access that user's objects directly; he has to 
alias himself to that user using the setuser command.

!"#$%Access to the Adaptive Server via a login does not guarantee access to any database other than master (the 
default default database). By default, you also have access to tempdb, but otherwise you need to be granted 

access to the other databases.

&'(%You can verify this with built-in functions:
select suser_name()" Displays the login name

select user_name()" Displays the database user name
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Object Owner

The owner of an object controls access to the object (e.g., who can access a table, execute a procedure, etc.). As just 
mentioned, even the DBO does not have direct access to these objects.

The owner of an object is the person who creates the object. Again, in the production environment, this is usually the DBO, 
but this is considered a best practice, not a requirement. Once the object is created, the object ownership is not 
transferable.

The object owner controls access to his own objects and has the exclusive right to modify that object's schema (for 
example, adding indexes, columns, or rules to a table).

Standard Roles

A role is a mechanism for assigning groups of privileges to one or more logins. There are both system roles (they come 

with the server at install time) and user-defined roles (created by administrative staff after installation). A login may hold 
any combination of roles.

There are 13 system roles, but only three that we ordinarily use: sa_role, sso_role, and oper_role.

Figure 6-2

These, initially, are all assigned to the sa login, which owns these roles exclusively. Later in this chapter, we'll talk about 
how to assign these roles to other logins. As previously mentioned, we recommend that one of the first tasks you perform 
after installing the server is to disable the sa login and assign these roles to other logins as appropriate to job functions.

System Administrator Role

The sa login, in versions past, was the exclusive controller of server-wide privileges. As time passed (and sophistication of 
users and Sybase customers grew), it became necessary to allow more than one user to have this level of access and 
control. From this, the need for roles arose, and the sa_role is now granted to any who will take on these responsibilities:

! Manage disk resources (device definition, database creation, etc.)

! Grant or revoke the sa_role

! Execute the documented dbcc commands

! Configure server parameters (including controlling memory allocation of the level)

! Shut down the server

! Other administrative tasks

Operator Role

A login with the operator (OPER) role has permission to dump and load all of the databases. The database's owner (DBO) 
can still dump and load the database and logs.

Remember that loading a database is a destructive process, and as such should not be granted lightly. Many shops 
unwisely give their operators the sa login and password; while this gives the operators the status of DBO in every 
database (so they can dump and load the databases), it also gives them all of the other privileges of the SA. It's a much 
better idea to give the oper_role to the login who is responsible for the backups; this way, that login cannot inadvertently 

!"#$%A login with the sa_role or a DBO who is using the setuser command will also be able to access these objects.
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cause damage (apart from loading the wrong database!).

The operator can dump and load all databases and transaction logs, but not create databases or do disk initializations. Be 
aware that this means that at restore time, the operator must work in conjunction with an SA.

System Security Officer Role

This role may have been an offshoot of combining secure SQL Server (required years ago so that Sybase could sell to 
DOD clients) with the base product. It allows someone other than the SA to control access to the server. The system 
security officer (SSO), sometimes referred to in documentation as the site security officer, has security responsibility for:

! Creating server login accounts, which includes assigning initial passwords

! Changing the password of any account

! Granting and revoking the system security officer and operator roles

! Creating, granting, and revoking user-defined roles

! Granting the capability to impersonate other logins throughout the server

! Setting the password and security-related configuration options

! Managing the audit system

The sso_role is different from the sa_role in that users with the sa_role administer the server, and users with the sso_role 
regulate access to the server.

The SSO has overall responsibilities for all server security, including server configuration privileges for security-related
activity. This includes the setting of server-wide password configuration parameters.

To change a password expiration date, use:

sp_configure 'password expiration', n

This changes the number of days between required password changes (unless a different value is specified when creating 
a login or role). "n" is the number of days until a changed password expires again.

For example:

sp_configure 'password expiration', 90

Here, we are forcing users to change their passwords every 90 days.

Note that ASE does not provide a means to force password change at the next login.

The SSO can keep a login from server access without actually dropping it. This is useful when you want to disable a login 
without removing it (perhaps an employee is under investigation or is taking a leave of absence). Or, if a login that you 
want to remove owns objects (and so cannot be dropped), the easiest solution would be to lock a login, using this:

sp_locklogin login_name, "lock" | "unlock"

For example:

sp_locklogin jgarbus," lock"

To change a password, you can use the sp_password stored procedure:

sp_password caller_pw, new_pw [, login name]

Any login can change his own password. Only an SSO can change another user's password.

!"#$%A login with the oper_role may dump and load databases even if he lacks permission to use a database or its 
objects.

&'(%There is a startserver option that will generate a new SSO password, in case passwords are lost or forgotten. The 
new password will be written to the server errorlog. To use this option, include the parameter -p in the runserverfile, 
followed by the name of a login with the sso_role.
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The SSO can modify other user's login options. This will be covered in detail later.

Dropping Logins

Logins are removed with the sp_droplogin stored procedure:

sp_droplogin login_name

For example:

sp_droplogin jgarbus

You cannot drop logins that own a database or database objects; sp_locklogin (shown above) can be used to disable 
access by the login while preserving the schema. This can be used as a temporary measure while plans are made to 
recreate and reload the table under new ownership.

Also, the last unlocked login with an SSO or SA role cannot be dropped. This protects you from accidentally rendering your 
system inaccessible to someone with authority to control it. Finally, you cannot drop a login if it is currently logged in.

The syslogins Table

The syslogins table is a server system table (hence it is only in master) that contains a row of data for each login that has 
been created. Passwords are stored in this table in an encrypted manner. You may optionally require that passwords are 
encrypted/decrypted as they travel over the network.

sp_displaylogin

The sp_displaylogin command will show information about a specific login. When no parameter is specified it will list 
information about the current login. It has the following syntax:

sp_displaylogin [login_name]

For example:

exec sp_addlogin john, 'xxxxxx', pubs2, NULL, 'John Q. Doe'

(We add a login)

exec sp_displaylogin john

(Now we display the information)

Suid: 6
Loginame: john
Fullname: John Q. Doe
Default Database: pubs2
Default Language:
Auto Login Script:
Configured Authorization:
Locked: NO
Date of Last Password Change: Oct 20 2005 6:10PM
Password expiration interval: 0

Password expired: NO
Minimum password length: 6
Maximum failed logins: 0
Current failed login attempts:
Authenticate with: ANY

sp_modifylogin

The sp_modifylogin stored procedure can be used to change information about an existing login. It has the following 
syntax:

sp_modifylogin login_name, option, value

!"#$%sp_displaylogin uses print statements, so all information goes to the message handler

Table 6-2: sp_modifylogin options
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Here is an example:

sp_modifylogin jgarbus, defdb, productiondb

In the above example, the login jgarbus will have a new default database, productiondb, assigned. This option, like all 
sp_modifylogin options, will take effect the next time the user logs in.

Permissions to use this procedure are a little tricky: Users can change the first three options for their own logins; an SA can 
only change the default database, default language, or full name of any login; and an SSO can change any of the options 
for any login. Note that changing the default database does not grant access to that database, and connecting to a default 
database to which you do not have permission can give you cryptic error messages. Also note that the value parameter 
takes a character data type, so when setting the last three options, you must quote the integer value, as follows:

sp_modifylogin jgarbus, 'min passwd length', '10'

Who Is Logged into the Server?

You (or any user) can use the sp_who procedure to display a list of current server connections.

Sample output:

exec sp_who
go
fid spid status     loginame orig- host- blk_  dbname  cmd                block_
                             name  name   spid                             xloid
--- ---- -------- -------- ----- ----- ---- ------ ---------------- ------
0   2    sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  DEADLOCK TUNE      0
0   3    sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  SHUTDOWN HANDLER   0
0   4    sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  ASTC HANDLER       0
0   5    sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  CHECKPOINT SLEEP   0
0   6    sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  HK WASH            0
0   7    sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  HK GC              0
0   8    sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  HK CHORES          0
0   9    sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  DTC COMMIT SVC     0
0   10   sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  PORT MANAGER       0
0   11   sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  NETWORK HANDLER    0
0   15   sleeping   NULL     NULL  NULL   0     master  LICENSE HEARTBEAT  0
0   18   recv sleep sa       sa    Motoko 0     testdb  AWAITING COMMAND   0
0   24   recv sleep sa       sa    Motoko 0     master  AWAITING COMMAND   0
0   25   running    sa       sa    MOTOKO 0     master  INSERT             0

(14 rows affected)
(return status = 0)

Available status values are described in Table 6-3.

Option Definition

defdb User's default database

deflanguage User's default language

fullname User's full name

'add default role' Assigns default roles

'drop default role' Removes default roles

'min passwd length' Minimum valid password length

'passwd expiration' Password expiration interval, in days

'max failed_logins' Failed attempts before login is locked

'login script' Stored prodecure to run automatically when user logs in

&'(%A version of sp_who can easily be rewritten to show additional or different information. For example, you can 
replace hostname with engine number to verify effectiveness of multiprocessing. There are various freeware 
versions of sp_who on the web.
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The Kill Command

You can use the kill command to terminate a process. At least, that's what the documentation says; the kill command is not 
perfect, and you sometimes have to wait for a process to wake up before it dies.

An infected process may be killed, but since a server bug frequently causes it, restart of Adaptive Server is recommended 
instead. Does the server always have to be recycled? If the kill does successfully terminate the process, watch closely. If 
no other infected processes occur, and nothing else looks unusual, you probably don't need to; the kill might have cleaned 
up the mess.

Except for sleeping processes, kill will take effect immediately, although it might take a while for any running transactions to 
roll back. This is a frequent misunderstanding, and sometimes causes folks to restart a server when only a few moments 
more of patience would have killed the errant process. Sleeping processes will die when they next wake up, but 
occasionally sleeping processes will not die; each release of Adaptive Server does a better job of killing processes.

Syntax:

kill spid [with statusonly]

Parameters:

! spid " The process ID to be killed

! with statusonly " Allows a report to be displayed detailing the rollback status of a process. It does not kill the process.

Database-Level Security

Adding a login creates a new row in the syslogins table and grants a process access to the server. This process does not 
necessarily have access to a user database; it will always have access to master and tempdb, and we'll see why shortly.

Database access is managed through a user ID, which may be obtained in a variety of ways. The most common is by 
adding the user directly to the database with the sp_adduser procedure, as shown below:

sp_adduser login_name

   [, name_within_database
   [, group_name]]

Example:

sp_adduser jgarbus

Here, we add a user, jgarbus, to the database. If you wanted, you could give him another name within the database, but 
this option is not often used.

Table 6-3: Status values

Status Value Explanation

Background An Adaptive Server process; i.e., threshold, not a user process

Infected Server detected a serious error condition

Alarm sleep Waiting for an event

Lock sleep Waiting for lock acquisition

Latch sleep Waiting for latch acquisition

Running Current process if not SMP server

PLC sleep Waiting for access to user log cache

Recv sleep Waiting on a network read

Remote io Performing I/O with a remote server

Runnable Waiting for an engine to free up

Send sleep Waiting on a network write

Sleeping Waiting on disk I/O or other resource

Stopped Stopped process

Sync sleep Waiting for a synchronization message from another process in the process family (fid)
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With version 11.5 and later, Sybase (and your authors!) strongly recommends using user-defined roles instead of groups. 
Groups are database specific and are not easy to manage globally. User-defined roles can be used in a specific database 
or set of databases.

Users are removed from the database with the sp_dropuser stored procedure.

Syntax:

sp_dropuser user_name

Example:

sp_dropuser jgarbus

Adding a user to the database also adds a row to the sysusers table, in the way that adding a login to the server adds a 
row to the syslogins table. The user ID is mapped back to the login by adding the login ID of the user to the sysusers table.

The user ID does not usually match the login ID. If, for example, you are the sa login (who always has a login ID of 1) and 
also the database owner (who always has a user ID of 1), then you will match. But, as logins are added sequentially and 
are unique per server, and the user IDs are added per database and are unique per database, there is not necessarily a 
correlation.

Adding users to the database is a DBO privilege. The database owner controls database-level resources in the same way 
that the SA controls server-level resources. However, a login with the sa_role is treated as DBO in all databases and can 
add users to databases as well.

Users who can add users can also drop users, the only exception being when the user being dropped owns objects in the 
database. All objects owned by a user must be dropped before the user can be removed from the database.

Guest User

If a login tries to issue a "use" statement and the database does not contain an entry for the user, the user may still gain 
access if the DBO has created a guest user, as shown below:

sp_adduser guest

If you attempt to use a database and the database has a guest user, you automatically have access to the database and 
assume the privileges of public (discussed with object permissions shortly). This is how logins automatically gain access to 
the master and tempdb databases; there is a guest user in master and tempdb that cannot be removed. If there is a guest 
user in model, all databases created subsequently will contain a guest user. Note that the user ID (UID) for guest is 2.

Aliases

An alias is a mechanism within a database to permit multiple users to look like the same user. This is useful in a 
development environment for object and permission purposes.

Syntax:

sp_addalias login_name, user_within_database

Example:

use user3db
go
sp_addalias John, dbo
go

There are two important points in this example. First, aliases are database-specific. Be sure that you are in the database in 
which you want to assign the alias. You can do this with a simple select statement:

&'(%In general, it is recommended that you not add a login called "guest," as it could conflict with the guest users. As of 
version 12, all ASE platforms have the ability to use network-based security services (see the "Integrated Security 
Overview" section later in this chapter for supported services), which allows for "default secure logins" (if a user is 
validated by the operating system, there is an automatic access to ASE, via various login names). In this situation, 
there may legitimately be a login named "guest."
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select db_name()

This will return the name of your current database context. Next, notice that John is being aliased to dbo. Anybody aliased 
to dbo will assume DBO privileges while within the database. This is a useful mechanism to enable developers to share 
resources within a development database. It is a bad idea to give away this type of privilege in a production database.

Using the sp_addalias stored procedure, login_name must not be a user of the database (or the DBO); it must be a login 
currently registered in the syslogins table. New aliases will be added in rows to the sysalternates table. They are removed 
with sp_dropalias.

Syntax:

sp_dropalias login_name

Example:

sp_dropalias John

This drops the alias we just created.

Information on Users and Aliases

The sp_helpuser command will display information about a specific user or a list of all users.

Syntax:

sp_helpuser [user_name]

Example:

exec sp_helpuser dbo
go
Users_name ID_in_db    Group_name Login_name
---------- ----------- ---------- ----------
dbo        1           public     sa
Users aliased to user.
Login_name
----------
atchang

Access Sequence

What does the server check first when determining database access?

First, the server checks to see if the user has the sa_role.
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Figure 6-3: sa_role

Then, the server checks to see if there is a row in sysusers: Have we added the user to the database? If yes, the user gets 
database access. If not, the server looks for an entry in sysalternates. If there is an entry, the user gets database access. If 
not, the server looks for a guest user. If there is a guest user in sysusers, then the user gets access, if not, it is denied.

Database Access

There are six ways to give a login access to a database:

! sp_adduser login

! sp_adduser guest

! sp_addalias login, user

! sp_changedbowner

! grant the login sa_role

! set proxy

We've already looked at the first three. The sp_changedbowner stored procedure changes the owner of the database 
(make sure you're in the right database when you issue this command!). Of course, the database owner has access. In 
most production systems, the databases are all owned by the SA. Later on, we'll see how to add roles to logins; if we add 
the sa_role to the login, that login will have dbo access to the database (just as sa logins do). Finally, we'll see the set 
proxy statement, which is a server-level alias.

Groups

Remember, for Adaptive Server Enterprise 11.5 and later, groups are a second choice behind user-defined roles. There's a 
good chance, though, that you will see a system that uses groups, and as such, we present the topic for completeness.

A group is a logical organization of users who will be granted common permissions. This simplifies the addition of users to 

databases. You can set up the permissions one time, then add users directly to the groups. Although groups are useful, 
they have some limitations that may lead you to use roles instead (see the section titled "User-Defined Roles," later in this 
chapter).
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Groups are database specific. If you need to create groups that cross databases, we recommend you use server-level
roles (discussed later) instead.

Also, a user can be placed in only one group in addition to the public group of which the user is always a member. A login 
can have multiple roles, so again, if you need to make a login a member of multiple groups, consider server-level roles 
instead.

Prior to 12.5, groups were entries in sysusers with UIDs > 16383. In 12.5 and later, the groups are identified as being 
between @@mingroupid and @@maxgroupid. So, you can get a list of groups by selecting from sysusers (note that there 
is no sysgroups table). For example:

Pre-12.5:

select "group name" = name from sysusers
where UID > 16383

12.5:

select "group name" = name from sysusers
where UID is between @@mingroupid and @@maxgroupid

The GID of public, the default group, is 0.

Here are some examples:

exec sp_addgroup marketing
exec sp_dropgroup accounting
exec sp_changegroup marketing, user1
exec sp_changegroup "public", user2

Here, in order, we're creating a group called marketing; dropping a group called accounting; placing user1 in the marketing 
group; and removing user2 from all groups but public. There is no way to remove a user from a group explicitly; this is the 
only way we can get user2 out of accounting and leave him in the database. In the example, the group name public is in 
quotes because "public" is a reserved keyword in ASE. Changing a user to the public group (of which all users are 
members) removes the user from whichever other group the user belongs.

Public is a special group, and refers to anyone who has access to the database.

Help on Groups

The sp_helpgroup stored procedure will list information about all groups or a specific group.

Using sp_helpgroup with no parameters will list all groups.

Syntax:

sp_helpgroup [group_name]

Example:

sp_helpgroup
Group Name   Group ID
---------- --------
marketing    16384
accounting   16385
public       0

Using sp_helpgroup with a group name will list all users in a group.

Example:

sp_helpgroup marketing
Group Name   Group ID   Users in Group   Userid
---------- -------- -------------- ------
marketing    16384      user1            5

The sysusers Table

As an SA, you don't need to know the contents of all the system tables, but it's a good idea to know where to find this 
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information. You'll find over time that the more experienced the DBA or SA you meet, the better they'll know the system 
tables.

sysusers is the database system table that contains information about users in a database, with one row for each user, 
role, or group added to the database.

! UID 1 is the DBO.

! UID 2 is guest.

! Groups have a UID > 16383.

For example:

select * from sysusers

Output:

suid   uid     gid     name               environ
----- ----- ----- ---------------- -------
-1     2       0       guest              NULL
1      1       0       dbo                NULL
-2     0       0       public             NULL
-2     16384   16384   sa_role            NULL
-2     16385   16385   sso_role           NULL
-2     16386   16386   oper_role          NULL
-2     16387   16387   sybase_ts_role     NULL
-2     16388   16388   navigator_role     NULL
-2     16389   16389   replication_role   NULL
-2     16390   16390   dtm_tm_role        NULL
-2     16391   16391   ha_role            NULL
-2     16392   16392   mon_role           NULL
-2     16393   16393   js_admin_role      NULL
-2     16394   16394   messaging_role     NULL
-2     16395   16395   js_client_role     NULL
-2     16396   16396   js_user_role       NULL
-2     16397   16397   webservices_role   NULL
2      3       0       probe              NULL

sysusers and syslogins

You can relate a user back to the login based on the contents of the sysusers table and the syslogins table, joining them 
on the server user ID of the user in question.
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Figure 6-4

Transporting Databases

Now that we understand what happens in the system tables, we can envision what happens when databases are dumped 
and loaded from one server to another. Since the user IDs map directly back to the logins, and the logins are server 
specific, we can guess that the chances that logins match on different servers is negligible (and in fact, from personal 
experience, trying to keep them matching on multiple servers is an exercise in frustration).

For example:

master!syslogins

name     suid
sa       1
fred     75

user3db!sysusers

name     suid     uid      environ
dbo      1        1        NULL

user3db!sysalternates

asuid    suid
1        75

So, if login fred owns the database when it is dumped, who owns the database when it is loaded on a new server? From a 
practical standpoint, it will be who-ever has server user ID 75 on the other server. A practical solution is to have the SA, 
whose server user ID is always 1, own all the databases. If Fred needs DBO access, alias him.

System Built-In Functions

There are a variety of built-in functions that allow you to use select statements to gather information on the server and its 
objects. Defaults (that is, you do not pass an argument) return current values.

&'(%If this is something you need to do regularly, write scripts to keep the users up to date. Alternatively, dynamically 
build the scripts with code along these lines:

select "exec sp_adduser " + name + ", " + name + " , "
     + user_name(group)
  from sysusers where uid between 3 and 16383

Note that for 12.5 and later, the global variable @@mingroupid will contain 16383. This will generate code to 
perform all of the sp_adduser statements for those that exist in the database.

Table 6-4: Built-in functions

Function Definition

col_name (obj_id, col_id) Column name of object

col_length ("objname", "colname") Length of column

datalength (expression) Length of the data value

db_id (["db_name"]) Database ID number

db_name ([db_id]) Database name

curunreservedpgs ( ) Returns the number of free pages in a disk space

host_id ( ) Host process ID number

host_name ( ) Current host computer name

index_col ("objname", index_id, key 
#)

Indexed column name

isnull (expression, value) Substitutes the specified value for NULL entries

object_id ("objname") Database object ID number

object_name (obj_id[, database_id]) Database object name

proc_role ( ) Checks to see if the invoking user possesses the correct role to execute the procedure
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Examples:

select user_id ()

Returns current user ID

select suser_name (10)

Returns login name of the login whose ID is 10

select object_name (123456789)

Returns the name of the object specified by the object ID

This last example is great when you're performing a procedure like sp_lock and want to identify the object that is identified 
in the sp_lock output.

Command Security

Permission to execute the following commands may be granted by the DBO (you cannot grant permission to grant these 
commands).

! create default

! create procedure

! create rule

! create table

! create view

Syntax:

grant {all | command_list}to user_list

revoke {all | command_list} from user_list

The create database permission can be granted only by a login with the sa_role to a user who has already been added to 
master.

Examples:

grant create rule, create default to jsmith
revoke dump database from mdoe

Note that we can grant lists of permissions to lists of users, groups, or roles.

Object-Level Security

The user who creates the object owns it and is responsible for it. An object can only be altered by its owner; not even the 
database owner can directly modify the schema of an object owned by someone else (but remember that the setuser 

rowcnt ( ) Returns the number of rows in a table (estimate)

show_role ( ) Returns the user's current active roles

suser_id (["login_name"]) Adaptive Server user's ID number

suser_name ([server_user_id]) Adaptive Server user's login name

tsequal ( ) Compares timestamp values

user_id (["name_in_db"]) User's database ID number

user_name ([user_id]) User's database name

used_pgs ( ) Returns the total number of pages used by a table and its clustered index

valid_user ( ) Returns 1 if the specified ID is a valid user or alias in at least one database on this Adaptive 
Server

!"#$%user_list can be any combination of user names, group names, or roles separated by commas.
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command can be used to get around this).

The object owner may grant the following permissions:

! select

! insert

! update

! delete

! execute (only applies to stored procedures)

! references

! update statistics

! delete statistics

! truncate table

Syntax:

grant all | permission_list on object [column_list]
   to user_list
   [with grant option]

Example:

grant exec on check_procedure to public

User_list may be a user, role, group, public, or any combination thereof.

Object security is similar to command security, but in addition to granting and revoking, permission to grant permission may 
be delegated by use of the with grant option.

The optional column_list parameter allows permissions to be granted/ revoked on specific columns rather than on the 
entire table.

All of the permissions listed here apply to tables except for execute, which applies to stored procedures.

With Grant Option

The with grant option enables the users specified in the user_list to grant the same privileges to other users in the 
database. with grant option undermines the control an object owner has; other users may grant permissions they hold in 
conflict with the owner's desired security scheme!

Example:

grant exec on check_procedure
to fred with grant option

In this example, the user fred could pass around permission to execute check_procedure to whomever he wishes. Granting 
permissions to public allows any user that can log in to the server to use the object in question

Revoking Object Access

The revoke command removes permissions. Note that by default, there are no permissions that are not explicitly granted, 
so if you revoke a permission, there is the presumption that the permission had previously been granted.

Syntax:

!"#$%A login with the sa_role can modify an object's schema, as this role effectively has a no-limits security access to 
data and server resources.

!"#$%The with grant option can only be granted to users, not groups or roles.
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revoke [grant option for] all | permission_list on
object [column_list] from user_list

   [cascade]

Example:

revoke update on authors (last_name) from mdoe

The cascade option is used when revoking the grant option from an individual who had granted access to other users. If 
grant option for is not specified, the grant option and permissions are revoked from the specified user(s) and any 
permissions granted by that user to other users are also revoked.

Permissions may be revoked from a single user, or from any other users that user granted permission to, or both. Likewise, 
a single user may have the grant option for revoked without losing the actual object permission.

The combinations of grant option for and cascade can be confusing. It's fairly easy to revoke more or fewer permissions 
than intended. The default is to revoke a permission and grant option from a user, and from all users that received 
permission from the revokee.

Column names may be specified in permission lists, so that you may grant or revoke permission on only parts of your table. 
A user will either have no permissions, permissions granted, or permissions revoked.

Granting Vast Permissions

It is easier to grant vast permission and then limit it:

Example:

grant select on employees to public
revoke select on employees (salary) from public

Now, everyone may select from employees, as long as the query does not request the salary column. This is easier than 
granting permission to each column individually.

Example:

grant select on customers to public
revoke select on customers from fred

Now, everybody may select from customers except fred. This is simpler than granting permissions to other logins 
individually.

Ownership Chains

What happens when objects are owned by multiple owners? This is where things get complicated and is a primary reason 
that in most production systems, everything is owned by the DBO.

Multiple Owners

Users only have access to objects to which they've been explicitly granted permission.

Figure 6-5

In this example, Fred owns Proc A, Mary owns Table 1, and Tom owns Table 2. Fred's proc modifies Table 1. It has a 
trigger on it that modifies Table 2.
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If Fred runs his own procedure, it will fail unless he has explicit permission to access Table 1. Even then, it will fail unless 
he also has the appropriate permissions on Table 2. Same problem if Mary or Tom try to execute the procedures. Users 
need explicit access to the procedures, and to the objects that the procedure accesses.

Single Owner

If there is only one owner, the server automatically validates as it travels down the ownership chain.

Figure 6-6

In other words, Adaptive Server automatically validates permissions on dependent objects of the same owner. Therefore, if 
the DBO grants execute permission on Proc A to user 1, user 1 will be able to modify Table 1 without explicit permission, 
and the trigger will modify Table 2. This is the usual way of assigning permissions in a production environment.

Displaying Permissions

The sp_helprotect command will show permissions on an object or for a user/group/role.

Syntax:

sp_helprotect [user_name | object_name]

Example:

sp_helprotect ethel

grantor  grantee  type   action        object  column  grantable
------- ------- ----- ------------ ------ ------ ---------
dbo      ethel    Grant  Create        Table   All     FALSE

setuser Command

The DBO can become another user using the setuser command. This allows the DBO to assume that user's permissions. 
This is commonly used to either test permissions or, if someone besides the DBO is the object owner, to change object 
permissions or remove an object.

Using setuser with no username changes the user back to dbo.

Syntax:

setuser ['user name']

Fine-Grained Access Control (FGAC)

Version 12.5 added a feature that lets object owners restrict access at a row level by defining access rules and binding 
those rules to the table. Access to data can be further controlled by setting application contexts and creating login triggers.

This row-level access control enables the database owner or table owner to control the rows in a table that users can 
access, based on their identification or profile and the privileges the user has from the application level. Adaptive Server 
enforces row-level access control for all data manipulation languages (DMLs), which prevents users from bypassing the 

&'(%Note that this is a great way to force all database access to be through stored procedures. You can grant access to 
the procedures without granting access to the underlying tables. This provides a layer of abstraction between the 
users and the data structure and also prevents unauthorized ad hoc querying on the tables.
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access control to get to the data.

Access Rules

Domain rules allow table owners to control the values that users can enter into a particular column that is using a base 
data type or any column that is using a user-defined data type. Rules are enforced during inserts and updates. Adaptive 
Server Enterprise enables row-level protection through access rules. Access rules are enforced on select, update, and 
delete operations. Adaptive Server enforces the access rules on all columns that are read in a query, even if the columns 
are not included in the select list. In other words, for a given query, Adaptive Server enforces the domain rule on the table 
that is updated, and the access rule on the tables that are read.

Using access rules is similar to using views or an ad hoc query with where clauses, and does not cause performance 
degradation. The query is compiled and optimized after the access rules are attached. Therefore, if there are indexes on 
the columns that have access rules, the queries may perform better.

Access Rules Using Java Functions and Application Contexts

Application developers can write flexible access rules using Java and application contexts. For example, you can write a 
rule that is hierarchical. If table T contains all the employee schedules, then the president can see all employee schedules. 
Individual VPs can see their own schedules and their direct reports' work schedules, but not the president's schedule. 
Access rules can be bound to user-defined data types just like other types of rules, using sp_addtype. Adaptive Server 
enforces the access rule on user tables that use these user-defined data types. This relieves the database owner and 
table owner from the task of binding access rules to columns in their normalized schema.

For example, there can be a user-defined data type named username for which the base type is varchar(30). The database 
owner or table owner can create an access rule and bind it to username. The owners can then use username in any tables 
that their application will use. Adaptive Server enforces the access rule on the tables that have columns of the username 
data type.

Syntax for Access Rules

The access parameter is used in the create rule syntax to allow creation of access rules. For example, a table owner 
creates and populates table T (username char(30), title char(20), classified_data char(1024)):

"AA", "Administrative Assistant", "Memo to President"

"AA", "Administrative Assistant", "Tracking Stock Movements"

"VP1", "Vice President", "Meeting Schedule"

"VP2", "Vice President", "Meeting Schedule"

The table owner creates a default and a domain rule on the username column. The domain rule ensures that the column is 
updated with correct values. If the default and domain rules are not created, there is a potential security problem in which 
the user can insert a row into the table with arbitrary data that will not be qualified by the access rule.

The table owner then creates an access rule and binds it to the username column using sp_bindrule.

create default uname_default
as suser_name()
go
sp_bindefault uname_default, "T.username"
go
create access rule uname_acc_rule

as @username = suser_name()
go
sp_bindrule uname_acc_rule, "T.username"
go

A user issues the following query:

select * from T

Adaptive Server processes the access rule that is bound to the username column on T and attaches it to the query tree. 
The tree is then optimized and an execution plan is generated and executed as if the user had executed the query with the 
filter clause given in the access rule. In other words, Adaptive Server attaches the access rule and executes the query as:
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select * from T where T.username = suser_name().

The result of an administrative assistant executing the select query is:

"AA", "Administrative Assistant", "Memo to President"

"AA", "Administrative Assistant", "Tracking Stock Movements"

The where T.username = suser_name() part of the query is enforced by the server. The user cannot bypass the access 
rule.

Extended Access Rule Syntax

Two kinds of access rules can be created: the AND access rule and the OR access rule. The access rule can be bound to 
a column, username, or user-defined data type. Multiple access rules can be bound to the different columns of a table or 
different data types of a table. When the table is accessed, several access rules go into effect and those access rules 
interact with each other. OR access rules are used together; if any one of the OR access rules on the table is satisfied, the 
row can be accessed. AND access rules are also used together; only if all of the AND access rules are satisfied can the 
row can be accessed.

To create an access rule:

create [[and | or] access] rule
[owner.]rule_name
as condition_expression

To bind data types:

sp_bindrule rule_name, datatype

To bind to columns:

sp_bindrule rule_name, column

To bind only to new columns using the data type (existing columns are unaffected):

sp_bindrule rule_name , datatype, futureonly

To unbind only accessrule if it exists:

sp_unbindrule datatype, null, "accessrule"

or:

sp_unbindrule column, null, "accessrule"

To unbind both accessrule and domain_rule if it exists:

sp_unbindrule datatype, null, "all"

or

sp_unbindrule column, null, "all"

To unbind only accessrule for future only if it exists:

sp_unbindrule datatype, futureonly, "accessrule"

To unbind both accessrule and domain rule for future only if it exists:

sp_unbindrule datatype, futureonly, "all"
drop rule rule_name

For example:

create access rule empid1_access
as @empid = 1
create access rule deptno1_access
as @deptid =2
/*

!"#$%If there is only one access rule on a row of the table and it is an OR access rule, it behaves as an AND access 
rule.
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** create OR ACCESS rule by
** "create or access rule rule_name as ..."
*/
create or access rule name1_access
as @name = "smith"
create or access rule phone_access
as @phone ="9999"
create table testtab1 (empno int, deptno int,name char(10), phone char(4))
/* Bound access rule to the columns */
sp_bindrule empid1_access, "testtab1.empno"
Rule bound to table column.
(return status = 0)
sp_bindrule deptno1_access,"testtab1.deptno"
Rule bound to table column.
(return status = 0)
sp_bindrule name1_access,"testtab1.name"
Rule bound to table column.
(return status = 0)
sp_bindrule phone_access,"testtab1.phone"
Rule bound to table column.
(return status = 0)
insert testtab1 values (1,1,"smith","3245")
(1 row affected)

insert testtab1 values(2,1,"jones","0283")
(1 row affected)
insert testtab1 values(1,2,"smith","8282")
(1 row affected)
insert testtab1 values(2,2,"smith","9999")
(1 row affected)
insert testtab1 values(3,2,"smith","8888")
(1 row affected)
insert testtab1 values(1,2,"jones","9999")
(1 row affected)
insert testtab1 values(2,3,"jones","9999")
(1 row affected)
/** return rows when empno = 1 and deptno = 2
* and (name = "smith" or phone = "9999")
*/
select * from testtab1
empno  deptno  name   phone
----- ------ ----- -----
1      2       smith  8282
1      2       jones  9999
(2 rows affected)
/* unbound accessrule from specific column */
sp_unbindrule "testtab1.empno",NULL,"accessrule"
Rule unbound from table column.
(return status = 0)
/** return rows when deptno = 2 and (name = "smith"
* or phone = "9999")
*/
select * from testtab1
empno  deptno  name   phone
----- ------ ----- -----
1      2       smith  8282
2      2       smith  9999
3      2       smith  8888
1      2       jones  9999
(4 rows affected)
/* unbound all rules from specific column */
sp_unbindrule "testtab1.deptno",NULL,"all"
Rule unbound from table column.
(return status = 0)
/* return the rows when name = "smith" or phone = "9999" */
select * from testtab1
empno  deptno  name   phone
----- ------ ----- -----
1      1       smith  3245
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1      2       smith  8282
2      2       smith  9999
3      2       smith  8888
1      2       jones  9999
2      3       jones  9999
(6 rows affected)

Access Rules and the alter table Command

When the table owner uses the alter table command, Adaptive Server disables access rules during the execution of the 
command and enables them upon completion of the command. The access rules are disabled to avoid filtering of the table 
data during the alter table command.

Access Rules and bcp

Adaptive Server enforces access rules when data is copied out of a table using the bulk copy utility (bcp). Adaptive Server 
cannot disable access rules as with alter table, because bcp can be used by any user who has select permission on the 
table.

For security purposes, the database owner should lock the table exclusively and disable access rules during bulk copy out. 
The lock disables access to other users while the access rules are disabled. The database owner should enable the 
access rules and unlock the table after the data has been copied.

Granting the set proxy Command

Other users can impersonate other logins with the set proxy command or set session authorization command. The SSO 
must first explicitly grant the commands to a user list. The set proxy and set session authorization commands behave 
identically; set session authorization is the ANSI standard command name. Users who have been granted proxy privileges 
can then use the set commands.

You can only grant set proxy to logins that are valid users in the master database.

Syntax:

Grant set proxy to userlist
Grant set session authorization to userlist

The set proxy command syntax is as follows:

set proxy login_name
set session authorization login_name

Login_name is any valid login. Your suser_name() becomes the login_name, and user_name() becomes the login_name's 
user name in the database. If a login is granted set proxy permissions, he can become any login, including the system 
administrator!

The System Roles

There are a few predefined server roles.

!"#$%If access rules are enabled, bcp out only retrieves as much data as the user who is running bcp has permissions 
on. If the entire table is to be copied, you must lock the table, drop the access rules, bcp out the data, and then 
reapply the access rules and unlock the table.

Table 6-5: Server roles

Role Definition

sa_role Performs system administration

sso_role Performs security administration

oper_role Performs operator functions

replication_role Used by replication processes

sybase_ts_role Used to perform undocumented maintenance tasks

dtm_tm_role Used in externally coordinated XA transactions
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You probably will not grant replication_role or navigator_role to a login. I will often give myself the sybase_ts_role when I 
go into a new shop, as it allows you to perform a variety of (officially) undocumented dbcc tasks, such as dbcc help 
('command') to get the syntax for other undocumented dbcc commands. The dtm_tm_role and ha_role are not necessary 
unless you are performing distributed transactions or have separately licensed the HA feature for warm standby.

Initially, the sa login has the following roles: sa_role, sso_role, oper_role, and sybase_ts_role. These may be assigned to 
other users, and the sa login subsequently locked.

System Role Definitions

The sp_role command can be used to grant roles to and revoke roles from logins (though grant and revoke are 
recommended).

Syntax:

sp_role {"grant" | "revoke"}, role_name, login_name

Example:

sp_role "grant", sa_role, jgarbus

The sso_role and oper_role are granted by the SSO; the sa_role is granted by the SA. The last remaining SA and SSO 
roles cannot be revoked. Roles granted will take effect the next time the user logs in, or the user can invoke it immediately
using the set role command. You cannot revoke a role from a login when it is currently logged in.

Alternately, you may use the same grant and revoke commands discussed previously to assign or remove roles; the chief 
advantage to grant/revoke is that you may use lists of roles and logins.

Syntax:

grant role role_name [, role_name ...] to grantee [, grantee ...]
revoke role role_name [, role_name ...] from grantee [, grantee ...]

Example:

grant role sa_role, sso_role to jgarbus, gtyrrell, achang
revoke role sa_role, sso_role, oper_role from blefevre

syslogins, sysloginroles, and syssrvroles

Roles (and new roles that you create) are added to the syssrvroles table. Since a login may have many roles, the 
sysloginroles resolves the many-to-many relationship, and manages the instances of roles for each login.

ha_role Controls High Availability Companion Server actions

mon_role Provides access to monitoring tables

js_admin_role Allows for administration of the Job Scheduler

js_client_role Executes Job Scheduler tasks

js_user_role Creates and runs jobs in the Job Scheduler

messaging_role Administers and executes Real Time Messaging

navigator_role Used if you have Navigation Server

web_services Administers Web Services
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Figure 6-7

You can see the relationship in Figure 6-8. The sa login, which has a server user ID of 1, is assigned the sa_role, sso_role, 
and oper_role. Jsmith, who has an SUID of 18, also has the sa_role.

Figure 6-8

System Role Functions

Adaptive Server provides two built-in functions to see what roles a user has:

! show_role() " Lists a login's roles

! proc_role() " Used to see if a login has a specific role

Example:

select show_role()

Lists all of the roles that are currently enabled for a login.

Example:

if (proc_role("sa_role") = 1)
   print "The role is SA"

This will print the message "The role is SA" if the sa_role is enabled for the login.

These can be used to display current roles or to verify that procedures are executed only by those who have specific roles.

Turning System Roles Off

If you have specific roles, you may disable them for a session by using a set statement; this might be useful in a testing 
environment. If you have your own user ID and wish to test with it (rather than, say, sa), this is a good way to accomplish 
that without having to have two separate logins.

Syntax:
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set role "role_name" {on | off}

Enables or disables a role immediately.

User-Defined Roles

In addition to the system-defined roles, ASE allows you to define your own roles. This effectively gives the SSO the ability 
to create groups at the server level. For those of you who are interested, this is an ANSI SQL 3 standard feature.

Permissions granted to a role take precedence over permissions granted to a user/group.

Planning User-Defined Roles

In order to facilitate user-defined roles, it is important to consider:

! The roles you want to create

! The responsibilities for each role

! The position of each in the role hierarchy

! Which roles in the hierarchy will be mutually exclusive

! Whether such exclusivity will be at the membership level or activation level

Creating Roles

Roles are created with the create role statement by users in the master database with the sso_role.

Syntax:

create role role_name [with passwd "password"]

role_name is the server-wide name of the role.

Example:

create role clerk_rl

Optionally you can assign a password that must be supplied to enable the role. Note that the same password will be used 

by every login that holds the role; it's not meant to be secret, it's only intended to keep a login from automatically (or 
accidentally) enabling a role.

A server may contain up to 1,024 roles. The first 32 roles are set aside for system roles, leaving 992 user-defined roles.

Dropping Roles

User-defined roles can be dropped with the drop role command by a login with the sso_role who is in the master database. 
You cannot drop system roles.

Syntax:

drop role role_name [with override]

If the role has permissions assigned, you must use with override to drop the role, or revoke all permissions first.

You need not drop memberships before dropping a role. Dropping a role automatically removes any user's membership in 
that role, regardless of whether you use the with override option.

Mutually Exclusive Roles

You can enforce separation of duties by forcing the roles to be mutually exclusive. Think of this as declarative referential 
integrity for roles.

You can configure this separation so that two roles cannot be active at the same time (activation), or so that two roles 
cannot be assigned to the same login (membership).

Exclusive roles are assigned using the alter role command:
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   alter role role_name1 {add | drop} exclusive {membership | activation}
role_name2

If you configure roles to be membership exclusive and the roles are both already assigned to a login or role, the alter role 
command will fail. If you configure roles to be activation exclusive and a login has both roles active, the login will receive an 
error message.

Assigning Passwords to Roles

You can force additional passwords to be role specific. Typically, this is used only when a login is executed from within an 
application. The application user would have to supply the password to enable the role. This also gives you the ability to, 
for example, disable a role temporarily by changing its password. You can assign a role a password at role creation time 
with the create role statement, or add or remove one afterward with the alter role statement.

To create a role with a password:

create role hr_rl with passwd 'HumanResources'

Here, we are creating a role called hr_rl, which will have HumanResources (passwords are case sensitive) as a password.

To add and remove passwords:

alter role role_name add passwd 'password'
alter role role_name drop passwd

Examples:

alter role test_rl add passwd 'mypassword'
alter role test_rl drop passwd

Passwords may be subject to minimum length, failed attempt, expiration interval, and required digit limitations just as logins 
are. The encrypted password is stored in syssrvroles.

In order to resolve this, ASE provides a parameter for the runserverfile that will allow the unlocking of a single login or role 
at startup time. The parameter is -u, and is followed by the name of a login or role that is presently locked.

Assigning Roles to Users

User-defined roles may be assigned to logins with the grant statement, just like system roles. Typically, you'll do this after 
setting up whatever hierarchy you've chosen for the roles. In other words, the grantee can be a role or a login.

If the grantee has not been granted the role revoked, an error will be generated. Remember, creating, granting, and 
revoking roles is an SSO-only task.

Role Hierarchy

A role hierarchy is implemented when a role is granted to another role. It can be indirectly included in a hierarchy twice. 
Hierarchies cannot be recursive.

For example, you can grant both support_role and developer_role to su_role:

create role support_role
create role developer_role
create role su_role
grant support_role, developer_role to su_role

Now, you have a super user role (su_role), which contains all permissions assigned to both developers and support 
personnel.

Activating Roles

A role may be activated at the hierarchy level at which it is granted. They are enabled or disabled with the set role 
command. There is a hard limit of 127 roles enabled per user.

)*+,',-%If a role is altered to have a limitation on failed attempts, and a login attempts to enable the role and fails the 
required number of times, the role is locked for all holders of the role. If the role in question were sa_role or 

oper_role, the consequences could be disastrous. Likewise, while you cannot explicitly lock the last unlocked 

login with sa_role or sso_role, it is possible for failed login attempts to indirectly lock that login.
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Syntax:

set role role_name {on | off}

If the role has a password, you must supply the password when enabling a role:

set role role_name with passwd 'password'on

Default Roles for Logins

By default, user-defined roles assigned to a user are not enabled at connection time. You can enable the roles at login time 
by using the sp_modifylogin stored procedure. The only exception is that if there is a password on the role, it may not be 
automatically enabled at login time.

Syntax:

sp_modifylogin login, "add default role", role_name
sp_modifylogin login, "drop default role", role_name

Granting Permissions to Roles

Set permissions for roles using the normal grant and revoke statements. When setting up permissions with the 
grant/revoke commands, the sysusers table is checked to see if the name exists. If it does not, the master!syssrvroles is 

checked to see if the name is a role that has no current permissions in the database. If it is a role, the role gets added to 
both sysroles and sysusers. Permissions on the role take precedence over permissions assigned to users or groups.

Displaying Information about Roles

Adaptive Server provides functions and system procedures to display information about roles.

sp_displayroles

The sp_displayroles stored procedure displays roles assigned to a login or to a role.

Syntax:

sp_displayroles [grantee_name [,{expand_up | expand_down}]]

Parameters:

! grantee_name " Specifies a login or role to display information

! expand down " Shows all the roles that the grantee has been granted

! expand up " Shows the hierarchy of the roles that have been granted the grantee

By default, the current login's roles are expanded up. When expanding down, a role can show up multiple times if it is in the 
hierarchy multiple times.

Examples:

Table 6-6: Role-related function and system procedures

Function/System Procedure Description

mut_excl_role('role1', 'role2') [membership | activation] Returns 1 if the exclusive relationship has been configured

proc_role('role') Used in a stored procedure to see if the login has been assigned the role

role_id('role_name') Returns the server role ID for a given role_name

role_name(role_id) Returns the server role name for a given role_id

role_contain('role1', 'role2') Returns 1 if role1's hierarchy contains role2

show_role() Shows what system roles are active for the current login

sp_displayroles Displays role hierarchy (if there is no hierarchy, then displays roles granted)

sp_activeroles Displays the active roles for the current login

sp_displaylogin Displays roles assigned to a login

sp_helprotect Displays permissions granted to a role
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sp_displayroles test

go
Role Name
---------
su_role

sp_displayrole test,'expand_down'
go
Role Name     Parent Role Name     Level
--------- ---------------- -----------
su_role       NULL                 1

Role Name     Parent Role Name     Level
--------- ---------------- -----------
sa_role       su_role              2
dba_role      su_role              2
dev_role      su_role              2
tech_role     su_role              2
dba_role      dev_role             3
dba_role      tech_role            3

sp_activeroles

The sp_activeroles stored procedure only shows the active roles for the current login. Again, by default, the procedure 
performs an "expand up" to show the names of all active roles. The expand_down parameter will cause it to display the 
hierarchy for all active roles.

Syntax:

sp_activeroles [expand_down]

sp_helprotect

The sp_helprotect stored procedure shows all permissions assigned to a login or on a table.

Syntax:

sp_helprotect [name [, username [, "grant"
   [, "none" | "granted" | "enabled" | role_name]]]]

Parameters:

! name " Table, view, or stored procedure to check permission on

! username " User name to check against

! grant " Displays privileges granted with grant option

! none " Do not use roles in checking procedure

! granted " Checks roles granted to the username when checking permissions

! enabled " Checks roles enabled to the username when checking permissions

! role_name " Checks an individual role for permissions

sp_displaylogin

The sp_displaylogin stored procedure will also display roles granted to a user.

Example:

1> sp_displaylogin arjun
2> go
Suid: 7
Loginame: arjun
Fullname:
Default Database: master
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Default Language:
Auto Login Script:
Configured Authorization:
   sa_role (default ON)
   vp_role (default OFF)
Locked: NO
Date of Last Password Change: Oct 23 2005 10:53AM
Password expiration interval: 0
Password expired: NO
Minimum password length: 0
Maximum failed logins: 0
Current failed login attempts:
Authenticate with: ANY
(return status = 0)
1>

Column Encryption

Beginning with the 12.5.3a release, Adaptive Server Enterprise provided a means to securely encrypt columns in the 
database tables. This feature is known as column encryption or on-disk encryption. The encryption scheme is generally 

transparent to the application users or developers, self contained within the database, and can be implemented via SQL 
statements.

Components of Encryption

There are a number of components to encryption with which you should be familiar:

! Plaintext " The data in its original form

! Ciphertext " The data after it has been transformed by the cipher

! Cipher " An encryption/decryption algorithm

! Algorithm " A defined method for transforming (encrypting) data to render it unreadable except to those with the proper 
credentials

! Key " Used in combination with a cipher to change the parameters in which the cipher works. Different keys allow the 
same cipher to produce different ciphertext. A correct key is also required to decrypt ciphertext and convert it back to its 
original form.

Currently, Adaptive Server Enterprise supports the use of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm to encrypt 
columns in a database.

Enabling Encryption

Encryption is enabled by the sp_configure system procedure and can only be executed by a system security officer. The 
configuration option is static, so the change will require a reboot of the server to take effect.

sp_configure 'enable encrypted columns', [0|1]

! 0 " Disable encryption

! 1 " Enable encryption

The sysencryptkeys Table

Sybase stores all keys used in a database in the sysencryptkeys table. The keys themselves are protected by encryption 
to prevent unauthorized access to them.

This table is protected by the system encryption password. Before any user encryption keys can be defined for a 

!"#$%While this feature has not been made available in the GA of ASE 15, its system tables have already been added. 
When it is released, it is expected to function like the 12.5.3a version. It is also expected that this will be a licensed 
option.
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database, an encryption key needs to be defined for the database to protect the sysencryptkeys table. The system 
encryption password is used to encrypt all passwords in the sysencryptkeys table. The password can be up to 64 bytes 
long and is not required to be entered again after it is set except to change the password to a new value. The password is 
stored in the sysattributes table in an encrypted form. A system security officer can change the system encryption 
password by providing a new password and the old password; this action will cause all keys in the sysencryptkeys table to 
be re-encrypted.

sp_encryption system_encr_passwd, password [, old_password]

Encrypted columns are mapped to the sysencryptkeys table by the encrkeyid column in the syscolumns table.

To encrypt data in a table, the first thing required is a key to facilitate encryption. To create a new key in the 
sysencryptkeys table, use this:

create encryption key keyname [as default] for algorithm
   [with [keylength num_bits]
   [init_vector [null | random]]
   [pad [null | random]]]

Parameters:

! keyname " A unique object name for the key.

! as default " Allows the SSO to define a default encryption key for a database. This allows table creators to encrypt 
columns without providing a keyname.

! algorithm " Currently the only algorithm supported by Adaptive Server is "AES."

! keylength num_bits " Defines the size of the key. Valid lengths are 128, 192, and 256. The default length is 128.

! init_vector random " A random initialization vector is used to vary identical data so they do not produce the same 
ciphertext. This option is enabled by default and can prevent someone from ascertaining data for one record by 
comparing it to the ciphertext of another.

! init_vector null " Disables the use of the random initialization vector

! pad null " Prevents random padding of data. This is the default.

! pad random " Prior to encryption, data is padded with random bytes to further randomize the ciphertext. This can be 
used as an alternative to the random initialization vector.

Example:

create encryption key key1 for AES with keylength 192

A key can be dropped from the sysencryptkeys table with the drop encryption key command:

drop encryption key [database.[owner].]keyname

Example:

drop encryption key key1

In order for keys to be used by users or roles for the creation of new encrypted columns, select permission must be granted 
to any users who will be creating or altering any encrypted columns.

Example:

grant select on key1 to user1

Creating New Tables with Encryption

Creating a table with encryption is not too different from creating tables normally. The creation of encrypted columns 
requires some additional column-level syntax to specify the encryption and the key.

create table [database .[owner].]table_name (column_name datatype
   [default {constant_expression | user | null}]
   {[{identity | null | not null}]
   [off row | [in row [(size_in_bytes)]]
   [[constraint constraint_name]
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      {{unique | primary key}
      [clustered | nonclustered] [asc | desc]
      [with {fillfactor = pct,
      max_rows_per_page = num_rows,}
      reservepagegap = num_pages}]
      [on segment_name]
      | references [[database .]owner .]ref_table
      [(ref_column)]
      [match full] | check (search_condition)}]}
      [match full]...

[encrypt [with [[database.]owner].]keyname]

   [, next_column...])

Example:

Create table testtab3
   (a int not null,
    b int not null encrypt with key1 )

Not all data types are suitable for encryption. The following data types are acceptable for encryption:

! int, smallint, tinyint

! float4 and float8

! decimal and numeric

! char and varchar

! binary and varbinary

Altering Existing Tables

If the table already exists, its columns can still be encrypted via an alter table command.

The add column syntax will add a new encrypted column. The modify syntax will allow the encryption of an existing column. 
If triggers exist on the table, the alter table command may fail. The triggers should be dropped and recreated after the 
encryption is complete.

alter table tablename add {column_description}
   encrypt [with [database.[owner].]keyname

alter table tablename modify
column_name encrypt [with [database.[owner].]keyname

Using Select into with Encryption

It is also possible to copy data and encrypt specific columns at the same time using the select into syntax. However, the 
select into syntax has additional syntax to facilitate the encryption:

select [all | distinct] column_list
   into table_name
   [(colname encrypt [with [[database.[owner].]keyname]
   [, colname encrypt
   [with [[database.]owner].]keyname]])]
   from table_name | view_name

Example:

select * into tab3_copy (col1 encrypt with key1)
   from tab3

Ciphertext Randomization

A problem that can occur with encryption is if the data being encrypted has a limited domain. For instance, if the valid 
entries in a column were only "YES" or "NO," with normal encryption there should still be only two values of ciphertext: one 
for the encrypted version of "YES" and one for the encrypted version of "NO." While it may not be initially possible to 
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deduce which is which, it would only require one person to reveal his choice to reveal everyone's choices.

This issue can be avoided if an additional element is added to the encryption process to further obfuscate the data. ASE 
provides two methods for this additional input:

! Initialization vectors " Uses cipher block chaining mode of encryption and prevents like freetext from producing the 
same ciphertext

! Random padding " Adds random bytes to the freetext before encryption to also prevent like freetext from producing 
the same ciphertext

Performance Considerations

Encryption isn't free from an overhead perspective. In addition, indexing encrypted columns requires special consideration.

Indexes

Special consideration should be made if an encrypted column is going to be indexed. In particular, columns employing 
initialization vectors or random padding are not indexable. The randomization will prevent the index from enforcing 
uniqueness.

Also, while indexes can be created on encrypted columns, their performance benefits are more specific than non-encrypted
columns. Indexes on encrypted columns are useful in equality and non-equality searches. Range searches or order-
dependent queries can generate significant overhead because the encrypted data will need to be decrypted for the search.

Column Size

Ciphertext columns are larger than their freetext counterparts. ASE will not display the sizes of the ciphertext columns when 
sp_help is executed, so the actual size of the table on disk may not be easily readable. At minimum, the disk storage type 
for ciphertext is a varbinary (17).

The difference in size can affect performance since it is more data that must be read from disk. Also, bear in mind that 
encryption is already a CPU-intensive process, and there will be overhead from its use.

Joins

Joins can be performed with encrypted columns. However, as with indexing, there are considerations to be made in regard 
to what can be joined and the kinds of queries that can be performed.

Encrypted columns in a join must have the same data type. Certain data types are similar enough to each other to be 
considered the same by ASE. For instance, char and varchar, binary and varbinary are treated the same and ASE actually 
removes the spaces and any padding for encryption. For int and float data types, the columns must be the same length. 
Numeric and decimal columns must have the same precision and scale.

Additionally:

! The columns being joined must be encrypted with the same key.

! The encryption key cannot have an init vector or padding.

! The join must be an equality or inequality join (= or <>).

! The data must follow the default sort order.

Decryption Permissions

Having the encrypted data now lends itself to the next question: How is the data accessed? The simple answer is just like 
any other column, with a minor caveat. In order to read an encrypted column, a user must be granted decrypt permissions 
for the column in addition to the mandatory select permissions. If the queries are performed via a stored procedure, the 
permission is implied by the permission to execute the procedure. If the table is accessed via a view, the permissions are 
implied by the permissions on the view.

Syntax:

grant decrypt on [owner.] table[(column[{, column}])] to user
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   | group | role

Example:

grant decrypt on testtab3.col1 to dev_group

The following syntax revokes permissions:

revoke decrypt on [owner.] table[(column[{, column}])] from user
   | group | role

Example:

revoke decrypt on testtab3.col1 from dev_group

Integrated Security Overview

Adaptive Server lets you integrate ASE security with other security packages. On NT you can integrate with NT security; 
on Unix platforms you can use OSF/DCE and CyberSafe Kerberos.

The use of integrated security varies with the platform and security service, but in general the SSO must configure a 
mapping where logins outside ASE are associated to ASE logins. Additionally, integrated security allows all network traffic 
to be encrypted, and message integrity schema can be set up to guarantee messages have not been tampered with.

Summary

Understand ASE security before you start implementing it.

There are several layers of security, from the operating system down to the data columns themselves.

If your users are going to be doing most of their work in multiple databases, consider using server roles instead.
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Chapter 7: Auditing

Overview

This chapter on auditing for Sybase ASE 15 answers the following questions:

! What is auditing?

! Why use auditing?

! How do I set up auditing?

! What are some tips for successful auditing?

! How do I keep the audit system functioning?

! What can I audit?

! What are the components of the auditing system?

Auditing Overview

Auditing has been part of ASE since Version 10 was released. Even though auditing has changed through the releases, 
the main purpose of auditing remains the same: to provide accountability. Additionally, auditing can be used to help 
administer and secure ASE, protect data integrity, and answer many performance questions. In practice, auditing will prove 
to be a very helpful tool for the productive SA.

If you are considering using auditing or are not familiar with the ASE auditing process, ponder the following questions and 
scenarios:

! What objects are being accessed in the database?

! How long are users staying connected to the database?

! How is the data being manipulated? What DML is being issued against the database? Are users issuing mostly selects 
as they claim, or are they issuing inserts, updates, or deletes?

! Is someone trying to gain unauthorized access to the database server?

! A significant amount of data is missing in a table, and no one is admitting to deleting it. Did someone delete or truncate 
the data?

! The user is submitting ad hoc query requests to the server through a report generator and the results are taking forever 
to return. Since the user is using a GUI, we can't see the SQL. What SQL is actually being passed to the server?

! The human resource department is planning to lay off employees, and your manager is concerned that a particular 
employee might try to sabotage the system. How can we monitor this employee's activity?

! The application developers say they are only accessing the database with stored procedures, but unexpected changes 
are happening to the data. What is the application doing?

All of these above questions can be answered using the audit system. Both historical and point-in-time analysis questions 
can be answered with the auditing system.

This chapter will answer the above questions by covering all aspects of the auditing system. First, you need to know the 
general uses of the auditing system. Auditing is generally used for:

! Securing Adaptive Server

! Monitoring logins

! Monitoring access to databases or objects

! Gathering usage information
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! Debugging the application

Installation of Auditing

Installation of auditing in Sybase ASE can be accomplished by two methods: with installsecurity or with auditinit. Since the 
System Administration Guide of the documentation set provides detailed information on the installation steps involved, this 
chapter will focus on an overview of the installation, along with tips and recommendations for the audit system.

The auditinit method of audit installation invokes a menu-driven question and answer session to guide you through the 
configuration and installation of auditing.

The installsecurity method of audit installation requires more manual intervention. The installsecurity script (instsecu on 
NT) is stored in the $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/scripts directory, but before running the script, the SA needs to perform 
some pre-installation tasks:

! Determine the size of the audit tables.

! Decide on using single-table or multi-table auditing. It is recommended to use multi-table for reasons outlined later in 
this chapter.

! Decide whether to use raw devices or file systems for the auditing database.

! Create additional devices for each table in the audit trail (if using multi-table auditing).

! Create the auditing database, sybsecurity.

After completion of the pre-installation tasks, use isql (or any query editor):

isql -Usa -Ppassword -Sserver_name -i installsecurity

After executing the script, you will have one table, sysaudits_01, created on its own segment, aud_seg_01. Shutting down 
and restarting the server will permit auditing, but it is recommended to create additional audit tables on their own physical 
devices.

To enable auditing, use the sp_configure system stored procedure. Since the default configuration for auditing is off 
(disabled), the configuration value is 0. Auditing is either disabled or enabled for the entire server.

/*** enable auditing ***/
sp_configure "auditing", 1

/*** disable auditing ***/
sp_configure "auditing", 0

The Sybsecurity Database and Tables

Regardless of the method of audit installation used, a common component will always be the sybsecurity database. The 
sybsecurity database manages auditing, and consists of several objects:

! The sybsecurity tables (sysaudits_01 to sysaudits_08)

! The sysauditoptions table

! Auditing stored procedures

! The audit queue (memory-only)

! All database-level system tables present in the model database

!"#$%Auditing is not required to be installed during the initial installation of ASE. Be aware this might not be good 
practice; you do not want to be forced to schedule downtime on a 24x7x365 production installation of ASE to 
enable auditing.

!"#$%Enabling auditing as a configuration parameter takes the place of the sp_auditoption stored procedure available in 
pre-11.5 releases of ASE.
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When installing the sybsecurity database, it is recommended to place the database and log on their own devices. It is 
further recommended to place each sysaudit_0x table on its own device, if possible. Setting up the audit database in this 
manner, along with thresholds, will allow for the audit data to be written to the sysaudit_0x tables in a continuous series 
when the present audit table reaches the threshold value. When sybsecurity is set up for single-table auditing, the 
administrator is required to pause auditing to archive audit records from the audit table when the device fills up. Setting up 
the audit database with at least two sysaudit tables on their own devices will help to prevent the loss of audit information.

The sysauditoptions table is created in the sybsecurity database upon setup; it contains a single row for each server-wide
audit option, along with the current option setting. Like other system tables, changes to sysauditoptions are made by 
calling a stored procedure (in this case, sp_audit). Unlike most configurational routines, auditing is primarily the province of 
the system security officer, not the SA. The sysauditoptions table is outlined in the following table.

At installation time, this table already contains one entry for each server-wide audit option setting (all options are set to "off" 
by default). This table can be queried directly, or you can use the sp_displayaudit stored procedure to view the server-wide
option settings.

Below is an example of setting server-wide audit options (sp_audit requires sso_role to execute). The first command 
enables auditing of all dbcc commands on any object, by all users, in all databases; the second command audits all access 
attempts of the inventory database; and the final option enables auditing of all commands issued for the login "BTaylor." 
Since the following commands are global options, the SSO can reside in any database to activate the audit option.

sp_audit "dbcc", "all", "all", "on"
go
sp_audit "dbaccess", "all", "inventory", "on"
go
sp_audit "cmdtext", "all", "BTaylor", "on"
go

The following audit commands are database specific; they enable the auditing of specific objects in the database. The 
SSO must be in the database where the objects are stored.

use inventory
go
sp_audit "delete", "all", "parts", "on"
go
sp_audit "exec_procedure", "all", "bill_customer", "on"
go

Issuing the sp_displayaudit stored procedure will verify the global and database options that are turned on, when issued 
from the inventory database. Notice the last section of this output corresponds with entries in the sysauditoptions table.

sp_displayaudit

!"#$%Users can create objects within the sybsecurity database, but this is not recommended. Additional user objects 
that are placed in the sybsecurity database interfere with the space management and will impact the ease of 
administration of the database.

Table 7-1: Sysauditoptions table elements

Name Data Type Description

num smallint Server-wide audit option number

val smallint Current setting, initially 0, or off

! ! Values 0 = off

! ! ! 1 = pass

! ! ! 2 = fail

! ! ! 3 = on

minval smallint Minimum valid value for this option

maxval smallint Maximum valid value for this option

name varchar(30) Name of option

sval varchar(30) String equivalent of the current value; for example, "on", "off", "nonfatal"

comment varchar(255) Description of the option
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go

Procedure/Trigger  Audit Option    Value  Database
----------------- -------------- ----- --------
dbo.ash1           exec_procedure  on     db1
No databases currently have default sproc/trigger auditing enabled.
No objects currently have auditing enabled.
No databases currently have default table/view auditing enabled.
No logins currently have auditing enabled.
No databases currently have auditing enabled.
(1 row affected)
Option Name               Value
------------------------ -------
adhoc                     off
dbcc                      on
disk                      off
dtm_tm_role               off
errors                    off
ha_role                   off

js_admin_role             off
js_client_role            off
js_user_role              off
login                     off
logout                    off
messaging_role            off
mon_role                  off
mount                     off
navigator_role            off
oper_role                 off
quiesce                   off
replication_role          off
rpc                       off
sa_role                   off
security                  off
sso_role                  off
unmount                   off
webservices_role          off
(1 row affected, return status = 0)

Sybsecurity Transaction Log

When setting up the sybsecurity database, the transaction log should be set up on a separate physical device. When the 
sybsecurity database is installed, the truncate log on checkpoint option is enabled by default; it is permissible to turn this 
database option to off with the sp_dboption procedure.

Leaving the database set to automatically truncate the transaction log on a checkpoint will eliminate the need to manage 
the transaction log. If this feature is disabled, you will need to add threshold management to the log segment of the 
database. See Chapter 5, "Database Logging and Recovery," for a complete discussion of thresholds.

One difference does exist between the transaction log of sybsecurity and other databases. The option abort transaction 
when log full is disabled upon installation, and cannot be enabled. If you attempt to enable the option, ASE will return a 
message indicating the option cannot be set to true for the sybsecurity database. Since this option is always disabled, any 
transaction that is active when the log fills will go into a suspended state until free space is made available in the 
transaction log.

Sybsecurity Stored Procedures

There are two additional stored procedures added to the server upon the installation of auditing which, like sp_audit and 
sp_displayaudit, require the SSO role to execute. The following table summarizes the auditing stored procedures.

Table 7-2: Auditing stored procedures

Procedure Name Function

sp_audit Enables or disables all auditing options
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sp_audit Stored Procedure

The sp_audit stored procedure is used to set the auditing options. This is the only system procedure required to establish 
the events to be audited. See Table 7-3 for a complete listing of sp_audit parameters.

Syntax:

sp_audit option, login_name, object_name [, setting]

The following are a few examples of enabling auditing using sp_audit. A complete listing of the auditable events can be 
found in the Reference Manual of the documentation set.

To enable the audit of updates on the authors table:

sp_audit "update", "all", "authors", "on"

To turn off the audit of update actions on the authors table:

sp_audit "update", "all", "authors", "off"

To audit all attempts to use the drop command in the accounting database:

sp_audit "drop", "all", "accounting", "on"

To audit all failed attempts to delete from the customer table by all logins:

sp_audit "delete", "all", "customer", "fail"

To audit any executions of the sp_bill_customer stored procedure:

sp_audit "exec_procedure", "all", "sp_bill_customer", "on"

To audit all successful inserts to the invoice table by any login:

sp_audit "insert", "all", "invoice", "pass"

sp_displayaudit Stored Procedure

Upon execution, the sp_displayaudit stored procedure displays the auditing options enabled.

Syntax:

sp_displayaudit ["procedure" | "object" | "login" | "database" |
   "global" | "default_object" | "default_procedure" [, "name"]]

The sp_displayaudit procedure, when called by itself, will list all audit options that are enabled server-wide. Passing an 
object type from the allowed list of procedure, object, login, database, global, default_object, and default_procedure will list 
all the audit options enabled for that audit type.

Execute sp_displayaudit to see what procedures have auditing enabled:

sp_displayaudit "procedure"
go

sp_displayaudit Displays the auditing options enabled

sp_addauditrecord Writes a user record to the audit trail

sp_addaudittable Adds a sysaudits_0x table to the audit system

Table 7-3: sp_audit parameters

Parameter Allowed Values

option adhoc, all, alter, bcp, bind, cmdtext, create, dbaccess, dbcc, delete, disk, drop, dump, errors, exec_procedure, 
exec_trigger, func_dbaccess, func_obj_access, grant, insert, install, load, login, logout, mount, quiesce, reference, 
remove, revoke, rpc, security, select, setuser, table_access, truncate, unbind, unmount, update, view_access

login_name all, server_login_name, server_role_name

object_name all, default (table, view, procedure, trigger), object_name

setting off, on, pass, fail
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Procedure/Trigger  Audit Option    Value  Database
----------------- -------------- ----- ---------------
dbo.sp_lock        exec_procedure  on     sybsystemprocs
dbo.sp_who         exec_procedure  on     sybsystemprocs

(1 row affected, return status = 0)

According to the output of sp_displayaudit, the sp_lock and sp_who stored procedures in the sybsystemprocs database 
are presently being audited for execution.

If the DBA needs to target the audit setting for only the sp_who stored procedure, execute sp_displayaudit as follows:

sp_displayaudit "procedure", "sp_who"
go
Procedure/Trigger  Audit Option    Value  Database
----------------- -------------- ----- ---------------
dbo.sp_who         exec_procedure  on     sybsystemprocs

(1 row affected, return status = 0)

sp_addauditrecord Stored Procedure

The sp_addauditrecord stored procedure is executed to write a user-defined entry (comment) to the audit trail. Only users 
with the SSO role can enter comments into the audit trail, unless the SSO enables ad hoc auditing with the sp_audit 
procedure. Executing the sp_displayaudit stored procedure with the global argument passed as the first parameter will 
verify the status of the ad hoc global audit setting.

Syntax:

sp_addauditrecord [text][, db_name][, obj_name]
   [, owner_name][, dbid][, objid]

The following adds a message to the audit trail to indicate the accounting database was down for four hours due to an 
upgrade, and no audit records should be expected for this time period.

sp_addauditrecord "Database was unavailable on 5/4/2005 due to upgrade,
   audit records will not exist from 1:00am to 5:00am",
   "accounting", "", "dbo", 8

sp_addaudittable Stored Procedure

The sp_addaudittable stored procedure is executed by the SSO to add another audit table to the audit trail. The audit table 
added follows the same table naming convention as the audit table(s) added in the initial installation(sysaudits_0x).

Syntax:

sp_addaudittable devname

To add another audit table to the audit trail on the audit_dev2 device, execute:

sp_addaudittable audit_dev2

Use the devname parameter to specify what device to place on the audit table. Executing sp_addaudittable with the 
parameter default will cause the new audit table to be placed on the same device as the sybsecurity database.

Table 7-4: sp_addauditrecord parameters

Parameter Description and Mapping

text Text of the message inserted to the audit trail. Maps to the extrainfo column of the sysaudits_0x table.

db_name Name of the database. Maps to the database name in the sysaudits_0x table.

obj_name Name of the object referenced in the audit record. Maps to the object name column of the audit table.

owner_name Owner of the referenced object. Maps to the objowner column in sysaudits_0x.

dbid Database ID number. Maps to the dbid column in sysaudits_0x table.

objid Object ID number of the obj_name. Maps to the objid column in sysaudits_0x.

!"#$%Before adding another sysaudits_0x table to the audit trail, be sure you have enabled the sp_thresholdaction 
stored procedure on that segment. You do not want to accidentally let the new sysaudits table fill.
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The Audit Queue

ASE collects audit records, but does not store these records directly into the sysaudit tables. Auditing records are 
temporarily stored in the audit queue, which will hold auditing records until they are flushed to disk. Unfortunately, if there 
is a system crash, any records in the audit queue will be lost since it is memory resident. To help reduce the number of 
records that could be lost as a result of system crash, the DBA can adjust the size of the audit queue with sp_configure.

When attempting to configure the size of the audit queue, the DBA should consider the trade-offs. Making the audit queue 
too large can result in losing more audit records in the event of a system crash. Making the audit queue too small can 
negatively impact system performance, since the audit queue will repeatedly fill up. When the audit queue is full, a process 
that has generated an audit record will sleep until space becomes available within the audit queue.

Therefore, it is your job as the SSO to decide upon the correct size of the audit queue. By default, the audit queue is set to 
100 records. In order to properly set the size of the audit queue, you might want to start small, and attempt to determine if 
the audit process is a bottleneck from the frequent flushing of the audit queue. Keep increasing the size until the 
performance reaches an acceptable level while balancing against the number of records lost in event of system failure. 
Generally, if security is your main concern, keep the audit queue smaller; if performance is your main concern, set the audit 
queue larger.

The syntax for altering the size of the audit queue:

sp_configure 'audit queue size', num_of_audit_records

An example of configuring the audit queue to store 20 audit records:

sp_configure 'audit queue size', 20

Audit Database Storage Requirements

The number of audit records that can be kept in the sysaudits tables is limited by the size of the sybsecurity database. 
Audit records will continue to fill the sysaudits tables until the SSO disables auditing; each audit record requires from 32 to 
424 bytes. As you can expect, the higher the amount of activity on your system, combined with the number of events being 
audited, the faster the sybsecurity database will fill.

To help size the database, the DBA needs to know the number of audit records that will be generated, the size of the audit 
records, and the amount of time until audit records will be purged or archived from the database. The general formula is:

sybsecurity size = Audit record size * number of audit records * time in DB for the recorded event

Of course, in order to correctly size the database, you need to take a sample of the auditing activity. However, this is 
impossible before you set up the database and install auditing. One recommendation would be to set up an auditing 
database, save all configuration settings in script format, take several samples of audit activity, then alter the size of the 
database to reflect your volume of auditing information and time between truncation or archiving.

Be careful not to configure the database too large for a system without much activity, because you cannot easily shrink a 
database! If you find that the database size is too large, and you need to allocate the devices associated with your 
sybsecurity database to other resources, then be sure to follow the above recommendation and save all audit configuration 
settings to a script before dropping the database and rebuilding.

The volume of activity in your audit database can be determined by following the steps outlined below:

1. Install auditing.

2. Configure audit options.

3. If you already have run an audit, ensure the audit tables have zero records by truncating the tables, or make note of 
the space already used.

4. Enable audit options with sp_audit.

5. Enable auditing for a selected time period.

sp_configure "auditing", 1

!"#$%Audit queue size configuration is dynamic.
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6. Disable auditing after a selected time period.

sp_configure "auditing", 0

7. Evaluate the space usage of the audit tables with sp_spaceused or the doampg function.

sp_spaceused sysaudits_01
go
name          rowtotal  reserved  data    index_size  unused
------------ -------- -------- ------ ---------- ------
sysaudits_01  979       142 KB    130 KB  0 KB        12 KB

(1 row affected, return status = 0)

select
  data_pages(sysindexes.id, doampg)
from
  sysindexes
where
  id=object_id("sysaudits_01")
go

-----------
65

(1 row affected)

8. Determine the row counts of audit records and make note of the duration auditing was enabled.

1> select count(*) from sysaudits_01
2> go

-----------
979

(1 row affected)

9. The difference between the first space measurement and the last will give you the space used in the audit.

Since the audit table initially had no records, we can see from the sp_spaceused output that 130 K of data, or 652 K 
pages, (using the doampg function) were generated into the audit trail.

10. Divide the space used by the number of records to determine the row size.

130 K (133,120 bytes) / 979 records = 136 bytes per record

11. Divide the space used by the duration of the audit to get the rate at which the database will fill.

130 K (133,120 bytes) / 10 minutes = 13,312 bytes per minute

12. Determine the necessary database size. For this example, archiving is performed every 48 hours.

13,312 bytes per minute * 48 hours (2880 minutes) = 38,338,560 bytes (~38 MB)

Creating Audit Tables

Up to eight sysaudits_0x tables can be added to sybsecurity. Audit tables are added to sybsecurity with the 

!"#$%It is recommended that you perform the above iteration more than once (Steps 3 and beyond), and at different 
peak operating periods throughout the day in order to achieve the most accurate volume measurement of the 
audit trail.

!"#$%Usage levels can, and often do, change. As with any user database, it is advisable to set up a process that will 
monitor the space used by the sybsecurity database. In Unix environments, set up a simple script that will execute 
the sp_spaceused procedure against the susaudits_0x tables and report these results to the system administrator. 
The same can be done in NT or other environments with various job schedulers.
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sp_addaudittable stored procedure.

The audit tables can all be added to the one default device; however, it is recommended that each audit table be added to 
its own physical device to allow the administrator to set up threshold procedures on each device. The threshold 
procedures can then either redirect auditing to another audit table or suspend auditing. The ASE System Administration 

Guide contains an example of setting up a threshold procedure for the audit threshold. Of course, the administrator can set 
up custom threshold procedures on the threshold; however, they will likely contain similar logic to change the target audit 
table and to archive the filled audit table to another archive database.

It is recommended that the DBA add a threshold procedure to all audit tables before activating the auditing. To add the 
threshold, first create the procedure in the sybsystemprocs database, then add the threshold procedure to all devices 
where audit tables reside. The threshold procedure should be designed to move the audit trail to the next available audit 
table with the sp_configure system procedure. The second component of the audit segment's threshold procedure should 
be select into statements to archive the audit records to an archive database.

Single-Table Auditing

Single-table auditing is still possible, although it is difficult to justify single-table auditing with the added features of using 
multiple audit tables on different devices, combined with threshold procedures to automatically archive and move the audit 
trail to empty tables.

Single-table auditing is not recommended for several reasons. Depending on the configuration setting of suspend audit 
when device full, the following consequences will arise when using single table auditing:

! If suspend audit when device full is configured on and the audit table fills, auditing will be suspended and any user 
processes that trigger the addition of an audit record will be suspended.

! If suspend audit when device full is configured off and the audit table fills, the audit table will automatically be truncated, 
and you will lose all audit records.

If you must set up single-table auditing, it is recommended that you add a procedure to a free space threshold that will 
configure auditing to "off." Combine this with an OS-level script that will search your errorlog and automatically notify the 
SSO of the configuration change and status of the audit table. Any audit records that occur after this point will not be 
logged to the audit trail, but you will not lose the audit records that already exist in the audit trail. User processes will not be 
affected as they would be when they suspend audit when device full option is enabled.

It is also a good idea to place further free space thresholds on the audit device when using single-table auditing. Place the 
thresholds at a fill level that will allow the SSO to receive notice of the problem and remedy the situation before the 
database fills.

For non-production systems, the single-table setup might be acceptable. Other reasons for implementing single-table
auditing might be when you have a system where there are not enough disk resources to configure multiple audit tables or 
where no more available devices exist.

What to Do When the Audit Table Is Full

As mentioned in the previous section, it is possible to fill the audit table, thus placing the entire server in an undesired 
state. In this situation, the sso_role automatically becomes exempt from auditing. Any action performed by the SSO that 
would otherwise generate an audit record will instead write a message to the errorlog indicating an auditable event was 
missed.

The SSO still has the ability to archive the audit tables to another database and truncate the audit trail.

Archiving Audit Records

The archiving of records can be crucial to a successful audit strategy. As already mentioned, it is essential to periodically 
purge records from the sysaudits_0x tables. The audit trail can be archived into tables placed into the sybsecurity 
database, but it is recommended that you create a separate database to hold archived audit records. Be sure to create the 
database on devices other than the sybsecurity database.

!"#$%With single-table auditing, the DBA can still incorporate logic into the threshold procedure to archive the audit trail 
to another database with the select into statement and truncate the near-full audit table.
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To archive the audit records from the audit table to a separate database, use a combination of the select and insert 
statements. First, create a blank table in the archive database with the same structure as the sysaudits_0x tables:

use audit_archive_db
go
select *
  into  audit_archive_20050503
  from sybsecurity..sysaudits_01
  where 1 = 2

Adding the clause "where 1 = 2" creates a blank table, since the where clause is false for every record. The next step is to 
insert the audit records into the archive table:

insert audit_archive_db..audit_archive_20050503
select * from sybsecurity..sysaudits_01

Another option to archive the audit tables is to bcp the records to operating system files, as follows:

$SYBASE/bin/bcp sybsecurity..sysaudits_01 out audit_archive_db -c
-Usso_login

Alternatively, if you have the XP Server installed, the bcp command can be issued within the threshold procedure.

Querying the Audit Trail

What good would it be to collect the audit information if an analysis were not performed upon the records? This section 
outlines how to query the audit trail.

The sysaudits_0x tables can be queried directly, or if you have configured a method to archive the audit records, the 
archived audit records can be queried directly.

When audit options are enabled with the sp_audit stored procedure, a designated event is selected from the allowable 
options and provided as the first parameter of the sp_audit procedure. When auditing is enabled, and one of these 
auditable events occur, it is stored with a code that corresponds to the audit option (a list of these audit options and codes 
can be found in the Reference Manual of the documentation set). Columns in sysaudits_0x contain information about the 
dbid, database name, object name, and audited action, just to name a few.

The following example is a simple select statement issued against the sysaudits_0x table after auditing has been enabled, 
and the sp_audit procedure has been issued to track all selects against the customer table in the accounting database. 
The event code of 62 corresponds to selects.

select event, spid, eventtime, loginname, dbname, objname, extrainfo
from sysaudits_01
where event = 62

This is the result:

event  spid  eventtime      loginname  dbname      objname   extrainfo
----- ---- ------------- --------- ---------- -------- ---------
62     36    May 9 2005     user1      accounting  customer  SELECT;
             3:59:21:396PM
62     57    May 9 2005     user1      accounting  customer  SELECT;
             3:59:45:321PM

Determine who executed the sp_addcustomer stored procedure in the customer database, when it executed, and limit the 
output to users with the sa_role. The event code of 38 corresponds to exec_procedure.

select eventtime, loginname, dbname, objname, extrainfo
from sysaudits_01
where event = 38
and objname = "sp_addcustomer"
and extrainfo like "%sa_role%"
/*** Event 38 corresponds to the execute event ***/

!"#$%It is helpful when returning to the audit trail's archive database to use "smart" table names to differentiate between 
time periods as in the above example. Of course, balance this with the amount of data contained in each archive 
table and how you will query the audit trail. Too many small audit archive tables could be trouble when trying to 
search the audit trail for specific events.
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eventtime            loginname  dbname    objname         extrainfo
------------------- --------- -------- -------------- --------------
5/9/2005 4:14:19 PM  sysadmin   customer  sp_addcustomer  sa_role; ; ; ;
5/9/2005 4:14:20 PM  btaylor    customer  sp_addcustomer  sa_role; ; ; ;

Determine who truncated the product table on the inventory database and when the user truncated the table. Event 64 
corresponds to the truncate table event.

select eventtime, loginname, dbname, objname, extrainfo
from sysaudits_01
where event = 64
and dbname = "inventory"
and objname = "product"

This results in:

eventtime            loginname  dbname     objname   extrainfo
------------------- --------- --------- -------- ----------------------
5/17/2005 2:24:17 PM user1      inventory  product   oper_role; ; ; ; ; ; ;

Notice each query against the audit trail has used an event code to search for the individual audit event. Instead of looking 
up the event code each time the audit trail is queried, create an event table and join it to the audit query. This will keep the 
SA from having to look up or memorize the events corresponding with each code. Since there are over 100 auditable 
events, the table will require one create table statement and over 100 insert statements.

Create table audit_event
(
event_code int,
event_action varchar(50)
)

insert audit_event
values(1, "adhoc")
insert audit_event
values(2, "alter database")
insert audit_event
values(3, "alter table")
.
.
.

Issuing the first select query utilizing the additional audit_event table:

select a.event_action, s.spid, s.eventtime, s.loginname, s.dbname,
s.objname, s.extrainfo
from sysaudits_01 s,
     audit_event a
where a.event_code = s.event
and a.event_action = "select"

This results in:

event_action  spid  eventtime      loginname  dbname      objname   extrainfo
------------ ---- ------------- --------- ---------- -------- ---------
select        36    May 9 2005     user1      accounting  customer  SELECT;
                    3:59:21:396PM
select        57    May 9 2005     user1      accounting  customer  SELECT;
                    3:59:45:321PM

Using Audit to Determine Interactions with Third-Party Software

Applications and third-party products are sometimes not very user friendly when trying to figure out the interactions with the 
database.

The Sybase audit system can help gain an understanding of this type of systems' interaction with the databases by 
auditing the cmdtext with the sp_audit procedure. Enable the cmdtext option using sp_audit for any login that will access 
ASE through the application. The audit trail will then capture the SQL from these logins into the extrainfo column of the 
sysaudits_0x table.
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Be aware that any large entry (over 255 characters in length) into the extrainfo field will cause another corresponding entry 
into the audit trail. The new row's extrainfo field will contain the balance of the column length 255 characters; with the 
exception of the sequence number, the other columns will repeat. For each incremental audit record required to hold the 
information in the extrainfo column, the sequence column will increment by one. Large queries can take up more than two 
audit records. When reporting on the audit trail's extrainfo column and searching for cmdtext entries, the SSO needs to be 
aware of this storage method.

The following is an example of how to build a select that will keep together the SQL captured in the extrainfo field. In this 
example, the SSO would like to know the SQL issued against the customer, billing, and sales tables:

select
      extrainfo
from
      sybsecurity..sysaudits_01
where
      extrainfo like "%customer%"
or    extrainfo like "%billing%"
or    extrainfo like "%sales%"

The above example searches the extrainfo column for the table names. It would be more efficient to search the objname 
field in the sysaudits_01 table, but when auditing for the cmdtext commands, the objname field is left null. If your audit 
tables contain audit information from many databases or you are looking for a specific login, the search could be narrowed 
by including those columns as (SARGs) in the SQL statement above search arguments. Note that output may be staggered 
where text splits, as if you were running the sp_help-text command.

Additional Tips for Effective Auditing

This section offers a few tips to help make your auditing tasks more effective.

! Auditing can impact performance if heavily utilized. Only audit what is necessary.

! Put the system tables to good use in order to generate SQL commands to set up the auditing options you would like to 
use. If you have hundreds of logins in the database, this will save much time. The following select statement will 
generate a script to audit the command text for all the logins that are added to a user database as an alias:

select "exec sp_audit " +"'cmdtext'" + ",'" + l.name +"',"
       + "'all', 'on'" + char(10) + "go"
from master..syslogins l, pubs2..sysalternates a
where a.suid = l.suid
go
/* Note: The "char(10)" will push the "go" onto the next line */

Output:

exec sp_audit 'cmdtext','JSmith','all','on'
go
exec sp_audit 'cmdtext','BTaylor','all','on'
go

! Take advantage of the sp_addauditrecord stored procedure. Use it to document audit option changes into the audit trail 
and to mark time periods in the audit trail.

sp_addauditrecord "Began the audit of all DML actions and cmdtext on
the customer table on 10/9/2005 at 8:00AM.", "accounting", "", "dbo", 8

sp_addauditrecord "Completed the audit of all DML actions and cmdtext
on the customer table on 10/12/2005 at 5:00PM.", "accounting", "" ,
"dbo", 8

Summary

The audit system is an invaluable tool in ASE 15. Used properly, the audit system can help the SSO understand the 
interactions with the database system. Most importantly, it can be used to achieve accountability.

The audit system provides two alternative installation methods: one that is menu driven and another that is a manual setup 
combined with a setup script. Both multiple-table and single-table auditing are supported by the audit system.
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The audit system has several components: the sybsecurity database, the audit tables (sysaudits_01 to sysaudits_08), the 
audit queue, and a few specialized stored procedures (sp_audit, sp_addaudittable, sp_displayaudit, and 
sp_addauditrecord).

Final
!"#$%

Be sure the transaction log on your audit database is big enough, and that you have a threshold created to 
take this database, too, into account.
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Chapter 8: Backing Up and Restoring

Overview

Backing up your databases periodically is perhaps the most mundane task you'll perform, and also perhaps the most 
important.

A database backup (dump) is a copy of all the used pages in a database. This is your basic unit of recovery in case of a 

disaster; when properly verified (via dbcc utilities), we know that all transactions and work within the database are 
consistent, and that the backup will allow us to return the database to this consistent state.

Additionally, we will always back up or restore an entire database. ASE has no mechanism to back up or restore tables, 
indexes, or individual data components (although there are third-party tools that will do this).

It does take some time and energy to create a backup and restore plan, but it is worth the effort. When a database or 
hardware starts to fail, it is a great relief to have a disaster recovery plan that you can refer to; when the alarms are still 
ringing and the boss is looking over your shoulder, you won't need to worry about data loss or recreating structure. The 
backups and the plan will return you to working order quickly and efficiently.

Above all, your plan should be two things: tested and available. If you've never done a "dry run" under simulated disaster 
conditions, you don't know if your plan will work the way that it's supposed to or in the allotted time. Additionally, the tested 
plan has the advantage of familiarity ! if you have to repair your systems following a disaster at 3 a.m., it's much better to 
be running through the plan for the twenty-third time (or at least the second) instead of the first. And regardless of how 
bulletproof and tested your plan is, if you can't find it in an emergency, it's no good to you. Is the plan all in one binder? Is it 
near the evacuation route? Is a copy stored off-site with the backup media? The scariest answers that we've gotten from 
clients are in response to the question, "Do you know where your backup plan is right now?"

Your plan should detail what media device(s) you are going to use for your dumps, a schedule for performing full backup 
and/or incremental backups, and where you will store them (off-site). In your plan you must consider naming conventions, 
define necessary resources, determine who is responsible for each step of the restoration, and calculate estimates of 
potential loss (both processing time while the plan is being followed and loss of data that didn't make it to backup).

Keep a record of this plan for further reflection and reference. As time goes by, it must be revisited, reevaluated, and 
revised to reflect changes in your shop; keep a history of these tests and changes with the rest of the plan.

Roles and Responsibilities

By default, the DBO has the responsibility and permission to execute the commands that dump and load a database. 
These permissions are not grantable by the DBO to other users, but any user aliased as the DBO (including all logins with 
sa_role) will be able to use these commands within the database.

Any logins granted the oper_role have permission to dump and load any database on the server (see Chapter 6, "Security," 
for a discussion of oper_role); note that the operator need not be a user of any of these databases. Granting the oper_role 
permits your organization to assign an individual or group the responsibility for performing backups throughout the server, 
rather than relying on individual DBOs. The oper_role may be granted to a login by any SSO:

sp_role "grant", oper_role, login_name

or

grant role oper_role to login_name [, login_name, ...]

How Often Should You Back Up a Database?

You need to back up a database to guard against table corruption, database corruption, media failure, disk failure, or 
environmental catastrophes. Since a database dump can be performed while the database is in use, you can back up as 
often as you think is necessary.

Recent benchmarks on systems with ample CPU and disk space have shown that backups can hit performance as little as 
5%. Not a lot, but dumping during low-utilization time is still recommended.

Most shops back up their databases once a day, and back up their transaction logs several times a day. The backup of a 
transaction log is a style of incremental backup, which has the added bonus of truncating recovered transactions from the 
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log (see Chapter 5, "Database Logging and Recovery," for more information). Even if you determine that incremental 
backups are not necessary for disaster recovery, it is necessary to truncate the log on a regular basis.

The total time it will take to restore a database is the sum of new database creation time plus database load time plus 
transaction log load time for each transaction log. Note that when you do this, you should use the for load option of the 
create database statement, as it is significantly faster.

If you dump your database once a year and dump the transaction log daily, and your database fails on day 365, then you 
will have to load the database and also load 364 transaction logs in sequence. Therefore, it makes sense to perform a full 

database backup frequently, so that the restore process will be less irritating. Additionally, it would be less prone to error, 
both procedurally from so many steps, and from media failure due to more and older media. Restoring tends to be a 
stressful time, as it typically occurs after a disaster; making it less irritating is a Good Thing.

For an OLTP or production system, a combination of full and incremental backups is essential in maintaining an up-to-the-
minute recovery backup plan. However, in a development environment, up-to-the-moment recovery may not be needed; in 
such cases, you may opt to skip incremental backups. Some shops will not perform backups at all in development, 
preferring to recreate databases and test data from script. This is not recommended because developers' time is worth 
money to the company too.

Backup Types

Adaptive Server Enterprise has two database backup types: database dumps and transaction dumps. A database dump is 

the complete backup of both the database and the transaction log, and uses the dump database command. A transaction

dump is a backup of the transaction log only, which is a copy of changes to the database, and it uses the dump transaction 

command.

Backup Scenario

Take a look at the following scenario:

As you can see in Figure 8-1, the 3 a.m. to 11 a.m. dumps were successful, but at 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. only a dump 
transaction was performed. How do you restore the database now, after a lunchtime disk crash? What happens to 
transactions made between the time the 11 a.m. transaction dump completed and the crash?

Figure 8-1

!"#$%A database dump does not truncate the transaction log. To truncate the transaction log, you must use the dump 

tran syntax. If you do not dump the transaction log (one way or another), ongoing updates will fill up and 
transaction processing will stop.

!"#$%Is it more likely that a disk will crash or a database will become corrupt? Database corruption is unusual, but so 
are disk crashes. Hardware vendors are claiming 300,000 hours mean time between failures; mathematically, 
you'd think database corruption is more likely. From a practical standpoint, at one shop over a three-year time 
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Restore Scenario

Figure 8-2

At lunchtime after replacing the bad disk, you simply need to restore the database from 3 a.m. using the load database 
command. Subsequently, you restore the rest of the data by loading the transaction logs from 9 a.m. and then 11 a.m., 
using the load tran command. After the successful completion of the entire restore, you let your users in. What happens 
with subsequent transactions, though?

If you have designed the database properly (data and transaction log on separate devices), then you can dump the 
transaction log from lunchtime and apply it to the restore sequence (see the "Up-to-the-Minute Recovery" section later in 
this chapter). Before we can follow through these scenarios with syntax, we need to understand the mechanism that 
performs the dumps and loads.

Backup Server

Backup Server is a separate Open Server application within your host machine that bypasses the Adaptive Server process 
and accesses the database devices directly for the purposes of dumping and loading; this allows data processing to 
continue with little degradation of performance.

The following list details the advantages of using Backup Server:

! The Adaptive Server instructs the Backup Server, via remote procedure calls, to back up a specific database.

! The Backup Server handles I/O, rather than using Adaptive Server resources.

! Backups can be striped, enabling the operator to specify separate devices for dumping or loading a database. The 
Backup Server breaks the database into fairly equal portions and dumps those portions in parallel.

! With additional configuration and memory, Backup Server is capable of handling hundreds of parallel devices for 
dumping and loading (the actual limit is platform-dependent).

! Backups can be handled remotely, enabling the operator to dump the database or stripe the database to a device on 
separate hardware.

! Several backups can be recorded on the same tape. A successive reload locates only the file it needs to restore.

! Messages can be sent to the session initiating the dump or load, or to an operator console.

Since Backup Server is a separate process from the Adaptive Server, remote access must be enabled before the 
commands to the Backup Server can be effective (remote access is enabled by default at installation). There must be a 

period, we had one major database corruption and a half-dozen disk failures (there were about 250 GB on mostly 
9 GB storage units). I know DBAs who have been working for seven years without corruptions.

!"#$%There must be a Backup Server running on the machine on which the database server resides, even if you are 
dumping to media on a remote machine.
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local Backup Server available on the same host machine as the Adaptive Server. This local Backup Server listens on a 
different port number from the Adaptive Server (as defined in the interfaces file), and may coordinate backups/loads for any 
Adaptive Server running on the same machine. You can dump to media on the local machine, a remote machine, or both. 
Because dumping to a remote machine can be network-resource intensive, we recommend consulting with your network 
folks (or architecting a separate network backbone) if you are going to choose that option.

Remote Backup Server

A remote Backup Server is used when dumps and loads access media on separate hardware; any Backup Server can only 
access disk or tape drives physically installed in the same machine that it runs on. Even though you may intend to dump or 
load solely using this remote media, all communication to remote Backup Servers must be coordinated by the local Backup 
Server. Using remote procedure calls, the local Backup Server passes backup and load requests, as well as data, to the 
remote Backup Server(s), which will write database and log contents to dump media. Alternately, the remote Backup
Servers retrieve from dumps and forward the data back to the local Backup Server for reinsertion on devices.

Remote backup is an easy way to get the data offsite, for safety and other standard backup protocols. There are also other 
challenges that the remote Backup Server can help overcome.

Server Identification

Adaptive Server looks for a SYB_BACKUP entry in the master!sysservers table to identify the local Backup Server name. 

The entry for the Backup Server is added to the system table and interfaces file during Backup Server installation. If you 
wish to designate a different local Backup Server (or add a reference to a remote Backup Server), the server name must 
be added to interfaces and identified to Adaptive Server with the sp_addserver stored procedure, as shown below:

sp_addserver remote_backup_name, null, network_name

Starting a Backup Server

Starting a Backup Server is similar to starting the Adaptive Server, except the startup script doesn't invoke a dataserver. 
The startup script is automatically created by installation and is named RUN_SYB_BACKUP by default. From the operating 
system command you use this syntax:

startserver -r RUN_SYB_BACKUP

In order to shut down a Backup Server, you use the regular shutdown command within Adaptive Server with the Backup 
Server's name (normally done using isql):

shutdown {backup_servername}] [with {wait | nowait}]

Example:

shutdown SYB_BACKUP with nowait

The default is the with wait option. This brings down the Backup Server elegantly by allowing all current dumps or loads to 
complete before the server goes down; however, no new backup requests are allowed. The with nowait option immediately 
shuts down the Backup Server even if there is a dump or load in progress. Therefore, it should be noted that the with 
nowait option should be used only when absolutely necessary.

Dump Devices

Adaptive Server can dump to either tape devices or disk files; if you don't wish to refer to these devices by an absolute 
path name, you can assign a logical name to a local dump device using the sp_addumpdevice procedure. You can dump 
one database to one tape, one database to many tapes, many databases to one tape, or many databases to many tapes. 
You may also dump a single database to a combination of disk files, but you may not dump multiple databases to a single 
file.

When using tape backups be aware of the following:

!"#$%In order for the remote Backup Servers to work, they must be added to the interfaces file for the local Backup 
Server.

The network name is as it appears in the interfaces file.
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! Tape backups tend to be more secure.

! They tend to be less sensitive to changing data size.

! You never know if a tape is good or bad until you test it (this has caused numerous panic attacks at horrible times in 
folks' lives; you must test your restore periodically).

! Tapes should eventually be taken and stored off-site for disaster preparedness purposes.

When using disk backup, be aware of the following:

! Disk backups tend to be significantly faster.

! Disk backups need to be archived to a more secure medium eventually.

! You can tell that a disk file is there by checking its file name.

Our recommendation: Dump to disk (fastest). Leave the dump on disk, but sweep it off to tape. Keep the most recent dump 
on disk, but get the tapes offsite, aging them as per your shop standards (for example, reuse the tape after three months).

sp_addumpdevice

On most platforms, installation automatically creates some sample dump devices; these point to nowhere, and should be 
dropped or redefined. You can create your own with sp_addumpdevice. Remember when naming the device to fully qualify 
the physical name of the device.

Syntax:

sp_addumpdevice {"tape" | "disk"},
   "logical_name", "physical_name",
   [cntrltype [, skip | noskip], size]

Example:

sp_addumpdevice "disk", "diskdev", "/sybase/dmp.dmp"

You do not need to define a dump device. You can, if you like, dump directly to a file name. We recommend that you do 
take the time to create dump devices, however, because it is easier at restore time (when presumably too many eyes are 
watching and waiting) to specify the dump device name.

Dumping the Database

The dump database command will make a physical copy of all used pages of a database to any defined dump device(s). In 
other words, if you are using only 1 GB of a 20 GB database, you will only dump the 1 GB you are using and only take up 
1 GB on the tape. However, the dump volume will contain a record of the size of the original database, and regardless of 
how large the dump is, it may only be loaded into a database at least as large as the original. You may not use dump and 
load commands to shrink the size of a database.

The dump database command looks like this:

dump database user3db to diskdev

This command is appropriate for all environments. There are many other options that you can choose from when dumping 
the database. Below is an example of the dump database syntax:

dump database database_name to [compress::[compression_level::]]
stripe_device

   [at server_name]
   [, stripe on stripe_device [at backup_server_name]]...
   [with {dumpvolume = volume_name, [dismount |
   nodismount [, nounload | unload] [, noinit | init]]]
   passwd = password

!"#$%Logical dump devices may not be created for remote dump devices; you must use fully qualified physical names in 
the dump command.
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standby_access,
   notify = {client | operator_console}}]

Each stripe device can be on a different machine.

The following table describes parameters that can be used within the dump database syntax.

Table 8-2 describes options that only apply to tape devices.

The following examples show different ways of using the dump database command.

Example 1 ! Multiple databases to a single tape:

dump database bailey to dumpdev with init
dump database jeff to dumpdev
dump database fred to dumpdev with unload

Example 2 ! One database to multiple dump devices:

dump database    alvin to dumpdev1,
                 stripe on dumpdev2,
                 stripe on dumpdev3

Example 3 ! Remote backup:

dump database penny to "/dev/rmt01" at B_dump_host,
stripe on "/dev/rmt02" at B_dump_host,
stripe on "/dev/rmt03" at B_dump_host

!"#$%If one striped output device is bad, then the whole dump is bad! You can't restore a database with 31 of 32 tapes.

Table 8-1: dump database parameters

Parameter Description

database_name The name of the database that is being dumped

stripe_device For a local dump, this is either the logical or physical name of the dump device. If it is a remote dump, the 
physical name must be specified.

backup_server_name This option is used when specifying a remote dump device.

density, blocksize, 
capacity

All of these parameters relate to the physical characteristics of the tape device; use the defaults.

retaindays = #_of_days This is a Unix option that can be used for any type of dump device. This option prevents the dump on the tape 
from being overwritten until the specified number of days has passed.

Table 8-2: Tape device options

Option Description

dumpvolume This option descriptively labels the dump. For example, if you have more than one dump on a tape you may 
label each dump (CustomerDB_January 7 through CustomerDB_January 10). Thus you will be able to reload 
any of those database dumps easily by naming them in the load command.

dismount | nodismount This option is only valid on platforms that support logicial dismounts (OpenVMS). This parameter determines 
whether the tape will be availabe for future dumps. The dismount option is the default.

nounload | unload This option controls the rewinding of the tape. The nounload option should be used unless this is the last dump 
you wish to have on the tape.

noinit | init This option determines whether the dump will be appended to the tape or the entire tape volume will be 
reinitialized. Use init when dumping to a tape for the first time or if reusing a tape. The noinit option is the 
default.

file = file_name This option allows the use of a file name of up to 17 characters. This option is not normally used. By default, 
Adaptive Server names the file with a concatenation of the last seven characters from the database name, the 
two-digit year, the Julian day, and a hex representation of the year.

notify = {client | 
operator_console}

By default, messages are sent to the operator console. If the operator console is not available, the messages 
are sent to the client initiating the request.

!"#$%B_dump_host is the name of a remote Backup Server; it must be defined in the local interfaces file, running on the 
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Dump Compression

You have the ability to compress your dumps. This offers a significant storage savings to you for your backups, at the cost 
of additional CPU at dump time.

Backup Server supports dump compression, which will allow the database dump file to take up much less space than it 
ordinarily would; as with all server capabilities, there are trade-offs. In general, the greater the compression, the longer it 
will take to perform the dump (although compressed dumps take less time to load than uncompressed).

Field testing indicates:

! Dump files may be compressed by up to (approximately) 70% in large databases.

! Dump times will increase by a factor of 2 to 4, depending on the compression ratio (but sometimes low ratios may be 
faster to dump than uncompressed).

! Compression in Sybase is better than compression by third-party tools by about 30%.

! Higher compression levels may not save much space over lower levels for modestly sized databases.

Normal dumps do not perform any compression (other than the fact that the dump file will probably be smaller than the 
allocated space of the database, due to the fact that only used pages are dumped). In order to compress a dump, you must 
use the following syntax:

dump database database_name to dump_device with compression =
compress_level

Where the compression level is an integer value from 1 to 9; the higher the compression level, the smaller the dump file 
(and the greater the dump time).

In order to load from a compressed dump, use the following load command:

load database database_name from dump_device with compression =
compress_level

You do not have to specify the compression level in the load command, only in the dump command.

It is important to note that the relative speed and compression of your dump and load will vary, and so you will have to 
experiment to determine what level of compression you find most useful. The relationship between database size, available 
hardware, stripes used, speed, and compression may not always be linear! More than likely, level 1 compression will 
provide the greatest marginal benefit for the least increase in dump times.

The following tables present several compression examples.

As we can see, the difference between level 1 and level 6 is not great, and requires more time. If we just compare 
uncompressed vs. level 1 compression for progressively larger databases:

remote machine, and added as a remote server.

Table 8-3: Selected test data & dump compression

% Uncompressed Default (Level 6) Level 3 Level 1

Dump File Size 493 MB 111 MB 128 MB 128 MB

Dump Time 2 min 6 min 2.5 min 110 sec

Database: Approximately 430 MB used space

Tested on a 4 x 450 MHz Ultra Sparc

Table 8-4

% Uncompressed Level 1

Dump File Size 5.6 GB 1 GB

Dump Time 18 min 12 min

4.9 GB used space " "
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Changing the specs of the machine from 4 x 450 MHz to 2 x 150 MHz has an effect on the dump performance:

Dump Database Summary

On a Adaptive Server it is very easy for an SA or operator to perform backups, so there is no excuse not to do this as often 
as necessary for your business needs. Remember to back up the master database as well as all user databases. You do 
not have to take your production databases offline; any database can be dumped while in use. The ASE dumps capture 
the state of the database near the end of the dump; if pages have changed during the dumping process, log pages 
containing the changes will be written. There is a small impact of less than 5% on system performance during a dump. If 
any of the pages in a database are offline, the dump database command will not run.

When striping a local dump, you may use either a physical or a logical name, but you must name the physical device when 
striping for a remote backup.

Automatic Backups

With the advent of ASE 15, Adaptive Server provides the Job Scheduler as a mechanism to schedule database backups. 
This has traditionally been handled by operating-system level utilities running scripts or third-party programs. A threshold 
can automatically dump the log based on space usage, as we will see later.

Loading the Database

The load database command is used to restore a database from a backup into an existing database. The load will replace 
everything in a database with the contents of the dump and destroy all data that was residing in the database prior to the 
load. Permission to load is not delegated since the process is so destructive; only operators and the database owner 
(including SAs who are aliased as DBO) have the permissions to load a database. The structure of the dump and load 
commands are parallel. If necessary, you may load from fewer devices than were used in dumping, at the expense of a 
greater load time.

Example:

load database db3 from dumpdev
load database db3 from dumpdev1, stripe on dumpdev2
load database db3 from "/sybase/backups/dumpdev1.dmp" at B_dump_host,
stripe on "/sybase/backups/dumpdev2.dmp" at B_dump_host

In the example, the database db3 is restored from diskdev, or from the stripeset of diskdev1 and diskdev2, or from the 
stripeset at the remote Backup Server B_dump_host.

The load database command loads all used pages from the dump into the target database and runs recovery of syslogs to 
ensure consistency. The load process also initializes the unused pages in the database (i.e., individually writes to each 

Dump File Size 46 GB 13 GB

Dump Time 3 hours 1.5 hours

40 GB used space " "

Table 8-5

% Uncompressed Level 1

Dump File Size 50 GB 15 GB

Dump Time 1.5 hours 5 hours

44 GB used space " "

'()%There is nothing more important than getting a copy of your dump into an environmentally secure location. You don't 
want to get into a situation where you are vulnerable to a complete disaster. For example, if a fire takes out your 
server and your backups, what can you do?

!"#$%Unlike a backup, the database being loaded cannot be used by anyone, including the person performing the load 
operation; typically, load commands are issued from master. Following a load, the database is in an offline state 
and may not be used until brought online with the online database command. In order for a load to run, the 
destination database must exist and must be at least as large as the database that had been dumped.
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page, zeroing out any data that may be located in that physical region of the disk). This is the primary reason why a load 
can take significantly longer than a dump. The time required to dump a database is proportional to the used pages in the 
database. The time required to load a database is proportional to the overall number of pages in the database, because 
every page must be initialized, even if it is empty. Therefore, a 5 GB database with 20 MB of data may take only a few 
seconds to dump but the load could take several minutes. In general, with full databases, a load will take 1.5 to 2.5 times 
longer than a dump.

Loading a Corrupted Database

If the database had been corrupted, use the following to drop it before recreating it and loading. Alternatively, rename it, 
dump it, and send it to Sybase tech support for analysis.

To restore a corrupted database, first try to drop the database (you may have to force it online first). If this doesn't work, try 
to run the database consistency checker database repair tool to remove the database. Once the database is dropped, you 
may recreate it and load from your backup set.

Syntax:

sp_forceonline_db database_name, sa_on
go
drop database database_name
-- or
dbcc dbrepair (database_name, dropdb)

Online Database

A database is left offline after being loaded. This prevents users from accessing the database until all the transaction 
dumps are loaded (any change to the database would prevent a subsequent load transaction from executing).

You may bring the database online using the online database command as long as there are no corrupt pages in the 
database.

Syntax:

online database database_name

There is no corresponding offline database command (see "Quiesce Database," later in this chapter, for similar 
functionality).

Load Database Summary

The nature of loading a database causes it to take longer than a dump. The load command initializes all pages in the 
database prior to restoring data. Since every page in the database must be accessed regardless of whether it holds any 
data, the speed of a load is proportional to the database size. Only an SA, DBO, or operator can load a database because 
of the destructive nature of a load.

To ensure data consistency, the load runs recovery. In order for the load database command to work, the destination 
database must be created and the size of the destination database must be equal to or larger than the dump database. No 
one must be using the database, including the user performing the load.

If a database is corrupted, you must repair and drop the database, then recreate a database to load into. In ASE System 11 
and later, the database will stay offline until the transaction dumps have been loaded.

Creating a Database for a Restore

Creating a database for load allocates the storage but does not initialize the pages. Using this option takes significantly 
less time than a normal create. The only catch is that the database will not be usable except for running a load. The new 
database must be created with a structure just like the dumped database. For example, if you initially created the 
productiondb with 1 GB for data and 100 MB for log, and later altered the database by 500 MB for data, you must execute 
the following commands:

use master
go
create database productiondb on DataDevice1 = 1000,
   log on LogDevice1 = 100
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   for load
go
alter database productiondb DataDevice2 = 500 for load
go
load database productiondb from productiondb_dump

go

It would not be sufficient to create the new database with a single command. Even though the new database might be the 

same size as (or larger than) the old, the order of commands (create then alter vs. a single create) would be different. This 
would result in a different mapping of the order of data and log pages on the disk. (With create/alter, we would get a range 
of data pages, then log pages, then more data; with a single create, we would get all data pages before log pages.) In 
these cases, the dumped pages are loaded into the "wrong" location, and we can lose the separation of data and log.

The easiest way ensure the correct order is to save each create and alter command in a single create script as the 
commands are executed. If you have not saved your scripts, you can retrieve this information from the sysusages table in 
the master database:

select
   segmap,
   'Size in MB' = (size * (select low/1024
         from
         master..spt_values
         where
         number = 1 and type = "E")) / 1024
from sysusages
where dbid = db_id ("database_name")

Here is the result:

Segmap   Size in MB
------ ----------
3        1000
4        200
3        500

The segmap column refers to the segments defined in your database.

Initially, there are three segments in your database: system, default, and logsegment. If you convert the segmap number to 
binary, you can determine how the segmap relates to segment names:

2^0 = system segment
2^1 = default segment
2^2 = logsegment
2^3 = first user-defined segment
...

             log  data  sys
segmap  2^3  2^2  2^1   2^0   size
3       0    0    1     1     1000
4       0    1    0     0     200
3       0    0    1     1     500

Therefore, a segmap of 3 indicates a data device (default + system), and a value of 4 indicates a log device (logsegment 
only).

If you have added user-defined segments (and possibly dropped the default and system segments from a fragment), there 
will be indicators in the 2^3 column and greater. These fragments should be created as data fragments. Because segments 
are database-specific, the database system tables containing the user-defined segment definitions are loaded in the load 
process, which resolves the segment mapping within the database.

Dumping Transactions

The dump transaction command copies the contents of the system table syslogs to the dump device(s). In addition, it is the 
only command that cleans out the transaction log of unneeded rows (that is, all recovered transactions before the last open 

'()%Note that a fragment is contiguous storage on a logical device and a segment is space allocated for a database on 

a fragment or set of fragments.
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transaction or the replication point). It also updates dumptrdate in sysdatabases, setting it to the current date and time, and 
normally writes a checkpoint record to the database. In a production OLTP environment, this is the only way the log should 
be cleaned out.

Syntax:

dump tran[saction] dbname to [dump_device]
   [at server_name]
   [, stripe on stripe_device [at server_name]]
   ...
   [with dumpvolume = volume_name, [dismount | nodismount
   [, nounload | unload] [, noinit | init]
[with {truncate_only | no_log | no_truncate}]

The transaction log may be dumped while the database is in use, and is normally much faster than a database dump. 
Dump tran to a device will not work after select into, fast bcp in, parallel sort, or a "clean-up" dump tran, or on any database 
that did not separate the data and log allocations.

Dump Transaction Options

A transaction dump may be more intrusive than a database dump, since syslogs are targeted instead of the disk. Dump 
tran has four options available for different types of problems: dump tran dbname with no_log, dump tran dbname with 
truncate_only, dump tran dbname with no_ truncate, and dump tran dbname with standby_access.

dump tran dbname with truncate_only

The statement dump tran dbname with truncate_only is used when you want to truncate the transaction log without actually 
creating a dump. This command is used to clean out the log without a backup process; it should be used only when the 
data is unimportant (such as a test environment). Since no backup is made, no device is needed in the command.

Syntax:

dump tran dbname with truncate_only

dump tran dbname with no_log

The dump tran dbname with no_log syntax is to be used to truncate the log without writing a checkpoint record to the log; 
this is necessary when the log fills up. Always attempt a dump tran with truncate_only before trying this. Since this 
command interrupts the chain of backups, it is imperative to dump the database after this command prior to any 
subsequent transaction log dumps. As with the truncate_only option, dump tran with no_log does not require a device 
name.

Syntax:

dump tran dbname with no_log

dump tran dbname with no_truncate

In case of media failure on the data device, dump tran dbname with no_truncate will dump the log without touching the data 
disk in any way. Since a normal dump tran will checkpoint the database, it may not be used if the data portion of the 
database has suffered any kind of failure; the no_truncate option does not write a checkpoint, and so may be used to 
retrieve the log from an otherwise failed database. The master database must be available for this command to work. 
Unlike the other "special" dump tran commands, dump tran with no_truncate does make a copy of the log and requires a 

device be specified. Sybase engineering recommends that this never be performed when users have access to the 
database.

Syntax:

dump tran dbname to devicename with no_truncate

dump tran dbname with standby_access

Adaptive Server Enterprise release 12 incorporated a warm standby process which enables the SA to create a secondary 

'()%This is not a good thing to do in a production database! Also, it is essential to subsequently dump the database, 
because subsequent attempts to dump the transaction log to a device will fail!
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environment for failover purposes. Adaptive Server Enterprise 12.5 eliminated some minor issues, and this is now a 
Sybase-supported mechanism intended to support large-scale environments (described a bit later). Dumping with 
standby_access enables the standby environment to bring up the dumped transaction logs properly.

Syntax:

dump tran dbname to devicename with standby_access

Dump Transaction Activities

Remember that in addition to copying the contents of the log, the dump tran command will also checkpoint the database, 
record the checkpoint in the log, and truncate all recovered transactions in the inactive portion of the log (records 
preceding the oldest open transaction and the replication marker). Note that on some earlier versions of Adaptive Server 
Enterprise, some aborted transactions could cause clogs in the cleanup process, which cannot be resolved until the server 
cycles. (That is, it would be impossible to truncate the log prior to the abort point.)

Dump transaction is the only way to clean out the log other than setting the trunc log on chkpt option for the database. In 
general, trunc log is not recommended for production databases. It makes disaster recovery less functional.

Special care should be taken not to permit long-running transactions in the log. This is a bad thing. A long transaction that 

is too large for the log will cause its process to suspend and become stuck. This causes any attempts to dump the log to 
be ineffective because there is no inactive portion of the log to deallocate. Cleaning out the log is not permitted because 
there is nothing that is truncatable. There is no way to commit the transaction without writing additional log records to an 
already-full log.

You have a couple of alternatives you may try. Killing the process should write the rollback record, thus ending the 
transaction and allowing the pages to be deallocated. Alternatively, increase the size of the log with the alter database 
command. Note that if the log is full beyond the suspend point, even cycling the server may not help ! the database must 
be recovered at startup, and the recovery process must write a checkpoint, which the log may be too full to accept. If 
recovery does not complete, the database remains offline, and you cannot dump an offline database. In such cases, 
consult Sybase Tech Support for instructions on bypassing recovery (a last resort).

Loading Transactions

A load transaction operation can only follow a load database or another load transaction operation. The load transaction 
statement takes the dumped log and runs recovery to apply it to the database. Transaction dumps must be loaded in the 
same order in which they were dumped; the server will tell you if they are out of sequence. With optional syntax, load 
transaction can perform point-in-time restoration, which allows the partial application of log records to recovery. In this 

situation, you may be able to prevent undesired data changes that took place before backup (say, dropping the wrong 
table) from being applied during the load.

During a load database, the data in the dump is copied over the database. After the load is complete, the database 
contains all the data in the database at the time of the dump. By contrast, a transaction log load copies the contents of the 
dump over the current syslogs definition. Each load tran runs the recovery process. The online database command will roll 
back any incomplete transactions. The server marches through the log, applying changes in the log that are not reflected 
in the database (normally, all records in the log are new transactions). Note that unlike some earlier versions of Adaptive 
Server (pre-11.5), a database should not be brought online if you expect to load further logs; recovery will write records to 
the tran log and interrupt subsequent loads.

The simplified syntax for the load transaction command is:

load transaction database_name from devicename

This command is valid in all environments. Most options available to the dump command can be used in the load. The 
syntax for load transaction is:

load tran[saction] database_name from dump_device
   [stripe on stripe_device] [at remote_bkup_server]
   with dumpvolume = volume_name, [dismount | nodismount
   [, nounload | unload]
   [until_time = datetime]

Loading a transaction log takes significantly less time than loading a database because the log is normally much smaller 
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than the database itself. You cannot bring the database online until you are through loading all of the transaction logs.

Up-To-The-Minute Recovery

After a disaster, you typically want to restore as much data as possible from the existing database. Next, we'll discuss how 
to retrieve data from a partially corrupted database.

Load Transaction

Question: What about transactions from 11 a.m. through lunchtime?

Answer: Up-to-the-minute recovery is possible in ASE.

If the transaction log is on a separate physical device from the data, you may be able to capture the committed data if the 
log device is still accessible. This is accomplished with the no_truncate option of dump tran. Because this option uses 
information in master to determine the location of the log, the master database must still be accessible. It may sound 
obvious, but remember to dump the final transaction log before dropping the database or loading something else on top of 
it.

Figure 8-3

Steps

If your database has suffered a failure that leaves the log (and master!) intact:

1. Dump the transaction log with the no_truncate option.

2. Drop the failed database (and devices, if necessary).

3. Recreate the database with the for_load option.

4. Load the most recent database dump.

5. Load the chain of tran log dumps in order, ending with the no_truncate log dump.

6. Use the online database command to complete recovery.

You will still find some minor amount of data loss; any transactions that were in progress at the time of failure will be rolled 
back, but you should find all pre-failure committed transactions in the database. Depending on how much time had elapsed 
since the previous scheduled dump, this may be a large amount of salvaged data.

If the log for a database fails, up-to-the-minute recovery is not possible. You will lose all database changes since the last 
transaction log dump unless the log device is mirrored. This is why it is recommended that you mirror the log device (either 
with ASE syntax or some hardware solution) for production database in OLTP environments.

Point-In-Time Recovery
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Adaptive Server can perform point-in-time recovery using the until_time clause of the load transaction. In such cases, only 
transactions committed before until_time will be rolled forward into the database. To do point-in-time recovery, the 
database and log must be on separate devices and the log must not have been truncated without backup (using dump tran 
with no_log or truncate_only). A point-in-time recovery restarts the whole transaction log sequence, and you may not 
subsequently dump or load the tran log until you perform a full database dump.

The format of the until_time parameter is: month day, year hh:mm:ss:ms [am|pm], as shown below:

Jul 11, 1996 09:45:00:001

While the until_time parameter will allow you to avoid undesired changes, it will also prevent desired changes from being 
applied during the load. If a user dropped a table at 9:45 this morning but didn't tell you until 3:45 this afternoon, using 
until_time may not be the best solution if critical processing took place in the six hours after the mistake.

sp_volchanged

Backup Server will sometimes require the operator to perform media changes during dumps and loads. Once the operator 
has performed the requested operation (remove a full tape and mount an empty one, for example), the sp_volchanged 
system procedure is used to confirm the change so that Backup Server may proceed.

Syntax:

sp_volchanged session_id, devicename, action [filename [, volumename]]

The values of session_id and devicename will be provided in the notification message from Backup Server; the same 
values should be used in sp_volchanged. The action parameter can take the values abort, proceed, or retry; the operator 
should choose as appropriate to the situation (most cases will use proceed). The filename and volumename arguments are 
used during loads, and default to the file name and volume name specified in the load command (which are almost 
certainly the desired values).

Example:

sp_volchanged 14, "/dev/nrmt2", proceed

In nearly every case, the operator will merely type in the same sp_volchanged syntax as displayed in the notification 
message.

Monitoring the Log

If the transaction log fills up, all data modification transactions will freeze or fail, depending on the value to which you've set 
the abort tran on log full database option (the default is freeze). To prevent this from occurring, you can either monitor the 
log by hand or set up thresholds. The threshold facility can be used to set indicators to monitor available space in the log. 
To monitor by hand, use sp_helpdb.

Last-Chance Threshold

The last-chance threshold is automatically created for every log. Before the log completely fills, there is a certain amount of 
space available, which is held as an emergency reserve (the exact size varies with the size of the log and whether or not 
the log and data are on separate devices). When the threshold is crossed, transactions in progress are aborted or 
suspended (definable per database), with messages for each transaction appearing in the errorlog. Additionally, crossing 
the last-chance threshold causes the system to execute a stored procedure named sp_thresholdaction (see Chapter 5,
"Database Logging and Recovery," for more on sp_thresholdaction).

Syntax:

sp_thresholdaction

There is no default sp_thresholdaction stored procedure; it must be created. The procedure is considered to be executed 
by the DBO, and may contain any commands that the DBO may perform. Remember that if you perform actions in 

sp_thresholdaction (dump tran with truncate_only; alter database!log on !), you will have to make sure you notice 
(perhaps have yourself paged) and perform necessary maintenance later (dump database; update device usage records 
and scripts).

There is only one last-chance threshold for each database (which refers to syslogs failure), but other thresholds may be 
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set by the SA or DBO to trigger other events.

In the following example, four parameters are being passed: dbname, segmentname, space_left, and status. These are 
passed automatically.

use sybsystemprocs
go
create proc sp_thresholdaction

@dbname varchar(30),
@segmentname varchar(30),
@space_left int,
@status int
as
if @status=1/* last-chance threshold */
begin
dump tran @dbname to emergency_device
print "Warning! The '%1!' database was dumped",
@dbname
end
go

Free-Space Thresholds

In addition to the last-chance threshold, free-space thresholds can be created on any segment in your database. There is 
no limit to the number of free-space thresholds that may be placed on a segment other than the hysteresis distance 
required and the size of the device. The hysteresis distance is used to ensure that thresholds are not continuously 
executing stored procedures; no two thresholds may be closer than twice the hysteresis distance, and if a segment crosses 
a threshold and then empties slightly (falling below the threshold), it will not retrigger the threshold unless it has fallen by at 
least the hysteresis distance.

The hysteresis distance is set by the system and stored in the global variable @@thresh_hysteresis. In the current 
version, it is set to 64 pages, so adjacent thresholds in a segment may not be any closer than 128 pages.

Use the sp_helpthreshold command to list threshold information.

Aborting vs. Suspending Transactions

By default, when the last-chance threshold is crossed, all transactions within a database are suspended until after 
sp_thresholdaction is executed. This may be modified, at the discretion of the DBO, to abort instead. Some applications, 
like bcp, do not understand being suspended and the application will abort. As with other database options, the abort tran 
on log full option is set with the sp_dboption procedure (see Chapter 4, "Databases").

Restoring the Master Database Step by Step

The processes and commands that we've discussed for restoring databases apply in all cases but one: master. If the 
master database fails, the server cannot start, but if the server doesn't start, we have no way to communicate with the 
Backup Server or access our dumps. Restoring master is much easier when you have an up-to-date backup (that is, no 
changes recorded in master since the backup was made).

To restore a failed master database:

1. Run dataserver with the -b option to create a new master device:

dataserver -b /dev/rsd1b

!"#$*%Print messages will go to the errorlog. If you are running NT, they will go to the NT event log.

Space_left is in pages.

Status is 1 for the last-chance threshold, 0 for other thresholds.

Thresholds can dump the transaction log, expand it, send messages, or anything else the DBO can do.

Remember that the server looks first in its own database for a procedure.
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2. Start Adaptive Server in single-user mode:

startserver -f RUN_SYBASE -m

We may use the master database, but presently it does not have any references to any user databases or 
sybsystemprocs.

3. If master was expanded beyond its default size, run alter database to extend it.

4. Update Backup Server name in sysservers if it is not SYB_BACKUP:

begin transaction
update sysservers set srvnetname = "PROD_BACKUP"
  where servname = "SYB_BACKUP"
commit transaction

Note that since sybsystemprocs is unavailable, we don't have access to the usual sp_addserver procedure.

5. Load the backup of the master database; once the load completes, it will shut down Adaptive Server automatically.

load database master from masterdump

6. Start Adaptive Server in single-user mode and check that all databases/devices/logins appear to be restored 
correctly.

If everything appears OK, you are nearly done. Shut down and restart Adaptive Server normally, and skip to item 7.

If everything does not appear OK, you have more work to do. If additional devices, databases, logins, or users of master 
were created after the last backup of master, you will need to recreate them.

Adaptive Server provides two commands to recover existing devices and databases to a restored master database: disk 
reinit and disk refit.

Use disk reinit to recover devices created since the last dump of master. Disk reinit restores information to sysdevices 
without reinitializing the device, retaining the data that is on the device. Values supplied to disk reinit should match values 

supplied to the original disk init command.

Syntax:

disk reinit name = logical_device_name,
   physname = physical_device_name,
   vdevno = virtual_device_number,
   size = number_of_pages | K | M | G | T
   [, vstart = virtual_address,
   cntrltype = controller_number]

Disk refit is used after running disk reinit to rebuild the sysusages and sysdatabases tables in master from the database 
fragments found on the restored devices.

disk refit

7. After executing disk refit, (assuming you need to run it) ASE will automatically shut down the server. You should 
restart Adaptive Server in single-user mode and verify that all databases are properly restored and are the correct 
sizes. Run dbcc checkalloc() on all recovered databases. If everything appears OK, shut down and restart Adaptive 
Server normally.

Any changes or additions to logins, configuration options, remote servers, remote logins, and roles will still need to be 
recreated.

Moral: Keep frequent backups of the master database!

Quiesce Database

There are situations when you may wish to supplement the regular ASE solutions for ensuring data mirroring, data dump, 
and data load with hardware-level solutions. In many shops, operating systems or third-party tools permit the manipulation 
of entire sections of disk (or partitions) for copying or archiving. In some cases, this may be the most time-effective form of 

+,-#(".%If the wrong values are supplied to disk reinit, you can permanently corrupt your databases!
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backup; for example, very large databases may require either such a large number of stripe devices or such a large 
amount of time that dumping the database would not be practical (or even possible).

Depending on the method of making such copies, it may be necessary to render entire devices quiet ! that is, disallow 
change anywhere on the device until the partition copy operation is complete. Naturally, one of these partitions may 
contain multiple devices, which in turn can contain multiple databases (or portions of databases); therefore, we may need 
to set an entire series of databases into a no changes state very quickly.

An easier option is to quiesce the databases. A database that has been quiesced may not be updated, but it permits data 

retrieval. Without the quiesce database statement, you would have to shut the server down for a device copy.

Syntax:

quiesce database tag_name hold dbname [, dbname ...] [for external dump]

Example:

quiesce database hold_set_1 hold sales_oltp_db, sales_dss_db, personnel_db

The tag_name argument provides a logical name for a set of databases, all of which are held. The chief advantage of the 
quiesce database command is that it can hold up to eight databases at once (multiple instances may exist concurrently with 
different tag_names). When the necessary disk-level operations are done and the databases no longer need to be held, 
the quiesce database command provides the release.

The for external dump option allows the backup process to gain access to the database for copying purposes.

Syntax:

quiesce database tag_name release

Example:

quiesce database hold_set_1 release

The entire set must be released as a unit, and databases may not be dumped while they are held. (If a hold request is 
issued while a database or log is being dumped, it will not take effect until the dump is finished.)

After releasing the database, you can bring up the secondary server with the -q parameter if you used the for external 
dump clause. Recovery makes the databases transactionally consistent, or you can wait to bring the database online and 
then apply the transaction log.

Warm Standby

The following diagram illustrates the warm standby scenario.

With the warm standby scenario, we have made a decision to use OS utilities to migrate the majority of the data.

The only way we can make this copy while the server is up, and still maintain transactional integrity, is to stop the 
transactions while the devices are being copied.
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Figure 8-4

In this scenario, we are starting our warm standby copy at midnight. In order to effect the change, we first make copies of 
our primary databases. When this is done, we will tell the server to stop making changes to the databases on the devices 
we are stopping by issuing the quiesce database command for each appropriate database. After the OS utilities have 
completed, we release the quiesce state.

At 5 minutes after midnight, we start the secondary server with the -q option. The databases are already in place.

At 6 a.m. when transactions have begun to accumulate (and at other times of the day subsequently), we will dump the 
transaction log with standby_ access, which puts the log into a state that the secondary understands. After the dump 
completes (at 6:05), load the transaction logs into the secondary environment. After putting the database online for 
standby_ access, these databases are accessible for read only. This may be repeated as needed (see 7 a.m., for 
example).

In order to take the secondary into primary mode (make it modifiable), simply use the online database command without the 
standby_access parameter.

Database Recovery Scenarios

Take a look at a few possible scenarios that outline potential disaster situations and what you should do to recover from 
them.

% Scenario 1

What is the data loss? What steps are required to recover from this device failure?

?

% Scenario 2

What is the data loss? What steps are required to recover from this device failure?

?
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Answers

% Scenario 3

What is the data loss? What steps are required to recover from this device failure?

?

% Scenario 4

! A database dump is performed nightly at midnight.

! Log dumps are performed every four hours.

! Database device failure occurs at 2 p.m.

! During the load, the 8 a.m. transaction log dump is found to be bad.

! To what point can this database be recovered if the data device failed? If the log device failed?

?

% Scenario 5

! A database dump is performed at midnight and noon with log dumps performed every four hours.

! Database device failure occurs at 6 p.m.

! During the load, the 12 p.m. database dump is found to be bad.

! To what point can this database be recovered if the data device failed? If the log device failed?

?

% Scenario 1 ! The log device is still mirrored, and the database is still up and running. No data is lost. To restore the 
primary log device, replace the failed log device and run the disk remirror command to reinitialize and copy the contents 
of the mirror back to the new device.

% Scenario 2 ! The database is unusable because there is no log. To restore, restore the last database dump and all 
log dumps since. Any data modifications since the last log dump will be lost.

% Scenario 3 ! The database is unusable because the data device failed. Dump the log with no_truncate. To restore, 
restore the last database dump and all log dumps since, including the up-to-the-minute log dump. No committed data 
modifications up to the point of the data device failure will be lost.

% Scenario 4 ! The database can only be recovered up to the last transaction log dump prior to the bad log dump. This 
would include all changes up to 4 a.m. You cannot skip over a bad log dump and load any subsequent log dumps 
because that would create a gap in the restore sequence.

% Scenario 5 ! Because the dump database command does not truncate the log, the database can be fully recovered 
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If the log were truncated and not dumped (e.g., dump tran with truncate_only) prior or subsequent to the database dump, 
the database could only be recovered to the last previous log dump.

Summary

The database is backed up by making a physical copy of all used data pages, including the log pages, using the dump 
database command.

The database may be incrementally backed up with a dump of the transaction log.

The database may be subsequently loaded with the load database and load transaction statements.

Database backup is imperative in production databases, and a very good idea in development and quality assurance 
environments.

up to the last transaction log dump performed. This would be all changes up to 4 p.m. if the log device failed, or up to 6 
p.m. if the data device failed and the log can be dumped with no_truncate.

!"#$%At this point in time, Sybase has promised (but not delivered on) object-level restoration. Look for it in a later 
release of 15.
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Chapter 9: Resource Governor

Overview

Some environments are simple: Queries are predefined and predictable. Updates affect few rows. Ad hoc queries aren't 
permitted. Procedures that use tempdb have limited growth.

But not many people get to administer simple environments.

What happens when we have runaway queries? Ad hoc users who repeatedly fill tempdb? Demographical research that 
inadvertently returns 4,000,000 rows?

For less predictable environments, we have the Resource Governor. The Resource Governor exists to provide the system 
administrator the ability to set limits on precious, limited server resources.

The Resource Governor can limit runaway queries at the application level (for example, all users running isql), login level 
(for example, user "bob," regardless of what app is running), or a combination of the two.

You can limit the following resources:

! I/O costs (estimated or actual)

! Elapsed time

! Number of rows returned

! Amount of space used in tempdb

For example, if you set a limit of no more than 1,000 rows to be returned, then you can exceed your limitation based on 
estimated rows returned (the optimizer estimates rows returned anyway), actual rows (when 1,000 rows have been 
returned), or both (we hit our limitation if either estimated or actual rows exceed 1,000). Elapsed time (in seconds) and 
number of rows returned may not be limited on estimated costs, only actual.

Or, if a sort (from an order by clause) will use up too much space, we can terminate a query (at many shops, the default 
tempdb is a very limited resource).

When the resource limit is crossed, the Resource Governor will perform the action defined by the SA. This action can be 
to:

! Issue a warning message

! Abort the transaction

! Abort the batch

! Terminate the login

You may also choose to have many resource limits active.

Once resource limits are enabled, you can define limits as well as time periods during which the limits will be active.

Note that limits are enforced on a per-spid basis; if a query is performed in parallel, unless a single worker process 
exceeds a limit, the Resource Governor will take no action, even if the query as a whole exceeded the limit.

Enabling Resource Limits

If you want the server to test and adhere to resource limits, the first thing you need to do is instruct the server to pay 
attention. You do this by enabling resource limits at the server level as follows:

exec sp_configure "allow resource limits", 1

The allow resource limits configuration parameter controls the use of resource limits. When the value is set to 1, the server 
allocates internal memory for time ranges, resource limits, and internal server alarms. Because memory allocation is 
involved, this option is static, meaning that it does not take effect until the server is cycled. The server also internally 
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assigns applicable ranges and limits to user sessions. To disable resource limits, set allow resource limits to 0.

Enabling resource limits changes the output of showplan and statistics io. showplan displays estimated I/O cost information 
for DML (data manipulation language) statements. The information displayed is the optimizer's cost estimate for the query 
as a unitless number. The total estimated I/O cost is displayed for the query as a whole.

statistics io includes the actual total I/O cost of a statement according to the optimizer's costing formula. This value is a 
number representing the sum of the number of logical I/Os multiplied by the cost of a logical I/O and the number of physical 
I/Os multiplied by the cost of a physical I/O.

Note that you can use the output from these statements to begin to determine what useful limits would be by running 
queries that approach your performance limits and setting server-wide limits accordingly.

Time Ranges

A time range is a named, contiguous block of time across one or more contiguous days of the week for which the limit will 

be enforced. Adaptive Server provides a default time range called at all times, which includes every day of the week from 

00:00 to 23:59. This default time range cannot be dropped or modified.

Time ranges may overlap. For example,

Monday to Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Tuesday to Wednesday, 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.

Here we have two time ranges, which we might label "Normal office hours" and "Ad hoc query permitted," respectively, with 
ad hoc queries permitted during this narrow time frame on our production box. Note that the ranges are not necessarily 
single blocks of time. The "Normal office hours" range falls from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on each of the days Monday 

through Friday. It does not start Monday morning and run for 105 hours until Friday afternoon.

Adding Time Ranges

New time ranges are added with the sp_add_time_range stored procedure.

Syntax:

sp_add_time_range name, startday, endday, starttime, endtime

Parameters:

! Name may be any string (spaces are permitted if the name is in quotes).

! Startday and endday are fully typed-out days of the week.

! Starttime and endtime are times to the minute using the 24-hour clock.

! Endtime must be later than starttime.

To set a time range to include the whole day, you must set the start time and end time to 00:00.

Example:

sp_add_time_range business_hours, Monday, Friday, '08:00', '17:00'

In this example, we are creating a time range named business_hours. It is valid from Monday through Friday, from 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. each day.

Simplifying the Creation of Time Ranges

Use a chart like the one below to help set up time ranges. You can draw your time ranges across it, and use it for 
reference while creating resource limits.

! Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

0:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Modifying Time Ranges

After you have been using a time range with limits set, you may find that the business rule that drove the time range 
changes. For example, normal business hours may extend to 5:30. It is easier to change the valid times for the existing 
named time range than it is to drop it from all of your limits and then reassign a new one.

Use sp_modify_time_range to change a time range. Any parameter that is set to null is not changed.

Syntax:

sp_modify_time_range name, startday, endday, starttime, endtime

Example:

sp_modify_time_range business_hours, NULL, NULL, NULL, '17:30'

The above example ignores all parameters in the time range except the last one, endtime, and sets that parameter to 5:30 
p.m. This change takes effect immediately.

Removing Time Ranges

You can remove a time range that you are no longer using with the sp_drop_time_range stored procedure. As with most 
things Sybase, you cannot drop this if it is actively in use. You also cannot drop the at all times default time range.

Syntax:

sp_drop_time_range name

Example:

sp_drop_time_range business_hours

1:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

2:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

3:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

4:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

5:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

6:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

7:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

8:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

9:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

10:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

11:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

12:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

13:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

14:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

15:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

16:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

17:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

18:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

19:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

20:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

21:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

22:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !

23:00 ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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This example removes the business_hours time range that we created earlier.

Creating a Limit

The resource limit applies across a time range that you've selected. Use the sp_add_resource_limit stored procedure to 
create the limit.

Syntax:

sp_add_resource_limit login, appname, rangename, limittype, limitvalue

   [, enforced [, action[, scope]]]

Parameters:

! login is the login name to which the limit applies. To create a limit to apply to all users of an application, set login to 
NULL.

! appname is the application name to which you want the limit applied. The appname can be viewed from the 
sysprocesses column program_name. It is set via the CS_APPNAME property of the cs_config function of the Open 
Client Library. To create a limit for all apps that a login uses, set appname to NULL. Note that the application name is 
whatever value is passed in by the client application, and may not necessarily be the familiar name of the executable. If 
the wrong appname is used, the limits will not apply.

You may supply login, appname, or both; they may not both be NULL.

! rangename is the name of the time range for which the limit is active.

! limittype specifies whether the limit will be based on rows, I/O, or time.

! limitvalue is the value applied to the limit type; this is an integer with a minimum value of 1.

! enforced determines if the limit is enforced before or during query execution (I/O limits only).

! action determines what action to perform (warning, abort, etc.).

! scope specifies across what domain the limit applies (for example, for a single SQL statement or an entire batch).

Choosing a Limit Type

An individual resource limit can restrict your user's resources by:

! Row count (number of rows returned)

! Elapsed time (how long the query runs)

! I/O cost (how much I/O must be performed to retrieve the results)

! tempdb_space

row_count

Row_count limits the number of rows a query can return to the requested process. When you select row_count, value is 
the maximum number of rows to be returned before the specified action is taken. If the row_count limit is exceeded, the 
user will still get whatever rows have already been sent.

elapsed_time

elapsed_time limits the number of seconds that a query batch or transaction can run. When you select elapsed_time, value 
is the maximum number of seconds the query batch or transaction can run before the specified action is taken. Note that 
time waiting for I/O to complete, for locks to be obtained, and other processing delays all count toward the elapsed_time 
limit.

io_cost

io_cost limits the actual or estimated I/O cost of a query. The value is unitless, and is based on the optimizer's costing 
formula. (For example, does the optimizer use 2 K or 16 K I/O for this query?)
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tempdb_space

This limits the amount of space in a tempdb database that can be taken up by the process. This is only valid during 
execution, not prior. Units are in logical pages. In other words, if you have 2 K pages, it will be the 512 pages per 
megabyte.

Choosing the Type of Enforcement

Enforcement type defines when the limit is identified. Valid values for enforcement type are listed in Table 9-1.

Note that row_count, tempdb_space, and elapsed_time can only be enforced during execution; io_cost can be enforced 
prior, during, or both.

This is a wonderful way of deciding how aggressive your enforcement actions are going to get. You have the ability to 
enforce limits based on estimated (1), actual (2), or either (3).

Unless you have a reason not to, we recommend you choose 3; that gives you the best of both worlds " performance of 
the action if the optimizer estimates that it will exceed, as well as performance if the optimizer guesses wrong and it actually 
does exceed the limits.

Choosing an Action

Once the limit is exceeded, the server needs to perform the selected enforcement action. Valid enforcement actions are 
listed in Table 9-2.

The default value is to abort the query batch. If you have multiple front ends accessing the data, be careful when using 
option 1, because different message handlers handle the warning messages differently. Regardless of enforcement action, 
a notification is written to the errorlog every time a limit is exceeded.

Choosing a Scope

Scope is the domain within which the server determines whether to take action. In other words, do you want to limit the 

number of rows to 10,000 within the scope of the individual SQL statement, the batch, or a transaction. Another way to 
think of scope is, "At what point does the Resource Governor start counting again?"

Table 9-1: Enforcement type values

Value Description

1 Action is taken prior to execution

2 Action is taken during execution

3 Action is taken both prior to and during execution

Table 9-2: Enforcement action values

Value Description

1 Issue a warning to the calling application

2 Abort the query batch

3 Abort the transaction

4 Kill the session

Table 9-3: Enforcement scope values

Value Scope Description

1 Query A single SQL statement

2 Batch A group of SQL statements

4 Transaction The complete transaction

6 Query, batch, and transaction !
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Scope 1 is only valid for limit types io_cost and row_count. Scopes 2, 4, and 6 are only valid for limit type elapsed_time.

Limit Hierarchies

Limit hierarchies are created by assigning login and application limits separately. In case of multiple or conflicting resource 
limits, Adaptive Server Enterprise checks limits in the following order:

1. For a login/application combo

2. For an application

3. For a login

If a limit is found, then the server applies the limit, and no further checking is performed. If no limit is found at any level, no 
limit is applied.

If you want to set limits so users can only access known applications, set the following limits:

! Limit each user for the time range option of at all time on each limit type to abort the transaction for the minimum value 
(0).

! Turn on the acceptable applications for all users on each limit type setting to the limits you want (or the maximum 
value).

! Specifically turn on limits for user and application.

Examples of Limits

Here are some examples of using limits.

! Create a limit for all logins that run an isql session (application isql) during normal business hours. Abort the batch if the 
actual or estimated I/O cost is greater than 1,000.

sp_add_resource_limit NULL, isql, business_hours, io_cost, 1000, 3, 2

! Create a limit for all system administrators (all applications) during normal business hours to issue a warning if the 
actual or estimated I/O cost is greater than 100,000.

sp_add_resource_limit sa, NULL, business_hours, io_cost, 100000, 3, 1

Note that this second example assumes that all system administrators share the sa login; the Resource Governor does not 
apply limits to roles. Also, be careful in setting limits on system administrators " the limits could hamper their ability to 
oversee the server, or even to remove the limit!

Viewing Limits

Limits can be displayed by using the sp_help_resource_limit stored procedure:

sp_help_resource_limit [name [, appname [, limittime [, limitday [, scope

   [, action]]]]]]

Changing Limits

Once limits are defined, you might want to modify them rather than dropping and recreating them.

Syntax:

sp_modify_resource_limit name, appname, time range, limittype, limitvalue,

enforced, action, scope

No surprises here; these are all self-explanatory based upon the prior definitions.

Removing Limits

"#$%!You can only modify the action of the limit and the limit value. All other values must match the initially created 
values. To change the other values, you must drop and recreate the limit. If you do not want to modify either the 
action or the value, use either the existing value or NULL for the parameter.
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You can remove limits with the sp_drop_resource_limit stored procedure:

sp_drop_resource_limit name, appname, rangename, limittype, action, scope

The parameters are the same as they were when you created the limit, as shown in Table 9-4.

System Tables

There are three system tables involved in resource limits:

! spt_limit_types (stored procedure table)

! systimeranges (system table)

! sysresourcelimits (system table)

spt_limit_types

The spt_limit_types table tells us what resource is covered by the Resource Governor:

1> select * from spt_limit_types
2> go

name         id enforced object_type scope  units
------------ -- -------- ----------- ----- ---------------------------
io_cost      1  3        1           1      derived from optimizer's
                                            costing formula
elapsed_time 2  2        1           6      in seconds
row_count    3  2        1           1      # of row returned to client
tempdb_space 4  2        1           1      in pages

(4 rows affected)

We can see that tempdb_space is added, and that it is enforced during execution, in the server level and for the query 
scope.

systimeranges

The systimeranges system table has all the time ranges defined:

1> select * from systimeranges
2> go
name         id startday endday starttime endtime
------------ -- -------- ------ --------- ----------
at all times 1  1        7      00:00     00:00

(1 row affected)

Shown here is the default at all times definition.

sysresourcelimits

The sysresourcelimits system table has all the resource limits defined so far by the user. It may not be as useful to the user 
as the previous two tables since it has pretty much the same information given by sp_help_resource_limit.

Table 9-4: sp_help_resource_limit parameters

Parameter Description

name The name that the limit applies to. Only the SA can specify other logins. If it is left null, the current login is used.

appname The name of the application. If null, it will show all application limits.

limittime Time that the limit is enforced. If null, all times.

limitday A day of the week that the limit is enforced. If null, every day.

scope The scope of the limit. Follows standard scope numbers. If null, all scopes.

action The action of the limit. If null, all actions.
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Summary

The Resource Governor gives you the ability to limit precious server resources when users or applications have the 
potential to usurp too much of the resources available. It has a performance hit of less than 1%, so if you are running a 
server at 95% of CPU you might want to worry about the impact, but otherwise, don't. Interestingly, if you are running at 
95% and turn on the Resource Governor, you might end up limiting some of the queries that are causing the 95% CPU.

You can limit:

! I/O

! Elapsed time

! Number of rows

! tempdb space used

Actions taken upon exceeding a resource limit may be to:

! Send a warning

! Abort the query

! Abort the transaction

! Kill the user's session
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Chapter 10: Logical Process Manager

Overview

Most production environments have sufficient resources for all the users, applications, and queries that are running on the 
server.

Other environments are more limited in available capacity. Some have higher priority applications; some have sets of users 
with lower priority. Some have uses that are mixed, where some of the applications have the potential to strangle server 
resources (for example, an ad hoc query that fills a tempdb or returns 4,000,000 rows to the front end).

This chapter discusses prioritization of work in an SMTP (multiprocessor) environment. If you are looking for a way to 
restrict these activities (rather than prioritize them), go back to Chapter 9, "Resource Governor."

One warning before you get too deep into this chapter: It is possible to overtune a server, thus restricting its operation 
when it is able to manage resources on its own. This is a bad idea. Worse, the Logical Process Manager is an easy place 
to do this. Using the Logical Process Manager is something you should do only upon determining that you have a specific 
problem that you want to resolve, and only after you have achieved a stable mix of transactions. Using Logical Process 
Manager too soon is like trying to fine-tune a TV before you're on the right channel.

What Is the Logical Process Manager?

Until release 11.5, all processes ran with the same priority on ASE. Any process would go into the queue and be assigned 
to a CPU on a first-come, first-served basis. Once a task reached the top of the queue, it would be assigned to run on the 
first engine that was available and would continue to run until it exhausted its allotted time (or until the task finished, 
whichever took less time). All tasks had equal access to the same amount of server resources, and no task was more 
important than another.

For example:

Figure 10-1 represents the run queue. If your process needs work done, it is added to the bottom of the list. Above, spid 2 

was the last added to the list. When an ASE engine is ready to perform a task, it grabs the process at the top of the queue. 
In this case, it takes spid 1, not because of the number but because of its position in the queue.

Figure 10-1

ASE version 11.5 introduced the Logical Process Manager, which allows the SA to assign execution attributes to a process 
and permits you to create engine groups that may exclusively run (or not run) these processes. This gives you the ability to 
create high-and low-priority jobs. It also allows you to set aside processors for the exclusive use of the high-priority jobs or 
to limit low-priority jobs to a few CPUs.

This can be useful for:

! Mixed workload environments

! Multi-application systems

! Ad hoc users who need real-time access to data during business hours, but whose work cannot (or should not) conflict 
with OLTP (online transaction processing) users

For example:

In this case, different tasks have been assigned to different run queues with different priorities; both spids 1 and 21 must 

SPID 1

SPID 99

SPID 155

SPID 21

SPID 321

SPID 2
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be assigned to engines before spid 99 may be assigned; likewise, until spid 2 is assigned to an engine, spid 321 will be 
waiting for resources to become available. Note that if only a few engines are available, it's possible that more tasks could 
be added to the HIGH and MEDIUM queues before the LOW queue has a chance to place spid 321 on an engine. Such 
task starvation may have serious negative consequences for your performance.

The engine that a task is assigned to is independent of its run queue priority. In the above example, it may be that spid 1 is 
permitted to run on any engine, but spid 21 (which shares the high priority) is only permitted to run on a subset of the 
engines. Likewise, each of the three spids in the medium-priority queue may have a different affinity toward engines. If a 

task is at the top of its queue, but all of the engines that it has an affinity for are busy, it will not be able to run right away.

Finally, the time that a task is permitted to run on an engine (or timeslice) is independent of its priority or its engine affinity. 

In Figure 10-2, spid 1 may be able to run on any engine, but it may be assigned to a less-than-standard amount of run time; 
spid 21, by contrast, could be assigned to extra run time to make up for not being able to run on any engine.

Figure 10-2

Note that although the Logical Process Manager gives you a great deal of control in assigning priority, engine affinity, and 
run times, it is possible to have too much of a good thing. Trying to find the absolutely optimal balance of all three 
properties for each task is likely to be impossible.

Logical Process Manager Execution Classes

The three properties listed above ! base priority, engine affinity, and timeslice ! may be grouped together under a 
descriptive name known as an execution class. Once defined, execution classes may be assigned (or bound) to Logical 

Process Manager objects (covered later in this chapter), which will determine which tasks are assigned to which queues, 

engine groupings, and timeslices.

Base Priority

Base priority is the initial priority of any task that is assigned to this class; the priority may change (increase or decrease) 
for a variety of reasons during processing. There are three user-assignable priorities: Low, Medium, and High; you may not 
create other priorities.

Engine Affinity

Engine affinity (or engine group) specifies the number of engines upon which a process is eligible to run. There are two 

predefined engine groups: ANYENGINE (the process may run on any available engine when it gets to the top of its queue) 
and LASTONLINE (the process is restricted to using only the highest-numbered engine). You may create your own engine 
groups, in any combination that you wish.

Timeslice (Quantum)

Timeslice is the amount of CPU time a task can run before it offers to "schedule out" of the CPU. The default value is 100 
milliseconds.

ASE provides three execution classes, EC1, EC2, and EC3, defined in the following table.

Table 10-1: Execution classes

Name Priority Engine Affinity

EC1 High ANYENGINE
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You can use these execution classes, create your own, or use any combination.

Logical Process Manager Objects

The Logical Process Manager allows you to define objects that may be bound to execution classes. These objects might 
be client applications, user logins, or stored procedures. The tasks undertaken by the application, login, or procedure will 
be assigned the queue, affinity, and timeslice of the object's execution class. Any object not specifically bound to an 
execution class defaults to EC2.

Logical Process Manager Procedures

Logical Process Manager has a host of stored procedures associated with it for the purposes of defining execution 
classes, binding objects to the execution classes, and showing the results of the settings.

sp_addexeclass

To add an execution class, use the sp_addexeclass stored procedure.

Syntax:

sp_addexeclass class_name, base_priority, timeslice, engine_group

Example:

sp_addexeclass executive, high, 200, ANYENGINE

This example creates an execution class called executive, which will run assigned tasks at high priority with a timeslice 
value of 200 on any engine.

If the class already exists, this stored procedure will modify the execution class (note there is no "modify" stored 
procedure).

Example:

sp_addexeclass executive, high, 100, ANYENGINE

This example changes the execution class called executive, reducing its timeslice value from 200 to 100.

Parameters:

! class_name ! The logical name you give to the class you are creating.

! base_priority ! The priority which the execution class will have when a process running within that class starts.

EC2 Medium ANYENGINE

EC3 Low LASTONLINE

Table 10-2: Logical Process Manager stored procedure

Stored Procedure Description

sp_addexeclass Adds execution classes

sp_dropexeclass Drops unused execution classes

sp_bindexeclass Binds objects to execution classes

sp_unbindexeclass Unbinds objects from execution classes

sp_setpsexe Lets users set execution class attributes dynamically

sp_clearpsexe Clears attributes that were set dynamically

sp_addengine Creates an engine group or adds an engine to an existing engine group

sp_dropengine Drops an engine from an engine group or removes an unused engine group

sp_showcontrolinfo Displays information about engine groups and bound objects

sp_showexeclass Displays execution class attributes and the engines in the execution class

sp_showpsexe Shows execution class, priority, and affinity for all client sessions
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! timeslice ! The amount of time (in milliseconds) to which the process is entitled before scheduling out.

! engine_group ! The name of the engine group the execution class will run on. You may use one of the predefined 
engine groups (ANYENGINE or LASTONLINE), or define your own engine groups using the sp_addengine stored 
procedure (discussed later in this chapter).

Predefined system classes cannot be modified.

sp_dropexeclass

To drop an execution class, use the sp_dropexeclass stored procedure.

Syntax:

sp_dropexeclass classname

Example:

sp_dropexeclass executive

This removes the class we defined earlier. System classes may not be removed. Also, you cannot remove classes that are 
currently bound to Logical Process Manager objects.

sp_bindexeclass

The sp_bindexeclass stored procedure binds objects to the defined execution classes.

Syntax:

sp_bindexeclass object_name, object_type, scope, class_name

Example:

sp_bindexeclass sa, LG, isql, EC1

This specifies that whenever the sa login runs isql, it will run in execution class 1 (high priority).

Parameters:

! object_name ! The name of the object that we are going to bind.

! object_type ! The type of object that we are binding, as shown in the following table.

! scope ! Allows you to indicate that an assigned execution class will only apply to a given object in combination with an 
additional detail.

In the example above, the login sa runs its tasks at EC1 only if the tasks are submitted through isql; if the sa login were 
using another application, the assignment would not hold, and the tasks would default to EC2. If no value of scope is 
specified (use the NULL value), then the execution class applies regardless of detail or circumstance.

If an object is of type application, scope is a login or NULL.

If an object is of type login, scope is the name of a client application or NULL.

If the object type is a stored procedure, scope is the stored procedure owner.

You must be in the database in which the stored procedure exists to bind to a stored procedure.

!"#$%This parameter is actually ignored, at least through Adaptive Server Enterprise 15.

Table 10-3: Object types

Type Description

AP Object type is an application.

LG Object type is a login.

PR Object type is a stored procedure.
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! class_name ! The name of the class to which the object will be bound, including the system classes (EC1, EC2, EC3) 
and any user-defined class.

sp_unbindexeclass

The sp_unbindexeclass stored procedure removes object bindings from an execution class.

Syntax:

sp_unbindexeclass object_name, object_type, scope

Example:

sp_unbindexeclass sa, LG, isql

Note that you must unbind stored procedures before you can drop them from the database.

sp_setpsexe

Users can use the sp_setpsexe procedure to set execution attributes dynamically.

Syntax:

sp_setpsexe spid, exeattr, value

Example:

sp_setpsexe 3, priority, HIGH

This sets the priority to high for the person running spid 3.

Parameters:

! spid ! The system process ID for which you want to change the execution attribute.

! exeattr ! The execution attribute that you will change. This will be priority or engine group.

! value ! If exeattr is priority, valid values are: Low, Medium, or High. If exeattr is engine group, the only valid value is 
the name of an existing engine group.

sp_clearpsexe

If you have dynamically reset execution classes and wish to reset them, you may do this with the sp_clearpsexe procedure.

Syntax:

sp_clearpsexe spid, exeattr

Example:

sp_setpsexe 3, priority

This resets the priority attribute for SPID 3 to whatever value it would normally have.

This can be performed by the user or by the SA.

Engine Groups

If you have an eight-processor box, and have configured ASE to start up with seven engines, you will get a list of engines 
like the one in Figure 10-3. Engine numbers start at zero and work their way up to the number of max online engines less 

!"#$%All of this information is stored in the sysattributes table.

!"#$&%The only system process you can change attributes for is the housekeeper task.

Any user can lower his own priority.

Only the SA can raise priorities or change other users' priorities.
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one. In other words, a seven-engine server will have a highest engine number of 6. Note that Sybase has historically 
recommended that you use an "N-1" approach to CPUs vs. engines (i.e., one less engine than CPU to leave one CPU for 
the operating system). Today, many tuning professionals will match them up.

Figure 10-3

There are two system-provided engine groups: ANYENGINE and LASTONLINE. If you select ANYENGINE (or fail to select 
a group, as this is the default), you will be referring to all ASE engines. If you select LASTONLINE, you will be referring 
only to the highest-numbered engine (in this case, engine 6).

Remember, this is a great way to bollix up your system by overconfiguring it, so be sure you measure the performance 
effects of your box before and after you do this.

sp_addengine

You create your own engine groups with the sp_addengine procedure. This will add an engine group or modify an engine 
group (other than system-provided groups).

This procedure must be run from the master database.

Syntax:

sp_addengine engine_number, engine_group

Example:

sp_addengine 0, new_group

This creates a group called new_group that runs only on engine 0. If new_ group previously existed, it now also includes 
engine number 0.

Parameters:

! engine_number ! Any number from 0 to max number of engines -1. In the example preceding this section, 7 engines 
would yield a highest engine number of 6.

! engine_group ! The name of an existing group to which an engine will be added or a new group that will be created.

sp_dropengine

Once you have created an engine group or added engines to the engine group, you have the ability to drop the group or 
engines from the group. You do this with the sp_dropengine stored procedure.

Like the sp_addengine stored procedure, this must be run from the master database.

Syntax:

sp_dropengine engine_number, engine_group

Example:

sp_dropengine 0, new_group

This drops the engine from the group we've defined previously. If we have not placed another engine in this engine group, 
then this will additionally remove the engine group (but you may only remove groups that are not used in execution 
classes).

More Detailed Examples

Let's try a more practical example. You have the eight-processor box described previously, and have assigned seven 
processors to ASE.

Problem:

You have three basic classes of users/applications. The first is the online group. This group is taking orders online, and 

E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6
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performance is important because if we can't take orders fast enough, we lose customers. The second class is the 
shipment group, which needs real-time access to the system to set up deliveries but can wait a bit for results, as they 
are typically printed reports. The third class is overnight reporting, which also can wait for results, as the reports run 
around midnight and do not need to be completed until morning.

Proposed Solution:

We will define three execution classes and three engine groups, and assign the applications accordingly.

First, we will define a new engine group. We will use ANYENGINE for the OLTP users who need the fastest performance 
and LASTONLINE for the group of overnight reporting. The shipment folks will get an engine group that is using only three 
of the seven available, and will share one with LASTONLINE.

exec sp_addengine 4, SHIPMENT_GROUP

exec sp_addengine 5, SHIPMENT_GROUP

exec sp_addengine 6, SHIPMENT_GROUP

Now we have three groups defined, which are making use of the engines as shown in Figure 10-4.

Figure 10-4

SHIPMENT_GROUP now exists, which can be verified with sp_showcontrolinfo:

1> sp_showcontrolinfo
2> go
type  ...  engine_group    ...   engines
----  ... -------------- -------
EG         SHIPMENT_GROUP        4, 5, 6

Note that the default engine groups are not displayed by sp_showcontrolinfo, only those created by the user. The value 
EG in the type column indicates that the output row refers to an engine group; other valid type values are AP, LG, PR, and 
PS (for application, login, proc, and process). Not all types will have values in all columns of the output, so the output 
shown is abbreviated for clarity. The allowed parameters in sp_showcontrolinfo vary, so check the documentation set for 
the full syntax.

The execution class may now be created (using sp_addexeclass), verified (using sp_showexeclass), and bound to the 
three applications (using sp_bindexeclass); after binding, sp_showcontrolinfo can be used again to double-check the 
outcome.

1> sp_addexeclass SHIPMENT_CLASS, medium, 100, SHIPMENT_GROUP
2> go
(return status = 0)
1> sp_showexeclass
2> go

classname       priority  engine_group    engines
-------------- -------- -------------- -------
EC1             HIGH      ANYENGINE       ALL
EC2             MEDIUM    ANYENGINE       ALL
EC3             LOW       LASTONLINE      6
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SHIPMENT_CLASS  MEDIUM    SHIPMENT_GROUP  4, 5, 6

1> exec sp_bindexeclass "online app", AP, null, EC1
2> exec sp_bindexeclass "shipment app", AP, null, SHIPMENT_CLASS
3> exec sp_bindexeclass "reporting app", AP, null, EC3
4> go
(return status = 0)
1> sp_showcontrolinfo
2> go
type  object_name    scope  exec_class      ...
---- ------------- ----- --------------  ...
AP    online_app     NULL   EC1
AP    shipment_app   NULL   SHIPMENT_CLASS
AP    reporting_app  NULL   EC3

If you are uncertain as to what privileges a given session has, you may examine it with sp_showpsexe; it will show the 
current values of priority and engine group values (which may have been changed by sp_setpsexe) associated with a 

given spid.

1> sp_showpsexe
2> go
spid  appl_name     login_name ... current_priority  task_affinity
---- ------------ ---------- ... ---------------- --------------
1     shipment_app  bob            MEDIUM            SHIPMENT_GROUP
9                   NULL           LOW               NULL
14    isql          sa             HIGH              NULL

In this example, the value of NULL under task_affinity indicates that the task is not restricted to using only certain engines; 
that is, it is permitted to use any engine. Most system tasks will not display in the sp_showpsexe output, but that of the 
housekeeper task (here, spid 9) will.

Note that our choice of engine groups, priorities, and timeslices represented only an initial guess as to what would actually 
improve the load balancing on the server. Extensive testing (and further tuning) will be required to prove that our use of the 
Logical Process Manager didn't cause unforeseen performance problems.

Logical Process Manager Conflicts and Precedence

Because we have the ability to bind execution classes to different objects, there is the possibility that different ECs may 
overlap on a running process. For example, what happens if a login assigned to EC3 executes a stored procedure that is 
assigned to EC1? Should the task use high priority or low? Many engines, or only one? And can we say with certainty that 
many engines (which may be shared among many applications) are necessarily better than one (which may be reserved 
for only a single application's use)?

In order to settle potential conflicts not covered by the scope parameter of sp_bindexeclass, there is a precedence rule that 
determines the priority at which a task will run, given conflicting execution classes. This rule will not attempt to decide what 
engine group or timeslice value to use (they will stay at their initial values), since it is not always clear that a given group or 
timeslice is better than another. With priorities, high is always better than medium, which is always better than low.

The precedence rule states that if a Logical Process Manager object calls another LPM object, the priority of the task may 
be changed if the called object has a higher precedence and if the called object is a procedure which has a higher priority.

The precedence of LPM objects (from low to high) is:

! Application

! Login

! Stored procedure

For example, if a login assigned to EC2 (medium priority) calls a stored procedure assigned to EC3 (low priority), we can 
see that while the called object (proc) has a higher precedence than the calling object (login), it does not also have a 
higher priority. As a result, the priority of the original object (login/ EC2/medium) will be used for the entire task. The login 
does not lose its place in the medium priority queue as a result of this conflict.

Likewise, if a login assigned to EC2 (medium) called a stored procedure assigned to EC1 (high), the higher precedence 
and priority of the proc would override the settings for the login, and the entire task would run at high priority. Here, the 
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login has had its priority boosted to higher than expected levels.

Important Exception to the Precedence Rule

The precedence rule only applies to objects that have specifically been assigned to execution classes. Whenever an 

object at default EC2 (medium) calls another object, the called object automatically overrides the priority of the calling 

object.

What if we repeated our first example, but the login was at EC2 not due to an explicit binding but merely because EC2 is 
the default? In this case, the procedure's priority of low would be used for the entire task, effectively lowering the login's 

expected medium priority.

General Recommendations

Each new object assigned to an execution class that uses high priority essentially slows down all of the existing objects at 
high priority. In the extreme case, you could assign all procedures, all logins, and all apps to the high-priority queue, and 
find that nothing runs any faster than when everything used the (default) medium-priority queue.

As a result, it's probably best to leave the high-priority queue clear for those few circumstances when it's really needed !
using sp_setpsexe for emergencies. Those apps that are less important than average may be assigned to low priority, and 
the bulk of operations can be left at medium priority (of course, this still leaves engine grouping for finer control).

As a result of the possibilities for priorities to end up far removed from their intended values, it is probably best that most 
Logical Process Manager controls be done at the application level. If individual logins and stored procedures are not 
assigned to specific execution classes, there will not be any conflict to worry about. The exception to this recommendation 
is that administrative logins should be assigned to EC1, so that their tasks are done as quickly as possible.
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Chapter 11: Memory Configuration and Tuning

Overview

Memory is a finite resource. Configuring memory properly can improve the performance of your server. Configuring 
memory poorly (or overconfiguring memory) creates a maintenance nightmare or can degrade performance by giving 
precious physical memory to server resources that do not need it, while starving others. I have certainly seen systems that 
were running smoothly perform significantly less well after memory reconfiguration by an inexperienced administrator.

In this chapter, we discuss what ASE does with memory, how it is divided up, and what control you have over it. 
Additionally, we cover server configuration options that are at least marginally memory-related but do not completely fit 
within the boundaries of this section.

Pre-12.5 Memory Utilization

Of the total physical memory available on your box, the operating system acquires some, the server executable acquires 
some, and you configure what is done with the rest. Prior to 12.5, this was set with the total memory configuration 
parameter. Of the memory, some would be taken up by the server executable, some by ASE kernel and internal structures, 
and the rest by cache.

ASE has two types of cache: procedure cache and data cache. Procedure cache is used to contain stored procedure plans 
and trees, trigger plans and trees, and view trees. Data cache is used to contain pages read from disk and to try to 
minimize physical I/O (which is the slowest operation a DBMS performs).

Figure 11-1

Memory Utilization, 12.5 and Later

With the implementation of 12.5, Adaptive Server Enterprise no longer uses a paradigm of a shared pool of memory that all 
server resources are fighting to subdivide. Now, for each of the memory configuration parameters, you instruct the server 
how much of the system resources to acquire, and it does.

This is both easier and harder.

For example, when you want to increase data cache size, you no longer have to add memory to total memory (this 
parameter no longer exists), and then look to see its rippling effect on other resources. Instead, you reconfigure data cache 
only.

On the other hand, when your system administrator tells you that you have an extra 2 GB of memory to play with due to the 
prior weekend's system upgrade, instead of adding the memory to total memory, you have to decide what to do with the 
memory.

You can think of the model in ASE 12.5 and later as follows: You cannot specify the size of the container, but you can 
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specify the size of individual contents. ASE figures out the size of the container as the sum of the sizes of all the individual 
contents. However, the SA can control how large the container can grow up to (that is, the maximum amount of shared 
memory ASE can allocate during boot time and run time). This can be done through the new configuration parameter max 
memory.

Logical, Physical, and Max Memory

In Figure 11-2, we can see the different boundaries of shared memory allocation. The values A to J are of interest from a 
shared memory allocation perspective. The following are the descriptions of the boundaries, some of which represent the 
new configuration parameters total logical memory, total physical memory, and max memory.

Figure 11-2

! A: max memory is a dynamic configuration parameter. As you have seen earlier, ASE allocates shared memory 
during boot time and may allocate more shared memory during run time. Unlike pre-12.5 ASE, the SA cannot specify 
the size of shared memory to allocate during boot time. ASE calculates this as a sum of all memory requirements. 
System administrators, however, can use the max memory parameter to control the maximum amount of shared 
memory ASE is allowed to allocate. This parameter can be set to any value greater than the memory required for the 
current configuration.

In Figure 11-2, max memory value is indicated by the boundary A. Note that max memory does not take the ASE 
executable (code) size into account. This behavior is inconsistent with the total memory parameter in a pre-15 ASE that 
takes executable size into account.

! B: total logical memory is a read-only configuration parameter. This parameter indicates the total memory required 
for the current configuration. The config value of the parameter indicates the memory requirement during boot time. 
The run value indicates the memory requirement at any instant of time based on the current configuration. The 
difference between these two values should give an idea about how the total memory requirement has changed after 
the boot.

Total logical memory increases and decreases when you change a configuration parameter that causes memory 
requirements to increase or decrease. Note that total logical memory takes the ASE executable size into account as 
seen with boundary B in Figure 11-2.

! C: total physical memory is a read-only configuration parameter. This parameter indicates the total amount of shared 
memory that is allocated at any instant of time. The config value is unused and always set to zero. The run value 
always increases as ASE does not deallocate shared memory once it is allocated until you shut down ASE. The 
following are the relationships between total logical memory, total physical memory, and max memory.
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" total logical memory <= max memory

" total physical memory <= max memory

The SA does not need to keep track of total logical memory and total physical memory as these are for informational 
purposes only and cannot be modified. The SA needs to determine the maximum size of shared memory that ASE will 
be allowed to allocate and set max memory to that value. Any configuration parameter can be changed as long as the 
memory requirement does not go beyond the max memory boundary.

! D: This indicates the amount of shared memory allocated during boot time.

! E: This indicates the amount of shared memory being actively used by ASE. This value includes the memory allocated 
both during boot time and during run time due to reconfiguration, if any.

! F: This indicates the amount of allocated shared memory that is available to ASE for any reconfiguration.

! G, H: These two boundaries indicate two shared memory segments allocated during run time possibly due to a 
reconfiguration by SA.

! I: This indicates the unallocated shared memory that may be required by ASE. Note that ASE requires a certain 
amount of memory for the current configuration, known as total logical memory. Due to lack of demand, ASE may not 
have allocated all the shared memory required.

! J: This is the place for additional increase in configuration parameters or caches. The SA has determined the maximum 
amount of memory that can be allocated by ASE and set the max memory configuration parameter. However, the 
current configuration may not require all the memory. This additional room for growth is the difference between max 
memory and total logical memory.

Configuration System Tables

Adaptive Server uses the following system tables to manage the Adaptive Server configuration.

The
sysconfigures
table
contains
any
changes
that you 
make to the 
system

Table 11-1: Configuration
system tables

Table Description

sysconfigures Master table 
containing all 
assigned
configuration
values

syscurconfigs Memory-only
table
containing
current
configuration
values

spt_values Master table 
containing
valid value 
ranges
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configuration.
By contrast, 
syscurconfigs
contains
current
values that 
are
assumed at 
server
startup and 
any
changes
that are 
dynamic.
spt_values
is a table 
that is 
referenced
in many of 
the system 
stored
procedures
to manage 
lists (for 
example,
type
names). It is 
also used to 
manage
some value 
ranges on 
the server.

Adaptive
Server also 
stores the 
configuration
in a 
configuration
file, which 
can be 
edited with 
a text editor. 
To run 
Adaptive
Server with 
its built-in
default
values, do 
the
following:

1. Rename,
move,
or
delete
your
configuration
file.
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sp_configure Output

We're going to depart a bit from normal procedure here and discuss the example inline. This book is a tool, not a manual; 
as a result, we're not going to try to identify every single option. We will, however, identify some of these options as things 
you might want to try for memory management or tuning purposes.

Group: Configuration Options

Group: Backup/Recovery

Parameter Name        Default  Memory  Config  Run   Unit    Type

2. Shut
down
and
restart
Adaptive
Server.
Adaptive
Server
will
then
create
a
configuration
file
(called
server_name.cfg)
in the 
Adaptive
Server
directory.

Configuration
variables
are set and 
read using 
the
sp_configure
command.
The
following
section
shows
sample
output of an 
unqualified
sp_configure
(which lists 
the options 
divided into 
groups;
many of the 
options are 
repeated
several
times
throughout
the list for 
reading
convenience).
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                               Used    Value   Value
-------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------- -------
allow remote access   1        0       1       1     switch  dynamic
max concurrently      0        0       0       0     number  dynamic
recovered db
number of checkpoint  1        0       1       1     number  dynamic
tasks
print recovery        0        0       0       0     switch  dynamic
information
recovery interval     5        0       5       5     minutes dynamic
in minutes
tape retention in     0        0       0       0     days    dynamic
days

allow remote access is enabled by default, as it is required in order for the Backup Server to work or to access any CIS 
applications or remote stored procedures to be executed on or from this box. print recovery information creates voluminous 
output in your errorlog; in a production environment, I like to turn it on so that if there is a problem at startup, I have 
information immediately.

recovery interval in minutes is the amount of time you want to wait for the server to recover any given database at server 
startup. The shorter this is, the more frequently the server has to checkpoint (this can be a performance hit). The longer 
this is, the less work the server does while up, but the longer it can take to recover when the server needs to be restarted. 
This is a good time to point out that tuning is often a balancing act. When you have limited resources, giving more 
resources to one aspect of the server takes away resources from another.

Group: Cache Manager

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit              Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ---------------- -------
extended cache size  0        0       0       0      memory pages(2k)  dynamic
global async         10       0       10      10     percent           dynamic
prefetch limit
global cache         1        0       1       1      number            static
partition number
memory alignment     2048     0       2048    2048   bytes             static
boundary
number of index      0        0       0       0      number            dynamic
trips
number of oam trips  0        0       0       0      number            dynamic
total data cache     0        12098   0       12098  kilobytes         read-only
size

number of index/oam trips control the number of trips that index or OAM (Object Allocation Map) pages take before they 
may be aged out of cache. If you have applications that frequently wash all the pages out of cache with, for example, big 
table scans, try setting these up to 5 or 10; this may improve overall performance by keeping these structures in cache 
when they might otherwise be aged out. On the other hand, if you set this too high (or if your caches are too small), you 
may end up filling your caches with pages that aren't eligible to be flushed out ! which means that cache must cycle 
excessively before the pages may be aged out.

total data cache size is now a parameter that you will configure directly, either with sp_configure or with sp_cacheconfig.

Group: Component Integration Services

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit     Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------- -------
cis bulk insert      50       0       50      50     rows     dynamic
array size
cis bulk insert      0        0       0       0      rows     dynamic
batch size
cis connect timeout  0        0       0       0      seconds  dynamic
cis cursor rows      50       0       50      50     number   dynamic
cis packet size      512      0       512     512    bytes    dynamic
cis rpc handling     0        0       0       0      switch   dynamic
enable cis           1        0       1       1      switch   static
enable file access   0        0       0       0      switch   dynamic
enable full-text     0        0       0       0      switch   dynamic
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search
enable snmp          0        0       0       0      switch   dynamic
max cis remote       0        84      0       0      number   dynamic
connections

Group: DTM Administration

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit     Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------- -------
dtm detach timeout   0        0       0       0      minutes  dynamic
period
dtm lock timeout     300      0       300     300    seconds  dynamic
period
enable DTM           0        0       0       0      switch   static
enable xact          1        0       1       1      switch   static
coordination
number of dtx        500      146     500     500    number   dynamic
participants
strict dtm           0        0       0       0      switch   static
enforcement
txn to pss ratio     16       780     16      16     number   dynamic
xact coordination    60       0       60      60     seconds  dynamic
interval

CIS is the Component Integration Services feature of ASE; introduced in version 11.5, it permits the administrator to set up 
a logical data space that spans servers. By creating a series of proxies, the administrator can make it possible for a user to 
refer to database objects that are actually stored in different servers without having to add such references into the query 
code.

The enable DTM configuration parameter (Note: This is a licensed option!) enables Adaptive Server Enterprise to 
participate in distributed transactions coordinated by third-party products like BEA Systems Tuxedo, Microsoft's Distributed 
Transaction Coordinator (MSDTC), etc. Adaptive Server Enterprise supports industry-standard protocol, the XA protocol, 
and the MSDTC protocol.

enable xact coordination allows Adaptive Server Enterprise to manage transactions across more than one Adaptive Server 
Enterprise (that is, it acts as its own transaction coordinator).

Group: Diagnostics

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
average cap size     200      0       200     200    bytes   static
caps per ccb         50       0       50      50     number  static
dump on conditions   0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
maximum dump         10       0       10      10     number  static
conditions
number of ccbs       0        0       0       0      number  static
number of dump       1        0       1       1      number  dynamic
threads

Group: Disk I/O

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
allow sql server     1        0       1       1      switch  static
async i/o
disable disk         1        0       1       1      switch  static
mirroring
disk i/o structures  256      40      256     256    number  dynamic
number of devices    10       #14     10      10     number  dynamic
number of large      6        3112    6       6      number  dynamic
i/o buffers
page utilization     95       0       95      95     percent dynamic
percent
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A handy behavior introduced in ASE 12.5 allows you to reconfigure the maximum allowed number of devices dynamically. 
Previously, a server reboot was required for this to take effect. In fact, over 40 previously static options are now dynamic, 
enabled by the new memory management mechanism (the complete list is below).

Group: Error Log

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run     Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ -------
event log computer   Local-   0       Local-  Local-  name    dynamic
name                 System           System  System
event logging        1        0       1       1       switch  dynamic
log audit logon      0        0       0       0       switch  dynamic
failure
log audit logon      0        0       0       0       switch  dynamic
success

Group: Extended Stored Procedure

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
esp execution        8        0       8       8      id      dynamic
priority
esp execution        65536    0       65536   65536  bytes   static
stacksize
esp unload dll       0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
start mail session   0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
xp_cmdshell context  1        0       1       1      switch  dynamic

Group: General Information

Parameter Name      Default  Memory  Config  Run           Unit   Type
                             Used    Value   Value
------------------ ------- ------ ------ ------------ ----- -------
configuration file  0        0       0       C:\sybase15\  name   dynamic

Group: Java Services

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit              Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ---------------- -------
enable enterprise    0        0       0       0      switch            dynamic
java beans
enable java          0        0       0       0      switch            static
number of java       0        0       0       0      number            dynamic
sockets
size of global       150      0       150     150    memory pages(2k)  dynamic
fixed heap
size of process      1500     0       1500    1500   memory pages(2k)  dynamic
object heap
size of shared       1536     0       1536    1536   memory pages(2k)  dynamic
class heap

Group: Languages

Parameter Name        Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                               Used    Value   Value
-------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
default character     2        0       2       2      id      static
set id
default language id   0        0       0       0      id      dynamic
default sortorder id  50       0       50      50     id      static
disable character     0        0       0       0      switch  static
set conversions
enable unicode        1        0       1       1      switch  dynamic
conversions

Group: Lock Manager
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Parameter Name     Default    Memory  Config     Run        Unit          Type
                              Used    Value      Value
----------------- --------- ------ --------- --------- ------------ -------
deadlock checking  500        0       500        500        milliseconds  dynamic
period
deadlock retries   5          0       5          5          number        dynamic
lock address       100        0       100        100        ratio         static
spinlock ratio
lock hashtable     2048       51      2048       2048       bytes         static
size
lock scheme        allpages   0       allpages   allpages   name          dynamic

lock spinlock      85         0       85         85         ratio         static
ratio
lock table         20         0       20         20         ratio         static
spinlock ratio
lock wait period   2147483647 0       2147483647 2147483647 seconds       dynamic
number of locks    5000       752     5000       5000       number        dynamic
page lock          200        0       200        200        number        dynamic
promotion HWM
page lock          200        0       200        200        number        dynamic
promotion LWM
page lock          100        0       100        100        percent       dynamic
promotion PCT
print deadlock     0          0       0          0          switch        dynamic
information
read committed     0          0       0          0          switch        dynamic
with lock
row lock           200        0       200        200        number        dynamic
promotion HWM
row lock           200        0       200        200        number        dynamic
promotion LWM
row lock           100        0       100        100        percent       dynamic
promotion PCT

ASE checks for deadlocks (by default) every 500 milliseconds. Deadlock retries are for deadlocks that occur in index 
pages.

The default is almost never a sufficient number of locks long term. Again, this requires a guess. If you are using row-level
locking, this will have to be significantly higher than if you use allpages locking. For a starting place, you can try configuring 
about 25 locks per active user connection, and add a fudge factor of about 5,000 to 10,000. Use at least double that if you 
have row-level locking configured on more than a few tables.

Lock promotions can be confusing. LWM (Low Water Mark) is the number of locks that the server must have before it will 
consider lock promotion (that is, trying to obtain a table lock instead of page or row locks for resource purposes). HWM

(High Water Mark) is the threshold at which the server must attempt to escalate. In between these numbers, the lock 
promotion PCT is the percentage of the table that must be locked in order to escalate. The easiest way to figure escalation 
is to multiply the PCT value by the number of pages/rows (as appropriate) in the table, and to arrange this number with the 
HWM and LWM values, from low value to high value. Whichever number falls in the middle of the range is the escalation 
point.

So, for example, let's say LWM is set to 100, HWM is set to 200, and PCT is set to 50. This means that until there are 100 
locks, the server may not consider lock escalation. When the process obtains 200 locks, the server must consider lock 
escalation. If the number of locks falls between these numbers, the server will only consider lock escalation if that number 
of locks represents 50% or more of the table.

Remember that these lock escalations may be set on a server, database, or table level.

print deadlock information can be used in conjunction with server trace flags 3604 and 1204 to get detailed information out 
of the server to help track down deadlocking problems. Theoretically there is some system overhead involved in turning 
these options on, but I've never been able to measure it, even on busy servers.

Group: Memory Use

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit       Type
                              Used    Value   Value
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------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- --------- -------
additional network   0        0       0       0      bytes      dynamic
memory
allocate max         0        0       0       0      switch     dynamic
shared memory
allow resource       0        #4      0       0      switch     static
limits
audit queue size     100      2       100     100    number     dynamic
average cap size     200      0       200     200    bytes      static
caps per ccb         50       0       50      50     number     static
deadlock pipe        0        0       0       0      number     dynamic
max messages
default network      2048     #544    2048    2048   bytes      static
packet size
disk i/o             256      40      256     256    number     dynamic
structures
dynamic allocation   1        0       1       1      switch     dynamic
on demand
enable rep           0        0       0       0      switch     dynamic
agent threads
errorlog pipe        0        0       0       0      number     dynamic
max messages
event buffers        100      #10     100     100    number     static
per engine
executable codesize  0        10715   0       10715  kilobytes  read-only
+ overhead
heap memory per user 4096     0       4096    4096   bytes      dynamic
lock hashtable size  2048     51      2048    2048   bytes      static
lock spinlock ratio  85       0       85      85     ratio      static
max SQL text         0        4       0       0      bytes      static
monitored
max memory           33792    67584   33792   33792  memory     dynamic
                                                     pages(2k)
max number network   5        646     5       5      number     dynamic
listeners
max online engines   1        114     1       1      number     static

memory per worker    1024     4       1024    1024   bytes      dynamic
process
messaging memory     400      0       400     400    memory     dynamic
                                                     pages(2k)
number of alarms     40       4       40      40     number     dynamic
number of aux        256      #462    256     256    number     dynamic
scan descriptors
number of ccbs       0        0       0       0      number     static
number of devices    10       #14     10      10     number     dynamic
number of dtx        500      146     500     500    number     dynamic
participants
number of java       0        0       0       0      number     dynamic
sockets
number of large      6        3112    6       6      number     dynamic
i/o buffers
number of locks      5000     752     5000    5000   number     dynamic
number of mailboxes  30       6       30      30     number     dynamic
number of messages   64       6       64      64     number     dynamic
number of open       12       3326    12      12     number     dynamic
databases
number of open       500      1282    500     500    number     dynamic
indexes
number of open       500      791     500     500    number     dynamic
objects
number of open       500      501     500     500    number     dynamic
partitions
number of remote     20       123     20      20     number     static
connections
number of remote     20       82      20      20     number     static
logins
number of remote     10       1294    10      10     number     static
sites
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number of user       25       3230    25      25     number     dynamic
connections
number of worker     0        0       0       0      number     dynamic
processes
open index hash      100      0       100     100    ratio      dynamic
spinlock ratio
open index spinlock  100      0       100     100    ratio      dynamic
ratio
partition groups     1024     860     1024    1024   number     dynamic
partition spinlock   10       6       10      10     ratio      dynamic
ratio
permission cache     15       #174    15      15     number     dynamic
entries
plan text pipe       0        0       0       0      number     dynamic
max messages
procedure cache      3271     6928    3271    3271   memory     dynamic
size                                                 pages(2k)
process wait events  0        0       0       0      switch     dynamic

remote server        3        #122    3       3      number     static
pre-read packets
size of global       150      0       150     150    memory     dynamic
fixed heap                                           pages(2k)
size of process      1500     0       1500    1500   memory     dynamic
object heap                                          pages(2k)
size of shared       1536     0       1536    1536   memory     dynamic
class heap                                           pages(2k)
size of unilib       0        120     0       0      bytes      dynamic
cache
sql text pipe        0        0       0       0      number     dynamic
max messages
stack guard size     16384    #1056   16384   16384  bytes      static
stack size           41984    #2706   41984   41984  bytes      static
statement cache      0        0       0       0      memory     dynamic
size                                                 pages(2k)
statement pipe       0        0       0       0      number     dynamic
max messages
total data cache     0        12098   0       12098  kilobytes  read-only
size
total logical        33792    46914   23457   23459  memory     read-only
memory                                               pages(2k)
total physical       0        46914   0       23457  memory     read-only
memory                                               pages(2k)
txn to pss ratio      16      780     16      16     number     dynamic
user log cache size   2048    0       2048    2048   bytes      static
user log cache        20      0       20      20     ratio      dynamic
spinlock ratio
wait event timing     0       0       0       0      switch     dynamic

This is the set of parameters where you configure your server to use multiple processors. Until recently, the 
recommendation has been to configure this to the number of physical processors minus one, but recently, I've gotten 
reports that setting this to the number of engines is even more effective. Benchmark this on your system to find out what 
your best results are prior to going into production. Since it is possible to introduce performance problems by 
overconfiguring, always start with the max online engines value low, and gradually increase it (benchmarking as you go).

Make sure you configure number of open databases to at least the number of databases on your system. Otherwise, as 
you add more databases and try to access them simultaneously, you can get messages that are difficult to interpret.

Note that you may require the value of number of user connections to be greater than the number of simultaneous users. 
User applications may take up more than one connection each; communications with devices (and ASE-defined mirrors), 
the errorlog, other servers, and standard output all consume connections as well.

The procedure cache size is changed from pre-12.5 versions of ASE. In the past, this was expressed as a percentage of 
overall cache size, but it is now expressed as an absolute measure in units of 2 K blocks. See the "Calculating Procedure 
Cache" section later in this chapter for more on cache configuration.

Group: Meta-Data Caches
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Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
number of open       12       3326    12      12     number  dynamic
databases
number of open       500      1282    500     500    number  dynamic
indexes
number of open       500      791     500     500    number  dynamic
objects
number of open       500      501     500     500    number  dynamic
partitions
open index hash      100      0       100     100    ratio   dynamic
spinlock ratio
open index           100      0       100     100    ratio   dynamic
spinlock ratio
open object          100      0       100     100    ratio   dynamic
spinlock ratio
partition groups     1024     860     1024    1024   number  dynamic
partition spinlock   10       6       10      10     ratio   dynamic
ratio

Group: Monitoring

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
SQL batch capture    0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
deadlock pipe        0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
active
deadlock pipe        0        0       0       0      number  dynamic
max messages
enable monitoring    0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
errorlog pipe active 0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
errorlog pipe        0        0       0       0      number  dynamic
max messages
max SQL text         0        4       0       0      bytes   static
monitored
object lockwait      0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
timing
per object           0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
statistics active
performance          0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
monitoring option

plan text pipe       0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
active
plan text pipe       0        0       0       0      number  dynamic
max messages
process wait events  0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
sql text pipe active 0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
sql text pipe        0        0       0       0      number  dynamic
max messages
statement pipe       0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
active
statement pipe       0        0       0       0      number  dynamic
max messages
statement statistics 0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
active
wait event timing    0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic

Group: Network Communication

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
additional network   0        0       0       0      bytes   dynamic
memory
allow remote access  1        0       1       1      switch  dynamic
allow sendmsg        0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
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default network      2048     #544    2048    2048   bytes   static
packet size
max network          2048     0       2048    2048   bytes   static
packet size
max number           5        646     5       5      number  dynamic
network listeners
number of remote     20       123     20      20     number  static
connections
number of remote     20       82      20      20     number  static
logins
number of remote     10       1294    10      10     number  static
sites
remote server        3        #122    3       3      number  static
pre-read packets
send doneinproc      1        0       1       1      switch  dynamic
tokens
syb_sendmsg port     0        0       0       0      id      static
number
tcp no delay         1        0       1       1      switch  static

When you are sending large amounts of data across the network frequently, you can get a significant performance benefit 
by matching up the ASE default network packet size (the default is 2048 bytes, regardless of what the Sybase 
documentation says) with the physical network packet size (such as 3072 bytes). In order to make this happen, you may 
need to adjust the max network packet size to accommodate the size you want your packet to be. In addition, you need to 
set up additional network memory for the packets to draw upon. Each connection gets a read buffer, a write buffer, and a 
write overflow buffer; in other words, you need three of those 2048-byte packets, or three of the larger-sized buffers. The 
tcp no delay parameter can also be useful; it instructs the server to begin sending a packet to the client before building the 
entire result set. As always, consult with your network administrator before making changes that will affect network loads.

Group: O/S Resources

Parameter Name  Default     Memory  Config      Run         Unit    Type
                            Used    Value       Value
-------------- ---------- ------ ---------- ---------- ------ ---------
max async i/os  2147483647  0       2147483647  2147483647  number  static
per engine
max async i/os 2147483647   0       2147483647  2147483647  number  static
per server
max number of  50           0       50          50          number  dynamic
native threads
o/s file       0            0       0           100000      number  read-only
descriptors
tcp no delay   1            0       1           1           switch  static

Beware of configuring too many worker processes, as you may overload your CPUs. Also, be aware that additional worker 
processes will consume a greater number of locks, and may contribute to lock blocking and deadlocking. Think of it this 
way: If 10 processes are all running, and use parallelism to a degree of 10 each, you suddenly have 100 processes 
running. I have seen loads on boxes go from 25% busy to 100% by configuring this too high.

Group: Physical Memory

Parameter Name      Default Memory Config Run    Unit              Type
                            Used   Value  Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ---------------- -------
additional network  0       0      0      0      bytes             dynamic
memory
allocate max        0       0      0      0      switch            dynamic
shared memory
dynamic allocation  1       0      1      1      switch            dynamic
on demand
heap memory per     4096    0      4096   4096   bytes             dynamic
user
lock shared         0       0      0      0      switch            static
memory
max memory          33792   67584  33792  33792  memory pages(2k)  dynamic
messaging memory    400     0      400    400    memory pages(2k)  dynamic
shared memory       0       0      0      0      not applicable    static
starting address
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total logical       33792   46914  23457  23459  memory pages(2k)  read-only
memory
total physical      0       46914  0      23457  memory pages(2k)  read-only
memory

Group: Processors

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
max online engines   1        114     1       1      number  static
number of engines    1        0       1       1      number  static
at startup

Group: Query Tuning

Parameter Name       Default     Memory  Config     Run          Unit    Type
                                 Used    Value      Value
------------------- ---------- ------ --------- ----------- ------ -------
abstract plan cache  0           0       0          0            switch  dynamic
abstract plan dump   0           0       0          0            switch  dynamic
abstract plan load   0           0       0          0            switch  dynamic
abstract plan        0           0       0          0            switch  dynamic
replace
allow backward scans 1           0       1          1            switch  dynamic
enable sort-merge    0           0       0          0            switch  dynamic
join and JTC
max parallel degree  1           0       1          1            number  dynamic
max repartition      1           0       1          1            number  dynamic
degree
max resource         10          0      10          10           number  dynamic
granularity
max scan parallel    1           0      1           1            number  dynamic
degree
memory per worker    1024        4      1024        1024         bytes   dynamic
process
number of            20          0      20          20           number  dynamic
histogram steps
number of worker     0           0      0           0            number  dynamic
processes
optimization goal    allrows_mix 0      allrows_mix allrows_mix  name    dynamic
optimization         10          0      10          10           percent dynamic
timeout limit
sampling percent     0           0      0           0            percent dynamic

max parallel degree is the number of parallel processes that may be used for a single query, and max scan parallel 

degree is the largest number of parallel processes that can be used against a single table, if not using a partition-based
scan. The number of worker processes parameter is the total number of processes available, server-wide, for parallel 
processing.

Group: Rep Agent Thread Administration

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
enable rep agent     0        0       0       0      switch  dynamic
threads

Group: SQL Server Administration

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit              Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ---------------- -------
SQL Perfmon          1        0       1       1      switch            static
Integration
allow nested         1        0       1       1      switch            static
triggers
allow resource       0        #4      0       0      switch            static
limits
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allow updates to     0        0       0       0      switch            dynamic
system tables
cpu accounting       200      0       200     200    clock ticks       dynamic
flush interval
cpu grace time       500      0       500     500    clock ticks       dynamic
deadlock retries     5        0       5       5      number            dynamic
default database     2        0       2       2      megabytes         dynamic
size
default exp_row_     5        0       5       5      percent           dynamic
size percent
default fill         0        0       0       0      percent           dynamic
factor percent
enable DTM           0        0       0       0      switch            static
enable HA            0        0       0       0      switch            static
enable housekeeper   1        0       1       1      switch            dynamic
GC
enable job scheduler 0        0       0       0      switch            dynamic
enable metrics       0        0       0       0      switch            dynamic
capture
enable real          0        0       0       0      switch            dynamic
time messaging
enable webservices   0        0       0       0      switch            dynamic
enable xml           0        0       0       0      switch            dynamic
event buffers per    100      #10     100     100    number            static
engine
histogram tuning     1        0       1       1      number            dynamic
factor
housekeeper free     1        0       1       1      percent           dynamic
write percent
i/o accounting       1000     0       1000    1000   clock ticks       dynamic
flush interval
i/o batch size       100      0       100     100    number            dynamic

i/o polling          10       0       10      10     number            dynamic
process count
identity burning     5000     0       5000    5000   number            static
set factor
identity grab        1        0       1       1      number            dynamic
size
job scheduler        1        0       1       1      seconds           dynamic
interval
job scheduler tasks  32       0       32      32     number            dynamic
license information  25       0       25      25     number            dynamic
maximum job output   32768    0       32768   32768  bytes             dynamic
messaging native     600      0       600     600    seconds           dynamic
thread t/o
number of alarms     40       4       40      40     number            dynamic
number of aux        256      #462    256     256    number            dynamic
scan descriptors
number of large      6        3112    6       6      number            dynamic
i/o buffers
number of mailboxes  30       6       30      30     number            dynamic
number of messages   64       6       64      64     number            dynamic
number of open       12       3326    12      12     number            dynamic
databases
number of open       500      791     500     500    number            dynamic
objects
number of pre-       2        0       2       2      number            dynamic
allocated extent
number of sort       500      0       500     500    number            dynamic
buffers
page lock            200      0       200     200    number            dynamic
promotion HWM
page lock            200      0       200     200    number            dynamic
promotion LWM
page lock promotion  100      0       100     100    percent           dynamic
PCT
percent database     20       0       20      20     percent           dynamic
for history
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percent database     30       0       30      30     percent           dynamic
for output
percent history      30       0       30      30     percent           dynamic
free
percent output       50       0       50      50     percent           dynamic
free
print deadlock       0        0       0       0      switch            dynamic
information
procedure cache      3271     6928    3271    3271   memory pages(2k)  dynamic
size
row lock promotion   200      0       200     200    number            dynamic
HWM
row lock promotion   200      0       200     200    number            dynamic
LWM

row lock promotion   100      0       100     100    percent           dynamic
PCT
runnable process     2000     0       2000    2000   number            dynamic
search count
size of auto         10       0       10      10     bytes             dynamic
identity column
sql server clock     100000   0       100000 100000  microseconds      static
tick length
statement cache      0        0       0      0       memory pages(2k)  dynamic
size
text prefetch size   16       0       16     16      logical pages     dynamic
time slice           100      0       100    100     milliseconds      dynamic
upgrade version      15000    0       15000  15000   id                dynamic

When you directly modify system tables, you need to set allow updates to system tables to 1. Note that you should only 
modify system tables with great care. It is easy to cause irreparable damage (for example, corrupting a table or database) 
unintentionally (not understanding the repercussions of the change) or accidentally (perhaps modifying too many rows of 
data). If you must change system tables directly, be sure to set allow updates to system tables back to 0 as soon as you 
are done with your changes.

Examining the upgrade version value is a quick way to find out what version of the server you're running. Alternatively, 
select the @@version global variable for even more information.

Group: Security Related

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit            Type
Used Value Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- -------------- -------
allow procedure      1        0       1       1      switch          dynamic
grouping
audit queue size     100      2       100     100    number          dynamic
auditing             0        0       0       0      switch          dynamic
check password       0        0       0       0      switch          dynamic
for digit
curread change       1        0       1       1      switch          dynamic
w/ open cursors
current audit        1        0       1       1      id              dynamic
table
enable ldap user     0        0       0       0      not applicable  dynamic
auth
enable pam user      0        0       0       0      number          dynamic
auth

enable row level     0        0       0       0      switch          dynamic
access
enable ssl           0        0       0       0      switch          static
maximum failed       0        0       0       0      number          dynamic
logins
minimum password     6        0       6       6      bytes           dynamic
length

!"#$%$&'It is very unusual to do this without tech support on the line walking you through it or a Sybase tech manual in 
hand with a process that requires it.
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msg confidentiality  0        0       0       0      switch          dynamic
reqd
msg integrity reqd   0        0       0       0      switch          dynamic
secure default       guest    0       guest   guest  not applicable  dynamic
login
select on            1        0       1       1      switch          dynamic
syscomments.text
suspend audit        1        0       1       1      switch          dynamic
when device full
systemwide password  0        0       0       0      days            dynamic
expiration
unified login        0        0       0       0      switch          dynamic
required
use security         0        0       0       0      switch          static
services

It's worth noting that most of the options in sp_configure may only be changed by an SA, but the Security Related group 
options are restricted to the SSO. The check password for digit option will force all passwords on the server to include at 
least one digit.

Use the maximum failed logins option with care; it will lock logins that have entered a password incorrectly some fixed 
number of times (the default, 0, means that the password will not be disabled). This can affect any login, so if a 
troublemaker were to sit down and try to guess the password of your only SA/SSO login and fail the required number of 
times, you might have a server without a usable administrative login! In such cases, it is possible to unlock a given login at 
server restart time.

Note that since version 12.0, it has been possible to configure minimum password length to less than the default value of 
6 bytes. In fact, it may be set to 0 bytes, which will permit the use of null passwords. This is not necessarily a good idea. 
The select on syscomments.text option allows you to disable the ability of users to see the code that is associated with 
stored procedures.

Group: Unicode

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
default unicode      binary   0       binary  binary name    static
sortorder
enable surrogate     1        0       1       1      switch  dynamic
processing
enable unicode       1        0       1       1      switch  dynamic
conversions
enable unicode       1        0       1       1      switch  dynamic
normalization
size of unilib       0        120     0       0      bytes   dynamic
cache

Group: User Environment

Parameter Name       Default  Memory  Config  Run    Unit    Type
                              Used    Value   Value
------------------- ------- ------ ------ ----- ------ -------
default network      2048     #544    2048    2048   bytes   static
packet size
number of user       25       3230    25      25     number  dynamic
connections
permission cache     15       #174    15      15     number  dynamic
entries
stack guard size     16384    #1056   16384   16384  bytes   static
stack size           41984    #2706   41984   41984  bytes   static
user log cache       2048     0       2048    2048   bytes   static
size
user log cache       20       0       20      20     ratio   dynamic
spinlock ratio
(return status = 0)

The sp_configure stored procedure can be run with or without parameters. Variations in the syntax are shown in Table 11-
2.
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Example:

sp_configure "number of locks", 8000

Displaying Configuration Values

The sp_displaylevel procedure allows the level or amount of information displayed by sp_configure to be configured for an 
individual user. The settings can be basic, intermediate, or comprehensive. The initial default is comprehensive.

Configuration File

Adaptive Server maintains its configuration in an ASCII text file that Adaptive Server reads at startup. This file also contains 
information about data caches.

The default location is the $Sybase home directory and the default name of the file is servername.cfg. If you do not want to 
use the default, the configuration file to be used on Adaptive Server startup can be specified on the dataserver command 
line with the -c option. Certain subcommands of sp_configure allow you to directly read, write, or validate the configuration 
file.

Examples:

sp_configure "configuration file", 0, "read", "file_name"

Reads in a set of dynamically configurable values from a configuration file.

sp_configure "configuration file", 0, "verify", "file_name"

Verifies a set of dynamically configurable values in a configuration file. This is used to ensure that values modified with a 
text editor are correct and valid. (That is, they are within the theoretical range of the option; the values may be incorrect in 
that there may not be enough memory or other resource to support the new value.) The verify subcommand does not 
modify any runtime configuration values.

The 0 is used as a placeholder for when you are using sp_configure to set values. Use sp_configure "configuration file", 0, 
"write", file_name to write out the current set of configuration variables (dynamic and static) to a configuration file. This file 
can then be used for configuring other like servers or for archive purposes.

If the configuration file gets corrupted or otherwise lost, it can be rebuilt by following these steps:

1. Shut down the server and restart it with no configuration file. The server will write out a configuration file with default 
values and use those values for the configuration.

2. As part of the boot process, if there is no configuration file, the server will write both servername.cfg and 
servername.bak. This is the backup file, which contains the values in the sysconfigures table.

3. If you want to use your old configuration file instead, shut down the server, copy servername.bak to servername.cfg, 
and restart.

Here is the config file parameter format:

Table 11-2: sp_configure syntax

Command Effect

sp_configure Displays all configuration parameters by group, their current values, their default values, the 
value to which they have most recently been set, and the amount of memory used by this 
particular setting.

sp_configure "parameter" Displays current value, default value, most recently changed value, and amount of memory used, 
by configuration parameter, for all matching parameters.

sp_configure "parameter", value Resets parameter to value.

sp_configure "parameter", 0, "default" Resets parameter to its default value.

sp_configure "group_name" Displays all configuration parameters in group_name, their current values, their default values, 
the values to which they were recently set, and the amount of memory used by each setting.

sp_configure "configuration file", 0, 
"sub_command", "file_name"

Sets configuration parameters from the configuration file.
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parameter_name = {value | DEFAULT}

Sample Configuration File

##############################################################
#
#     Configuration File for the Sybase SQL Server
#
#     Please read the System Administration Guide (SAG)
#     before changing any of the values in this file.
#
##############################################################

[Configuration Options]

[General Information]

[Backup/Recovery]
   recovery interval in minutes = DEFAULT
   print recovery information = DEFAULT
   tape retention in days = DEFAULT

[Cache Manager]
   number of oam trips = DEFAULT
   number of index trips = DEFAULT
   memory alignment boundary = DEFAULT
   global async prefetch limit = DEFAULT
   global cache partition number = DEFAULT

[Named Cache:default data cache]
   cache size = DEFAULT
   cache status = default data cache
   cache replacement policy = DEFAULT
   local cache partition number = DEFAULT

[Meta-Data Caches]
   number of open databases = DEFAULT
   number of open objects = DEFAULT
   open object spinlock ratio = DEFAULT
   number of open indexes = DEFAULT
   open index hash spinlock ratio = DEFAULT
   open index spinlock ratio = DEFAULT
   partition groups = DEFAULT
   partition spinlock ratio = DEFAULT

[Disk I/O]
   disk i/o structures = DEFAULT
   number of large i/o buffers = DEFAULT
   page utilization percent = DEFAULT
   number of devices = 30
   disable disk mirroring = DEFAULT
   allow sql server async i/o = DEFAULT

[Languages]
   disable character set conversions = 1

[Unicode]
   enable unicode normalization = DEFAULT
   enable surrogate processing = DEFAULT
   enable unicode conversions = DEFAULT
   size of unilib cache = DEFAULT

[Network Communication]
   default network packet size = DEFAULT
   max network packet size = DEFAULT
   remote server pre-read packets = DEFAULT
   number of remote connections = DEFAULT
   number of remote logins = DEFAULT

   number of remote sites = DEFAULT
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   max number network listeners = DEFAULT
   tcp no delay = DEFAULT
   allow sendmsg = DEFAULT
   syb_sendmsg port number = DEFAULT
   allow remote access = DEFAULT

[O/S Resources]
   max async i/os per engine = DEFAULT
   max async i/os per server = DEFAULT

[Parallel Query]
   number of worker processes = DEFAULT
   memory per worker process = DEFAULT
   max parallel degree = DEFAULT
   max scan parallel degree = DEFAULT

[Physical Resources]

[Physical Memory]
   max total_memory = 23808
   additional network memory = DEFAULT
   shared memory starting address = DEFAULT
   allocate max shared memory = DEFAULT
   dynamic allocation on demand = DEFAULT
   lock shared memory = DEFAULT

[Processors]
   max online engines = DEFAULT
   number of engines at startup = DEFAULT

[SQL Server Administration]
   procedure cache size = DEFAULT
   default database size = DEFAULT
   identity burning set factor = DEFAULT
   allow nested triggers = DEFAULT
   allow updates to system tables = DEFAULT
   default fill factor percent = DEFAULT
   default exp_row_size percent = DEFAULT
   number of mailboxes = DEFAULT
   number of messages = DEFAULT
   number of alarms = DEFAULT
   number of pre-allocated extents = DEFAULT
   event buffers per engine = DEFAULT
   cpu accounting flush interval = DEFAULT
   i/o accounting flush interval = DEFAULT
   sql server clock tick length = DEFAULT
   runnable process search count = DEFAULT
   i/o polling process count = DEFAULT
   time slice = DEFAULT
   cpu grace time = DEFAULT

   number of sort buffers = DEFAULT
   size of auto identity column = DEFAULT
   identity grab size = DEFAULT
   housekeeper free write percent = DEFAULT
   enable housekeeper GC = DEFAULT
   allow resource limits = DEFAULT
   number of aux scan descriptors = DEFAULT
   SQL Perfmon Integration = DEFAULT
   allow backward scans = DEFAULT
   license information = DEFAULT
   enable sort-merge join and JTC = DEFAULT
   abstract plan load = DEFAULT
   abstract plan dump = DEFAULT
   abstract plan replace = DEFAULT
   abstract plan cache = DEFAULT
   text prefetch size = DEFAULT
   enable HA = DEFAULT
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[User Environment]
   number of user connections = DEFAULT
   stack size = DEFAULT
   stack guard size = DEFAULT
   permission cache entries = DEFAULT
   user log cache size = DEFAULT
   user log cache spinlock ratio = DEFAULT

[Lock Manager]
   number of locks = DEFAULT
   deadlock checking period = DEFAULT
   lock spinlock ratio = DEFAULT
   lock address spinlock ratio = DEFAULT
   lock table spinlock ratio = DEFAULT
   lock hashtable size = DEFAULT
   lock scheme = DEFAULT
   lock wait period = DEFAULT
   read committed with lock = DEFAULT
   print deadlock information = DEFAULT
   deadlock retries = DEFAULT
   page lock promotion HWM = DEFAULT
   page lock promotion LWM = DEFAULT
   page lock promotion PCT = DEFAULT
   row lock promotion HWM = DEFAULT
   row lock promotion LWM = DEFAULT
   row lock promotion PCT = DEFAULT

[Security Related]
   systemwide password expiration = DEFAULT
   audit queue size = DEFAULT
   curread change w/ open cursors = DEFAULT
   allow procedure grouping = DEFAULT
   select on syscomments.text = DEFAULT

   auditing = DEFAULT
   current audit table = DEFAULT
   suspend audit when device full = DEFAULT
   check password for digit = DEFAULT
   minimum password length = DEFAULT
   maximum failed logins = DEFAULT
   enable ssl = DEFAULT
   use ssl client cert auth = DEFAULT
   unified login required = DEFAULT
   use security services = DEFAULT
   msg confidentiality reqd = DEFAULT
   msg integrity reqd = DEFAULT
   secure default login = DEFAULT

[Extended Stored Procedure]
   esp unload dll = DEFAULT
   esp execution priority = DEFAULT
   esp execution stacksize = DEFAULT
   xp_cmdshell context = DEFAULT
   start mail session = DEFAULT

[Error Log]
   event logging = DEFAULT
   log audit logon success = DEFAULT
   log audit logon failure = DEFAULT
   event log computer name = DEFAULT

[Rep Agent Thread Administration]
   enable rep agent threads = DEFAULT

[Component Integration Services]
   enable cis = DEFAULT
   cis connect timeout = DEFAULT
   cis bulk insert batch size = DEFAULT
   max cis remote connections = DEFAULT
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   cis packet size = DEFAULT
   cis cursor rows = DEFAULT
   cis bulk insert array size = DEFAULT
   cis rpc handling = DEFAULT

[Java Services]
   enable java = DEFAULT
   size of process object heap = DEFAULT
   size of shared class heap = DEFAULT
   size of global fixed heap = DEFAULT
   number of java sockets = DEFAULT
   enable enterprise java beans = DEFAULT

[DTM Administration]
   enable DTM = DEFAULT
   enable xact coordination = DEFAULT

   xact coordination interval = DEFAULT
   number of dtx participants = DEFAULT
   strict dtm enforcement = DEFAULT
   txn to pss ratio = DEFAULT
   dtm lock timeout period = DEFAULT
   dtm detach timeout period = DEFAULT

[Diagnostics]
   dump on conditions = DEFAULT
   maximum dump conditions = DEFAULT
   number of ccbs = DEFAULT
   caps per ccb = DEFAULT
   average cap size = DEFAULT

[Monitoring]
   Q diagnostics active = DEFAULT
   sql text pipe active = DEFAULT
   sql text pipe max messages = DEFAULT
   plan text pipe active = DEFAULT
   plan text pipe max messages = DEFAULT
   statement pipe active = DEFAULT
   statement pipe max messages = DEFAULT
   errorlog pipe active = DEFAULT
   errorlog pipe max messages = DEFAULT
   deadlock pipe active = DEFAULT
   deadlock pipe max messages = DEFAULT
   wait event timing = DEFAULT
   process wait events = DEFAULT
   object lockwait timing = DEFAULT
   SQL batch capture = DEFAULT
   statement statistics active = DEFAULT
   per object statistics active = DEFAULT
   max SQL text monitored = DEFAULT

Dynamic vs. Static Options

There are two kinds of configuration variables: dynamic and static.

Dynamic parameters are those that take effect immediately after the sp_configure command is executed, like recovery 
interval, password expiration interval, default language, and nested triggers.

Static parameters are those that do not take effect until the server is next started. These parameters (generally) are ones 
that affect memory allocation.

Note that ASE is edging closer to dynamic allocation of memory with every release of the server. In fact, with ASE 12.5 
(and later), the following (formerly static) configuration parameters are now dynamic:

additional network memory

audit queue size
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cpu grace time

deadlock text pipe max messages

default database size

default fill factor percent

disk i/o structures

errorlog text pipe max messages

max cis remote connections

memory per worker process

number of alarms

number of aux scan descriptors

number of devices

number of dtx participants

number of java sockets

number of large i/o buffers

number of locks

number of mailboxes

number of messages

number of open databases

number of open indexes

number of open objects

number of pre-allocated extents

number of user connections

number of worker processes

open index hash spinlock ratio

open index spinlock ratio

open object spinlock ratio

partition groups

partition spinlock ratio

permission cache entries

plan text pipe max messages

print recovery information

process wait events

size of global fixed heap

size of process object heap
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size of shared class heap

size of unilib cache

sql text pipe max messages

statement text pipe max messages

tape retention in days

timeslice

Memory-Related Variables

All of the following variables use memory. Run sp_configure and look at the memory used section to see how much 
memory they are taking up.

sp_configure 'Memory Use'

additional network memory

allow resource limits

audit queue size

default network memory

disk I/O structures

enable rep agent threads

event buffers per engine

executable codesize + overhead

max cis remote servers

max number network listeners

max roles enabled per user

memory per worker process

number of alarms

number of aux scan descriptors

number of devices

number of languages in cache

number of large I/O buffers

number of locks

number of mailboxes

number of messages

number of open databases

number of open indexes

number of open objects

number of remote connections
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number of remote logins

number of remote sites

number of user connections

number of worker processes

partition groups

permission cache entries

procedure cache percent

remote server pre-read packets

stack guard size

stack size

Recommended Configuration Settings

Table 11-3 presents the recommended configuration settings.

Cache Configuration

In any high-performance system, you will need adequate memory to manage I/O (cache). In fact, the more memory you 
have, the better. For Adaptive Server Enterprise 12.5 and later, rather than a pool of storage, memory is allocated for the 
specific use to which it will be put. This dramatically simplifies the decisions about configuring memory.

Sizing Cache

Cache should contain sufficient memory for user data and procedures. In data cache, it is useful to contain index levels, 
system tables, and as much data as feasible. The next chapter talks about creating separate, named data caches, but 
even if you are not going to use named data caches, be sure to read about buffer pools. All caches will have a 2 K I/O 
buffer pool (or a buffer pool corresponding to the page size for the server), and most should have large I/O buffer pools 
(size depending on the purpose of the pool).

Procedure cache should contain enough space for each concurrent process to execute your biggest stored procedure. By 
turning set statistics io on, you can watch physical vs. logical access; the more logical access, the better your performance.

For more information on tuning cache, see Chapter 12.

Memory Guidelines

Table 11-3: Recommended configuration settings

Parameter Description

User connections Maximum number of concurrent connections required by applications, tools, and system processes, plus devices, 
mirrors, and other servers, then rounded up to the next multiple of 10

Devices One plus the number of configured devices

Open databases Number of rows in sysdatabases

Open objects Total database objects existing on Adaptive Server plus a fudge factor of about 10%

Locks Leave the default unless you are getting the "Out of available locks" error, then figure out if that is an expected 
result.

Audit queue size Max number of audit records to hold in memory (see Chapter 7, "Auditing")

Default network 
packet size

Adjust as necessary to maximize performance on your network.

User log cache If you have short transactions (and you should), leave this alone.

(")*%+$'Do not overconfigure these parameters, as you will be wasting memory.
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On some platforms, adding more memory is a common and easy performance tuning technique.

Note that for 12.5 and later, adding more memory is not sufficient; you need to determine which area of server processing 
will receive the boon of additional memory.

The principal advantage of adding memory to a physical server (and reconfiguring the Adaptive Server to make use of that 
memory) is to increase the size of data cache, and therefore increase the likelihood of finding a given page of data in 
cache when it is time to look for it.

In an OLTP environment, it is easier to see that there is a point of diminishing returns because pages must be written out to 
disk frequently anyway. In very large databases (VLDBs), it is harder to justify the "More memory, better performance" 
thinking. Even with 4 GB of memory, it's hard to estimate in a 100 GB database whether or not a randomly requested page 
is likely to be in cache.

It is a good idea to try to leave at least enough room in cache for frequently used index levels. As you add memory, 
measure the impact and stop when adding memory has no effect (or a negative effect). On some SMP platforms, you may 
find that after configuring for more engines you find frequent occurrences of message 701 ("There is not enough procedure 
cache!") in the log. If you do, you'll need to increase the amount of memory allocated to proc cache.

Calculating Procedure Cache

Typically, you will identify how much memory you need for cache. A good formula is enough space for each concurrent 
user connection to use your largest procedure, plus a fudge factor.

Here is a general formula:

45 K (stored procedure size) *

400 (user connections) *

1.25 (fudge factor) = 22,500 K

In this case, 22,500K = 11520 2 KB blocks, which would be the procedure cache size parameter for sp_configure.

Bear in mind that often, the largest stored procedure is a system proc, which is typically used only by the administrative 
staff. You may wish to use the largest commonly used procedure in your calculations, and may still end up overestimating 
the necessary procedure cache size.

Sample Server Configuration

We need approximately 26 MB for Adaptive Server Kernel, 80 MB of data cache, and 22.5 MB of procedure cache. 
Assuming the Adaptive Server executable requires 4 MB, we need to configure Adaptive Server for 133 MB of memory.

A sample configuration session would appear as follows:

sp_configure 'procedure cache', 11520 -- 22.5 MB * 512 pages/meg
sp_configure 'data cache', 40960 -- 80 * 512
sp_configure 'number of user connections', 400
sp_configure 'number of locks', 10000
sp_configure 'number of devices', 100
sp_configure 'number of open databases', 15
sp_configure 'number of open objects', 1000

A number of options that previously would have required a server reboot (including number of locks and number of user 
connections) can now change their values within a certain range from their startup value without rebooting. This makes it 
difficult to estimate the size of one of these structures, since the Memory Used column of sp_configure's output indicates 
not only the cost of the allocated structures, but also some wiggle room in case you need to increase the amount later on.

It is possible to come up with some rough estimates of the cost of a given resource (and this may vary from platform to 
platform). Experimentation gives a per-lock cost of approximately 160 bytes, and a per-user connection cost that is 
platform-dependent:

,%-'You can use the dbcc memusage command to determine the largest query plan size, but you should do this in 
development, not production.
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Summary

Configure memory based upon identified needs. Don't overconfigure. In most cases, it's best to start with a lower number of 
resources and increase as the need arises, rather than to overconfigure initially and end up paying for resources that aren't 
required.

NT 96 K

UNIX 32-bit; 140 to 175 K

UNIX 64-bit; 200 to 240 K
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Chapter 12: Named Caches

Overview

Data cache is the area of memory that Adaptive Server Enterprise uses to load pages from disk. It is also used to reduce 
I/O by retaining in memory pages that might otherwise have to be shipped to disk.

In general, ASE manages memory very well, as described in the previous chapter. If you are using only the default data 
cache, the server can use this area of memory for any data that it needs to bring in off of the disk.

When you create named caches, you are carving memory into tiny chunks that will be used only as you specify. If you 

carve your memory into 50 tiny chunks and then the server needs a large fragment of memory, it may not be available, and 
one of the tinier chunks of memory will churn.

So, only use named caches if you have analyzed and identified positive performance benefits from doing this; otherwise, it 
can turn around and bite you. On the other hand, if access to cache is a bottleneck (which you've identified with 
sp_sysmon), a little time spent configuring named caches can improve performance very quickly (especially on servers 
using multiple engines). As with all administration, cache configuration is a balancing act.

We've made this recommendation/warning a few other times in this book already, but here it is again: This is an area 
where you can overconfigure your server.

Data Cache

The data cache holds all data (including system table data), index, and log pages currently in use. Adaptive Server permits 
the data cache to be partitioned into separate named caches; memory assigned to a named cache will only be used by 
objects bound to the cache. Objects in this case refers to whole databases or data objects within the database (tables, 

system tables, and indexes).

Tuning Cache

Cache should contain sufficient memory for user data and procedures; procedure cache sizing was addressed in the 
previous chapter, so we may concentrate on data cache sizing here. The question that gets asked the most often is "How 
much memory do I need?" The second most asked question is "How much memory can the server use?"

The answer to the first question can be broken down into a precise, exact answer. Probably. But we recommend getting 
the answer via an inexact method instead. In other words, pick a number that you think works. Then, analyze the Data 
Cache Management section of sp_sysmon output to see if you are getting information that shows that the cache has 
become a bottleneck, or you have hard disk bottlenecks that you think can be resolved by placing data up in cache. Based 
on your testing, increase or decrease cache, and repeat. Inexact, but it usually requires only a few iterations to come to a 
reasonable value.

Here is an example:

Data Cache Management
---------------------

Cache Statistics Summary (All Caches)
                              per sec   per xact   count   % of total

------- -------- ----- ----------

Cache Search Summary
  Total Cache Hits            560.1     32.6       33606   97.9%
  Total Cache Misses           12.1      0.7         723    2.1%
--------------------- ----- ---- ----- ------
Total Cache Searches          572.2     33.3       34329

Cache Turnover
  Buffers Grabbed               1.5      0.1       92      n/a
  Buffers Grabbed Dirty         0.0      0.0       0       0.0%

Cache Strategy Summary
  Cached (LRU) Buffers 554.4     32.3       33266   100.0%
  Discarded (MRU) Buffers       0.0      0.0       0         0.0%
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Large I/O Usage
  Large I/Os Performed          0.8      0.0       46      100.0%
  Large I/Os Denied             0.0      0.0       0         0.0%
------------------------ ----- ---- ----- ------
Total Large I/O Requests        0.8      0.0       46

Large I/O Effectiveness
  Pages by Lrg I/O Cached       0.0      0.0       0       n/a

Asynchronous Prefetch Activity
                                0.0      0.0       0       n/a

Other Asynchronous Prefetch Statistics
  APFs Used                     0.0      0.0       0       n/a
  APF Waits for I/O             0.0      0.0       0       n/a
  APF Discards                  0.0      0.0       0       n/a

Dirty Read Behavior
  Page Requests                 2.3      0.1       139     n/a
------------------------- --- --- --- ---
Cache: default data cache
                                per sec  per xact  count   % of total

------- -------- ----- ------------
Spinlock Contention             n/a      n/a       n/a     %

Utilization                     n/a      n/a       n/a     100.0%

Cache Searches
  Cache Hits                    560.1    32.6      33606    97.9%
  Found in Wash                   2.2     0.1      130       0.4%
  Cache Misses                   12.1     0.7      723       2.1%
-------------------- ----- ---- ----- ------
Total Cache Searches             572.2   33.3      34329

Pool Turnover
  2 KB Pool
    LRU Buffer Grab               1.5     0.1      92      100.0%
    Grabbed Dirty                 0.0     0.0      0         0.0%
-------------------- --- --- -- ------
Total Cache Turnover              1.5     0.1      92

Buffer Wash Behavior
  Statistics Not Available - No Buffers Entered Wash Section Yet

Cache Strategy
  Cached (LRU) Buffers         554.4     32.3      33266   100.0%
  Discarded (MRU) Buffers        0.0      0.0      0         0.0%

Large I/O Usage
  Large I/Os Performed           0.8      0.0      46      100.0%
  Large I/Os Denied              0.0      0.0      0         0.0%
------------------------ --- --- -- ------
Total Large I/O Requests         0.8      0.0      46

Large I/O Detail
  Large I/Os Performed           0.8      0.0      46      100.0%
  Large I/Os Denied              0.0      0.0      0         0.0%
------------------------ --- --- -- ------
Total Large I/O Requests         0.8      0.0      46

Large I/O Detail
  4 KB Pool
    Pages Cached                 0.0      0.0      0       n/a
    Pages Used                   0.0      0.0      0       n/a
  16 KB Pool
    Pages Cached                 0.0      0.0      0       n/a
    Pages Used                   0.0      0.0      0       n/a
Dirty Read Behavior
  Page Requests                  2.3      0.1      139     n/a
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Note that spinlock contention is bad; it means that the CPUs in an SMP environment are fighting over a cache. It is an 
indicator that you need to either partition (a good start) or split up your caches.

To partition cache, use the following:

sp_cacheconfig "default data cache", "cache_partition=4"

In the data cache(s), it is useful to have enough room to store index pages (as many levels as possible), system tables, 
and as much data as feasible; too often, administrators try to cache the data first ! but you probably won't have enough 
memory for all of it. However, by carefully assigning the structures needed to find the data (indexes, system tables), you 

can achieve a pretty high hit rate for your caches (that is, the ratio of pages found in cache versus those that require a 

slow read from physical disk). You can look at the sp_sysmon output for cache hit rate, which even in large environments 
with limited memory can reach into the high 90s.

Benefits of Named Caches

Named caches give you the ability to place critical tables or indexes in memory, and/or give them the ability to get a higher 
priority in memory by assigning areas of memory for the exclusive use of these objects.

Caches with large I/O can improve table scan and large query performance. Active tables can be placed in separate 
caches from their indexes to increase concurrency.

Contention in the cache space can be reduced between:

! A database and its log

! User databases and the tempdb database(s)

! Multiple processes in an SMP environment

The idea here is that you have identified areas where you think you can make better guesses about how to use the 
memory than the server has.

Creating a Named Cache

As much space as possible should be configured in data cache before creating any named caches. Make sure that the 
default data cache is not too small, as it is the only cache used at server startup, and a tiny cache could have a negative 
performance impact.

Named caches are created with sp_cacheconfig or you can add them into the server configuration file by hand (although 
you must be very careful to get the configuration file formatting correct if you do so; it's probably best to use the stored 
procedure).

Syntax:

sp_cacheconfig [cache_name
   [, "cache_size {P|K|M|G}"]
   [, {logonly | mixed}] [, {strict | relaxed}]]
   [, "cache_partition=[1|2|4|8|16|32|64]"]

Example:

sp_cacheconfig 'fred cache', '3M', mixed

Parameters:

! cache_name ! The name assigned to the data cache; it must be unique within the Adaptive Server, but does not need 
to follow other naming restrictions.

! cache_size ! Size of the cache. Units may be expressed in Pages, KB, MB, or GB, defaulting to KB. Minimum cache 
size is 256 * minimum page size (512 KB for a 2 K physical page), and fractional KB sizes are not allowed.

! logonly|mixed ! Specifies the type of cache; default is mixed (any kind of data may be assigned to this cache).

! strict|relaxed ! Cache replacement strategy; leave at the default except under very special circumstances (engines > 
4, hit rate > 97%).
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! cache_partition ! Specifies the number of partitions to create in the cache. Each pool in the cache must be at least 
one-fourth the logical page size.

To drop a cache, set its cache_size parameter to 0 or delete it from the configuration file. There is no "drop cache" 
command.

Strong recommendation: Change cache configurations slowly, and carefully benchmark results between changes.

Without parameters, sp_cacheconfig reports on all configured caches within Adaptive Server and their current status. 
Alternatively, use sp_helpcache.

Specifying only the cache name reports on the current configuration of that cache. Only the SA may configure caches (it is 
a server-wide resource); any user may use sp_cacheconfig to view cache information.

1> sp_cacheconfig
2> go
 Cache Name         Status Type    Config Value Run Value
------------------ ------ ------- ------------ ------------
default data cache Active Default     0.00 Mb       8.00 Mb

------------ ------------
Total      0.00 Mb       8.00 Mb

==========================================================================
Cache: default data cache, Status: Active, Type: Default
      Config Size: 0.00 Mb, Run Size: 8.00 Mb
      Config Replacement: strict LRU, Run Replacement: strict LRU
      Config Partition: 1, Run Partition: 1
 IO Size  Wash Size Config Size  Run Size     APF Percent
-------- --------- ------------ ------------ -----------

8 Kb   1632 Kb      0.00 Mb      8.00 Mb     10
(return status = 0)

Buffer Pools

Within each cache, you have at least one set of hash buffers (buffer pools) whose purpose is to provide entry into an I/O 
pool of a particular size (one, two, four, or eight pages; for a 2 K page, that would be 2 K, 4 K, 8 K, or 16 K per read/write). 
Every cache will require that some of its space (at least half a megabyte) support the one-page (default 2 K) I/O size; for 

performance purposes, you will probably choose to include other I/O sizes in most of your caches. On caches holding 
tables that engage in large retrievals, the 16 K I/O size will reduce the number of reads; caches that are assigned to hold 
transaction logs will find 4 K I/O to be the most efficient. The default data cache (which all objects not specifically assigned 
to a given cache will use) will typically be given both 4 K and 16 K buffer pools. (The 8 K size isn't really helpful for logging, 
and not as useful as the 16 K size for large operations, so you'll probably leave it out.)

The precise size of each buffer pool in each cache will (like the cache sizes themselves) best be determined by a trial-and-
error process: sp_sysmon will indicate if a given I/O size in a given cache is being used or not. Based on the degree of 
overuse/underuse, the buffer pools may be expanded or reduced to most efficiently use the memory allocated to the cache.

Creating Buffer Pools

By default, all I/O is performed in one-page (default 2 K) units. Named caches may perform I/Os as large as an extent 
(eight pages, default 16 K). In order for a cache to perform large I/Os, a buffer pool must be created to support it. Each 
buffer pool is for a specific size in a specific cache.

To create a buffer pool, use sp_poolconfig or edit the configuration file (as before, it is more reliable to use the stored 
procedure than to directly edit the file). Like cache creation, buffer pool creation or removal does not require a server 

restart.

Syntax:

sp_poolconfig cache_name,
   "memsize {P|K|M|G}",
   "poolK"
   [, "affected_poolK"]

!"#$%These are based on 2 K pages; ASE 12.5 and higher allow larger page sizes.
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Example:

sp_poolconfig "fred cache", "1M", "16K"

Unless otherwise specified, creating pools pulls memory away from the lowest logical page size memory pool. So, this 
moves 1 MB from the 2 K pool and adds it to the 16 K pool.

Parameters:

! cache_name ! Name of the data cache being configured.

! memsize! Amount of memory within this cache that will be reserved for the buffer pool.

! poolK ! I/O size of the buffer pool.

! affected_poolK ! Buffer pool that will lose space to create this buffer pool; default is the 2 K buffer pool.

To remove a buffer pool, set its memsize parameter to 0.

Using Buffer Pools

Creating (or resizing) a buffer pool carves up an existing resource; changing one buffer pool reduces or increments the 
available memory for another buffer pool (or pools).

sp_cacheconfig 'fred cache'
go

Cache Name          Status     Type      Config Value  Run Value
------------------- --------- -------- ------------ ---------
fred cache          Active     Mixed          3.00 Mb    3.00 Mb

------------ ---------
Total          3.00 Mb    3.00 Mb

=========================================================================
Cache: fred cache, Status: Active, Type: Mixed
      Config Size: 3.00 Mb, Run Size: 3.00 Mb
      Config Replacement: strict LRU, Run Replacement: strict LRU
      Config Partition: 1, Run Partition: 1
 IO Size  Wash Size Config Size  Run Size     APF Percent
-------- --------- ------------ ------------ -----------

2 Kb    408 Kb      0.00 Mb      2.00 Mb     10
    16 Kb    192 Kb      1.00 Mb      1.00 Mb     10
(return status = 0)

Buffer pools (specifically including the mandatory 2 K buffer pool) cannot be made smaller than 512 K. Large I/Os will not 
be used if there are not enough buffers within the pool; if a buffer pool of a given size is unavailable, Adaptive Server will 
use the 2 K pool.

Wash Area

Caches may be modeled as a page chain: Pages are added to one end of the chain when read from disk, then fall out of 
cache when they have traversed the entire chain. The end of the chain where pages are added is the MRU (most recently 
used), and pages are removed from cache at the LRU (least recently used) end. If a page is needed and is found in cache, 
it will be moved back to the MRU end of the chain to begin its aging process again. The wash area is the section of a 

buffer pool past the wash marker; when pages cross the wash marker, they are written (washed) to disk if they are dirty. 

Following the write, the pages are marked as clean and made available at the LRU end of the cache chain.

The wash area serves a useful purpose: If a page has made it "most of the way" to the LRU end of the chain and is nearly 
ready to be removed from cache, there is less chance that it will be needed again. Although the page has not yet hit the 
LRU end (and thus must be written to disk before being removed from cache), it's nearly there, and it probably won't hurt 
anything to write the page(s) to disk ahead of time. This way, if many pages are added to cache in a rush, the pages in the 
wash area may be removed from cache quickly, without having to wait to write them before accepting new pages into 
cache.

!"#$%The query optimizer automatically accounts for buffer pools. If a table or an index is bound to a named cache that 
is configured for buffer pools, the optimizer will determine if large I/O will improve performance.
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But there is a downside to this model: Queries that require pages could find them in the wash area. In this case, a page 
might be in the act of writing to disk, which means that what should have been a fast retrieval (pages already in cache) 
gets slowed down by the interference of washing the pages. This is likely to occur if the wash area is not correctly sized.

Figure 12-1

Wash Area Size

In most cases, the default size of the wash area will provide the best performance for a named cache; tune all other 

aspects of the system before adjusting the wash area size. If the wash area is too small, operations requiring clean pages 

may have to wait for dirty pages to be written to disk before proceeding; these "dirty buffer grabs" can seriously degrade 
performance. If the wash area is too large, operations that change a page past the wash marker will force it to be written to 
disk again (or have to wait for a page already being washed to finish).

Note that if you do choose to modify the wash area size of a buffer pool, there is a lengthy set of rules that determines valid 
sizes for a given buffer pool (minimum/maximum in absolute terms and number-of-buffers terms, and valid/invalid sizes 
within the min-max range).

If the wash area size of a buffer pool is specifically suspected as a bottle-neck, you may check the effects of washing with 
sp_sysmon.

If the Buffers Grabbed Dirty section shows a non-zero value in the Count column, check the Grabbed Dirty row for each 
pool and increase the size of the wash area for the affected pool. If the percentage of buffers Found in Wash is high, and 
dirty buffer grabs are not a problem, reduce the size of the wash area.

To change the size of a buffer's wash area, use sp_poolconfig. This change takes effect immediately.

Syntax:

sp_poolconfig cache_name,"io_size", "wash = size [P|K|M|G]"

Example:

sp_poolconfig "fred cache", "16K", "wash = 256K"

Binding

When a page corresponding to a bound object is read in, it gets placed into that named cache. Initially, all objects are 
bound to default data cache. Creating a named cache is pointless unless you actually bind something to it.

Binding assigns a database or object to a particular cache. Objects (tables and indexes) may only be bound from the 
database in which they are stored; databases may only be bound from the master database. To bind an entire database 
(probably only tempdb needs this treatment) or system table, the database must be in single-user mode. Only syslogs (the 
transaction log) may be bound to a logonly cache.

!"#$%To remove an override size for a wash area, it's probably easiest to locate the buffer pool in the configuration file 
and change its value back to the keyword DEFAULT.
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Both binding and unbinding of objects are dynamic, and will take immediate effect. Please note that binding an object will 
not read all of the object's pages into cache; it merely flips a value in a system table that indicates that the next time a page 

from that object is read from disk, it will be sent to the designated cache. By contrast, unbinding an object from a cache will

flush all currently cached pages for that object. An object may only be associated with a single cache, and as soon as the 
unbind is requested, the pages must be removed; as a result, we know that following an unbind, the next read of an object 
will be from disk. Unbound objects automatically revert to using default data cache.

Binding to a Named Cache

To bind an entity to a cache, use sp_bindcache. These bindings are not stored in the configuration file. Since text and 
image data types are actually stored in a separate data structure, that object is being bound to a cache, not just the 
individual column. The "text only" option is used when binding a text or image data type to a named cache.

Syntax:

sp_bindcache cache_name, dbname

   [, tablename [, indexname | "text only"]]

Examples:

sp_bindcache "fred cache", pubs2
sp_bindcache "fred cache", pubs2, titles
sp_bindcache "fred cache", pubs2, titles, titleind

Dropping Cache Bindings

To drop a bound entity from a cache, use sp_unbindcache. When unbinding an object from a cache, any dirty pages with 
the object on it will be flushed to disk and all pages will be removed from the cache. Note that since a given object may 
only be bound to one cache, it is not necessary to give the cache name when using sp_unbindcache.

Syntax:

sp_unbindcache dbname [, tablename
   [, indexname | "text only"]]

Example:

sp_unbindcache pubs2, titles

To drop all bound entities from a cache, use sp_unbindcache_all cache_name.

Retrieving Information on Bindings

To get information on specific objects bound to a named cache, use sp_helpcache. Omitting the cache_name parameter 
reports on all configured caches in the Adaptive Server and all entities bound to them.

Syntax:

sp_helpcache [cache_name]

Example:

sp_helpcache "fred cache"

Transaction Performance and Named Caches

When you add named data caches, your transaction performance might benefit. Some of these benefits include:

! Available large cache size for freer server activity

! Bind a "hot" table (in high user-application demand) to cache to increase concurrency

! Hold "hot" pages (portion of table in high query-reference demand)

! Multiprocessor systems with high transaction rates or request DSS (decision support system) benefit the most.

! Improved memory usage and reduced I/O can yield increased single CPU performance.
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! A greater number of spinlocks allows greater access to the caches if there are multiple CPUs since each named cache 
is governed by its own spinlock.

Spinlocks

Caches may form a hotspot on multiengine servers; no matter how many tasks are running on multiple engines, each 
cache (by default) can only accept one process at a time. Access to the caches is regulated by a structure known as a 
spinlock; imagine a revolving door with only one triangular section instead of the usual three or four, and you've got the 

idea. A task needs to access a cache, so it enters the spinlock (rotating the door behind it) and has exclusive rights to the 
cache for the moment.

If another task on another engine wants into the same cache, it's stopped ! there's no way to enter the doorway, since the 
only open section has already rotated to the inside. When the task in the cache exits (rotating the door), the queued task 
may now enter through the spinlock. Although this spinlock prevents interference between running tasks, it can also cause 
unwanted contention and bottlenecking; the two tasks in our example may have been trying to access completely different 
pages (even belonging to different tables or databases), and still end up blocking.

Fortunately, there are ways to resolve this contention. Each cache gets its own spinlock, so if multiple popular tables live in 
the same cache, it is a simple thing to rebind them to different caches. More caches = more spinlocks = (probably) less 
contention. Note that sometimes just splitting a cache in two and rebinding objects may clear up contention without 
requiring any more memory.

However, multiple caches may not always clear up the contention. If different tasks are trying to acquire different pages of 
the same object, it is not an option to use multiple caches ! each object may only be bound to one cache. To deal with 

this situation, a caching feature was introduced in ASE 12.0 called cache partitioning (popularly known as "cachelets").

A cache may be divided into multiple subsections, each of which gets its own spinlock; an internal hashing process 
determines which pages go to which subsection. Creating a partitioned cache may still lead to contention if two tasks want 
two pages that happen to be in the same subsection, but the odds that the pages are in different subsections (and 
therefore protected by different spinlocks) are improved as the number of subsections increases.

Cachelets may either be set globally (by sp_configure), or on a per-cache basis (using sp_cacheconfig). It's much more 
useful to use sp_cacheconfig, as it is unlikely that all of the caches you create in the server will require the same number of 
cachelets.

Sybase recommends trying cachelets prior to named caches because cachelets are easier to tune.

Syntax:

sp_cacheconfig cache_name, "cache_partition = value"

Where values may be the word "default" (use the server-wide setting, which should be left at 1), or some power of 2, from 1 
to 64 inclusive.

Example:

sp_cacheconfig 'fred cache', "cache_partition = 4"

Following a server reboot, fred cache will be subdivided into four sections, each of which has its own spinlock and each of 
which contains all of the buffer pools previously configured in the cache. Actually, we'll get an error from this attempt.

Remember that all buffer pools have a minimum size of 512 KB. When you configure cachelets, each buffer pool must have 
a minimum size of 512 KB * number of cachelets; this is because each buffer pool spans each of the cachelets. In our prior 
examples, fred cache was configured to 3 MB total, with 1 MB of that set to the 16 K buffer pool.
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Figure 12-2: fred cache

However, each of the buffer pools must meet its minimum required size (512 KB) across each of the cachelets. In Figure
12-3, we've created four such cachelets.

Figure 12-3: fred cache after partitioning

Each cachelet gets an equal amount of space from each buffer pool, so we see that the 2 K buffer pool meets its minimum 
size requirements (512 KB per cachelet), but the 16 K pool does not. In order to create cachelets in fred cache, we would 
either have to increase the size of the 16 K pool to 2 MB (which would require the cache be increased to 4 MB) or reduce 
the number of cachelets to two (which would allow 512 KB/cachelet in the 16 KB pool).

As with sizing caches and buffer pools, it's best to take an iterative approach to reducing spinlock contention in caches. 
The contention may be measured with sp_sysmon in the Cache Management section; any spinlock contention value 
greater than 10% should be dealt with immediately. If you cannot reduce the spinlock contention, it is recommended that 
you do not increase the number of engines, as you will only make the contention worse (in fact, with bad spinlock 
contention, you may find that you improve performance by decreasing your engine count).

sp_sysmon "00:02:00", dcache
Data Cache Management
---------------------

  Cache Statistics Summary (All Caches)
-------------------------------------

<output skipped>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Cache: default data cache
                                  per sec      per xact       count  % of total

------------------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ----------
    Spinlock Contention                 6           0.8          59       0.6 %
<output skipped>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Cache: fred cache
                                  per sec      per xact       count  % of total

------------------------- ------------ ------------ ---------- ----------
    Spinlock Contention                 2           0.3          17       0.2 %
<output skipped>

Cache Notes
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Size the cache or pool for the transaction log so as to reduce the number of times Adaptive Server processes need to 
reread log pages that must go to disk because the pages have been flushed from the cache.

In general, you want heavily scanned pages to have access to an eight-page (default 16 K) pool, you want the indexes and 
random-access data to have access to a one-page (default 2 K) pool, and you want the log to have access to a 4 K pool.

Be aware that some Adaptive Server processes need to reread log pages. These include:

! Triggers that use the inserted and deleted tables built from the transaction log when the trigger queries the tables.

! Deferred updates, inserts, and deletes that require a reread of the log to apply changes to tables or indexes.

! Transactions that are rolled back, since log pages must be accessed to roll back the changes.

Sizing a Cache for a Transaction Log

To size a cache for a transaction log, follow these steps:

1. Time the processes that need to reread the log pages.

2. Time how long the longest triggers and deferred updates last.

3. Time the long-running transactions that are rolled back.

4. Size the growth rate of the log during the first three items listed here.

Use sp_spaceused at regular intervals to estimate how fast the log grows.

To size the log for maximum length of time:

(Deferred update: 5 min.) * (Log growth: 125pp/min.) = (Pages allocated while transaction executes = 625pp) or size 
the log for average length of time if few transactions or queries are run for a long period of time.

Choosing the I/O Size

Group commit holds partially filled transaction log pages of 2 K for a very brief span of time so that records of several 

transactions can be written to disk simultaneously.

Create a 4 K pool for the transaction log:

! To reduce log writes in environments with high transaction rates or transactions that create large log records

! If your database is using 2 K log I/O

! If the number of log writes per second is high

! If the average number of writes per log page is slightly above one

sp_sysmon

The sp_sysmon stored procedure reports on the ratio of transaction log writes to transaction log allocations.

                             per sec  per xact   count    % of total
Transaction Log Writes       22.5     458.0      1374     n/a
Transaction Log Alloc        20.8     423.0      1269     n/a
Avg # Writes per Log Page    n/a      n/a        1.08274  n/a

Benefits of Assigning tempdb to Its Own Data Cache

Assigning tempdb to its own data cache reduces heavy use of the data cache when temporary tables are created, 
populated, and then dropped. If tempdb is heavily in use and you are experiencing memory contention, you can split off a 
lot of the work of the hash buffers by separating tempdb I/O from the other I/O by binding tempdb to its own named cache.

Creating and Configuring Caches and Pools

The cache binding commands for the SA are sp_cacheconfig and sp_poolconfig.
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To bind tempdb to its own cache, follow these steps:

1. Configure the caches.

2. Bind tempdb to the new cache.

sp_bindcache "tempdb_cache", tempdb

Guidelines for Cache Configuration

To configure named caches in Adaptive Server properly, analyze the following to determine whether there are situations 
that will benefit from named caches and cache binding:

! Databases

! Database objects

! I/O patterns

! Queries

Tuning Ideas

Consider the following when tuning:

! The size of any frequently accessed tables you want to keep entirely in cache; the bigger the object, the more of your 
limited memory resource you'll take up.

! Place tempdb into a separate named cache.

! On multi-CPU systems, consider spreading your busiest tables and indexes across multiple caches to minimize cache 
contention.

! Leave a large enough default data cache for activity on unbound tables and indexes.

! The recovery process uses only the 2 KB buffer pool in the default data cache. If this is too small, recovery will run 
slowly.

! Don't overpartition the cache. You'll probably end up wasting cache space and hurting performance rather than helping 
it.

! The I/O size for transaction logs is 4 KB by default. To get the best log performance, make sure that the logonly cache 
the log is bound to has a 4 KB buffer pool.

When setting up buffer pools, follow these guidelines when deciding whether to configure for large I/Os to improve 
performance:

! Determine whether you have queries that can benefit from large I/Os such as table scans, leaf level scans of large 
nonclustered indexes, and range queries on clustered indexes that retrieve a large number of rows.

! Don't leave too little space for the 2 KB buffer pool. Many queries and types of data do not need large I/O (for example, 
single-row retrievals using an index). In addition, some tasks use only 2 KB I/Os (for example, disk init, certain dbcc 
commands, and drop table).

! Reconfigure buffer pools to match workload requirements. For example, increase the smaller buffer pools (that is, 2 KB 
and 4 KB pools) during the day when performing OLTP activities. Reconfigure them for a larger 16 KB buffer pool for 
DSS activities run at night.

Summary

Only reconfigure cache when you have a specific performance need to correct. Otherwise, you may end up making your 
memory problems worse. Use the scientific method to determine whether your changes helped or didn't. If the changes did 
not help, put things back the way they were.
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Chapter 13: Data Partitioning in ASE 15

What Is Data Partitioning?

Data partitioning breaks up large tables and indexes into smaller pieces that can reside on separate partitions, allowing 
DBAs to have a very fine level of control over data placement, maintenance, and management.

A segment is a portion of a device that is defined within ASE. It is used for the storage of specific types of data such as 

system data, log data, and the data itself. Partitions can be placed on individual segments and multiple partitions can be 
placed on a single segment. In turn, a segment or segments can be placed on any logical or physical device, thus isolating 
I/O and aiding performance and data availability.

Data in a table or index on one partition can be managed and processed separately from data in other partitions. Queries 
only need to access partitions that contain the required data.

DBAs can perform management and maintenance tasks much more quickly on individual smaller partitions rather than on 
huge tables and indexes. To save even more time, some common tasks can be run in parallel on multiple partitions. 
Additionally, a DBA can automate tasks on partitions. As the size of the data grows, more partitions can be added.

There are four methods of data partitioning offered in ASE 15. The first is called round-robin partitioning, the only method 
used in pre-ASE 15 versions. This method places data sequentially on partitions. There is no way to specify which data 
goes on which partition, and all partitions will be involved in query processing.

The next three methods are referred to as "semantic data partitioning" methods because the placement of data on 
partitions can be specified. They are range, list, and hash partitioning.

The partition method expected to be most widely used in ASE 15 is range partitioning. With this method, ranges of values 
can be specified to be placed on a given partition.

With list partitioning, individual values can be placed on separate partitions.

In hash partitioning, the data is placed on partitions based on the columns specified and an internal hashing algorithm.

Why Use Data Partitioning?

By using data partitioning in ASE 15, businesses lower the cost of keeping and using databases of any size on ASE, while 
improving the performance of their applications and making their data more available.

Reducing the Cost of Managing and Maintaining Databases

The most costly aspect of operating a database of any size is the time and effort required to manage and maintain it. 
Databases can become so large that there simply isn't enough time to perform all of the necessary maintenance tasks. 
This not only has a direct impact on application performance but also puts data in danger by making backups less practical 
due to the time required.

By making the use of various utilities much more efficient, data partitioning in ASE 15 has a positive impact on the time and 
resources spent maintaining and managing large databases.

Imagine that multiple activities are happening on a large table. A large complex DSS-style query is running, OLTP 
processing is occurring, bcp is being used to load data, and update statistics is running to freshen statistics. In an 
unpartitioned table, the activities under way are enough to slow operations to an unacceptable level if not bring many of 
them to a halt. Now imagine the same table, but this time it is data partitioned. Each of the operations that are running are 
doing so on separate partitions without affecting the others.

By partitioning a table or index into smaller pieces, DBAs can run utilities on a per-partition basis. This results in the utilities 
running faster, allowing other operations to work efficiently on data in other partitions and ensuring that the bulk of the data 
in the table is available for applications. In this way, the use of data partitioning in ASE 15 increases the operational 
scalability of applications using VLDBs.

With partitioned tables and indexes, a DBA can schedule maintenance tasks and cycle through one partition of a table at a 
time, or perform tasks simultaneously on multiple partitions if preferred. If maintenance on a given partition is not practical 
at a certain time, that partition can be skipped and returned to later. The maintenance schedule can also be tightly 
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integrated with ASE's Job Scheduler, thus freeing up the DBA for other important activities.

Two commonly run utilities are also two of the most resource and time consuming ! update statistics and reorg. Both need 
to be run on tables and indexes on a regular basis in order to assure good performance from queries.

The update statistics utility gathers statistics about the table, its indexes, and the distribution of data in its columns. This 
information is needed by the query processing engine's optimizer to determine the most efficient way to access the 
required data. The reorg rebuild utility is used to reclaim empty space in tables and indexes. This operation is important for 
space management and for efficient query performance. Some tables are so large that it is virtually impossible to run either 
of these two important utilities without exceeding the allotted time and impeding regular business operations.

As an example, many databases contain a date/time column used when recording a transaction. It's important to keep the 
distribution statistics for such columns up to date so that queries run as efficiently as possible. But to update statistics for 
an unpartitioned table and index, the entire column has to be read. With huge tables, this can have a major impact on 
performance and data availability

The same operations on a partitioned table and index will take considerably less time and have minimal impact on overall 
performance and data availability. This is because the distribution statistics only have to be gathered from the partition that 
contains the most recent date/time values. The same applies to the reorg utility. When run on a table and index that are 
partitioned, only the target partition will be affected, keeping the rest of the table and index free for use.

Another time-consuming but necessary task is the running of common table and index diagnostic utilities such as the dbcc's 
that check for data consistency. Running these diagnostics on a per-partition basis makes this critical task more efficient.

Still another time- and resource-intensive operation is the archiving off or deletion of large amounts of data that are no 
longer needed in the table. The bcp (bulk copy program) can be run on individual partitions, allowing data to be put into or 
taken out of a table without interfering with other operations that are using that same table. Only the partition whose data is 
being imported or exported via bcp will be affected. By partitioning tables, data that "ages out" can be managed more 
easily. bcp can also run in parallel on multiple partitions simultaneously.

The truncate table!partition command is used to perform mass deletions of data from a table. Often this is data copied off 

of the table via bcp or other backup methods. In the past, truncating the table deleted all data from it and could take a long 
time. Now, however, data can be deleted on a per-partition basis.

Data Availability

The availability of data to applications is vital for the functioning of any business. If applications can't get to the data they 
require, work doesn't get done.

As we have seen, the purpose of partitioning tables and indexes is to divide them into separate and smaller pieces so that 
operations on each piece can be isolated from other operations on other pieces, thus ensuring that more data can be 
accessed by applications more of the time.

With a partitioned index, the reorg utility can be running on partition 2 while statistics on partition 3 are being updated. 
Either of these utilities would make the index unavailable on an unpartitioned index. In this case, both are running 
simultaneously while data on partition 1 is still available to an application.

Similarly, if queries are changing the data, indexes can be updated on one partition without affecting operations on others.

In a mixed workload environment, DBAs can design partitions so that transactional operations occur on one partition while 
DSS queries run on others. The data availability that partitioning offers is critical to the performance of applications running 
in a mixed workload environment.

Partitions also enhance availability by being placed on various physical devices. If one device fails, the remaining partitions 
will still be available for use.

Index Partitioning

There are two methods of index partitioning: global and local. A global index has its entire structure (one B-tree) on one 
partition. When queries on partitioned tables use a global index, they will follow pointers from the index to the data on the 
table's data partition(s). The index structure covers all data partitions of the table.

The second type of index is a local index. Here the index's structure is broken up into pieces (multiple B-trees), which are 
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stored together on a single partition. Since the partitioned index has to be based on the same column order of values as 
the data partitions, a local index is similar to having smaller individual indexes pointing to data in corresponding data 
partitions. If a query is searching for only a fraction of the data in the table, it will only have to read one piece of the index. 
This increases concurrency by allowing different queries to simultaneously access different pieces of the same index. A 
query that is retrieving data from one partition will not interfere with a query that is using another partition. The result is less 
blocking, less I/O, more data availability, and higher performance.

Another advantage to using partitioned indexes is that the size of each is based on the number of rows in its corresponding 
table partition. Smaller indexes take less time to scan.

How and When to Use Data Partitioning

Partitioning tables and indexes is relatively simple. A table can be partitioned at its creation or later. Once partitioned, data 
put into the table will follow the rules set by the partitioning method, whether it's done with an insert or update or by using 
bcp to import data. An index can also be partitioned when it's created, but an existing index cannot be partitioned. It will 
need to be dropped and recreated with partitioning.

Here are some situations where DBAs might consider using the three semantic methods of partitioning described earlier:

! Range partitioning ! This method allows DBAs to specify what data will be contained in each partition based on a 
range of values in the key column. For example, the values 1, 2, 3, and 4 could be on partition 1, while 5, 6, 7, and 8 
are on partition 2, and so on. Below is an example of the syntax used to create a table that uses range partitioning on a 
date/time column:

create table customer (ord_date datetime not null,
name varchar(20) not null,
address varchar(40) not null, other columns ...)

partition by range (ord_date)
(ord_date1 values <= (3/31/05) on segment1,
 ord_date2 values <= (6/30/05) on segment2,
 ord_date3 values <= (9/30/05) on segment3,
 ord_date4 values <= (12/31/05) on segment4)

Range partitioning is especially useful for tables with constant updates, inserts, and deletes that contain a column or 
columns with sequential data in them such as a customer ID or a transaction date. Such tables require the most 
attention from DBAs for maintenance and management. These tables are also commonly used in decision support style 
queries, making them excellent candidates for range partitioning. While transactions are occurring on a single partition, 
DBA tasks and DSS queries can access other partitions. At the same time, it is critical that the DBA keep the 
distribution statistics up to date on the active transactional partition so that new data can be described to the query 
processing engine. As we have seen, the time it takes to update the statistics is considerably shorter when it only has 
to be run on a single partition.

! List partitioning ! List partitioning is similar to range partitioning, but here the actual values to be placed on a 
partition are specified. List partitioning is useful for controlling where specific values are stored, even if the column itself 
is not sorted, and in cases where the order of values in the partition is not important. Below is an example of the syntax 
used to create a table with list partitioning:

create table nation (nationkey integer not null, name char(25) not
   null, regionkey varchar(30) not null, comment varchar(152) not null)
   on segment 1

partition by list (n_regionkey)
(region1 values ('Americas'),
 region2 values ('Asia'),
 region3 values ('Europe'),
 region4 values ('Australia', 'Other'))

! Hash partitioning ! This method distributes values to partitions based on the column(s) specified and an internal 
hashing mechanism. There is no need to specify a list or range of values. If the column key contains unique values or 
values that have little duplication, hash partitioning will balance the data across all the partitions. However, if there is 
extensive duplication of values, the partitions can become skewed, with some containing more rows than others.

Hash partitions are useful when many partitions are desired for a large table and the values in the key column are not 
in a sorted order. They also help equality searches done by the query processing engine run more efficiently.
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create table lineitem (l_orderkey integer not null, l_partkey integer
   not null, l_suppkey integer not null, l_linenumber integer not null,
   l_quantity double not null, l_extendedprice double not null, other
   columns ...)

partition by hash (l_orderkey, l_linenumber)
(litem_hash1 on segment1,
 litem_hash2 on segment2,
 litem_hash3 on segment3,
 litem_hash4 on segment4)

Summary

If you have a huge amount of data and need to break it up to manage I/O issues or to manage a smaller subset of data, 
partitions are for you. ASE 15 introduces three methods of partitioning: range, list, and hash.
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Chapter 14: Remote Server Management

Remote Access

ASE was conceived as a database using a network and the client/server paradigm. From the beginning, ASE has used a 
client program that formulated and made requests of server programs over a network. A server could act as a client and 
make a request of another server, usually on behalf of a requesting client; the mechanism used was a remote procedure 
call (RPC). This was a request made via the tabular data stream (TDS), and when the remote server received it, it was 
passed to its RPC-handling function to process.

Figure 14-1 shows a traditional Sybase RPC request. A client issues a request in the form of:

exec remote_server_name.database_name.owner.procedure_name

Figure 14-1

The request goes to the local server, which forwards it via an RPC call to the remote server. The remote server returns the 
data and then the output parameters and return code. The local server does not have a way to forward the data rows but 
could return the output parameters and return code to the requesting client.

In order for this to work, the following steps must be performed:

1. Ensure the server is named the same in the interfaces file and the sysservers table (default).

2. Allow remote access in both servers (default).

3. Map logins from originating server to remote server.

These steps are detailed in the following sections.

Server Naming

The server names may be verified by examining the interfaces file (by text editor or the dsedit utility). The server that will 
originate the RPC must be identified in sysservers as the local server, and the server responding to the RPC added as a 
non-local (remote) server. These additions to sysservers can be accomplished with sp_addserver.

Syntax:

sp_addserver remote_server_name [, local]

!"#$%Don't get Sybase's RPC term confused with other software vendors who may talk about remote procedure calls. 
They are different things!
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Example:

exec sp_addserver sales, local
exec sp_addserver inventory

In this example, the local server is identified by the name sales, and the sales server is made aware of the existence of the 
server named inventory. Adding the local server name also populates the @@servername global variable. The new local 
servername takes effect when the server is rebooted. Since version 12.5, we do not need to add the local server name 
manually, as it is done automatically when the server is installed.

Configuring the Server to Allow Remote Access

By default, ASE permits server-to-server communications (otherwise, it would be impossible to communicate with the 
Backup Server). The sp_configure option "allow remote access" needs to be set to 1 (true) for both servers. Since this is a 
dynamic option, the server need not be rebooted.

Example:

sp_configure 'allow remote access', 1

Login Mapping

The login that originates the RPC on the local server needs to be equated with a login on the remote server. The 
sp_addremotelogin procedure enables an SA to define how these mappings work, and the sp_remoteoption procedure 
allows an SSO to define what (if any) password checking is enforced.

Syntax:

sp_addremotelogin remote_server_name [, local_login_name
   [, remote_login_name]]

sp_remoteoption remote_server_name [, local_login_name, remote_login_name,
   {trusted|net password encrypted|timeouts}, {true|false}]

Example:

exec sp_addlogin joe, joespassword
exec sp_addremotelogin sales, joe, bob

In this case, both procedures are executed in the inventory server; a local login called "joe" is created in inventory, and a 
mapping is defined specifically between the pair of servers.

Example:

exec inventory...report_proc

If this execution is submitted by "bob" from the sales server, the procedure will be executed in the inventory server as if it 
had been locally executed by "joe." The results will be returned to the client connection of the "bob" login. If "joe" has no 
permission to execute the proc, a permissions error will result.

Example:

sp_addlogin mary, maryspassword
sp_addremotelogin customer, mary

In this example, both procedures are executed in the inventory server. The login "mary" is created and mapped, but there is 
not a specific login in the customer server for the mapping. Any remote procedure calls originating from customer that refer 

to procedures in inventory will be executed according to the permissions of "mary." In this way, we can save the effort of 
creating specific login pairs between servers, but we don't get quite as much accountability; all logins in customer will have 
precisely the same privileges to execute procedures in inventory.

Once the mappings are established, security options may be defined for remote logins. Logins that initiate a remote 
procedure call may be trusted, may have encrypted passwords, and may engage in network timeouts.

Example:

sp_remoteoption sales, joe, bob, trusted, true

In this example, the remote login between sales.bob and inventory.joe is trusted: No password needs to be supplied during 
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the RPC. The network timeouts option indicates that connections used by the RPC will be held for approximately 60 
seconds before being closed (if off, this option allows the connections to be held indefinitely), and the net password 
encrypted option sends all RPC passwords in an encrypted form (more secure, but slower).

To report on the remote logins defined on a server, use sp_helpremotelogin.

CIS & Component Integration Services

An alternative to remote procedure calls was introduced in ASE 11.5: Component Integration Services (CIS). Instead of 
requiring users to make explicit calls of procedures in other servers, the SA may set up a logical data space where multiple 
servers behave as if their objects were in a single server. A user may query an object via a structure known as a proxy (a 

placeholder that substitutes for the actual object), which is in the local server.

Behind the scenes, references to the proxy are translated into references to the object's actual physical location (server 
and database), transparent to the user. When the results are returned to the user, it's not apparent that they came from 
"somewhere else." Included within ASE are those portions of CIS that communicate with Sybase server products (Adaptive 
Server Enterprise, Adaptive Server Anywhere, Adaptive Server IQ); you may add licensed additional code that will extend 
CIS's capabilities to communicate with data servers from other vendors, allowing for transparent, heterogeneous servers 
(see Figure 14-2).

Figure 14-2

In ASE 12.5 and later, inter-server communication is made more secure with the adoption of the Secure Sockets Layer 
(SSL) protocol. Most commonly used with web servers, SSL allows for strong encryption of network traffic using a well-
publicized standard based on public key cryptography. Additionally, Sybase has added support for the Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), which allows a small (lightweight), centralized service to provide directory services. This 
can substitute for the presence of a separate interfaces file on each node of the enterprise. In Windows NT, LDAP allows 
the use of the registry to access servers; in Unix, another naming service can be designated to supply server naming (but 
the traditional interfaces technique is still used by default).

Only ASE-native CIS is the focus of our discussion.

Using proxy tables (or proxy databases) requires some setup:

1. The remote server must be added to sysservers and CIS enabled (default).

2. A local storage location must be defined for the remote object, and the remote table's schema must be mapped to the 
local server.

Remote Server

CIS has extended the definition of a server to include the idea of a server class. Server classes establish the access path 

to an external database. They are included in the pathname of the proxy tables and are defined using additional 
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parameters in sp_addserver.

Syntax:

sp_addserver server_name, server_class, net_name

Parameters:

! server_name ! The name of the external server referred to by the proxy table

! server_class ! The class name associated with the server

! net_name ! The name of the server as it appears in the interfaces file

The supported server classes are:

! ASEnterprise ! Adaptive Server Enterprise 10.0 and higher

! ASAnywhere ! Adaptive Server Anywhere version 6.0 and higher

! ASIQ! This server class has been used when Omni is configured to stand between a client application and Sybase 
IQ version 11.5. With the release of ASIQ version 12, this class will now assume that the IQ database being accessed 
is version 12.0 or greater. This version, while based on ASA, supports expanded syntax in areas of group by and 
aggregate handling, and therefore requires Omni to distinguish between ASA 6/7 and ASIQ 12. Note that support for 
ASIQ 11.x is no longer provided, as this version was EOL'd at the end of 2000.

! direct_connect ! DirectConnect gateways, Net Gateway 3.0.1 or higher, and OpenServer Connect 4.0 or higher

! sds ! Custom applications using the Sybase Standard or Enhanced Full Text Search specialty data store, or Open 
Server apps written with the specialty store SDK

! Local ! Just what you think

CIS is enabled by default in ASE, but this status may be verified with sp_configure.

Local Storage

A local storage location may be defined for the remote object with the sp_addobjectdef procedure, or by using the 
pathname option in the create table statement. The pathname method is recommended.

Syntax:

create [existing] table local_name
   (column_list)
   [external {table | procedure}]
   at "pathname"

The default external object type is the table. If procedure is specified, it is assumed to be read-only and insert, update, and 
delete operations are not allowed. Selects against the proxy procedure will cause CIS to issue an RPC to the remote 

server and process the results as if it were a normal table (that is, you execute the procedure by selecting it ! a
syntactical fiction).

If the existing clause is used, metadata from the location identified in pathname will be imported into CIS, which will be 
compared with column_list. If the data types are not compatible (convertible), the command will be rejected. The 
column_list syntax is the same as the standard create table syntax. An alternate form of the command is:

create proxy_table local_name at "pathname"

In this case, CIS uses the metadata obtained from the remote location specified in pathname to create the column list. 
Once the proxy table is created (by either means), it is then referenced using its local name as if it were a regular table in 
the database. It can be used within local views, procedures, triggers, or any other TSQL command that expects a table 
name.

The alternate definition method for proxies (sp_addobjectdef) is a bit more complex than create existing table or create 
proxy table.
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Syntax:

sp_addobjectdef object_name,"object_loc" [,"object_type"]

Parameters:

! object_name ! Name of the local proxy table in the format [dbname.owner.]object

! object_loc ! Storage location of the remote object in the format server_name.dbname.owner.object;[aux1.aux2], where 
object is the name of the remote table, view, or proc, and Aux1.aux2 is a string of characters passed to the remote 
server (see below)

! object_type ! Type of object the proxy refers to; the default is "table"

Aux1.aux2 is a string of characters passed to the remote server during create table or create index commands to act as the 
segment name. The meaning of the string is dependent on the server class. For instance, if the server class is db2, then 
aux1 is the name of the DB2 database and aux2 is the DB2 tablespace (see the Component Integration Services User's 

Guide for more details).

Proxy Databases

A proxy database is a database taken from a remote server and reproduced on the local server. When a proxy database is 

created, the metadata from the remote server is used to create proxy tables.

Syntax:

create database database_name
   [create database options]
   [[with default_location='pathname']
   [for proxy_update]]

The for proxy_update option establishes the database as a proxy database, and the with default_location clause indicates 
the data import location. If for proxy_update is used, with default_location must also be used, or an error occurs.

Using with default_location without for proxy_update establishes a default storage location for new and existing table 
creation. However, when using create database, no automatic importing of proxy table definitions is done.

The pathname argument is in the format of servername.dbname.owner; servername must exist in sysservers. If the owner 
is specified, only objects owned by that owner are imported.

When creating the proxy database, the following steps are performed for you:

! The size of the database to be created is estimated (if no size is given in the create database command).

! All proxy tables and views are created (system tables are not copied).

! All permissions on tables are granted to public.

! The guest user added to the proxy database.

! The create table permission is granted to public.

! The database status is set to "proxy."

Remote Access Setup Example

By default, remote access and CIS are enabled, and remote logins are untrusted. Given a local server named Loc_Server 
and a remote server named Rem_Server, Table 14-1 shows the steps required on both servers to be able to execute a 
remote procedure from the local server to the remote server. On the local server we will create a login of "joe_local," and 
on the remote server a login of "tom_remote." To allow "joe_local" to execute on the remote server as "joe_local," we'll also 
add a login of "joe_local" on the remote server.

Table 14-1: Executing a remote procedure from the local server to the remote server

Local Server Remote Server
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At this point a login on the local server should be able to execute a procedure on the remote server with the following 
syntax, using the same login name as on the local server:

exec Rem_Server...myproc

The form of sp_addremotelogin used earlier assumes that every local login on Loc_Server maps to an identically named 
login on Rem_Server; if desired, we could have used one of the alternate forms that mapped logins in a different fashion.

Remote logins may be removed (preventing given logins from executing remote procedures) by using sp_dropremotelogin. 
Information about a remote server or a remote login may be obtained using sp_helpserver or sp_helpremotelogin.

Syntax:

sp_dropremotelogin remote_server_name [, loginname [, remotename]]

sp_helpserver [server_name]

sp_helpremotelogin [remote_server_name [, remotelogin]]

Using CIS for Remote Procedure Calls

There are two approaches now possible within Adaptive Server Enterprise to make remote procedure calls. The first (and 
original) approach uses the ASE site handler, and the second approach uses CIS. The CIS approach is used if the 
configuration property cis rpc handling is 1, in which case all new connections inherit the current setting, or if the session-
specific command set cis_rpc_handling ON has been set. If cis rpc handling is enabled, then all RPCs will be sent to a 
remote server via CIS. This can result in improved performance, since CIS connections to remote servers are persistent.

If CIS is used to establish connections to remote servers, then you need to separately map the logins.

Enhanced Mapping of External Logins

Users of ASE that invoke the services of Omni, knowingly or unknowingly, will require login names/passwords to remote 
servers. By default, the username/password pair used by Omni to connect to a remote server will be the same 
username/password used by the client to connect to ASE.

This default mapping is frequently insufficient and, since its first release, Omni has supported a one-to-one mapping of 
ASE login names and passwords to remote server login names and passwords. For example, using the stored procedure 
sp_addexternlogin, it is possible to map ASE user steve, password sybase to DB2 login name login1, password 
password1:

sp_addexternlogin DB2, steve, login1, password1

It is also possible to provide a many-to-one mapping so that all ASE users that need a connection to DB2 can be assigned 
the same name and password:

sp_addexternlogin DB2, NULL, login2, password2

exec sp_addlogin joe_local exec sp_addlogin tom_remote

exec sp_addserver Loc_Server, local exec sp_addserver Rem_Server, local

exec sp_addserver Rem_Server exec sp_addserver Loc_Server

Verify both Loc_Server and Rem_Server are in the local 
interfaces file

Verify both Loc_Server and Rem_Server are in the remote 
interfaces file

" exec sp_addremotelogin Loc_Server

exec sp_addlogin joe_local

!"#$%cis rpc handling allows for long characters.

Unicode characters are supported for CIS.

Wide result sets may be broken into multiple units if unable to fit into the TDS.

The max cis remote servers and max cis remote connections properties have been dropped.

Cascading proxy tables are permitted, which can cause deadlocks.
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One-to-one mapping has precedence, such that if user steve has an external login for DB2, that would be used rather than 
the many-to-one mapping.

In addition, it is possible to assign external logins to ASE roles. With this capability, anyone with a particular role can be 
assigned a corresponding login name/password for any given remote server:

sp_addexternlogin DB2, null, login3, password3, rolename

The use of the fifth argument in this procedure, rolename, identifies the name of a role rather than the name of a user. 
Whenever a user with this role active requires a connection to DB2, the appropriate login name/password for the role will 
be used to establish the connection. When establishing a connection to a remote server for a user that has more than one 
role active, each role is searched for an external login mapping, and the first mapping found is used to establish the login. 
This is the same order as displayed by the stored procedure sp_activeroles.

The general syntax for sp_addexternlogin is:

sp_addexternlogin
   <servername>,
   <loginname>,
   <external_loginname>
   [, <external_password>]
   [, <rolename>]

<rolename> is optional; if specified, then the loginname parameter is ignored.

Precedence for these capabilities is as follows:

! If one-to-one mapping is defined, it will be used ! this has the highest precedence.

! If no one-to-one mapping is defined, then if a role is active and a mapping for it can be found, the role mapping will be 
used to establish a remote connection.

! If neither of the above is true, then many-to-one mapping is used if defined.

! If none of the above are true, then the ASE login name and password are used to make the connection.

If role mapping is done, and a user's role is changed (via set role), then any connections made to remote servers that used 
role mapping will have to be disconnected. This cannot be done if a transaction is pending; therefore the set role command 
will not be acceptable if a transaction is active and remote connections are present that used role mapping.

The stored procedure sp_helpexternlogin has been updated to allow viewing the various types of extern logins that have 
been added via sp_addexternlogin. The syntax for sp_helpexternlogin is:

sp_helpexternlogin [servername [, loginname [, rolename]]]

All three parameters are optional, and any of the parameters can be NULL.

The stored procedure sp_dropexternlogin has also been modified to accept a third argument, rolename. If rolename is 
specified, then the second argument, login name, is ignored.

ASE Variable Page Size Issues

As part of the support for larger page sizes in ASE, it will sometimes be necessary to provide additional information 
regarding the maximum size of certain columns. The new limits on column sizes are:

Columns of type char(), varchar(), binary(), and varbinary() may be sized up to the maximums listed above (versions prior 

Table 14-2: Column size limits

Page Size (bytes) Maximum Column Size (bytes)

2048 1900

4096 4000

8192 8000

16384 16000
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to 12.5 limited column lengths to 255; this could cause issues when dealing with non-Sybase servers that have different 
column limits). Additionally, the limit on the number of columns per table was increased from 250 to 1024, and maximum 
index widths were likewise increased (although indexes are still limited to 31 columns).

CIS still needs to know the max size of char and varchar columns of other databases, but most of this information is 
resolved by the server classes and their version. For the direct_connect and sds server classes, additional information is 
obtained by using the sp_capabilities procedure.

Accounting for increased page sizes also necessitates some new CIS commands in ASE 12.5 and later:

! create new proxy table ! Allows the new extended char lengths.

! create existing proxy table ! Allows columns to be over 255 bytes. Previously char, varchar, binary, and varbinary 
greater than 255 bytes had to be treated as text or image columns. If the column size is still too large, they must be 
declared as text or image.

! create proxy_table ! Imports metadata from the remote server and translates it into the proper syntax for a create 
existing table command, which it runs internally. The same rules on column size as applied to the create existing proxy 
table apply here.

! alter proxy table ! Processed locally, then on the remote server. If the remote server fails, the command is backed out 
of the local server.

Creating Tables from System Files

If you purchase this optional feature, ASE 12.5 and later allows you to create a proxy table to refer to an underlying system 
file. The resulting table has predefined columns that define its size, filename, and content (as an image column), etc. Such 
a proxy table maps to the underlying file system directory. By using an insert statement you can create a new file in the 
directory, a select would obtain filename information, and writetext would change the contents of a file.

Syntax:

create proxy_table table_name
external directory at "pathname to directory[;R]"

With the optional ;R flag, CIS will recursively search all subdirectories for information. If traceflag 11206 is turned on, 
messages about the directory contents will go to the error log.

Example:

create proxy_table prox_dir
external directory at "/usr/local/fred_dir"

This creates a table named prox_dir with information from the fred_dir directory with the columns shown in Table 14-4.

Table 14-3: Index width limits

Page Size (bytes) Maximum Index Width (bytes)

2048 600

4096 1250

8192 2600

16384 5300

Table 14-4

Column Data

Type

Description

id numeric
(24)

Unique
identifier for 
the table.

filename varchar
(n)

OS file name 
for the table.

size int Number of 
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File Access

ASE 12.5 and later have the ability to access files within the file system. This allows you to:

! Back up tables to files using select into or insert/select

! Query file content

! Use this method in place of bcp

There are two forms of the command:

create proxy_table <table_name>
external file at "pathname"

This creates a one-column table; the column name is record, with type varchar(255). The contents of each row are the 
contents of the file up to a newline character. It is assumed that files are regular files in human-readable form.

Example:

select filename, size, content from prox_table
where filename like 'data%'

This finds 
all files 
whose
names
begin with 
"data" and 
reports their 
name, size 
in bytes, 
and
contents.

file in bytes 
for REG files

filetype varchar
(4)

DIR, REG, 
FIFO, CHRS 
(char
special),
BLKS,
UNKN

access char(10) Unix format 
"drwxrwxrwx"

uid varchar
(n)

Fileowner
n=9 on most 
systems

gid varchar
(n)

Group

atime datetime Access time; 
last time 
data
accessed

mtime datetime Modified;
last time file 
was
modified

ctime datetime Change time 
of last time 
file status 
changed

content image Actual data
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The second form of this command allows you to define columns. The data is read from the file up to a newline for each 
row; fields are assumed to be separated by tabs.

create existing table mydata
(name    varchar(50)   null,
 age     int           null,
 ssn     char(9)       null)
external  file at "/usr/local/fred_dir/name_file"

Summary

Sybase has a variety of mechanisms to enable you to remotely access Sybase servers, non-Sybase servers, and file 
system tables. Choose the method that best meets your needs.
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Chapter 15: Preventative Maintenance Regimen

Like a piece of machinery, an Adaptive Server must be properly maintained to stay in good working order. In this chapter, 
we will discuss some common tasks that are used to maintain the server and ensure that it stays in working order.

Periodic Maintenance

The different types of maintenance will be described in levels based on scope. Some tasks take place at the server level, 
meaning that your tasks involve resources that affect the entire server. For example, memory is a shared resource among 
all the tasks running on an Adaptive Server. Other tasks take place at the database level. The database is the server's unit 
of backup and recovery, so we perform database backups (making a copy of the database) and other types of care and 
maintenance one database at a time. Finally, at the table level (the table is what contains your data), you do things to help 
ensure database performance; that is, fast access to the data.

Server-Level Maintenance

The word "server" is used in a variety of ways in IT literature, from a file server (which manages disks) to the Adaptive 
Server (which interfaces with each client to manage your data). Here, we focus on the Adaptive Server as a single unit. We 
will try to stay focused on issues and monitors for the server as a whole.

Part of systems administration is disaster preparedness. Under some circumstances, you may need to reinstall your entire 
server. Given this, it becomes necessary to include scripts that can be used to rebuild the entire server as part of the 
server-level maintenance routine. This need not be a daily issue, but there are plenty of shops that extract this information 
from system tables on a nightly basis (via a cron job) against just such a potential calamity.

Activity Monitoring

Adaptive Server comes with various tools to monitor the activity on the server. Regular monitoring of the server can prevent 
situations where the system starts to perform badly because of misconfiguration and can be used to identify any 
bottlenecks in the server. The act of monitoring the server's performance on a repeated basis throughout a day can also be 
used to identify peak times for the server's use.

sp_sysmon

sp_sysmon produces low-level system utilization information. This data is often more useful for identifying bottlenecks or 
periods of intensive server use. The sp_sysmon stored procedure does take into account the existence of multiple 
processors. Thus, when the utilization percentages are combined, it is possible to see overall utilizations of greater than 
100%.

The procedure actually returns a lot of information that is organized into various sections, described in the table below. The 
name of the section can be used to force the procedure to return information only about the section called.

Table 15-1

Section Name Description

Application Management appmgmt Reports on user tasks

Data Cache Management dcache Reports on all data caches

Disk I/O Management diskio Reports on all disk I/O

ESP Management esp Reports on extended stored procedures

Housekeeper Housekeeper Reports on the housekeeper process

Index Management indexmgmt Reports on index management

Kernel Utilization kernel Tells how busy the kernel was

Lock Management locks Reports locks, deadlocks, and lock promotions

Memory Management memory Reports on pages allocated and deallocated

Metadata Cache Management mdcache Reports on the metadata cache

Monitor Access to Executing SQL monaccess Reports on showplans and Monitor Server access to query plans

Network I/O Management netio Reports on network I/O

Parallel Query Management parallel Reports on parallel queries
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Syntax:

exec sp_sysmon "HH:MM:SS" [, section_name]

Example output:

DBCC execution completed. If DBCC printed error messages, contact a user
with System Administrator (SA) role.
==========================================================================
      Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise System Performance Report
==========================================================================

Server Version:        Adaptive Adaptive Server Enterprise/15.0/EBF BETA
                           2/B/NT (IX86)/W
Server Name:           olympus
Run Date:              April 08, 2005
Statistics Cleared at: 10:11:10
Statistics Sampled at: 10:12:10
Sample Interval:       00:01:00

==========================================================================

Kernel Utilization
------------------

  Engine Busy Utilization
    Engine 0                        20.0 %

The output of sp_sysmon is extensive, and learning to read and interpret all of its results requires a great deal of practice. 
Administration can be as much art as science. There may be many sets of correct values for the server configuration 
parameters. Precise meanings of the various sections and subsections is described in the Performance and Tuning Guide

of the ASE documentation set.

Use of sp_sysmon contributes some overhead, but it is difficult to measure. The procedure should be run before and after 
changing system parameters, and adding or removing caches, disks, or engines within the server. This will allow the 
administrator to gather a before and after picture of any changes to the server and their effect on performance. Running 
the procedure before and after the installation of new applications to the server can help identify the impact the new 
application has on the overall server. And of course, this should be run periodically during peak times to see what kind of 
load is on your systems.

MDA Tables

With the advent of late 12.5, Sybase added memory-only tables that can be used to monitor performance, users, and a 
variety of other tasks. This topic is beyond the scope of this book.

What to Monitor

When using the sp_sysmon output, keep an archive of the outputs and try to at least gather information about engine busy 
utilization (in the Kernel Utilization section) and disk I/O management. Try to gauge maximum, minimum, and average 
values for these readings during peak and off-peak times. This will provide a frame of reference for what is "normal" on the 
server, and make abnormalities easier to identify. Also, try to gather information on user/process connections (Worker 

Procedure Cache Management pcache Reports on procedure cache

Recovery Management recovery Reports on number and length of checkpoints

Task Management taskmgmt Reports on open connections

Transaction Management xactmgmt Reports on transaction management activities

Transaction Profile xactsum Reports on transaction-related activities

Worker Process Management wpm Reports on the activity of worker processes

!"#$%Until version 12.5, you could only run sp_sysmon for maximum periods of 5 minutes. Now, there is no limit. As a 
result, you can pick any monitoring interval. It can be useful to run (for example) 5 minutes on, 5 minutes off. If you 
have a lot of processing you want to understand, and the processing runs 30 minutes, go ahead and run 
sp_sysmon for 30 minutes.
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Process Management and Task Management sections). Metrics like the total number of connections at a particular time of 
day, average connections per user, and the average length of time blocked by other users (some of which you will have to 
calculate yourself) can help gauge the normal workload attributed by users to the server.

As an alternative, Adaptive Server also comes with a Monitor Server that collects real-time data on the servers and can 
store that data to assist in discovering bottlenecks. You may write your own client tools to display and interpret these data, 
or you may use the monitor clients of Sybase Central.

There are also many good third-party tools that can be used to monitor Adaptive Server.

sp_lock

Adaptive Server should also be monitored on a regular basis for locking contention, which occurs when multiple users try 
to lock the same data as other users. This is considered a form of bottleneck and, while unavoidable, it can be minimized 
through efficient query writing and proper configuration of the locking scheme for tables.

The sp_lock stored procedure will list the various locks at a point in time on the Adaptive Server. The output will include 
the type of lock and the spid of the user that is being blocked by the lock (if any).

The sp_lock output shows what process (spid) has a lock on what object ID and will always list at least one lock (sp_lock 
itself locks data while running).

sp_lock is often used in conjunction with sp_who to diagnose locking contention; sp_who is used to identify the running 
processes on the server. For each connection (and certain background system processes) it will provide information 
including the login name, any blocking locks, and what kind of task was being performed when the procedure was run.

Syntax:

sp_lock [spid1 [, spid2]]

The optional list of spid values restricts the output to only locks held by the requested spids. Otherwise, all locks held by all 
spids will be displayed.

Example:

sp_lock
go

The class column will display the cursor name for locks associated with a cursor for the current user and the cursor ID for 
other users.

fid  spid  loid  locktype   table_id  page  row  dbname  class            context
--- ---- ---- --------- -------- ---- --- ------ --------------- -------
0    8     16    Sh_intent  1         0     0    tempdb  Non Cursor Lock
0    8     16    Ex_intent  23        0     0    tempdb  Non Cursor Lock
0    13    26    Sh_intent  32000114  0     0    master  Non Cursor Lock
0    14    28    Ex_intent  32000114  0     0    pubs2   Non Cursor Lock
0    14    28    Ex_page    32000114  728   0    pubs2   Non Cursor Lock
0    14    28    Ex_page    32000114  776   0    pubs2   Non Cursor Lock  Ind pg

sp_lock output is ordered by fid and then spid.

The fid column identifies the family (including the coordinating process and its worker processes) to which a lock belongs. 
Values for fid are:

! A zero value indicates that the task represented by the spid is executed serially and is not participating in parallel 
execution.

! A nonzero value indicates that the task (spid) holding the lock is a member of a family of processes (identified by fid) 
executing a statement in parallel. If the value is equal to the spid, it indicates that the task is the coordinating process in 
a family executing a query in parallel.

spid is the server process ID of the process.

The loid column identifies the unique lock owner ID of the blocking transaction. Even loid values indicate that a local 
transaction owns the lock. Odd values indicate that an external transaction owns the lock. Use the object_name system 
function to derive a table's name from its ID number.
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The locktype column indicates whether the lock is a shared lock ("Sh" prefix), an exclusive lock ("Ex" prefix) or an update 
lock, and whether the lock is held on a table ("table" or "intent"), on a page ("page"), or on a row ("row"). A "blk" suffix in the 
locktype column indicates that this process is blocking another process that needs to acquire a lock. As soon as this 
process completes, the other process(es) moves forward. A "demand" suffix in the locktype column indicates that the 
process is attempting to acquire an exclusive lock.

You can use the object_name() built-in function to see the name of the object for the ID displayed. (Or you can modify the 
sp_lock stored procedure to display the name; or better yet, write your own version of the procedure.)

! Page is the page being locked if the lock type is a page lock.

! Row is the row being locked if the lock type is a row lock.

! Dbname is the name of the database in which the item being locked resides.

The class column indicates whether a lock is associated with a cursor. It displays one of the following:

! Non Cursor Lock indicates that the lock is not associated with a cursor.

! Cursor Id <number> indicates that the lock is associated with the cursor ID number for that Adaptive Server process ID.

! A cursor name indicates that the lock is associated with the cursor cursor_name that is owned by the current user 
executing sp_lock.

The context column identifies the context of the lock. Worker processes in the same family have the same context value. 
Allowable values for context are as follows:

! NULL means that the task holding this lock is either a query executing serially or a query executing in parallel in 
transaction isolation level 1.

! Sync-pt duration request means that the task holding the lock will hold the lock until the query is complete. A lock's 
context may be Sync-pt duration request if the lock is a table lock held as part of a parallel query, if the lock is held by a 
worker process at transaction isolation level 3, or if the lock is held by a worker process in a parallel query and must be 
held for the duration of the transaction.

! Ind pg indicates locks on index pages (allpages-locked tables only).

! Inf key indicates an infinity key lock (for certain range queries at transaction isolation level 3 on data-only-locked
tables).

! Range indicates a range lock (for range queries at transaction isolation level 3 on data-only-locked tables). These new 
values may appear in combination with Fam dur (which replaces Sync pt duration) and with each other, as applicable.

sp_who

sp_who is often used with sp_lock.

Syntax:

sp_who [loginname |"spid"]

The loginname or spid value (which must be in quotes) will retrieve information about a single process; otherwise, the 
procedure will list all current processes.

Example:

[125] SYB_ASE15_TKD.master.1> sp_who;

fid spid status   loginame origname hostname blk_spid dbname cmd     block_xloid
--- ---- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------ ---------------- --
  0    2 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master DEADLOCK TUNE     0
  0    3 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master ASTC HANDLER      0
  0    4 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master CHECKPOINT SLEEP  0
  0    5 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master HK WASH           0
  0    6 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master HK GC             0
  0    7 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master HK CHORES         0
  0    8 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master AUDIT PROCESS     0
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  0    9 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master PORT MANAGER      0
  0   10 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master NETWORK HANDLER   0
  0   12 sleeping NULL     NULL     NULL            0 master LICENSE HEARTBEAT 0
  0   16 running sa        sa       NULL            0 master INSERT            0

(11 rows affected, return status = 0)

The references to loid and xloid (unique lock owner IDs) only apply to distributed transactions between databases or 
between servers. If you aren't running that sort of processing, the loid/xloid values should all be zero. Likewise, the 
references to fid (family ID) are only meaningful when running parallel query processing; in such cases, a user connection 
and internal parallel query worker processes are working together on one query when they share a value of fid.

sp_monitorconfig

You can use the sp_monitorconfig stored procedure to keep track of the utilization of many of the system parameters that 
you've tuned.

1> sp_monitorconfig "all";

Usage information at date and time: Nov 14 2005 10:56AM.

Name                      Num_free    Num_active  Pct_act Max_Used    Num_Reuse
------------------------- ----------- ----------- ------- ----------- ---------
additional network memory      553420      563280  50.44       563280         0
audit queue size                  100           0   0.00            0         0
disk i/o structures               256           0   0.00           84         0
heap memory per user             4096           0   0.00            0         0
max cis remote connection         100           0   0.00            0         0
max memory                      16480       36768  69.05        36768         0
max number network listen           4           1  20.00            1         0
max online engines                  0           1 100.00            1         0
memory per worker process        1024           0   0.00            0         0
number of alarms                   28          12  30.00           13         0
number of aux scan descri         256           0   0.00            0         0
number of devices                   3           7  70.00            7         0
number of dtx participant         500           0   0.00            0         0
number of java sockets             42           0   0.00            0         0
number of large i/o buffe           6           0   0.00            1         0
number of locks                  4914          86   1.72          119         0
number of mailboxes                29           1   3.33            1         0
number of messages                 64           0   0.00            0         0
number of open databases            4           8  66.67            8         0
number of open indexes            490          10   2.00           12         0
number of open objects            475          25   5.00           28         0
number of open partitions         490          10   2.00           12         0
number of remote connecti          20           0   0.00            1         0
number of remote logins            20           0   0.00            0         0
number of remote sites             10           0   0.00            1         0
number of sort buffers            500           0   0.00           72         0
number of user connection          24           1   4.00            2         0
number of worker processe           0           0   0.00            0         0
partition groups                 1024           0   0.00            0         0
permission cache entries           15           0   0.00            0         0
procedure cache size             4462        2538  36.26         2956         0
size of global fixed heap         300           0   0.00            0         0
size of process object he        3000           0   0.00            0         0
size of shared class heap        3072           0   0.00            0         0

size of unilib cache           263946         848   0.32          848         0
txn to pss ratio                  400           0   0.00            0         0

(return status = 0)

Monitoring the System Errorlog

By default, ASE will place an errorlog file in the directory in which you started the server (usually the install directory). In 
addition to boot time messages identifying which resources came up, their success, and the amount of elapsed time, any 
major errors or anomalies from the server will be recorded in the errorlog; this can include anything from abnormal 
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disconnections from the server to major errors that halt the system. Some third-party tools will notify you of additions to the 
errorlog. Many shops write tasks that monitor the errorlog on a continual (say, once per minute) basis. Note that SQL error 
messages will list a value of severity that will indicate the relative importance of the error (the higher, the more severe). 
Severity levels 11 to 18 are classed as user errors, severities 19+ are classed as system errors, and severity level 10 is 
reserved for informational messages.

The following are things to look for:

! Monitor the server for valid startup. Any errors that occur during startup can be an indication of a misconfiguration or 
hardware error. Any errors that occur during the start of the server may prevent a database from coming online or, in 
the worst case, prevent the server from starting.

! Look for any database threshold errors. Adaptive Server monitors thresholds for every database that does not set the 
"no free space acctng" dboption (which should probably never be set on a production database). If a threshold is 
crossed (either the last-chance threshold in the log, or any other user-defined threshold), the associated threshold 
procedure will be executed. Notification about crossing the threshold, and the output of any "print" messages from 
within the threshold proc, will be added to the errorlog. For more on thresholds and threshold procedures, see Chapter
5, "Database Logging and Recovery."

Errorlog Example

Here is an example of errorlog output.

00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:10.15 kernel  SySAM: Using licenses from:
C:\sybase\\SYSAM-2_0\licenses
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:13.78 kernel  SySAM: Checked out license
for 1 ASE_CORE (2007.1231/permanent/1D6C 07BE B477 A3E1).
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:13.78 kernel  This product is licensed to:
ASE Developer Edition - For Development and Test use only
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:13.78 kernel  Checked out license ASE_CORE

00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:13.84 kernel  Adaptive Server Enterprise
(Developer Edition)
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:14.56 kernel  Using config area from
primary master device.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:14.71 kernel  Warning: Using default file
'C:\sybase\HOME1.cfg' since a configuration file was not specified. Specify
a configuration file name in the RUNSERVER file to avoid this message.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.20 kernel  Using 100000 file
descriptors.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Adaptive Server
Enterprise/15.0/EBF 12783 GA/P/NT (IX86)/Windows
2000/ase150/2158/32-bit/OPT/Fri Aug 19 18:42:50 2005
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Confidential property of
Sybase, Inc.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Copyright 1987, 2005
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Sybase, Inc.  All rights
reserved.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Unpublished rights reserved
under U.S. copyright laws.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  This software contains
confidential and trade secret information of Sybase,
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Inc.   Use,  duplication or
disclosure of the software and documentation by
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  the  U.S.  Government  is
subject  to  restrictions set forth in a license
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  agreement  between  the
Government  and  Sybase,  Inc.  or  other  written
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  agreement  specifying  the
Government's rights to use the software and any
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  applicable FAR provisions,
for example, FAR 52.227-19.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Sybase, Inc. One Sybase
Drive, Dublin, CA 94568, USA
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  ASE booted on Windows 2000
build 2195 Service Pack 4.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Using 'C:\sybase\HOME1.cfg'
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for configuration information.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Logging ASE messages in file
'C:\sybase\ASE-15_0\install\HOME1.log'.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.25 kernel  Initializing MSDTC Connection
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.45 kernel  The DTC Operation
DtcGetTransactionManagerC failed with error DTC Services not available
(0x8004d01b)
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.45 kernel  MSDTC Initialization failed
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.45 kernel  Platform TCP network is
forced to IPv4-only.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.46 kernel  ASE booted with TCP_NODELAY
enabled.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.46 kernel  SQL Server NT process id is
0x7e8.

00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.46 kernel  SQL Server was started as a
Service.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.76 kernel  SSL Plus v5.0.4 security
modules loaded successfully.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:15.76 kernel  Network and device connection
limit is 99992.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.09 server  Number of blocks left for
proc headers: 6960.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.10 server  Proc header memory allocated
3480 pages for each per engine cache
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.14 server  Size of the 8K memory pool:
8192 Kb
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.21 server  Memory allocated for the
default data cache cachelet 1: 8192 Kb
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.23 server  Size of the 16K memory pool:
2048 Kb
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.23 server  Size of the 8K memory pool:
4096 Kb
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.23 server  Memory allocated for the fred
cache cachelet 1: 6144 Kb
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.31 kernel  Initializing virtual device
0, 'C:\sybase\data\master.dat' with dsync 'on'.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.34 kernel  Virtual device 0 started
using asynchronous i/o.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.51 server  Loaded default Unilib
conversion handle.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.73 kernel  Worker Thread Manager is not
enabled for use in ASE.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:16.73 kernel  Either the config parameter
'use security services' is set to 0, or ASE does not support use of
external security mechanisms on this platform. The Security Control Layer
will not be initialized. No external security mechanisms will be supported.
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:18.25 kernel  engine 0, os pid 308 online
00:00000:00000:2006/01/31 21:11:18.28 server  No active traceflags
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:18.70 kernel  libomni1 - Component
Integration Services: using 'Sybase Client-Library/15.0/P/PC
Intel/BUILD1500-050/OPT/Tue Jul 12 15:32:18 2005'
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:18.71 server  Opening Master Database ...
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:19.59 server  Loading ASE's default sort
order and character set
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.04 server  Recovering database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.15 server  Started estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.25 server  Database 'master',
checkpoint=(2160, 3), first=(2160, 3), last=(2160, 34).
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.25 server  Completed estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.25 server  Started ANALYSIS pass for
database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.28 server  Completed ANALYSIS pass for
database 'master'.

00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.28 server  Log contains all committed
transactions until 2006/01/28 18:11:36.34 for database master.
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00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.28 server  Started REDO pass for
database 'master'. The total number of log records to process is 32.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.42 server  Redo pass of recovery has
processed 3 committed and 0 aborted transactions.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.42 server  Completed REDO pass for
database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.46 server  Recovery of database 'master'
will undo incomplete nested top actions.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.46 server  Started recovery checkpoint
for database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.50 server  Completed recovery checkpoint
for database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.51 server  Started filling free space
info for database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.79 server  Completed filling free space
info for database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.81 server  Started cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.81 server  Completed cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'master'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:20.95 server  Checking external objects.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.40 server  Database 'master' is now
online.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.40 server  The transaction log in the
database 'master' will use I/O size of 8 Kb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.65 server  Warning: ASE_HA has no valid
license and therefore is not initialized.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.68 server  server name is 'HOME1'
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.71 server  Activating disk 'sysprocsdev'
of size 122880 KB.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.73 kernel  Initializing virtual device
1, 'C:\sybase\data\sysprocs.dat' with dsync 'on'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.73 kernel  Virtual device 1 started
using asynchronous i/o.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.73 server  Activating disk 'sybsystemdb'
of size 12288 KB.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.75 kernel  Initializing virtual device
2, 'C:\sybase\data\sybsysdb.dat' with dsync 'on'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.75 kernel  Virtual device 2 started
using asynchronous i/o.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.75 server  Activating disk 'data_dev1'
of size 20480 KB.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Initializing virtual device
3, 'c:\sybase\data\data_dev1.dat' with dsync 'on'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Virtual device 3 started
using asynchronous i/o.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 server  Activating disk 'log_dev1' of
size 20480 KB.

00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Initializing virtual device
4, 'c:\sybase\data\log_dev1.dat' with dsync 'on'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Virtual device 4 started
using asynchronous i/o.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 server  Activating disk 'data1' of
size 51200 KB.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Initializing virtual device
5, 'D:\sybase_data1.dat' with dsync 'on'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Virtual device 5 started
using asynchronous i/o.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 server  Activating disk 'data2' of
size 51200 KB.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Initializing virtual device
6, 'D:\sybase_data2.dat' with dsync 'on'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Virtual device 6 started
using asynchronous i/o.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 server  Activating disk 'log1' of
size 20480 KB.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Initializing virtual device
7, 'D:\sybase_log1.dat' with dsync 'on'.
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00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Virtual device 7 started
using asynchronous i/o.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 server  Activating disk 'log2' of
size 20480 KB.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Initializing virtual device
8, 'D:\sybase_log2.dat' with dsync 'on'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:21.76 kernel  Virtual device 8 started
using asynchronous i/o.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.00 server  Recovering database
'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.00 server  Started estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.01 server  Database 'sybsystemdb',
checkpoint=(865, 17), first=(865, 17), last=(865, 17).
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.01 server  Completed estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.01 server  Started ANALYSIS pass for
database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.01 server  Completed ANALYSIS pass for
database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.01 server  Log contains all committed
transactions until 2005/10/09 08:08:37.31 for database sybsystemdb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.01 server  Started REDO pass for
database 'sybsystemdb'. The total number of log records to process is 1.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.03 server  Completed REDO pass for
database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.03 server  Recovery of database
'sybsystemdb' will undo incomplete nested top actions.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.03 server  Started recovery checkpoint
for database 'sybsystemdb'.

00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.03 server  Completed recovery checkpoint
for database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.03 server  Started filling free space
info for database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.15 server  Completed filling free space
info for database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.15 server  Started cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.15 server  Completed cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'sybsystemdb'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.17 server  Boot Count: 12
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.21 server  Checking external objects.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.23 server  The transaction log in the
database 'sybsystemdb' will use I/O size of 8 Kb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.53 server  Resident Node id:
fbe72f7007a0
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.53 server  Transaction coordinator
initialized.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.53 server  Database 'sybsystemdb' is now
online.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.57 server  Recovering database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.57 server  Started estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.57 server  Database 'model',
checkpoint=(854, 105), first=(854, 105), last=(854, 105).
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.57 server  Completed estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.57 server  Started ANALYSIS pass for
database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.57 server  Completed ANALYSIS pass for
database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.57 server  Log contains all committed
transactions until 2005/10/16 11:38:38.87 for database model.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.57 server  Started REDO pass for
database 'model'. The total number of log records to process is 1.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.59 server  Completed REDO pass for
database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.59 server  Recovery of database 'model'
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will undo incomplete nested top actions.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.59 server  Started recovery checkpoint
for database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.59 server  Completed recovery checkpoint
for database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.59 server  Started filling free space
info for database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.60 server  Completed filling free space
info for database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.62 server  Started cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'model'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.62 server  Completed cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'model'.

00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.62 server  Checking external objects.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.64 server  The transaction log in the
database 'model' will use I/O size of 8 Kb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.89 server  Database 'model' is now
online.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.89 server  The logical pagesize of the
server is 8 Kb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.90 server  0 dump conditions detected at
boot time
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:22.92 server  Clearing temp db
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.43 server  The transaction log in the
database 'tempdb' will use I/O size of 8 Kb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.71 server  Database 'tempdb' is now
online.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.75 server  Recovering database
'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.75 server  Started estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.76 server  Database 'sybsystemprocs',
checkpoint=(10252, 32), first=(10252, 32), last=(10252, 32).
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.76 server  Completed estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.76 server  Started ANALYSIS pass for
database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.76 server  Completed ANALYSIS pass for
database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.76 server  Log contains all committed
transactions until 2005/10/09 08:08:39.76 for database sybsystemprocs.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.76 server  Started REDO pass for
database 'sybsystemprocs'. The total number of log records to process is 1.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.79 server  Completed REDO pass for
database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.79 server  Recovery of database
'sybsystemprocs' will undo incomplete nested top actions.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.79 server  Started recovery checkpoint
for database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.79 server  Completed recovery checkpoint
for database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:24.79 server  Started filling free space
info for database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:25.04 server  Completed filling free space
info for database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:25.06 server  Started cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:25.06 server  Completed cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'sybsystemprocs'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:25.06 server  Checking external objects.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:25.20 server  The transaction log in the
database 'sybsystemprocs' will use I/O size of 8 Kb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:25.67 server  Database 'sybsystemprocs' is
now online.

00:00000:00010:2006/01/31 21:11:25.73 kernel  network name home1, interface
IPv4, address 192.168.1.2, type nlwnsck, port 5000, filter NONE
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.21 server  The wash size of the 8K
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buffer pool in cache default data cache has been changed from 1632 Kb to
984 Kb due to a change in the size of the pool.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.21 server  Recovery has tuned the size
of '64K' pool in 'default data cache' to benefit recovery performance. The
original configuration will be restored at the end of recovery.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.21 server  Recovery has tuned the size
of '8K' pool in 'default data cache' to benefit recovery performance. The
original configuration will be restored at the end of recovery.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.21 server  Recovery has tuned the '64K'
pool in 'default data cache' by changing its 'local async prefetch limit'
from 10 to 80. The original configuration will be restored at the end of
recovery.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.21 server  Recovery has tuned the '8K'
pool in 'default data cache' by changing its 'local async prefetch limit'
from 10 to 80. The original configuration will be restored at the end of
recovery.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.21 server  The server will recover
databases serially.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.31 server  Recovering database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.31 server  Started estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.32 server  Database 'db1',
checkpoint=(1288, 33), first=(1288, 33), last=(1288, 33).
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.32 server  Completed estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.32 server  Started ANALYSIS pass for
database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.32 server  Completed ANALYSIS pass for
database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.32 server  Log contains all committed
transactions until 2006/01/28 14:49:44.29 for database db1.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.32 server  Started REDO pass for
database 'db1'. The total number of log records to process is 1.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.32 server  Completed REDO pass for
database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.32 server  Recovery of database 'db1'
will undo incomplete nested top actions.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.32 server  Started recovery checkpoint
for database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.34 server  Completed recovery checkpoint
for database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.34 server  Started filling free space
info for database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.46 server  Completed filling free space
info for database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.46 server  Started cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'db1'.

00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.46 server  Completed cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'db1'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.46 server  Checking external objects.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.50 server  The transaction log in the
database 'db1' will use I/O size of 8 Kb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.73 server  Database 'db1' is now online.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.78 server  Recovering database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.78 server  Started estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.79 server  Database 'db2',
checkpoint=(1290, 41), first=(1290, 41), last=(1291, 14).
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.79 server  Completed estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.79 server  Started ANALYSIS pass for
database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.79 server  Completed ANALYSIS pass for
database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.79 server  Log contains all committed
transactions until 2005/10/16 16:14:07.67 for database db2.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.79 server  Started REDO pass for
database 'db2'. The total number of log records to process is 46.
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00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.87 server  Redo pass of recovery has
processed 5 committed and 1 aborted transactions.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.87 server  Completed REDO pass for
database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.87 server  Recovery of database 'db2'
will undo incomplete nested top actions.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.87 server  Started recovery checkpoint
for database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.89 server  Completed recovery checkpoint
for database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.89 server  Started filling free space
info for database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.95 server  Completed filling free space
info for database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.96 server  Started cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:30.96 server  Completed cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'db2'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.00 server  The transaction log in the
database 'db2' will use I/O size of 8 Kb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.29 server  Database 'db2' is now online.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.32 server  Recovering database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.32 server  Started estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.34 server  Database 'arjun',
checkpoint=(1802, 35), first=(1802, 35), last=(1802, 35).
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.34 server  Completed estimating recovery
log boundaries for database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.34 server  Started ANALYSIS pass for
database 'arjun'.

00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.34 server  Completed ANALYSIS pass for
database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.37 server  Log contains all committed
transactions until 2006/01/28 14:49:44.29 for database arjun.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.37 server  Started REDO pass for
database 'arjun'. The total number of log records to process is 1.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.37 server  Completed REDO pass for
database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.37 server  Recovery of database 'arjun'
will undo incomplete nested top actions.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.37 server  Started recovery checkpoint
for database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.39 server  Completed recovery checkpoint
for database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.39 server  Started filling free space
info for database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.46 server  Completed filling free space
info for database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.46 server  Started cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.46 server  Completed cleaning up the
default data cache for database 'arjun'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.46 server  Checking external objects.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.50 server  The transaction log in the
database 'arjun' will use I/O size of 8 Kb.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.75 server  Database 'arjun' is now
online.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.76 server  Recovery has restored the
value of 'local async prefetch limit' for '64K' pool in 'default data
cache' from '80' to 'DEFAULT'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.76 server  Recovery has restored the
value of 'local async prefetch limit' for '8K' pool in 'default data cache'
from '80' to 'DEFAULT'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.81 server  Recovery has restored the
original size for '64K' pool and '8K' pool in 'default data cache'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.82 server  Recovery complete.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.82 kernel  Reenlistment of DTC
Transactions Complete
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00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.82 server  ASE's default unicode sort
order is 'binary'.
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.82 server  ASE's default sort order is:
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.82 server    'bin_cp850' (ID = 50)
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.82 server  on top of default character
set:
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.82 server    'cp850' (ID = 2).
00:00000:00001:2006/01/31 21:11:31.82 server  Master device size: 120
megabytes, or 61440 virtual pages. (A virtual page is 2048 bytes.)

Only the startup messages are shown in this example. Following the copyright information, we find messages concerning:

! Allocation of memory

! Opening of master device and recovery of master database

! Opening of the remaining devices

! Recovery of system databases sybsystemdb and model

! Drop and recreation of tempdb

! Recovery of sybsytemprocs

! Recovery of user databases

! Confirmation of server sort order and character set

Any errors in this section should be considered serious; errors after the startup section concern conditions during run time, 
and may or may not be serious.

Managing the System Errorlog

The errorlog starts and stops with the server; if the server is up for a long period of time, the errorlog can grow quite large. 
If left unmanaged, the errorlog can grow large enough to fill up an entire file system. On some systems, if the errorlog 
cannot grow any more, Adaptive Server will crash.

If your operating system will permit it (some don't), simply move the errorlog periodically (weekly, biweekly, etc.). If not, for 
example on NT 4, it is recommended that administrators periodically (weekly, biweekly) shut down Adaptive Server and 
move the errorlog to another location.

Resource Verification

Another good practice for administrators is to verify that all resources in the server are allocated properly and that all 
configurable parameters are optimally configured. Adaptive Server allocates memory for most resources and parameters at 
startup, and most of the server options require some amount of memory to maintain. If any resources are overallocated, 
then memory that might be better used in cache by the Adaptive Server is essentially wasted. If any options or parameters 
are underallocated, Adaptive Server may not perform as well. Check resources allocated versus those in use; are any 
configured parameters drastically out of range? For example:

! Concurrent connections at 100, with 25 the most used at any one time?

! Device connections at 50, with only 5 devices defined?

! Remote access defined but not in use?

! Are all of your resources online?

! Did all of the disks start up?

! Are all of the engines online?

Software Maintenance

Sybase maintains its software with releases and point releases, called "SWR" (Software Roll-Up) (known as "EBFs" on 
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older releases of the server). These software updates are available to supported users via download.

A common approach to dealing with SWRs is:

1. Wait a couple of weeks or months before installing the upgrade. On very rare occasions, a fix will come out 
immediately after the SWR release.

2. Install it on the development server and test it there for a few weeks. This is often common sense in most shops. 
Before anything is implemented in production, the changes should be implemented in a development environment 
and rigorously tested to make sure the new upgrade fixes the identified problems and also to make sure the changes 
do not expose any new problems.

3. Finally, after testing on your development server, install it on your production server. Be prepared to back off your 
upgrade at a moment's notice. It is always advisable to hope for the best and prepare for the worst when dealing with 
software upgrades. Should the installation of a software update go badly, the worst-case scenario is that the 
database server may need to be rebuilt. Be prepared to fall back to the last known working version of the server 
should the upgrade process fail.

The above approach is considered appropriately conservative. Many shops generally adhere to balancing the following 
two axioms regarding software implementation.

! If it ain't broke, don't fix it. The various SWR releases usually come with a list of problems that have been repaired. 
Often, the majority of the list may not apply to the applications running on your servers. Introducing the latest SWR may 
cause the applications to behave differently enough that major modifications may be called for.

! If you put off upgrades long enough, eventually Sybase will not support you. While patience is considered a virtue, 
waiting too long may invalidate your service contracts. The goal is to not wait too long.

Recording Run-Time Data

The sp_configure stored procedure will list all system configuration variables that are easily set by the administrators. 
These configuration settings are also stored in a file under the $SYBASE directory called <servername>.cfg; if multiple 
servers are running, there will be multiple configuration files. Adaptive Server also archives the file when changes are 
made; these backup files are named <servername>.bak (current version) and a series of numbered older files 
<servername>.### (historical configurations). Always keep offsite copies (hard and soft) of the config file. The copy can be 
used to start a restored server without having to manually reconfigure the server a parameter at a time. It is also a good 
idea to archive a good copy of the results from a run of sp_configure. If there are any problems with the configuration file, 
this allows the appropriate settings to be entered manually.

Database-Level Maintenance

Adaptive Server has a series of routines called dbcc, or database consistency checker. These were originally unpublished 
routines used to verify the supporting structures for the data stored in the database. These structures, if corrupted, can 
prevent the database from functioning, and if left unrepaired can potentially lead to a fatal corruption of the database. If the 
corruption is copied into a database backup, the backup and future restorations from that backup will also be corrupt.

We use these routines as periodic maintenance to confirm that the database's internal integrity is consistent. It is very 
unusual to find an error here, but if you do find one, you should correct it quickly.

Scheduling Database Maintenance

Many factors influence how often and when dbcc checks need to be made on the databases:

! Business operational requirements

! Database use

! Backup schedule

! Database and table size

To summarize, we ask, "What will it cost in time and resources if we need to bring the server down to resolve a database 
corruption?" dbcc execution scheduling is an exercise in risk management.
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The overriding factor in determining the database maintenance schedule is to avoid interference with business activities. 
That is, pick a time to run and the particular dbcc commands that will not lock out users from important business activities. 
For example, dbcc checkdb acquires locks on all objects in the database while it performs the check, and you cannot 
control the order in which it checks the objects. So if you are running an application that uses table4, table5, and table6, 
and running dbcc checkdb takes 20 minutes to complete, the users will be blocked from accessing these tables for the 
entire duration of the command, even when the command is not checking them.

Business Operational Requirements

The business day for an organization is a large factor in the decision when to perform database checks. Many 
organizations have the heaviest usage between the hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. In other organizations (with web 
applications, international sites, or three-shift schedules), the server could be used heavily 24 hours per day.

If your Adaptive Server is used primarily between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, dbcc 
checks can run at night and on weekends so that the checks do not have a significant impact on users.

If Adaptive Server is used 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, it is possible to limit the impact by choosing which dbcc checks 
to run (dbcc checkstorage may be far less intrusive than dbcc checkalloc, for example), or by scheduling a cycle of checks 
on individual tables and indexes rather than checking entire databases.

Some sites with 24-hour, high-performance demands run dbcc checks by taking the backups and loading them on another 
server. This is not necessarily the best option; it is probably better to run checkstorage (the least intrusive dbcc) during a 
low-load time. Any inconsistencies present in the database will be reproduced on the other server, and running the dbcc 
checks on the copy will expose any faults. Once the faults are located, dbcc commands can be executed on the production 
server to repair the problems (and a post-repair backup made!).

Database Use

Most databases are almost constantly changing. New data is being added, updated, and removed. It is important to check 
these databases periodically to make sure that the underlying logical and physical structures are intact.

Databases that contain archive data that changes infrequently, read-only databases, and small or infrequently utilized 
databases still require dbcc checks to ensure that the underlying disk media maintains that data correctly (for example, a 
new or transient disk error can introduce new, physical errors detectable by dbcc). However, checks on these types of 
databases can be performed a lot less frequently than more heavily used databases.

Backup Schedule

How often the database is backed up is another factor in determining the frequency of dbcc checks on a database. The 
more often the database and transaction logs are backed up, the more data can be restored in case of failure; a decision 
must be made as to how much data loss is tolerable, and a dump schedule developed to support that decision.

After the dumps are scheduled, decide how to incorporate the dbcc commands into that schedule. It is not mandatory that 
dbcc checks are performed before every dump, but it is a very good practice.

An ideal time to dump a database is after a complete check of that database is run using dbcc checkstorage and dbcc 
checkcatalog (described later in this chapter). If these commands find no errors in the database, the backup contains a 
clean database, and problems that occur after loading the dump can be corrected by reindexing. Other dbcc routines (such 
as dbcc tablealloc) may be used on individual tables and indexes to correct allocation errors reported by dbcc.

Database Size

Large databases require a longer amount of time to back up (not to mention run all the other periodic maintenance). 
Extremely large individual tables will experience a longer period of shared table locks for most dbcc commands. This 
should be considered during the scheduling of database maintenance.

If tables are not extremely large, a complete set of dbcc commands can be run fairly frequently.

How to Run dbcc

A dbcc is like any SQL command. From inside isql, issue dbcc followed by the name of the check desired. Most dbcc 
checks will require privileged status (such as dbo or sa_role) to run. Note that many dbcc checks require more complex 
combinations of arguments, and you should verify the syntax if you are not familiar with a particular dbcc.
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The following dbcc commands have historically been the recommended method by which we validate the data in our 
databases. With more recent releases of the server, they are replaced by dbcc checkstorage for periodic maintenance, 
with the use of these commands being for repairs only.

Example:

use pubs2
go
dbcc checkdb ()
go
dbcc checkcatalog ()
go
dbcc checkstorage ()
go

The following specific checks are supported by dbcc and are described in this section.

! checkstorage

! checkcatalog

! checktable

! tablealloc

! indexalloc

! checkalloc

! checkdb

Each dbcc has a specific purpose, some of which overlap with other dbcc checks. For general checks of a specific 
database, use:

! checkstorage

! checkcatalog

! checktable (for each table in the database)

Using all three of these covers necessary dbcc checks in the database.

dbcc checkstorage

This command is all-encompassing, and includes a host of features. It is somewhat unique to the dbcc family, and 
additional information will be provided about this command later in this chapter.

Syntax:

dbcc checkstorage [(dbname)]

dbname is the name of the target database (the database to be checked). If no database name is entered, it defaults to the 
current database.

dbcc checkstorage performs these checks:

! Allocation of text valued columns

! Page allocation and consistency

! OAM page entries

! Pointer consistency

! Text valued columns and text column chains

This command runs fast and is very thorough. It performs no object locking. This command performs extensive I/O and may 
swamp the system's I/O. A dedicated cache can be used, which only minimally impacts other caches. Most of the work 
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associated with dbcc checkstorage is performed not in the database being checked, but in a separate, working database 
dedicated to checkstorage.

The advantages of using dbcc checkstorage include the following:

! Combines many of the checks provided by the other dbcc commands

! Does not lock tables or pages for extended periods, which allows dbcc to locate errors accurately while allowing 
concurrent update activity

! Scales linearly with the aggregate I/O throughput

! Separates the functions of checking and reporting, which allows custom evaluation and report generation

! Provides a detailed description of space usage in the target database

! Records dbcc checkstorage activity and results in the dbccdb database, which allows trend analysis and provides a 
source of accurate diagnostic information

dbcc checkstorage is different in several ways:

! This command uses the dbccdb database to store configuration information and the results of checks made on the 
target database.

! It uses at least two "workspaces" (designated sections of dbccdb database) during the check operation.

! It offers system and stored procedures to help you prepare your system to use dbcc checkstorage.

! It provides stored procedures that generate reports on the data stored in dbccdb.

! It does not replace the other dbcc commands, but combines most of the check functionality into a single program.

! It does not offer utilities to repair any faults; it only diagnoses faults.

! It is less likely to misdiagnose ordinary operations as flaws (so-called "spurious errors") than other dbcc checks.

dbcc checktable

Syntax:

dbcc checktable(table_name | table_id
   [, skip_ncindex | fix_spacebits | "check spacebits" |
   bottom_up | NULL [, partition_name | partition_id)

The first parameter is the name of the table to be checked or the object ID of the table (from sysobjects).

The skip_ncindex option allows you to skip checking the page linkage, pointers, and sort order on nonclustered indexes 
(resulting in a significant time savings). The linkage and pointers of clustered indexes and data pages are essential to the 
integrity of your tables, but non-clustered indexes are not likely to be as critical. You can drop and recreate nonclustered 
indexes if Adaptive Server reports problems with page linkage or pointers.

This program is exceedingly slow, but it does perform thorough checks (though not as thorough as checkstorage). It 
requires a shared table lock to perform its checks, and releases the locks when the check of the table is complete. This 
dbcc command can use large I/O and asynchronous prefetch when they are configured for the caches used by the 
databases or objects to be checked. The largest I/O size available is used (up to 16 K I/O may be configured).

The checks performed include:

! Index and data pages are linked correctly.

! Indexes are sorted properly.

! Pointers are consistent.

! Data rows on each page have entries in the row-offset table; these entries match the locations for the data rows on the 
page.
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! Data rows on each page have entries in the row-offset table in the page that matches their respective locations on the 
page.

! Partition statistics for partitioned tables are correct.

Example:

1> dbcc checktable (radhika)
2> go

Checking table 'radhika' (object ID 576002052): Logical page size is 8192
bytes.
The total number of data pages in partition 'radhika_576002052'
(partition ID 576002052) is 1.
The total number of data pages in this table is 1.
Table has 8 data rows.
DBCC execution completed. If DBCC printed error messages, contact a user
with System Administrator (SA) role.

dbcc checkdb

Syntax:

dbcc checkdb [(database_name [, skip_ncindex])]

If no database name is specified, dbcc checkdb checks the current database. If the skip_ncindex option is selected, dbcc 
checkdb does not check any of the nonclustered indexes on user tables in the database.

The dbcc checkdb command runs the same checks as dbcc checktable, but performs them on each table in the specified 
database. dbcc checkdb gives messages similar to those returned by dbcc checktable and makes the same types of 
corrections.

This program is exceedingly slow, but it does perform very thorough checks. It requires a shared table lock to perform its 
checks, and releases the locks when the check of the table is complete.

dbcc checkalloc

Syntax:

dbcc checkalloc [(database_name [, fix | nofix])]

If no database name is specified, dbcc checkalloc checks the current database.

The default option for dbcc checkalloc is nofix. When using dbcc checkalloc with the nofix option, it does not correct 
allocation errors. With the fix option, dbcc checkalloc can fix all allocation errors that would otherwise be fixed by dbcc 
tablealloc (discussed below) and can also fix pages that remain allocated to objects that have been dropped from the 
database. Before you can use dbcc checkalloc with the fix option, you must put the database into single-user mode.

Checks performed include:

! All pages are correctly allocated.

! Partition statistics on the allocation pages are correct.

! No page is allocated that is not used.

! No page is used that is not allocated.

This command runs very slowly, and it does not perform very thorough checks compared to checkstorage, but it can repair 
some types of corruption. It performs no object locking. Because only allocation pages are cached, this command performs 
extensive I/O and may swamp the system's I/O. This dbcc command can use large I/O and asynchronous prefetch when 
they are configured for the caches used by the databases or objects to be checked. The largest I/O size available is used 
(up to 16 K I/O may be configured).

Note finally that it can report spurious errors if there are active users in the database.

!"#$%All checkalloc tasks are performed by checkstorage except the fix, so you are unlikely to need this unless you 
need to run the fix option.
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Example:

1> dbcc checkalloc
2> go

Checking current database: Logical pagesize is 8192 bytes Database 'db1' is
not in single user mode - may find spurious allocation problems due to
transactions in progress.
***************************************************************
TABLE: sysobjects               OBJID = 1
PARTITION ID=1 FIRST=1 ROOT=1 SORT=0
Data level: indid 0, partition 1. 1 Data pages allocated and 1 Extents
allocated.
PARTITION ID=1 FIRST=161 ROOT=160 SORT=1 Indid : 2, partition : 1. 2 Index
pages allocated and 2 Extents allocated.
PARTITION ID=1 FIRST=10 ROOT=9 SORT=0
Indid : 3, partition : 1. 2 Index pages allocated and 1 Extents allocated.
TOTAL # of extents = 4
***************************************************************
TABLE: sysindexes               OBJID = 2
PARTITION ID=2 FIRST=16 ROOT=16 SORT=0
Data level: indid 0, partition 2. 2 Data pages allocated and 1 Extents
allocated.
PARTITION ID=2 FIRST=34 ROOT=33 SORT=0
Indid : 2, partition : 2. 2 Index pages allocated and 1 Extents allocated.
TOTAL # of extents = 2
***************************************************************

dbcc indexalloc

Syntax:

dbcc indexalloc ({table_name | table_id}, index_id [, {full | optimized |
   fast | null} [, fix | nofix]])

The first parameter is the name of the table to be checked or the object ID of the table (from sysobjects). The identifier of 
the index is required. This information can be located in the sysindexes table of the specific database. For a more easily 
readable version, use sp_helpindex table_name.

As with checkalloc, this command's tasks are performed by checkstorage, although this command offers a fix option.

If the fix or nofix options are specified for dbcc indexalloc, one of the report options (full, optimized, fast, or null) must also 
be provided. As mentioned before, it may be easier to skip any specific checks of nonclustered indexes; it is almost always 
easier to drop and rebuild an index than it is to search for index corruptions and repair them. Therefore, you will probably 
find yourself running dbcc indexalloc only rarely.

Note that large indexes can take a long time to rebuild and that the table will be locked during index builds.

The dbcc indexalloc command checks the specified index to see that:

! All pages are correctly allocated.

! No page is allocated that is not used.

! No page is used that is not allocated.

dbcc indexalloc is an index-level version of dbcc checkalloc, providing the same integrity checks on an individual index.

The speed and thoroughness of this command depend on the options picked. With the full option, this command can run 
very slowly and performs less thorough checks than the checkstorage command. With the optimized option, it runs at a 
moderate speed and is moderately detailed in its checks. It requires a shared table lock. Because only allocation pages are 
cached, this command performs extensive I/O and may swamp the system's I/O.

dbcc tablealloc

!"#$%Not all errors can be fixed. For example, if a page is allocated to an object that doesn't exist, this will not be 
corrected here.
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Syntax:

dbcc tablealloc (table_name | table_id [, full | optimized | fast | NULL
   [, fix | nofix | NULL [, data_partition_name | data_partition_id]]])

The first parameter is the name of the table to be checked or the object ID of the table (from sysobjects). If the fix or nofix 
options are specified for dbcc indexalloc, one of the report options (full, optimized, fast, or null) must also be provided.

Checks performed include:

! All pages are correctly allocated.

! Partition statistics on the allocation pages are correct.

! No page is allocated that is not used.

! No page is used that is not allocated.

The speed and thoroughness of the command depend on the options picked. With the full option, this command can run 
very slowly and performs thorough checks (not as thorough as checkstorage). With the optimized option, it runs at a 
moderate speed and is moderately detailed in its checks. It requires a shared table lock. Because only allocation pages are 
cached, this command performs extensive I/O and may swamp the system's I/O.

Example:

use pubs2
go
dbcc tablealloc(titles, full, fix)
go

Output:

Msg 7939, Level 22, State 1:
Line 2:
Table Corrupt: The entry is missing from the OAM for object id 144003544
indid 0 for allocation page 2560.

When the fix option is used, the following message indicates that the missing entry has been restored:

The missing OAM entry has been inserted.

Example:

dbcc tablealloc (table5, full, fix)
go

Output:

Information from sysindexes about the object being checked:
TABLE: table5            OBJID = 144003544
INDID=0  FIRST=337       ROOT=2587       SORT=0
Error message:
Msg 7939, Level 22, State 1:
Line 2:
Table Corrupt: The entry is missing from the OAM for object id 144003544
indid 0 for allocation page 2560.
Message indicating that the error has been corrected:
The missing OAM entry has been inserted.
        Data level: 0.  67 Data  Pages in 9 extents.
dbcc report on page allocation:
TOTAL # of extents = 9
Alloc page 256 (# of extent=1 used pages=8 ref pages=8)
EXTID:560 (Alloc page: 512) is initialized.  Extent follows:
NEXT=0 PREV=0 OBJID=144003544 ALLOC=0xff DEALL=0x0 INDID=0 STATUS=0x0
Alloc page 512 (# of extent=2 used pages=8 ref pages=8)
Page 864 allocated (Alloc page: 768 Extent ID: 864 Alloc mask: 0x1)
Page 865 allocated (Alloc page: 768 Extent ID: 864 Alloc mask: 0x3)
Page 866 allocated (Alloc page: 768 Extent ID: 864 Alloc mask: 0x7)
Page 867 allocated (Alloc page: 768 Extent ID: 864 Alloc mask: 0xf)
Page 868 allocated (Alloc page: 768 Extent ID: 864 Alloc mask: 0x1f)
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Page 869 allocated (Alloc page: 768 Extent ID: 864 Alloc mask: 0x3f)
Page 870 allocated (Alloc page: 768 Extent ID: 864 Alloc mask: 0x7f)
Page 871 allocated (Alloc page: 768 Extent ID: 864 Alloc mask: 0xff)
Alloc page 768 (# of extent=1 used pages=8 ref pages=8)
Alloc page 1024 (# of extent=1 used pages=8 ref pages=8)

Alloc page 1280 (# of extent=1 used pages=8 ref pages=8)
Alloc page 1536 (# of extent=1 used pages=8 ref pages=8)
Alloc page 1792 (# of extent=1 used pages=8 ref pages=8)
Alloc page 2048 (# of extent=1 used pages=8 ref pages=8)
(Other output deleted.)
Information on resources used:
Statistical information for this run follows:
Total # of pages read = 68

Total # of pages found cache = 68
Total # of physical reads = 0
Total # of saved I/O = 0
Message printed on completion of dbcc command:
DBCC execution completed. If DBCC printed error messages, contact a user
with System Administrator (SA) role.

dbcc checkcatalog

Syntax:

dbcc checkcatalog [(database_name [, fix])

If a database name is not specified, dbcc checkcatalog checks the current database.

Checks performed include:

! Every type in syscolumns has a matching entry in systypes.

! Every table and view in sysobjects has at least one column in syscolumns.

! The last checkpoint in syslogs is valid.

This command is moderately fast and is moderately thorough in its checks. It holds shared locks on system catalogs, which 
are released after the checks are done. Note that unlike the previous dbcc routines, dbcc checkcatalog does not examine 
the structure of a database as much as the contents of its system tables. As such, it could almost be described as a 
referential integrity check of the database catalog.

Example:

dbcc checkcatalog (testdb)
go

Output:

dbcc checkcatalog (victimdb)
go

Checking victimdb: Logical pagesize is 8192 bytes The following segments
have been defined for database 6 (database name victimdb).

virtual device number  virtual start addr  size (logical pages)  segments
--------------------- ------------------ -------------------- --------
3                      20480               1280                  0
                                                                 1
4                      10240                256                  2
4                      11264                256                  2
4                      12288                256                  2

DBCC execution completed. If DBCC printed error messages, contact a user
with System Administrator (SA) role.

dbcc dbrepair
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Syntax:

dbcc dbrepair (database_name, dropdb)

Both parameters must be specified to drop the database. Additionally, no user can be using the database in question when 
this command is issued.

This command drops a damaged database when the SQL drop database command fails. This command should only be 
performed after all other means to drop the database have failed.

dbcc repair completely locks the database during operation and physically removes the entire database. Care should be 
exercised to be sure that information is available about the segments and database devices to rebuild the database, and to 
have a clean dump of this database available to restore.

Understanding the Output from dbcc Commands

The output of most other dbcc commands includes information that identifies the object or objects being checked and error 
messages that indicate what problems, if any, the command finds in the object. When dbcc tablealloc and dbcc indexalloc 
are run with the fix option, the output also indicates the repairs that the command makes.

The dbcc checkstorage command does not display the results of the check on your computer screen. Instead, the results 
are stored in the dbccdb database. You can generate a variety of reports from this database.

Errors Generated by dbcc

Whatever techniques are required to solve the problems, the solutions are much easier when you find the problem soon 
after the occurrence of the corruption or inconsistency. Consistency problems can exist on data pages that are not used 
frequently, such as a table that is updated only monthly. dbcc can find, and often fix, these problems for you.

Errors generated by database consistency problems encountered by dbcc commands other than dbcc checkstorage 
usually have error numbers from 2500 to 2599 or from 7900 to 7999. These messages, and others that can result from 
database consistency problems (such as error 605), may include phrases like "Table Corrupt" or "Extent not within 
segment."

Some messages indicate severe database consistency problems, while others are not so urgent. A few may require help 
from Sybase Technical Support, but most can be solved by:

! Running dbcc commands that use the fix option.

! Following the instructions in the Troubleshooting Guide, which contains step-by-step instructions for resolving many 
database errors found by dbcc.

Soft and Hard dbcc Faults

dbcc categorizes faults discovered under two categories: soft and hard faults.

A soft fault is an inconsistency in Adaptive Server that has not been determined to be persistent. Most soft faults result 
from temporary inconsistencies in the target database caused by users updating the target database during the dbcc 
checkstorage operation or by dbcc checkstorage encountering data definition language (DDL) commands. These faults are 
not repeated when you run the command a second time. Soft faults can be reclassified by comparing the results of the two 
executions of dbcc checkstorage or by running dbcc tablealloc and dbcc checktable after dbcc checkstorage finds soft 
faults. If the same soft faults occur in successive executions of dbcc checkstorage, they can be considered "persistent" soft 
faults. Persistent soft faults may indicate a corruption, or a "hard" fault. If dbcc checkstorage is executed in single-user
mode, the soft faults reported are "persistent" soft faults. These faults can be resolved by using sp_dbcc_differentialreport 
or by running dbcc tablealloc and dbcc checktable. If you use the latter two commands, you need to check only the tables 
or indexes that exhibited the soft faults.

Generally, soft faults that remain after checkstorage is run are not significant and no further action need be taken.

A hard fault is a persistent corruption of Adaptive Server. Not all hard faults are equally severe. For example, all of the 
following situations cause a hard fault, but the results are different:

! A page that is allocated to a nonexistent table minimally reduces the available disk storage.
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! A table with some rows that are unreachable by a scan might return the wrong results.

! A table that is linked to another table causes the query to stop.

Some hard faults can be corrected by simple actions such as truncating the affected table or running a different dbcc 
command with the fix option. Others can be corrected only by restoring the database from a backup.

Using dbcc checkstorage

Significant preparation work is required to set up the server to optimally use resources to perform the dbcc checkstorage 
command. Resource planning, server tuning, constructing the dbccdb database, and configuring the workspaces are 
essential to successful and speedy completion of this command.

The following list outlines preparation activities:

1. Obtain recommendations for database size, devices (if dbccdb does not exist), workspace sizes, cache size, and the 
number of worker processes for the target database.

2. If necessary, adjust the number of worker processes that Adaptive Server uses.

3. Create a dbcc named cache (optional).

4. Configure a 16 K I/O buffer pool.

5. If dbccdb already exists, drop it and all associated devices before creating a new dbccdb database.

6. Initialize disk devices for the dbccdb data and the log.

7. Create dbccdb on the data disk device.

8. Add disk segments (optional).

9. Populate the dbccdb database and install dbcc stored procedures.

10. Create the workspaces.

11. Update dbcc configuration values.

Planning Resources

Selecting the appropriate device and size for dbccdb is critical to the performance of dbcc checkstorage operations. The 
system procedure sp_plan_dbccdb provides different configuration recommendations for the specified target database, 
depending on whether or not dbccdb exists. You use this information to configure Adaptive Server and set up the dbccdb 
database.

Syntax:

sp_plan_dbccdb [database name]

If no database name is supplied, this command will perform the planning report against all databases.

sp_plan_dbccdb recommends suitable sizes for new dbccdb and dbccalt databases, lists suitable devices for dbccdb and 
dbccalt, and suggests a cache size and a suitable number of worker processes for the target database(s) in a report 
format.

If dbccdb does not exist, sp_plan_dbccdb returns the following information:

! Minimum size for dbccdb

! Devices that are suitable for dbccdb

! Minimum sizes for the scan and text workspaces

! Minimum 16 K buffer pool size

! Number of worker processes
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The values recommended for the cache size are approximate because the optimum cache size for dbccdb depends on the 
pattern of the page allocation in the target database. The following example shows the output of sp_plan_dbccdb for the 
db1 database when dbccdb does not exist.

Example:

use db1
go
sp_plan_dbccdb db1
go

Output (dbccdb does not exist):

Recommended size for dbccdb database is 21MB (data = 19MB, log = 2MB).

Recommended devices for dbccdb are:

 Logical Device Name            Device Size (KB)
------------------------------ ----------------

 systemdbdev                               49152

Recommended values for workspace size, cache size and process count are:

dbname                            scan ws    text ws    cache    process
count

db1                               448K       192K       1280K    2

(return status = 0)

Output (no database name provided):

Recommended size for dbccdb database is 24MB (data = 22MB, log = 2MB).

Recommended devices for dbccdb are:

 Logical Device Name            Device Size (KB)
------------------------------ ----------------

 systemdbdev                               49152

Recommended values for workspace size, cache size and process count are:

dbname                         scan ws    text ws    cache    process count

sybsecurity                    384K       192K       1280K    2
db1                            448K       192K       1280K    2
db2                            448K       192K       1280K    2
victimdb                       320K       192K       1280K    2
master                         768K       192K       640K     1

model                          256K       192K       640K     1
tempdb                         256K       192K       640K     1
sybsystemdb                    256K       192K       640K     1
sybsystemprocs                 1536K      448K       640K     1

(return status = 0)

Planning Workspace Size

Two workspaces are required for execution of checkstorage: scan and text. Space requirements for the workspaces 
depend on the size of the largest database that will be checked. Additional workspaces are necessary if you want to run 
concurrent dbcc checkstorage operations. Although we must assign the workspaces to segments within dbccdb, they do 
not have to use freshly created user-defined segments; the workspaces may be built onto the default segment.

Note that use of segments can improve performance of concurrent checkstorage operations.

Different databases can use the same workspaces. Therefore, the workspaces must be large enough to accommodate the 
largest database with which they will be used. Use the stored procedure sp_plan_dbccdb to obtain the largest suggested 
workspace sizes for all of the databases on the server.
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You can set up dbccdb configuration so that you can run dbcc checkstorage concurrently on multiple databases. This is 
possible only when the second and subsequent dbcc checkstorage operations have their own dedicated resources. If you 
want to perform concurrent dbcc checkstorage operations, each operation must have its own scan and text workspaces, 
worker processes, and reserved cache.

The total space requirement for workspaces depends on whether the user databases are checked serially or concurrently. 
If dbcc checkstorage operations are run serially, the largest scan and text workspaces can be used for all user databases. 
If dbcc checkstorage operations are run concurrently, then dbccdb should be set to accommodate the largest workspaces 
that will be used concurrently.

Configuring Worker Processes

If no setting is made to increase this, the Sybase Server will assign one worker process to the dbcc checkstorage 
command. Using the recommendations from the output of sp_plan_dbccdb, the command can conceivably support many 
more worker processes for concurrent access to the data.

The parameters in Table 15-2 affect dbcc checkstorage parallelism.

Setting Configuration Parameters

Set the value for number of worker processes high enough to allow for the sum of the number of processes specified by 
max worker processes. A low number of worker processes reduces the performance and resource consumption of dbcc 
checkstorage. Cache size, CPU performance, and device sizes might suggest a lower worker processes count, but if there 
are not enough worker processes configured for Adaptive Server, dbcc checkstorage will not run. The configuration 
parameters maximum parallel degree and maximum scan parallel degree (used to limit parallel query behavior) have no 
effect on the parallel functions of dbcc checkstorage. As long as there are sufficient worker processes, parallelism in dbcc 
checkstorage is not disabled.

dbcc checkstorage requires multiple processes, so the number of worker processes must be set to at least 1 to allow for a 
parent process and a worker process.

sp_plan_dbccdb recommends values for the number of worker processes, depending on database size, number of 
devices, and other factors. You can use smaller values to limit the load on your system. dbcc checkstorage may use fewer 
worker processes than sp_plan_dbccdb recommends or fewer than you configure.

Using more worker processes does not guarantee faster performance. The following scenario describes the effects of two 
different worker process configurations:

! An 8 GB database has 4 GB of data on disk A and 0.5 GB of data on each of the disks B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I. With 
nine worker processes active, the time it takes to run dbcc checkstorage is 2 hours, which is the time it takes to check 
disk A. Each of the other eight worker processes finishes in 15 minutes and waits for the disk A worker process to 
finish.

! With two worker processes active, the time it takes to run dbcc checkstorage is still 2 hours. The first worker process 
processes disk A and the other worker process processes disks B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I. In this case, there is no 
waiting, and resources are used more efficiently.

The memory per worker process parameter specifies the total memory allocation for worker processes support in Adaptive 
Server. The default value is adequate for dbcc checkstorage.

Checkstorage will use the minimum number of worker processes that will finish in the shortest time, so in this example, it 
will use two processes even if more are configured.

Table 15-2

Parameter Set with Purpose

number of worker 
processes

sp_configure Configures number of worker processes available in the server.

memory per worker 
process

sp_configure Assigns extra memory to each worker process (may not be neccesary).

max worker processes sp_dbcc_updateconfig Registers limit on worker processes used by dbcc checkstorage for target 
database.
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Setting Up a dbcc Named Cache

If you use a named cache for dbcc checkstorage, you might need to adjust the Adaptive Server configuration parameters. 
During a dbcc checkstorage operation, the workspaces are temporarily bound to a cache. This cache is also used to read 
the target database. Using a named cache that is dedicated to dbcc minimizes the impact of the database check on other 
users and improves overall server performance. You can create a separate cache for each dbcc checkstorage operation 
that will be run concurrently, or you can create one cache that is large enough to fit the total requirements of the concurrent 
operations. The size of the named cache required for optimum performance depends on the size of the target database 
and distribution of data in that database. dbcc checkstorage requires a minimum of 640 K of 16 K buffers per worker 
process in the named cache.

For best performance, assign most of the dedicated cache to the 16 K buffer pool. The recommended cache size is the 
minimum size for the 16 K pool. Since every cache requires a 2 K buffer pool, you must add the size of the 2 K pool 
(minimum 512 K) to the recommended value to get the true minimum cache size.

If you dedicate a cache for dbcc checkstorage, the command does not require more than the minimum 2 K buffer pool (0.5 
MB). If the cache is shared, you can improve the performance of dbcc checkstorage by increasing the 16 K pool size 
before running the operation, and reducing the size after the operation is complete. The 16 K pool requirements are the 
same for a shared cache; however, while a shared cache may meet the size requirement, other demands on the cache 
might limit the buffer availability to dbcc checkstorage and greatly impact the performance of both checkstorage and 
Adaptive Server as a whole.

For a detailed discussion of named caches and how to configure them, refer to Chapter 12.

To examine the current cache setup, use the sp_cacheconfig procedure. If there is sufficient space, create an additional 
named cache to provide the 16 K large I/O buffer pool previously discussed. The example here creates a 50 MB cache 
named large_io and dedicates 40 MB of it to a 16 K pool. The remaining 10 MB of space is, by default, set to 2 K I/O.

Example:

sp_poolconfig "large_io_cache", "8M", "16K"
(return status = 0)
sp_poolconfig "large_io_cache"

!"#$%If you are using larger page sizes, that minimum pool size will match your page size.

 Cache Name     Status Type  Config Value Run Value
-------------- ------ ----- ------------ ------------
large_io_cache Active Mixed     10.00 Mb     10.00 Mb

------------ ------------
Total    10.00 Mb     10.00 Mb

==========================================================================
Cache: large_io_cache,   Status: Active,   Type: Mixed
      Config Size: 10.00 Mb,   Run Size: 10.00 Mb
      Config Replacement: strict LRU,   Run Replacement: strict LRU
      Config Partition:            1,   Run Partition:            1

(1 row affected)

 IO Size  Wash Size Config Size  Run Size     APF Percent
-------- --------- ------------ ------------ -----------

8 Kb    408 Kb      0.00 Mb      2.00 Mb     10
    16 Kb   1632 Kb      8.00 Mb      8.00 Mb     10

(return status = 0)

Planning the dbccdb Database

You need to do some prep work prior to running dbcc. This includes everything from deciding how much space to allocate 
to setting up the database.

Additional disk storage is required for the dbccdb database. Because dbcc checkstorage uses dbccdb extensively, you 
should place dbccdb on a disk (or disks, if you plan to run multiple instances) that is separate from other database devices. 
Data and log devices for this database should also be on separate devices, wherever possible, to ensure that the dbcc 
commands operate at maximum speed. Under no circumstances should the dbccdb database be created on the master 
device: It abuses the device resource that you want left free.
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By dedicating segments for the workspaces, you can control the placement of the workspaces and improve the 
performance of dbcc checkstorage. When new segments are added to the dbccdb database for the exclusive use of 
workspaces, be sure to unmap the devices attached to these segments from the default segment with sp_dropsegment.

Creating the dbccdb Database

If not already completed, plan the size of the dbccdb database with the sp_plan_dbccdb procedure. See "Planning
Resources," above, to obtain recommendations for database size, devices (if dbccdb does not exist), workspace sizes, 
cache size, and the number of worker processes for the target database.

If dbccdb already exists, drop it and recreate it using the above recommendations. The following example creates an 8 MB 
dbccdb database (6 MB for data and 2 MB for log). Then, the optional segments for text and scan workspaces are created 
too. (In a larger/busier dbccdb, we might spread the database over several devices and separate the segments.)

use master
go
drop database dbccdb
go
create database dbccdb
      on dbccdb_dat = 6
      log on dbccdb_log = 2
go
use dbccdb
go
sp_addsegment scanseg, dbccdb, dbccdb_dat
go
sp_addsegment textseg, dbccdb, dbccdb_dat2
go

Adding Tables and Stored Procedures to dbccdb

After creation, dbccdb is no different from any other user database: It's empty, and it knows nothing about dbcc 
checkstorage. To add the tables and stored procedures required to support and perform dbcc operations, we must run an 
installation script. The script, installdbccdb, is placed in the directory $SYBASE/$SYBASE_ASE/install at server installation 
time. Submit this script to your server via isql or your preferred query editor (SA privileges will be required).

cd $SYBASE/scripts
isql -Usa -i installdbccdb
Password:
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Use sp_dbcc_createws

After creating the database, create the dbcc workspaces for the database. The following example creates a 10 MB scan 
segment and a 10 MB text segment for the newly created dbccdb database.

use dbccdb
go
sp_dbcc_createws dbccdb, scanseg, scan_pubs2, scan, "10M"
go
sp_dbcc_createws dbccdb, textseg, text_pubs2, text, "10M"
go

Parameters:

! database name ! Name of the dbcc checkstorage working database where the workspace will be created

! segment name ! Name of the segment where the workspace will be located; may be the default segment

! workspace name ! Logical name for the workspace; should be descriptive for later reference

! workspace type ! "scan" for the scan workspace; "text" for the text workspace

! workspace size ! Taken from the output of sp_plan_dbccdb; should not exceed the actual size of the segment it's built 
on

Configuring dbcc
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When you have finished installing dbccdb, you must update the dbcc_config table. Use the stored procedure 
sp_dbcc_updateconfig to set parameters for each database that will be examined using dbcc checkstorage. You must 
update each dbcc parameter separately for each target database, as shown in the following example.

use dbccdb
go
sp_dbcc_updateconfig pubs2, "max worker processes", "1"
go
sp_dbcc_updateconfig pubs2, "dbcc named cache", pubs2_cache, "2M"
go
sp_dbcc_updateconfig pubs2, "scan workspace", scan_pubs2
go
sp_dbcc_updateconfig pubs2, "text workspace", text_pubs2
go
sp_dbcc_updateconfig pubs2, "OAM count threshold", "5"
go
sp_dbcc_updateconfig pubs2, "IO error abort", "3"
go
sp_dbcc_updateconfig pubs2, "linkage error abort", "8"
go

Parameters:

! database name ! Name of the target database that checkstorage will work on

! type ! Type of option being configured; valid values include "max worker processes," "dbcc named cache," "scan 
workspace," "text workspace," "OAM count threshold," "IO error abort," and "linkage error abort." The value of this 
parameter will determine the valid value/necessity of the string1 and string2 parameters.

! string1 ! For "max worker processes" ! Number of worker processes to use when checking the target database

for "dbcc named cache" ! Name of the cache to use when checking the target database

for "text|scan workspace" ! Name of the workspace to use when checking the target database

for "OAM count threshold" ! Percentage of variation on OAM page counts before fault is declared

for "IO error abort" ! Allowable number of disk I/O errors before checkstorage aborts checks on the disk

for "linkage error abort" ! Allowable number of linkage errors before checkstorage aborts checks on the object

! string2 ! For "max worker processes" ! Not used

for "dbcc named cache" ! Size of the 16 K buffer pool

for "text|scan workspace" ! Name of the workspace to use when checking the target database

for "OAM count threshold" ! Not used

for "IO error abort" ! Not used

for "linkage error abort" ! Not used

After the configuration is set up for all of the databases, all the steps required to set up the dbccdb database are 
completed. dbcc checkstorage can now be used to check databases.

Maintaining the dbccdb Database

There will occasionally be the need to perform the following maintenance tasks on the dbccdb database:

! Reevaluate and update the configuration

! Clean up obsolete data in dbccdb

! Perform consistency checks on dbccdb itself
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Reevaluating and Updating dbccdb Configuration

The original planned values from sp_plan_dbccdb assume that your database may vary in size by as much as 10%. If the 
characteristics of user databases change more widely than this, use the stored procedure sp_dbcc_evaluatedb to 
reevaluate the current dbccdb configuration and recommend more suitable values.

The following changes to user databases might affect the dbccdb configuration as follows:

! When a user database is created, deleted, or altered, the size of the workspaces and named cache or the number of 
worker threads stored in the dbcc_config table might be affected.

! Changes in the named cache size or worker process count for dbcc_checkstorage might require you to reconfigure the 
Adaptive Server buffer cache and worker processes.

If the results of previous dbcc checkstorage executions are available for the target database, use sp_dbcc_evaluatedb to 
determine new configuration values. sp_dbcc_evaluatedb assumes the existence of dbccdb and expects the results of 
dbcc checkstorage operations on the target database to be stored in dbccdb. If dbccdb does not exist or if the results of 
dbcc checkstorage operations for the target database are not available, sp_dbcc_evaluatedb reports this fact, instead of 
configuration parameters. sp_dbcc_configreport also reports the configuration parameters for the specified database.

Use sp_dbcc_updateconfig to add new databases to the dbcc_config table and to change the configuration values in 
dbcc_config to reflect the values recommended by sp_dbcc_evaluatedb.

Cleaning Up dbccdb

Each time you run dbcc checkstorage, Adaptive Server stores the data generated from that operation in dbccdb. You 
should periodically clean up dbccdb by using sp_dbcc_deletehistory to delete data for the target database that was 
created before the date that you specify.

When a database is deleted, all configuration information and dbcc checkstorage results related to that database should 
be deleted from dbccdb. Use sp_dbcc_deletedb to delete all database information from dbccdb.

Failure to do this can lead to great confusion when old dbcc results are attributed to a newly created database. Also, your 
database can fill up.

Performing Consistency Checks on dbccdb

The limited update activity in the dbccdb tables should make corruption less frequent. Two signs of corruption in dbccdb 
are:

! Failure of dbcc checkstorage during the initialization phase as it evaluates the work that needs to be performed, or 
during the completion phase when it records its results

! Loss of information about faults resulting from corruption in the recorded faults found by dbcc checkstorage. dbcc 
checkstorage can be used to check dbccdb, using dbccdb to store the results; however, a severe corruption in dbccdb 
may cause dbcc checkstorage to fail during this check.

To permit dbcc checkstorage to locate severe corruption in dbccdb, you can create an alternate database, dbccalt, which 
you use only for checking dbccdb. You create dbccalt using the same process that you used to create dbccdb as 
described in the "Using dbcc checkstorage" section. If no free devices are available for dbccalt, any device that is not used 
by the master database or dbccdb can be used. dbcc checkstorage and the dbcc system procedures function the same 
with dbccalt as they do with dbccdb.

When the target database is dbccdb, dbcc checkstorage uses dbccalt, if it exists. If dbccalt does not exist, dbccdb can be 
checked using itself as the management database. If the target database is dbccdb, and dbccalt exists, the results of dbcc 
checkstorage operations on dbccdb are stored in dbccalt. If dbccalt does not exist, the results are stored in dbccdb itself. 
Alternatively, dbcc checkalloc and dbcc checktable can be used to check dbccdb. If dbccdb becomes corrupted, you can 
drop it and recreate it or load an older version from a backup. If you drop it, some of its diagnostic history will be lost. 
Alternately, you may find it easier to drop dbccdb and recreate/reconfigure it from script should it become corrupt.

Generating Reports from dbccdb

Several dbcc stored procedures are provided with dbccdb so that you can generate reports from the data within dbccdb.
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sp_dbcc_fullreport

This stored procedure runs several other stored procedures to get a full picture of the dbcc operations that occurred. It 
runs sp_dbcc_summaryreport, sp_dbcc_configreport, sp_dbcc_statisticsreport, and sp_dbcc_faultreport (short) for 
database!object_name on or before the specified date.

Syntax:

sp_dbcc_fullreport [database name [, object name [, date]]]

Parameters:

! database name ! Specifies the name of the database. If you do not specify the database name, the report contains 
information on all databases in the dbcc_operation_log table of the dbccdb database.

! object name ! Specifies the name of the table or index for which you want the report generated. If you do not specify 
object name, statistics on all objects in the target database are reported.

! date ! Specifies the date on which the dbcc checkstorage operation was performed. If you do not specify a date, the 
date of the last operation is used.

sp_dbcc_summaryreport

To report a summary of dbcc checkstorage operations, use sp_dbcc_summaryreport. This reports all dbcc checkstorage 
operations that were completed for the specified database on or before the specified date.

Syntax:

sp_dbcc_summaryreport [database name [, date]]

Parameters:

! database name ! Specifies the name of the database for which you want the report generated. If you do not specify 
the database name, sp_dbcc_summaryreport generates reports on all databases in dbccdb!dbcc_operation_log for 
which the date is on or before the date and time specified by the date option.

! date ! Specifies the date on which dbcc checkstorage was performed. If you do not specify a date, 
sp_dbcc_summaryreport uses the date of the last dbcc checkstorage operation performed on the target database. If 
both the date and the time are specified for date, summary results of all the operations performed on or before the 
specified time are reported. If no date is specified, all operations are reported.

Example:

sp_dbcc_summaryreport
go

Output:

DBCC Operation : checkstorage

Database Name      Start Time           End Time   Operation ID Hard Faults
Soft Faults Text Columns Abort Count User Name
------------------ -------------------- ---------- ------------ -----------
----------- ------------ ----------- ------------------------------
sybsystemprocs     05/12/2005 10:54:45  10:54:53              1           0
0            0           0 sa
sybsystemprocs     05/12/2005 11:14:10  11:14:19              2           0
0            0           0 sa

sp_dbcc_configreport

This stored procedure generates a report that describes the configuration information used by the dbcc checkstorage 
operation for the specified database.

Syntax:

sp_dbcc_configreport [database name]
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Parameters:

! database name ! Specifies the name of the database. If the database name is not specified, the report contains 
information on all databases in the dbcc_operation_log table of the dbccdb database.

Example:

Reporting configuration information of database sybsystemprocs.

Parameter Name              Value                         Size
--------------------------- ----------------------------- -------
database name               sybsystemprocs                51200K
dbcc named cache            default data cache            1024K
text workspace              textws_001 (id = 544004969)   128K
scan workspace              scanws_001 (id = 512004855)   1024K
max worker processes        1
operation sequence number   2

sp_dbcc_statisticsreport

The sp_dbcc_statisticsreport stored procedure reports database-specific statistics information from the dbcc_counter table 
in the dbccdb database. This reports statistics information generated by dbcc checkstorage on or before the specified 
date. This data can be useful in determining how the database is utilizing the space assigned to it.

Syntax:

sp_dbcc_statisticsreport [database name [, object name [, date]]]

Parameters:

! database name ! Specifies the target database. If the database name is not specified, the report contains information 
on all databases in the dbcc_operation_log table of the dbccdb database.

! object name ! Specifies the name of the table or index for which you want the report generated. If you do not specify 
the object name, Adaptive Server reports statistics on all objects in the target database.

! date ! Specifies the date on which the dbcc checkstorage operation was performed. If you do not specify the date, 
Adaptive Server uses the date of the most recent operation.

Example:

use master
go
sp_dbcc_statisticsreport 'sybsystemprocs', 'sysobjects'
go

Output:

Statistics Report on object sysobjects in database sybsystemprocs

 Parameter Name    Index Id Value
----------------- -------- -----------
count             0        160.0

 max size          0        99.0
 max count         0        16.0
 bytes data        0        12829.0
 bytes used        0        15228.0
 count             1        16.0
 max size          1        9.0
 max level         1        0.0
 max count         1        16.0
 bytes data        1        64.0
 bytes used        1        176.0
 count             2        166.0
 max level         2        1.0
 max size          2        39.0
 max count         2        48.0
 bytes data        2        3092.0
 bytes used        2        4988.0
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 Parameter Name         Index Id Partition Value    Dev_name
---------------------- -------- --------- -------- ----------------
page gaps              0        1         16.0     master

 pages used             0        1         17.0     master
 extents used           0        1         3.0      master
 overflow pages         0        1         0.0      master
 pages overhead         0        1         1.0      master
 pages reserved         0        1         6.0      master
 page extent gaps       0        1         7.0      master

 ws buffer crosses      0        1         7.0      master
 page extent crosses    0        1         7.0      master
 page gaps              1        1         1.0      master
 pages used             1        1         2.0      master
 extents used           1        1         1.0      master
 overflow pages         1        1         0.0      master
 pages overhead         1        1         1.0      master
 pages reserved         1        1         6.0      master
 page extent gaps       1        1         0.0      master
 ws buffer crosses      1        1         0.0      master
 page extent crosses    1        1         0.0      master
 page gaps              2        1         5.0      master
 pages used             2        1         8.0      master
 extents used           2        1         1.0      master
 overflow pages         2        1         0.0      master
 pages overhead         2        1         1.0      master
 pages reserved         2        1         0.0      master
 page extent gaps       2        1         0.0      master
 ws buffer crosses      2        1         0.0      master
 page extent crosses    2        1         0.0      master

sp_dbcc_faultreport

To report on faults located in a specific database object, use the sp_dbcc_faultreport stored procedure. It reports faults in 
the specified database object that occurred on or before the specified date. There are options to generate a short or long 
report.

Syntax:

sp_dbcc_faultreport [report type [, database name [, object name
   [, date]]]]

Parameters:

! report type ! Specifies the type of fault report. Valid values are short and long; short is the default.

! database name ! Specifies the name of the target database. If the database name is not specified, the report contains 
information on all databases in the dbcc_operation_log table of the dbccdb database.

! object name ! Specifies the name of the table or index for which you want the report generated. If the object name is 
not specified, statistics on all objects in the target database are reported.

! date ! Specifies the date on which the dbcc checkstorage operation was performed. If you do not specify the date, 
Adaptive Server uses the date of the most recent operation.

Example:

sp_dbcc_faultreport 'short'
go

Output:

Database Name : sybsystemprocs

Table Name     Index  Type Code Description         Page Number
-------------- ------ --------- ------------------- -----------
sysprocedures       0    100031 page not allocated         5702
sysprocedures       1    100031 page not allocated        14151
syslogs             0    100022 chain start error         24315
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syslogs             0    100031 page not allocated        24315

Example:

sp_dbcc_faultreport 'long'
go

Output:

Generating 'Fault Report' for object sysprocedures in database
sybsystemprocs.

Type Code: 100031; Soft fault, possibly spurious
Page reached by the chain is not allocated.
page id:  14151
page header:
0x00003747000037880000374600000005000648B803EF0001000103FE0080000F
Header for 14151, next 14216, previous 14150, id = 5:1 time stamp =
0x0001000648B8, next row = 1007, level = 0 free offset = 1022, minlen = 15,
status = 128(0x0080)

sp_dbcc_differentialreport

To compare the results of dbcc checkstorage operations between two dates, run the sp_dbcc_differentialreport stored 
procedure. It compares the results of the dbcc checkstorage operations completed for the specified database object on the 
specified dates. It highlights the changes in I/O statistics and faults that took place between the two dates.

Syntax:

sp_dbcc_differentialreport [database name [, object name]], [db_op]
   [, "start date" [, "end date"]]

Parameters:

! database name ! Specifies the name of the database. If you do not specify a database name, the report contains 
information on all databases in the dbcc_operation_log table of the dbccdb database.

! object name ! Specifies the name of the table or index for which you want the report generated. If the object name is 
not specified, statistics on all objects in the target database are reported.

! db_op ! Specifies the source of the data to be used for the report. The only value is checkstorage. The report is 
generated on the data specified by db_op on date1 and date2 for the specified object in the target database. If dates 
are not specified, the last two operations of the type db_op are compared.

! start date ! Specifies the first date of a dbcc checkstorage operation to be compared.

! end date ! Specifies the last date of a dbcc checkstorage operation to be compared.

Examples:

sp_dbcc_differentialreport master, sysprocedures, checkstorage,
"01/01/2006", "01/02/2006"

Output:

The following changes in dbcc counter values for the object "sysprocedures"

in database master have been noticed between 01/01/2006 and 01/02/2006.

Description        Date1   Date2
----------------- ------- -------
pages used           999    1020
pages reserved      1000    1024
page extent gaps      64      67

Database Dumps

Regularly dump each database, including master, sybsystemprocs, and model. Since all the tempdb databases are cleared 
whenever the server is started, it is unnecessary to take dumps of these databases. Aside from making the backups, it is 
also important to get a copy of the backups in a secure off-site location. Additionally, keep track and maintain a record of 
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the dumps.

Disaster Recovery Plan

It is also important to prepare a disaster recovery plan, possibly more than one. When dealing with any disaster recovery 
plan, always ask how each plan could go wrong. Include, as part of the plan, the physical database dumps as well as any 
configuration data or scripts that would be used to reconstruct the server. Test these backup plans extensively.

Log Management

As mentioned in previous s about transaction logging, transaction logs are the repository of changes made to the 
databases. But since they are limited in size, they must be watched to prevent them from filling up. A full log stops all 
modification to the database, and the only way to reliably "prune" the logs (remove completed, checkpointed transactions) 
is to dump them. Make sure that the logs are dumped on a regular basis and use threshold management to avoid "log 
segment full" errors.

To verify how large the logs have grown, use the sp_spaceused stored procedure or sp_helpsegment logsegment to 
monitor the log and its remaining pages.

Space Management

Another task that is left to system administrators is to ensure that the databases themselves are not completely full or that 
the space in a database is not being misused. A database will grow over time as data is added to it. Eventually, it can grow 
to the point where it uses all its allocated space. To prevent this from happening, use the sp_spaceused stored procedure 
to verify the unused space in the database. When the database approaches full, more space can be added or data can be 
purged from the database.

It is also the administrator's job to ensure that the space is not misused. Remember, databases can be enlarged but not 
easily shrunk. Try to make sure that the databases are adequately sized with room to grow.

Note that you can now configure databases for automatic expansion. Some shops do this so that their production 
environments don't have sudden problems; others do not so that they know when they've miscalculated and can address 
the issues that made the databases grow unexpectedly.

Script Maintenance

From time to time, it may become necessary to attempt a complete rebuild of an Adaptive Server. In order to recreate the 
server, it is essential to have scripts ready that can perform the installation, configuration, and population of the databases. 
Always keep up-to-date scripts with all database definition information, from disk inits through object creation. Many of 
these can be created retroactively with third-party reverse engineering tools, or the defncopy utility. Keep the scripts on a 
different machine than the production database server. This way, if the production database server is ever corrupted 
beyond repair, the server can be duplicated on another machine.

Verifying Dumps

It is often said that almost any administrator can perform a backup, but a useful administrator can perform a restoration.

This comment is not directed toward the administrators themselves but at the backups they create. When performing 
backups to tapes, the tapes can become worn or damaged, preventing restoration from the bad tapes. It is also possible 
that the backups have not been performed properly, which may also prevent restoration.

If tape striping is used, beware of any bad tapes in the stripe set; a single bad tape will invalidate an entire stripe set. The 
same is true of long chains of transaction log dumps ! a single bad dump tran will invalidate all subsequent dump files.

Try to get a separate server set aside for testing of the database and transaction log dumps so you can verify whether or 
not the backups can actually work. This also provides an excellent rehearsal for a real disaster. Otherwise, there are some 
third-party products that can verify whether or not a dump is valid.

Table-Level Maintenance

&$'$'($)%There's a reason an entire chapter (Chapter 8) is devoted to this.
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Some maintenance tasks occur at the table level, including those discussed in this section.

Updating Statistics

When a query is processed by Adaptive Server, the optimizer is used to make a decision as to the most effective method 
for retrieving the data. The data used to make these decisions is known as the optimizer statistics. ASE uses two system 
tables, systabstats and sysstatistics, to store a variety of measures on each table in the database. Statistics dealing with 
the table as a whole (systabstats) are dynamically maintained, but those on individual columns (sysstatistics) are not, and 
must be updated on a regular basis. Otherwise, the data distribution of the table may change and the Adaptive Server may 
not know it. Updating statistics may be a very intrusive task and should be performed during off-peak times.

Statistics are updated for a table with the following syntax:

update statistics table_name
   [[index_name] | [(column_list)]]
   [using step values]
   [with consumers = consumers]

Statistics (including time since the last update) may be observed by querying the systabstats and sysstatistics tables, or by 
using the optdiag utility from the OS prompt.

Indexes

Over time, indexes can become unbalanced and fragmented. It's a good idea to periodically drop and recreate clustered 
indexes, which will automatically cause nonclustered indexes to be dropped and recreated. Note that for non-APL tables, if 
you are running reorg rebuild (or similar), you are going to rebalance the indexes.

Summary

Especially in production systems, system health is vital to keeping the servers operational. To verify the status of the 
system, it is important to run basic maintenance routines to ensure that no problems have begun to develop. Depending on 
the size of the environment, these tasks can vary from just a few steps to complex, involved routines. They can take from a 
few minutes each day to taking over the time of an administrator. Because of this and the criticality of the tasks, it is also 
recommended that they be automated to whatever extent is possible. Develop scripts to perform some of these tasks and 
page or notify administrators when a problem appears, or invest in some third-party tools that automate and perform some 
of these tasks.
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Chapter 16: Troubleshooting

Overview

This chapter exists for the purpose of steering you in the right direction in case of trouble. By the time you've reached this 
chapter, you should be able to handle any problem that comes up that doesn't need direct aid from Sybase Technical 
Support.

So, based on some typical problems that you as a DBA need to solve, where would you look first? This chapter is useful 
for review. Read the question first, think about how you might solve it, and then look at our suggested approaches.

The Server Will Not Come Up

Where do you look first? What needs to be up?

Possible approach:

First, check the system errorlog (or event log on NT). Usually there will be an explicit clue there. Most typically, something 
has happened to either file permissions or system memory, and you will discern this from the errorlog.

Other things to check:

! Is the network up?

! Are there enough resources available (e.g., memory) for the server to grab?

! Have you examined all operating system logs?

! Are you signed in as the sybase user or an OS system admin? (A common mistake; you should be signed in as the 
sybase user to start the server.)

! Is the server already started?

! Are the environment variables set up correctly? On Solaris, if a file such as SYBASE.csh is not sourced, the 
environment variables are not set up and the server may not start.

! Have the file or partition permissions changed?

Some Users Claim the Server Stopped

Where should we start? First, don't panic.

Possible approach:

If you can connect to the server, use sp_who and sp_lock to determine the status of the person calling. The most typical 
cause of "The server's hung" complaint is locking. A blocked process causes a perception by the user that the whole 
server is down.

Is it really not working or just running very slowly? Possible situations:

! The connection timed out.

! The process is blocked.

! The user's process is fine, but his front end is having problems.

If you cannot connect to the server, run showserver to see if the server is up. If it is up, try again in a few minutes; number 
of user connections may be reached. Finally, look at the errorlog.

Server Is Up, Some Users Cannot Gain Access

Where do you look?

Possible approach:
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If you have access, check connections. Otherwise, it is probably time to look at the network on the users' side, or their net-
libs and Open Client. What time ranges are the users allowed to run in? It's possible that the Resource Governor is 
keeping them out. Can any user connect from the client machine? Or can the users complaining connect from another 
machine? Verify error messages.

Processing Slows Down or Stops

What are the likely culprits?

Possible approach:

On a single-processor box, some batch process may be hogging the server. The caller's process may be blocked by 
another process. Many system procedures (checkpoints, transaction dumps, etc.) temporarily lock resources, which the 
caller may be trying to access. Your user may have a low priority or be running outside of the normal time range. Don't 
forget to look at sp_who, sp_lock, and sp_sysmon.

On a multiprocessor box, other processes may be hogging the CPU(s), performing something seemingly trivial, like a Unix 
tar command.

Some Database or Databases Cannot be Accessed

Where do you look first?

Use sp_configure and sp_who to determine if you have exceeded the number of open databases configuration parameter.

Also, sp_helpdb will tell you if the database is marked as corrupt or suspect.

Perhaps the login has not been made a user in the database.

Finally, if this database has just been restored, you may have forgotten the online database command.

Possible approach:

Log in to the server, and use sp_helpdb to find out if the database is corrupt. If it looks fine, check sp_configure to see if 
the number of databases configured has been exceeded.

Check user access to the database. Is the database in single-user or DBO-only mode? Has the database finished 
recovering? Is the database online? Finally, check to see how many databases are configured; are you trying to access 
database 26 when you are only configured for 25?

Users Cannot Access Objects

What happens when a user tries to select from a table or run a stored procedure, and the user can't find it.

Possible approach:

Use sp_helprotect to check permissions not only of individual but of group and public too. Check table consistency with 
dbcc.

The user may think he's the owner of the object, but turns out not to be. (Sometimes when developers have DBO rights in 
the development area, they forget that rights change when they access production.)

Summary

Common sense and a little experience will tell you where to start digging; what you find will tell you how to fix it.

If you can't fix it, there's always Sybase Technical Support.

!"#$%Don't forget obvious errors such as the user forgetting the correct password!
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Chapter 17: Tools

Overview

In addition to supporting the SQL language (with extensions), ASE makes use of a number of utilities to assist in 
administration. Each of these tools has a particular purpose, and each is run not from within an ASE user connection, but 
from the operating system prompt (or graphical desktop). In addition to the basic query editor isql (and its Java equivalent, 
jisql), provided tools include:

! bcp ! Bulk Copy Program; allows for OS flat files to be directly loaded into tables, or for tables (or views) to be copied 
to a flat file. Works in fast or slow modes.

! defncopy ! Creates script files for certain database objects directly from system table information; may also be used to 
read script files and quickly create objects.

! optdiag ! Reads the contents of sysstatistics and systabstats and displays the results in a formatted fashion. May be 
used to characterize the structure of tables and the distribution of data in columns; may also be used to manually 
update statistics or to load simulated statistics for query performance analysis. May be used to determine the degree of 
object (table, index) fragmentation.

! Sybase Central ! Plug-in based GUI tool for server administration; may be used to examine the structure of items in 
the server or to create new structures via step-by-step wizards.

! Interactive SQL ! A GUI tool used for query management and tuning.

bcp

The Bulk Copy Program, or bcp, copies data to or from a table, and from or to a flat file in a user-specified format. Aside 
from the obvious mass-insertion functionality, bcp is useful for transferring data from one server to another, load balancing 
partitioned tables, and keeping table-size "backups" without using the dump and load commands. Depending on the 
settings of the database and the structure of the table, a bcp execution that adds data to a table may run in either fast or 
slow mode. The chief difference between the modes (apart from speed) is the amount of logging performed. A slow bcp will 
log every row inserted, while a fast bcp will only log the allocation of new extents. While this makes for a much speedier 
process, it is not as recoverable in the event of interruption or failure.

To perform a fast bcp, the SA must ensure:

1. The database select into/bcp/pllsort option is set to true.

2. Triggers do not exist on the table (or the alter table ! disable trigger command has been used to turn the triggers 
off).

3. Indexes do not exist on the table.

If any of these conditions are not met, the bcp will run in slow mode; bcp will apply any default values defined in the table, 
and rules and constraints will be ignored. Even if run in slow mode, bcp will not fire triggers. If bcp is used to copy data 
from a table to a file, the distinctions to fast versus slow do not apply. Note that both bcp-in and bcp-out require the 
appropriate permissions (insert permission for bcp-in, select permission for bcp-out).

Partial syntax:

bcp [[database_name.] owner.] [[table_name | view_name

   [:partition_id | ptn_name_clause]] {in | out} datafile_clause

   [{-c | -n}] [-b batchsize] [-F firstrow] [-L lastrow] [-P password]

   [-r row_terminator] [-S server] [-t field_terminator] [-U username]

   [--maxconn]]

Parameters:

! table name | view name ! Must have permission on the table or view (insert for bcp in, select for bcp out).

! partition id ! Specifies the page chain of a partitioned table to copy data into; only applicable to bcp in to a table

! ptn_name_clause ! Specifies a comma-delimited set of one or more unique partitions. You can use this for both bcp 
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out and bcp in. You cannot use this option with the partition_id option.

! datafile_clause ! Specifies a comma-delimited set of one or more data files. Can be specified for both bcp in and bcp 
out.

! maxconn ! The maximum number of parallel connections bcp can open to the server. If this is not specified, bcp 
automatically determines the number of connections.

! in | out ! The direction of the data flow, relative to the database table

! -c ! Character format (columns tab-delimited, rows ending in newline); transferable between platforms, and usually the 
easiest way to use bcp

! -n ! Platform-specific native format; do not use if shifting data between machine types

! -b ! Batch size; specifies the number of rows to load in one batch before a commit. All the rows of the completed 
batches will be present in the table if the bcp process is interrupted.

! -F ! Number of the first row of the file or table to be copied (default is first row in table/file)

! -L ! Number of the last row of the file or table to be copied (default is last row in table/file)

! -P ! Password of the login used to connect to the database

! -r ! Row terminator character (comma, tab, etc.) used for the bcp process. Not needed in character mode; do not use 
with native mode or unpredictable results may occur.

! -S ! Name of the server to connect, if not the $DSQUERY server

! -t ! Column terminator character (comma, tab, etc.) used for the bcp process. Not needed if you're using the character 
(-c) option; do not use with native mode (-n) or unpredictable results may occur.

! -U ! Username (login) used to connect to the database

Note that proxy tables (discussed in Chapter 14, "Remote Server Management") may map to files outside of the 
dataserver. Use of select into commands could be used to create files from a table or retrieve information from a file into a 
table ! mimicking the use of bcp but permitting the use of search arguments or functions.

defncopy

Certain objects in the database save their creation commands in the syscomments system table; these objects may have 
their definitions copied directly to script files using the defncopy utility. Alternately, the script files for these objects may be 
copied directly to syscomments, recreating them while bypassing the usual creation process.

Objects that can be referenced by defncopy include triggers, defaults, rules, views, and procedures. Note that defncopy 
may only be used on those objects that store their definitions in syscomments; this means that defncopy may not be used 
on tables, indexes, databases, and devices. It will be necessary to maintain scripts for these objects by other means 
(preferably, but keeping the original scripts used to create these objects).

Syntax:

defncopy dbname {in | out filename dbname [owner.] objectname

   [[owner.] objectname...] [-P password] [-S [server]] [-U username]}

optdiag

The optdiag utility is used to display information associated with the sysstatistics and systabstats system tables, such as 
size and structure of a table, its indexes, and the distribution of data within the columns. Additionally, optdiag may be used 
to change the contents of these tables (either for what-if analysis, or because the normal statistics updates commands 
would be inconvenient). As a performance tuning tool, optdiag is invaluable but the information retrieved from optdiag can 
be complex, and its full use (especially when used to change system table data) is outside of the scope of this book.

!"#$If you have massive amounts of data to import, run multiple bcp sessions into the same table at the same time, and 
onto separate partitions if possible.
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Partial syntax:

optdiag [binary] [simulate] statistics {-i input_file | database

   [.owner [. [table [.column]]]] [-o output_file]} [-U user_name]

   [-P password] [-S server] [-v version] [-h help] [-s] [-T flag_value]

Parameters:

! simulate ! The simulate flag allows for two sets of statistics to be maintained: the actual statistics, used for most 
queries, and the simulated statistics, used only when specifically requested. Helpful for performance analysis.

! -i ! Allows the SA to specify an input text file; contents of the file will be loaded into the system tables to supplement 
(or replace) existing statistics

! -o ! Used to capture results in an output file; useful in many circumstances, but especially when manually overriding 
statistics. The output file may be edited to reflect the desired values and loaded with the -i flag.

! -v ! Displays the version of optdiag, but does not produce any results

! -s ! Allows for system tables to be included in the output

! -T ! Permits the use of trace flags to alter the behavior of the session; valid values are described in the documentation 
set

Sybase Central

Sybase Central is a plug-in-based GUI tool for the administration of servers; if the appropriate plug-in is installed, you may 
administer the corresponding type of server. ASE distributes a Java-based implementation of Sybase Central (previous 
versions were specific to Win9x/NT), and it may be installed on any Java-capable machine.

To establish a connection to Sybase Central, select Connect from the Tools menu.

Figure 16-1

Next, specify the machine name and the port number of the server that you wish to connect to, along with a login and 
password.
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Figure 16-2

As is common in GUI programs, right-clicking with the mouse on an item in the Sybase Central window will bring up a menu 
of command options.

Figure 16-3

Interactive SQL

Sybase's Interactive SQL tool allows you to develop queries in a graphical environment, which simplifies the writing of the 
query and gives you the ability to do some aggressive fine-tuning of your resulting performance.

We've already introduced you to the tool in Chapter 2; now here are a few things to add to your bag of tricks:
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Figure 16-3

The main result window brings back the result of your query in a grid. This makes scanning easy, and enables a simple cut 
and paste into a spreadsheet or word processing document.

Figure 16-3

The Messages tab shows the results of any messages or print statements coming back from the server.
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Figure 16-3

The cool new thing Sybase delivers with Interactive SQL is the Plan tab. This graphically depicts the plan of the SQL that 
was run. This allows you to get specifics on any of the individual plan nodes by clicking on it and looking in the lower 
window. From a tuning perspective, it tells you where the work is being performed (note the percentages in each of the 
windows), which can be an indicator of where you might need an index or a where clause.

Summary

ASE provides a number of utilities that can be of assistance with administrative tasks. These include bcp, defncopy, 
optdiag, Sybase Central, and Interactive SQL.
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